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FORE\VORD
Every workshop has its by-products and the
historian's is not an exception. Mr. Kalikinkar
Datta has been, for the last few years, engaged in an
intensive study of the history of Bengal during the
18th century. The main results of his investigation have been embodied in another volume but
a few chips from his workshop have been presented in the following pages. There is a general
impression among lay readers that the modern
period affords but little scope for a research
student's scrutiny; a casual examination of Mr.
Datta's Studies will convince everybody that a
huge mass of literary and documentary records
still remains to be sifted and utilised. It is
needless to say that Mr. Datta has not attempted
a systematic survey of the political and economic
history of his province, but he has made a laudable
effort to throw new light
. . . on
I . .. some
. '· of the least
known aspects of thaf bisto·ry. ~His reconstruc·
tion of the sociai history, for instance, will prove
of immense interest. He bas satisfactor;Iy proved
that neither the fairer sex nor the bumble
caste~>, dubbed as '' depressed ,. under the nevv
dispensation, were either uned-q/~ifft'J1''··· or. ·~fi.:,
cultured. Anandamayi Gupta earned a unique
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fame for her literary skill ; and if Bhagyamanta
Dhupi took the trouble of transcribing Dvija
Bhabananda's vernacular version of Harivamsa
it i::.; futile to ::.;ugge::.;t that a wa::.;herman in
tho::.;e du,ys wa::.; devoid of litcrncy or incapable of
appreciating the simple chamm of Bengali poetry.
Madlnmudan Napit, a barber a::.; hi::.; surname
indicates, vvas liinmelf an author and claimed
to be the son and grandson of famous authors.
He truly belonged to the intellectual aristocracy
of the land though his phtco in the Hindu
·society from the caste point of view waR lowly
indeed. If tho caste system was rigid, we Rhould
not forget that, it did not stand in the wn,y of
literary camaradc,rie bet-vveen the high born
Brahmin and the humble washerman.
The relations between the two principal
communities of the province seem to have been
far from unfriendly, particularly in the rural
area. Satya Pir was worshipped by Hindus and
Muslims alike, and the rival faiths were not only
tolerated but drew common devotees from both the
communities.
It is only in the court circle
that religious differences were exploited for political
purpQses.

' ~he major part of the present volume has been
devoted to the East India Company, t~
i~irJnvestment, th~i:r__pQE_~_hases

an_<L o~~-; and tl)e
inquisTtive~iudei!L_ ~ilLfuid these .ch~Ji~Jl.
and

sales,

---~-~-------

their

agents
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veriiable_IOinl;l_ofinform_at!mh He may profitably
study the main trade routes and highways as
indicated in the chapter dealing with the economic
condition of Bengal and note how many opulent
marts and important market places have lost their
trade and gone out of the picture.
Mr. Kalikinkar Datta has produced an excellent
book of reference which will be widely appreciated
in India and outside.
SENATE HousE :

}

SuRENDRANATH SEN.

The 15th August, 1936.
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TO MY
ALMA MATER

PREFACE
The middle of the eighteenth century forms an
important epoch in the History of the Bengal
Subah. It witnessed great political changes,
pregnant with many significanf' issues for the
future. With the accession of Allahvardi to the
masnad of Bengal in 17 40 began the rule of the
really independent N awabs of Bengal, as the Imperial authority at Delhi had by that time been
practically reduced to insignificance. But this
weakening of the Imperial authority also gave
birth to other circumstances which from the very
outset marred all hopes of a progressive and
peaceful government of independent rulers in
Bengal. Thus the Marathas, among others,
availed themselves of this opportunity to enter
into the heart of Bengal, and for several years
their plunderings made the pulse of Bengal beat
with tremendous quickness. Just a few years after
this storm had blown over the country, the destiny
of Bengal received a new turn in the field of
Plassey. Buxar strengthened what bad begun
with Plassey, and the results of these two battles
indicated the gradual passing away of the old
order of things and the birth of a new one, though
presages of such a change had appeared already
during the early eighteenth century.
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It is indeed highly important for us to know
what the material, social and cultural conditions
of the people of Bengal were during this transitional period in the country's life. Hitherto the
history of our country has been mostly the history
of its rulers, the conquerors and the military
adventurers, the people themselves having been
almost completely and consistently ignored. In
this work I have tried to give an accurate. though
rather incomplete, picture of the people's life,-the
laws and customs of their society and their economic resources and transactions. In every age and
clil.l'l_~, almost all the great mdvmnents in -th~
world's history have been influenced by social and
economic-factors. Here also I have been able to
show how the social and economic factors in the
18th century history of Bengal were greatly interrelated with the contemporary political changes.
1'he sources utilised for preparing this thesis
may be classified under four heads, viz. : (1) Contemporary Literature, Bengali* and
Sanskrit ; (II) Works in Persian, some in
original manuscripts and some in translations ;
(III) Records of the East India Company, both
unpublished and published ; (IV) Accounts and
writings of contemporary European travellers and

* I plodded through a mass of early Oriya and Hindi
literary fragments, but unluckily I came across no
materials useful for my purposes.
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writers including memoirs and journals left by •
them.
The materials collected f-rom thooe sources
have been carefully scrutinised and studied. It
is perhaps for the first time that contemporary
eighteenth century literature has been utilised for
historical purposes, and also it is the first attempt
to write a connected social history of the country
during this momentous period in its annals}_ from
a study of various sources. Social and Economic
lives are influenced by each other. So, after dealing with the different aspects of social life I have
endeavoured to study the economic condition of
the Bengal Subah from the abovementioned
sources.
Some unpublished sources have been here
brought to light for the first time and the published ones, some of which had been already known
to scholars, have been used here exhaustively after
systematic and careful study. I have also duly
recognised the value of incidental references to
facts of Social and Economic Life in the pages of
contemporary literature. Literature is often the
mirror of the age in whiCh it flourishes. A poet,_
a novelist or an essayist is bound to be influenced
by the ideas and facts of contemporary lif~ in its
different aspects,--socia~, economic and political ;
and this influence is reflected through his writings.
In fact, for a rational study of the history of our
country,_-its culture and sociallife1 its economic
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• condition and its political life, the study of Indian
Literature of respective periods is indispensably
necessary.
The unpublished Records preserved under the
custody of th e Imperial Record Department,
Calcutta, f onn a veritable mine of information
for a studo nt of Social and Economic History of
Modern India. By 1027 Professor J. C. Sinha,
Ph.D., utilised some of these records in writing
his 'Economic Annals of Bengal.' In November
of the same year Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt., and
Mr. R. B. Ramsbotham, I. E. S., emphasised, in
the report of the Records sub-committee, the value
of those records for writing a "correct economic
history of India under the Company." Since
1928 I have tried in my own humble way to study
exhaustively those which have appeared to me
to be relevant for my work and have been able
to bring out many new and significant facts
from papers like (a) Letters from the Council in
Calcutta to the Court of Directors, (b) Letters
from th~ Select Cpmmi ttee in Bengaltothe Court
of Directors, (c) Letters from the Court of Directors to the Council in Calcutta, (d) Letters from
the Court of Directors to the Seleet Committee in
Bengal, (e) Original Consultations, (f) Public Proceedings (copies of original consultations preserved
in Proceedings Book),, (g) Bengal Secret Consultations (Foreign Department),, (h) Calendar of
Persian Correspondence.
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ThE> Imperial Record Department has preserv- •
ed Records regularly from 1748, but there are also
for the period before 17 48 copies (i11 typescript)
of some Records of the India Office and these have
been kept under Miscellaneous Records of the
Home and Foreign Departments and under Section
III of the Persian Department. As for example,
the Letters from Bengal to the Court of Directors,
15th December, 1703 to 22nd December, 1748,
which I have utilised for my work, are copies obtained from the India Office. In quoting extracts
from the Records 1 have retained their original
. form in spelling and punctuation.
In the first chapter I have tried to describe the
different aspects of social IJife in five sections on
the basis of the materials gathered from the abovementioned sources, mostly from Contemporary
Literature.
The second chapter dealing with English
FactOries and Investments is based al ost
en Ire y on unpublished records of the Imperial
Record Department and is original in ever se se.
o prevwus writer has written any account of the
English Factories established through the different
parts of the country, including the most interior
ones, nor has any one studied before, in details,
the nature, volume, etc., of the British East India
Company's investments. This chapter contains
many new facts of considerable importance from
the standpoint of Economic History and will
greatly supplement our knowledge of the East India

xii
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• Company's Trade during the period under review.
It has been divided into____....--------.
three sections~
the _______
first _
.-·" ................
-----~----,-,c---

section deals with the general features of 'English
11'~wtories-andfuvestments~'

the- ~~~~-~ii wi.th

vestmentS:_~_JtQPi:='"JiJl:..L. i~Li~~;; · · · -~-~d .

sectio;-~~ntains detailed histori;~
important -Facto~r;~-:-..

-~""'"---~·- -·~-·---"·---

in~

the. thi;d
of £orne of the
.........

-·--

The third chapter con~ains a description of the
Commercial Relations of Bengal with the other
Asiatic countries, with the other provinces of
India and with the European Trading Companies.
In tha section on the Asiatic Trade of Bengal I
have added much new information to what has
beeDI rather briefly referred to by Professor J. C.
Sinha, Ph.D., in his 'Economic Annals of
Bengal,' while my treatment of Inter-provincial
Trade of Bengal is original, all the facts relating to
it being newly discovered. In section 2, a detailed
account of the British East India Company's trade
in Bengal in the pre-Plassey period has been pre·
pared for the first time from hitherto unutili~ed
sources. Modern writers like Mr. R. C. Dutt,
Mr. C. J·. Hamilton, and Dr. J. C. Sinha
have written something about the history of
English trade in Bengal after Plassey; but my
treatment of the subject has been more exhaustive containing many supplementary information
based on a study d some new sources. The trade
oJ the East India. Company formed the most important factor in the economic and ultimately

~
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political historL of Bengal in the eighteenth cen-

. t~~EY-'-·~~n~-~.~-~y-~i(gLI!!fQ~~[Qi·!~iili~t? Tti~
valuable for a student of
Modern Indian History.
•-··•
··-~,--~-~-·••••~~~---~~•r<r~---~-·

o~--~~~~·· •·---~~,·~~~~----~,.~-···~-·~-·-·~•-

"••·•~ ~·-

·

In the fourth chapter I have tried to describe
the different aspects of the internal economic condition of Bengal in separate sections. The section
on ' Communications ' has been based mostly on
contemporary accounts left by Rennel, Plaisted,
Vijayarama Senavisarada and others. A knowledge of the state of communications within a
country is indispensably necessary for understanding its economic condition which is very much
influenced by the former. I do not find any reason to believe that the state of communications in
eighteenth century Bengal was unsuited for
commercial purposes of those days, and that there
was anything like 'economic isolation ' for want
of means of communications. The improvements
of the later 19th and 20th centuries should not lead
one to ignore what existed in the 18th century.
In section 2 of this chapter I have tried to describe
the state of 'Manufactures, Industries and Handicrafts' with reference to the localities which were
connected with these and on the basis of facts
most of which were unknown before. Much has
already been said by contemporary writers like
Verelst, Bolts and others and by some modern
writers like Mr. R. C. Dutt and Mr. C. J. Hamilton about the causes of the decline of cotton and
other industries of Bengal during the second half

•

.
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of the eighteenth century. I find · that the root '
cause of this decline lay in the general political
disorders of the time and that it had its beginning
long before 17 57. In fact, the pre-Plassey period oL
Bengal history left a l~ga9y<. of~~~~~~i~ c]_ecli_!}e.
TI:ie coi1thiuaT ;·ars;<frequent rebellions and occasiona1 conspiracies "wasted the whole country"
(Rennel) and created opportunities for adventurers
to exploit it for their own ends.
Industries
cannot flourish within a country in the absence of
peace and order. The political revolutions in
Bengal, which affected not only the rulers and the
grandees but also the common people Eke_ Jibe_
weav-ers and the-~gr1cuituris{~- --;;~~~~i.s~~- Q__p~rni
C1ous1nfiuenco-on tho T1idustr!c~_of _!~cng!JJ. I have
careiuffy exmn11ied-1n relevant places the economic
effects of the Maratha ravages, the Afghan rebellions, and the other political convulsions. In the
two succeeding sections I have attempted to prepare connected accounts of ' Markets and Prices of
Articles ' and ' Classes and Conditions of Labour.'
It has not been possible to write these sections in
such a comprehensive and connected manner as
can be done in accounts of Indian Economic life of
modern times, because we have no systematic state
reports, documents and statistics for those days.
But I am confident that I have utilised almost
every original source for collecting bits of information relatmg to these topics. No one is more
conscious than myself of the various imperfections
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of this work; and being a young devotee in the
field of historical researches I drave the indulgence
of the learned readers whose suggestions would be
most thankfully accepted.
I take this opportunity of expressing my obligation to those who have helped me in the preparation of this work. I am especially indebted to
Professor Dr. Subimal Chandra Sarkar, M.A.,
D.Phil. (Oxon.), Head of the Department of History, Patna College. With great zeal and love he
ungrudgingly guided me in my work from day to
day, and helped me in all possible ways. I am
grateful to Mr. G. E. Fawcus, M.A., I.E.S., O.B.E. 1
Director of Public Instruction, Bihar antl Orissa,
to Dr. H. Lambert, I.E.S., late Principal, Patna
College,.and to Mr. J. S. Armour, M.A., I. E.S.,
Principal, Patna College, who kindly encouraged
me at every step, especially by introducing me to
the Government Record Rooms in different places.
Dr. Azimuddin Ahmad, Ph.D., Head of the
Arabic and Persian Department, Patna College, and
my friend and colleague Prof. S. H. Askari, M.A.,
B.L., Assistant Professor of History, Patna
College, deserve my sincere thanks for the help
that I received from them in the matter of utilising some original Persian manuscripts. I am
much obliged to Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt., for
having kindly lent me the use of his copy of
' Correspondanee du Conseil de Chandernagor
avec divers ' and his transcript of a portion of

xvi
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' Tarikh-i-Bangala ' by Salimulla. My heartiest
thanks are also due to Mr. A. F. M. Abdul Ali, M.A.,
F.R.S.L., Keeper of the Records of the Government of India, and his staff for the facilities they
offered me in studying their records. I am much
grateful to Mr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee, M.A.,,
B.L., Barrister-at-Law, Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta
University, to Mr. J. C. Chakravarti,_ M.A.,
Registrar,_ Calcutta University,_ and to Mr. A. C.
Ghatak, M.A., Superintendent,_ Calcutta University Press, whose kind help has enabled me to
bring out the book. My friend and colleague Prof.
Jagadish Narayan Sarkar, M.A., and my students
Babu Brij Mohan Prasad, B.A., and Babu M. C.
Samaddar, B.A., have kindly performed the tedious
task of preparing the Index, for which I thank
them sincerely.
The authorities of the following institutions
too have laid me under a heavy debt of gratitude
by allowing me to study their valuable collections :-The Oriental Public Library, Bankipore ;
Patna College Library ; Bihar and Orissa Research
Society's Library ; Imperial Library, Calcutta ;
Vailgiya Sahitya Pari~?ad, Calcutta ; the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, Calcutta ; the State Library of
His Highness the Nawab of Ram pur ; the
Calcutta University Library ; the Hatan Library,
Suri (Birbhum District), and the Library of the
late Prof. J. N. Samaddar, Patna.
PATNA CoLLEGE,
PATNA
(B~BAR & ORISSA).

KALIKINKAR DATTA.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Seir= Seir-ul-mutakherin.
Ryaz = Ryaz-us-salatin.
Wafa=Muhammad Wafa, author of Waqai Fath
Bangala.
I.R.D. =Imperial Record Department.
H.M. =Home Miscellaneous.
Abs. P.L.I. =Abstracts of Persian Letters issued.
C.P.C. =Calendar of Persian Correspondence.
Bl. St. Cons.= Bengal Secret Consultations.
I.H.E. =Interesting Historical }jjvents.
B.E. =Basumati Edition.
T. S. =Typical Selections from Old Bengali Literature.
J .A. S. B.= Journal ·of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal.
J.R.A.S. =Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
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STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF
BENGAL SUBAH
CHAPTER I

Education: Ideas and Institutions.
Life in every age and country varies greatly
according to the education that
Education depend·
ent on private initiamen receive. In the times of
tive and encouragewhich we are speaking, 'Bengal
ment.
did not possess any organised
system of University Education; there were neither
any such traces of the good old days of Nalanda
or Takf?asila nor any presages of the modern
University Education. Education depended entirely upon private initiative and private arrangements, made largely under the patronage of the
local Rajas and Chiefs, who encouraged learned
men. Ramesvara wrote his Sivayana in obedience
to the orders of Raja Yasovanta of Burdwan; 1
Anantarama composed his Kriyayogasara under the
"Yasovanta sarvagut;J.avanta tasya pol[lya Ramesvara
il~tdasraye kari ghara biracila Siva-sankirtana."
1

2
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• orders of a noble man named Visarada; 2 Dvija
BbavaJ.li compiled his Ramayai.la in the court of
a prince named Jayacandra (who bad his capital
in a certain place near Noak bali) and got remuneration at the rate of Rs. 10 per day. 3 In order
to encourage the cultivation of Sanskrit learning
Raja Rr~t~acandra of Nadia fixed a monthly
allowance of Rs. 200 to be paid as stipends to
students who should come from distant places to
The article '' Bangabha~ar upar Musalmaner
prabhiib,"by Dr. D. C. Sen.in the "Vicitra" of Magha,
133r5 B.S., p. 18. Of. " The principal cause of the present
neglected state of literature in India is to be traced to the
want of that encouragement which was formerly afforded
to it by princes, chieftains and opulent individuals under
the natiye Government.
Such a review would bring before us the liberal patronage which was formerly bestowed not only by princes and
others in ·power and authority but also by the Zemindars
or persons who had distinguished themselves by the successful cultivation of letters at those places. "-Lord Minto's
Minute on Sanskrit Colleges in Tirhut and Nadiya, 6th
March, 1811, Long, Selection8 from Unpublished Reeorcls,
p. 654.
s '~ Jayacandra narapati
Rama itihii.sa ati
Jatne se karila padabanda I
Dvijavara Bhava1;1i
apana sf1kf?at ani,
Dine dine dasa mudra dana 1 ''
2

-Typical Selections from Old Bengali Literature,
Part I, p. 583.
Compare the ,case of Raja Jayanaraya:t;ta translating
the ' :Kas~lrh~J?.Q.a" av a:p. enormous cost in :j.SOO A.]).
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study_ in

3' ·

Jhe~. Jals,,~oL .N~diii. 4

IL.was. under his
patronage that Bharatacandrl:l wrote his ' Annadamaii.gala ' and Ramaprasada wrote his rc·. Kali-·
klrtana ' under the encouragement of Rajakisora)
Mukhopadhyaya., a relative of Raja Kr!?t;tacandra.
The Hindus received their higher education in:
tbe.. Gat.u~.pathJs, which could be.
Higher Hindu edufound in many important towns
ca.tion.
or villages, and where the
medium of instruction was Sanskrit~ These·
Catuf,)~.this were cosmopolitan in nature and
welcomed teachers and scholars from different
parts of the country. Ramaprasada has left a:
description of a Oatu~pathi in Burdwan, where
scholars from DraviQ.a, Utkala, Kasi and Tirhut
(Tirabhukti or Mithila) were assembled. 5 'J.lhis
further shows that DraviQ.a, · Utkala, Kasi and
Tirhut were also centres of learning. Contemporary Literature supplies us with an
account as to how a Sanskrit scholar had to
pass through different stages in his ' ·educational career. His education generally com~
menced from his :fifth year with a special auspici•
ous ceremony and he was at first taught. to
practise letters ; after the boy had a thorough
acquaintance with the letters, he was introduce.d
1nto the study of Grammar and works like
Bhattikavyarp_, Raghuvamsam, I{umarasambhavam
1.
5

Calcutta Review, 1872~ Vol. IV, pp. 103-04.
Ramaprasada.'s Grantbavali, p. 5 (Ba~srimati Edn.).' ·

4
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and others ; after mastering these the young scholar
had to devote himself to the study of Alankara;
Logic formed the next subject of study in the
curriculum. When the scholar had advanced up
to the study of Logic and had become a little
mature he bad to study the science of astrology,
the different systems of Philosophy including the
Vedanta, and the Vedic Prosody as well. 6
Side by side with this, scholars took interest in
the study of vernacular literature and the names
of Bharatacandra, the court poet of Maharaja
Kr~r:;tacan~ra, of Ramaprasada Sena. and of
Ramesvara, the author of Bivayana, have occupied
important places in the history of Bengali literature. Almost about this time a few other valu~
able works were also produced in the Eastern
part of Bengal. The writers of these works
Study of vernacular belonged to one and the same
literature.
family and lived at Vikrampur
(East Bengal). Of these Ramagati Sena composed ' Mayatimiracandrika ' in Bengali and
' Yogakalpalatika ' in Sanskrit ; in 1772 A. D.
J ayanarayaQ.a
and
his mece Anandamayi
6

Ramaprasada's Granthavali:, pp. 50-51 (Basumati
Edn.). We meet with similar descriptions in Mukunda.
rama's Kavikailkal).a, Sahitya Parisad Patrika, No. 3,
1327 B.S. and in Madhavacarya.'s Cal,lqi. The system
described in Radhamiidhava Gho£?a's Brhatsaravali seems
to be more or less traditionaL-Typical Selections, etc.,
Part II, PPI!I 1893-1894,
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composed witli mutual help the Bengali book,
Harilila, and a few years later J ayanaraya:Q.a
independently produced a ' Candikavya' in
Bengali. 7
We have no full knowledge of the exact
curriculum of education in vernacular but we :find
that almost every important
Primary Education.
village had a pathasala, where
the students received elementary education in Arithmetic and in some of the rudiments of physical
and natural sciences. Craufurd observed, '' There
are schools in all the towns and principal villages.
The masters are Brahmans. The place where the
boys are taught is generally a pandal, or a room
made of leaves and leaves of the palm tree. The
boy sits on mats on the floor.
The books are of
leaves. Those who write hold in the left hand the
book and in the other a steel bodkin with which
they make a slight impression on the leaf. But
Bangabha~?a o Sahitya, p. 492.
The author has
mentioned a few other Bengali MSS. belonging almost to
this period : -(1) Kaliyadamana, by Dvija Parasurama, 1761
A.D. (2} Kal}.vamunir paral}.a, by Kr~J;~.adasa. (3} Camatkaracandrika, by NarottamaDasa,114r5 B.S. (4) Manasik~?a,
by Girivara Dasa, 1148 B.S. (r5) Ragamala, by Narottama
Dasa, 1143 B.S. (6) Satya.narayal}.a, by Dvija Ramakr~?J;~.a,
1141 B.S. (7) Sadhanakathii. (prose work), 1158 B.S.
(8) Sarasarilgraha, by Kr~?J;~.adasa Kaviraja, written 1185
B.S. (9) HarinamakBJvaca, by; Gopiknll}.a Dasa, 1165 B.S.
(10) IJ;at!l.h!tlld_ana, b;r. Y!llaram.~ Dasa, 1175 B.S.
7

6
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they frequently begin by making letters and figures
with their finger on sand spread on the :floor, and
sometimes learn to calculate with small shells and
pebbles.'' 8 Subh<Pikara, the renowned Hindu
Arithmetician, flourished either towards the later
part of the 17th or the earlier part of the 18th
century, and it is quite probable that his system
was taught in the pathasalas (village schools)
throughout the 18th century. 0 Mr•. W."Adam, who
had been commissioned by Bentinck in 1834-183-5
to make a survey of education in Bengal, writes in
his second report10 :-''The only other written
composition used in these schools and that only in
the way of oral dictation by the master, consists of
a few of the rhyming arithmetical rules of Subhankara, a .writer whose name is as familiar in
Bengal as that of Cocker in England without
anyone knowing who or what he was, or when
he lived. It may be inferred that he lived or if
not a real personage, that the rhymes bearing
that name were composed before the establishment
8
Sketches of the Hindoos, Vol. II, pp. 12-13. .Compare an almost similar picture in· Ward's History of the
Hindoos, 1818 A.D., Vol. I, p. 119.
9
Articles on " Bubhankara " in " The Statesman,"
Sept. 9, 1928 and Octr. 2, 1928. I have collected two
undated Bengali manuscripts of Bubhankara's work ;
from handwriting it appears that they were probably
written during the early part of the 19th century.
10 I.R.D.
, ;. )
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of British rule in this country, and during the
existence of the Musalman power, for they are
full of Hindustani or Persian terms, and contain
references to Muhammadan usages without the
remotest allusion to English practices or modes
of calculation.'' Sometimes, Arabic, Persian and
Bengali were taught in one and the same pathasala.
There is a passage in the Bengali work 'Samaser
Gazir Pumthi ' 11 which tells us that the Gazi kept
100 students in his Tolbakhana. He brought a
Maulavi from Hindustan for teaching Arabic to
the boys, a Par;tQ_it from Jugdea for teaching
Bengali, and a Munshi from Dacca for teaching
,,
Persian.
This vernacular education was widespread ; it
appears that a sort of primary education was encouraged in every sphere of society, whether high
or low, where people were glad and willing to
enjoy its benefits and pleasures. Dr. D. C. Sen 12
says that be bas in his possession a few Bengali
manuscripts, belonging almost to this period (a
few years before or after), which were written
by men belonging to the lower strata of the society,
-(i) 'Nai§adha,' composed by Lokanatha Datta,
the manuscript being written by Majhi Kayet in
1768 A. D., (ii) Galigadasa Sena's, 'Devayaiti
Upiikhyana,' written by Ramanaraya:t;m Gopa in
11

1.2

Typical Selections, etc., Part II, p. 1854.
l3an~a1>hafi![\, o Siihitya, PP:. 397. and 450 .

•
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1778 A.D., '(iii) 'Harivamsa,' translated by Dvija
Bhavananda but written by Bhagyamanta Dhupi
in 1783 A. D., (iv) 'Kriyayogasiira,' translated
from a portion of ' Padm apurlilf,la,' by Anantarama
Sarma but written by Raghavendra Raja in
1731 A. D. Madhusudana Napita, who wrote his
work 'Nala-Damayanti ' in 1809 A.D., mentions
that both his father and grandfather were famous
writersY It is not possible to determine precisely
the date of Madhusudana's father and grandfather
but when Madhusiidana could write in 1809 A.D.,
it seems quite possible that his grandfather had
flourished towards the middle of the 18th
century. There were other channels through
which also the masses could receive a certain
amount of enlightenment. Religious songs, sailkirtanas, popular tales and comic ballads were
widely current in the society and always served to
fill the minds of all classes of people with certain
amount of ethica.J, aesthetic and inte1lectual tastes.
These could be recited by men belonging to the
lowest stratum of society with such an art as made
it difficult to discriminate 14 between a man of
Ibid,, p. 397. "It was possible for him, who was a
servant of the Brahmins and was born in a barber family,
to become a famous poet. His son Va:r;tinatha achieved renown throughout the world for his achievement, and his
son and pupil Madhusiidana is glad ttf. heart to hoar of the
glories of his master."
H
'' Even thotSe who watch the cows think of SI.Vn13

•
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letters and an illiterate man. It m31y be·ef interest •
to note that these men sought knowledge for. religion, honest pleasure and for the uplift of the
spiritual self and did not take to service by ghdng
up their respective professions. Madhusudana's
grandfather did not give up hjs profession when he
became a famous poet, and his literary grandson
continued to be a barber.
I have studied, a few Sanskrit and Bengali
manuscripts 15 which throw some fresh light on
our subject. All these were copied by one
Vadanacandra Gho~a, an inhabitant of district
Sudharam. 16 These were all bound together in one
volume, and look like a collection of text-books on
different subjects. The second manuscript, which
is in Sanskrit, is a book containing word-equivalents (a very ancient idea) for arithmetical numerals. There is no evidence as to the date of this
work but it seems to have been composed long
before the middle of the 19th century. It is
kirtana ; it is very difficult to distinguish between a pa:t;~.Q.it
and a man of lower class (caJ?a).-Ramaprasada;'s Granthavali, p. 5, B. E.
15
These manuscripts were discovered by me in the
late Pro£. J. N. Samaddar's collections, and I am highly
indebted to his son Babu Makhanlal Samaddar, B.A., for
his kindly permitting me to utilise these for my work.
1 11 All the manuscripts end thus:" .Asalamatartha nakala sak~?aranca Srivadanacandra
Ghol?a. Sakavda 1773/1 san 1258/1 Vailgala vatarikh 3
Jaifi!tha mokam jela Sudhar&m."
1

2
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• probable that such texts for. teachirig word-equiva}..:
ents for numerals were studied in the middle of the
18th century : Bharatacandra and others have
given their dates in such words. 17 The third one
is the famous book on Prosody named Srutabodha,
by Kalidasa. From the fact that it was copied as
a school text so late as the middle of the 19th
century it seems clear that scholars did not lose
touch with it throughout the preceding, i.e., the
18th century. The fourth one named Gangadasagita is also a book on Prosody. From the first
few lines of the book we know that it was written
by a teacher Gangadasa for the benefi.t of
young scholars.18 We do not know the date
of, Gangadasa but from internal evidence in the
text we gather that it was copied by one named
Kiimadevasarma r:in 1651 Sakavda (i.e., 17 40
A.D.). 19 The fifth one named B:rndavanayamakam,
which is a poem with a beautiful description of
Brndavana, was similarly copied first by Kamadevasarma and recopied about 120 years later by
17

,,

Vede !aye rt?i base bramha nirupila
Sei sake eai gita Bharata racila 11 ''

I

Devampra1;1amya Gopalam Vaidya Gopaladasaja
!3a,ntot?atanayaschandogafigadasatanotyeda santi yadyapi
phiia:rhsaschand0grantha mal}.it?inam tathapisaramakrit?ya
nava~artl:la 7 ma!fiodyama. ''
I9
The date of Kamadevasarma has been clearly
given at the end of manuscript No. 6 (At?maviveka) : :• • Srikiimadeva. · Sarmal}.a pustakarnid&m t&tsak~aranca
suvamaii!tU S~k9,vda 1651/8./29,~~ .
Is

"
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Vadanacandra Gho!lla.~
The sixth one named'
A!llrilaviveka (or ' Blockheads quickened '), by
Gadasirhha was also first copied .by Kamadevasarnia and then recopied by V adanacandra
Gho~a. This work was intended to teach' the
boys the easy method of learning how to avoid
mistakes in the spelling of words,-words begin~
ning with · or characterised by a particular letter
being grouped together. Here words with
23
21
22
' S '
' ~ '
' s '
and ' :ha ' 24 have been arranged
together. On the · strength of the fact that these
works, copied by Kamadevasarma in ' 1651
Sakavda (i.e.,. 1730 A.D.), were recopied 120
years later by Vadanacandra, it may be asserted
that these were studied with much care ·and
interest by young Sanskrit students (cj: navakattham mamodyama in MS. No. 4 and. Sisubodhaye
katbayami in MS. No. 6) during the period
intervening between Kamaaeva and Vadanacandra.
This also shows that the Sanskrit .. teachers
20
Vadanacandra copied the MS, No. 4on the 18th
Vaisakha, 1258 B.S. and MS. No. 5 on ·the 22nd
Vaisakha, 1258 B.S. This shows the educational zeal of
the person as well as the importance of the subjects
copied.
.
.
21 '' Iti Gadasirhha viracitia Usyaviveka talavsyakarakathii.m samaptam." .
.
.. '
22 "Iti nmrdhanya~kara kathanam samaptam."
2 3 " Iti danteyesakara prakaral')a samaptam."
24 " ItiSrigadasimhaviracita~:nlavi~~ke ha~ara katha·
nam sa.mii.p'tam.',
)
'

•
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ll>f Bengal then took great pains in rewriting
difficult Sanskrit texts ·for the benefit and
convenience of youn:g scholars. There is another
manuscript which is a Bengali translation of
BhagavatigW1 (Chaps. 15-19) included in the
Maliabhagavatapura:Q.a. This manuscript does not
bear the date of original translation, but from the
concluding lines we know that the translator's name
was Ramaratana and that he was an inhabitant
of Patulia in the Nadia district. 25 It was copied by
the same Vadanacandra which shows that it was at
any rate translated before his days. ~bus the
Vernacular renderings of the Pura1,1as greatly
popularised their study, by bringing them within
the easy reach of ordinary readers. Ramaratana
says that after labouring hard (day and night) for
a month, he had finished his work which' he
regarded as an act of great piety and as a sure
25

"

Nadiyii namete jila tabe thana sunirmalii
htllaqaya ache vartamfma,
tahara samila grama sarvamiinyajanadhama
Patulia nrpatira sthana
Dharmadata Harinama amii.ra vasatidbama
purvapara ei stbana paiya
Varendra bhumira vasa. vahudina hai nasa
navamapuruf?a ama dia
tahadera nama jata taha ara kava kata
varendra. kulete janma hai
Sri Rii,maratana nama haribhaktimanaskama
devigita bhaJ?8.padY.eltaY.a. ~!
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meansof getting rid of the burdens Gf this wmld.
Thus we see that men acting under .religious
convictions and with spiritual motives indirectly
helped the cause Gf education. There is another
manuscript named Yamasali.gita which treats of
the philosophy of human life. Here we meet
with a vivid description of a man's course oflifehis birth in this world-his growth into youth and
manhood,-his corruption in this world and utter
neglect Gf religion and ultimately his dark fate and
cruel tGrture in the hands of Yamaraja (the God of
Death). Like the other manuscripts it was copied
by Vadanacandra hut we know from the concluding lines that the author's name was Sankaradasa.26 The last but a very important one named
Bhugolavar~ana is a book
on History and
Geography. It deals with the Geography of the
World in a synoptic and traditional Pural)ic
manner .and is a summary text-book of the History
of India drawn up in the same Pura:r;lic manner
from the earliest times down to 1820 A.D., when
it was last brought up to date, previous concluding
.dates traceable in the text being well known landmarks in the early 19th and middle of 18th
centuries. 27
2«> " GurukpJ~.Q.a Vai~J;Iavapada sirete dharia kahen
Sailkaradasa minati kariya."
2 7 '' Taharapara eai Kalikatarajadhanite Ingreji 1733
san avadhi vartl;Lmana 1820 paryanta je je Governor arthat
ba.{ll!!saheb haiache tahiir vivarap~ nice likhitechi. '!

•
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Among the places where the study .of Sanskrit
and Vernacular literature was encouraged, Nadia,
~' the Oxford of the province,'' occupied the
prominent position. ".In truth Nadiya was the
focus of intellectual development, the land of the
Naiyayikas who reasoned and argued on every
conceivable topic, the abode of astronomers, whose
panjikas and almanacs still regulate the festivals
and Pujas and the daily domestic concerns of the
Hindus." 29 Maharaja Kr~l)acandra of Nadia
was himself a lover of art and literature and his
court was adorned by a number of intellectual
luminaries (about 80), proficient
Import•m~ centres
• th d'ff
of learning.
· 1n
e 1 erent branc hes of know-.
ledge. The name of Bharata"
candra has already been mentioned. The Maharaja himself had a fair knowledge of Sanskrit
and often engaged himself in the discussion
of the subtle problems of Logic with Harirama Tarkasiddhanta, Kp,:Q.ananda Vacaspati and
Ramagopala Sarvabhauma ; he tried to find out
the truths of religion along with Pra:Q.anatha Nyayapaficanana, Gopala Nyayalankara and Ramananda Vacaspati, and he was able to talk with
Jivarama Vacaspati, Ramaballabha Vidyavagisa,
and Viresvara Nyayapa:fi.canana about philosophy.
VaJ}esvar was his poet-laureate, along with
whom he tried to compose. Sanskrit verses. 29 The
28

Calcutta Review, 1872, Vol. IV, p. 97. •
·

' ; .•.:: ·' · :2 9 KE?itis#amsav,aiicarita, p. 49.
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celebrated astronomer Ramarudra Vidyanidhi
:flourished in his court and wrote his famous work
Sarasa:rhgraha. 30 Ward, writing about 1818 A.D.,
speaks of a few other important centres of Sanskrit
learning,S1 e.g., at Va:iisaveria there were 12 or
14 colleges in all of which the Nyaya philo ..
sophical works were almost exclusively studied.
In the towns of Trive:Q.i, Kumarahatta and.
Bhatapaqa there were perhaps 7 or 8 similar
schools. Gondalpaqa and Bhadresvar contained.
each about 10 N yaya schools. At J ayanagara and
Majilapura 17 or 18 similar schools could be found,
at Andula 10 or 12, and at Bali and il] several
other towns 2, 3 or 4.
In Orissa a somewhat similar spirit of education and culture was in existence. Among the poets
of Orissa who flourished during this age, the names
of Upe:udra Bhafija, Ramadasa, Knu;ta Sirbha,
Sadananda Kavisuryabrahma, Abhimanyu Samanta
Sifuha and Braja Natha Barajena, deserve mention.
We have their writings in Ori1ya Vernacular Litera~
ture but some of them possessed knowledge in
other provincial vernaculars too. .Abhimanyu
Samanta Simha "was a man of good education and
knew Sanskrit, Marathi, Hindi and Bengali.'' 32
''His famous work Vidagdha CintamaJ;.J.i was
110

Vijayarama's Tirthamai'lgi1la, pp. 202-03.
History of the Hindoos, Vol. I, p. 694.
3 2 Introduction to the Typical Selections from Oriya
~iterature, Vol. II, p., xxvi,
,~'\ \lf PIOR!,I ~
31

.
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modelled after the. Sanskrit work Vidagdha
Madhava, of the neo- Vait;~l).avite school.'' 83 His
juvenile . works are (i) Sulakt;~aQa, (ii) Prema•
cintamal).i, (iii) Rasavatr, (iv) Prematarangit;.1I
and (v) Premakala and he began to compose
verses when" he was quite a child." 84 Upendra
Bhaii.ja, who commenced his literary career by
about the beginning of the 18th century, had also
some though not a very sound education in
Sanskrit. 85 The writings of Ramadasa, the
author of Dadhyataka Bhakti, I' disclose a
degeneration of the Bhakti cult and morality finds
no place in this religion of Bhakti. The lives of
saints r,ecorded in this book teach the curious
lesson, that immoral acts are of no consequence if
they are committed to entertain a guest, or to have
a vision of God." 86
Bducation in Persian was apparently in a
flourishing condition. For the
Persian education.
Muhammadan people this was
the only important medium through which they
could receive education, and the Hindus as well
sought to acquire some knowledge of Persian. As
the language of the rulers, Persian had become
the official language of the day, and many of the
notable Hindus learnt Persian for securing posts
33

34
35

36

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid, p. xxv.
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under the Government. 37 With this.ohject Barnaprasada Sena was sent by his father to a Maulavi,
where by virtue of his superior intellect, he
mastered Persian within a short time. A study
of the chapter on "Madhava Bhata's journey
to Kaiicipura'' in Ramaprasada's Vidyasundara
supplies us with some examples of his knowledge of Persian and Urdu. 38 Such was the
case with Bharatacandra also. 39 At the age of
fourteen, when he had acquired a good knowledge
of Sanskrit and had married a girl of an Adiryya
family of the village Sarada near Tajpur in the
MaQ.qalghat paragana, his elder brothers rebuked
him much for his wholesale devotion to the study
of Sanskrit to the exclusion of Persian, the knowledge of which might stand him in a good stead in
his practical life. Thi~ rebuke proved to be a
blessing in disguise for him, as he soon went to
the house of Ramacandra Munsi, a Hindu
Kayastha of Devanandapura to the west of
37

Introduction to the works of Ramaprasada Sena
(B.E.); Navyabharata, 1293 B.S. of the month of
Agrahayava.
38 Ramaprasada's Vidyasundara, p. 3 (B.K).
39 " Yadi kificit tvam vadasi darajane mana ayatkhosi
A.miir hrdaye vase prema kara khof?a hoyke."
These two lines form part of a poem composed by
Bharatacandra in the mixed languages of Bengali, Sanskrit,
Persian and Hindi (Works of Bharatacandra, P· 181,
B.E.).

3
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VaiisaverH1 in the district of Hugli and very soon
acquired a good knowledge of Persian. 40 It is
quite possible that there were others also belonging
to the Hindu community in the different villages of
Bengal, who had learnt Persian like Ramacandra
Munsi. Narasimha Vasu, the author of a Bengalil
work named Dharmamaligala, possessed a good
knowledge of Persian 41 and Raja Navakrf?JJ.a of
Sobhabazar was Persian teacher to Warren
Hastings in 1750 A. D. 42 The author of the Seirul-Mutakherin remarks "that Raja Kyretchand
having some knowledge of grammar and syntax
wrote Persian more correctly and more elegantly
than faUs to the lot of Gentoos (Hindus).'' 'u1
Allahvardi '' preferred the service of Gentoos
in every office and dignity of the state, excepting
in the ranks of the army ... '' 44 But these Hindu
officers could not have worked satisfactorily in
the different departments of the state, unless they
Introduction to the Works of ;Bharatacandra, B.E.
Typical Selections, etc., Part I, p. 456.
42 Journal of the Royal Asiatic s~ciety, 1843, Vol. 7,
p. 2200. Of. '' Sri Sri Maharaja Bhupa Bahadurera valya
kala atitlll haia kisora kala haihai parsi bang alate. sacchande
or khoskhat ak~ar hail a .......... " Extract from Rajopakhyana, by J ayanatha Gho~a., Typical Selections, etc.,
Part II, p. 1677.
· 4 3 VoL II, p. 114 (Oambray Edn.).
Kyretchand was
son of R81yrayan Alamchand.
H Orme's History of the Military Transactions of the
British Nation in Indostan, Vol. II, !:>·58.
40

41
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had some knowledge of Persian. Thus we see that
the knowledge of Persian had become a practical
necessity for the Hindus of those days.
The Nawabs and the Muhammadan grandees
were not devoid of a love of knowledge, and many
\.of them were patrons of Persian language and
literature. The Seir~ul-Mutakherin has supplied
us with a lisfof learned men in the court of Allahvardi: 45 (1) Maulavi or Doctor Nassyr, a native
of Shah para and descendant of Shems-eddin '' the
complaint-promoter, whose tomb and monument
are in great repute in the province of Oudh,'' (2)
Daud-ali Khan, better known under the name of
Zair·hossein-Khan, (3) Mir Mahmed Alim, one of
the most virtuous and most venerable persons of
Azimabad (Patna), as well as a disciple of Mirzamoezmoosevi-Khan, the poet, (4) Maulavi or
Doctor Mahmed-arif, (5). Mirrustam Ali, (6) ShahMahmed-amin, who lived in celibacy, '' a man
much versed in the sense of the Ooran and so very
intelligent as to be inferior only to an angel,' 1 (7).
Shah-adhem, (8) Haiat-beg, (9) Shah-qhyzyr, a
religious man of great distinction who lived in
Sadpur, a town of the district Besarah,(10) Sayyid..
mir-Mahmed-Sedjad, or Mir-Mahmed,the Persoterner, who was a man of high virtues and merit,
Seir-ul-Mutakherin, Vol. II, pp. 165-75. Compare
a similar account of the court of Nawab Safdar Jang in
contemporary Oud~ given in the same work.
45

•
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(11) Syed-alim-ullah, the grandfather of the author
Famous
Persian of the Seir-ul-Mutakherin, (12)
scholars at Patna..
Shah-haideri, a maternal uncle
to Gulam Husain's paternal grandfather. This
man died at Monghyr during the Nawabship of
Mir Kasim. As in the case of Sanskrit education
the premier place was occupied by Nadia, so in
the case of Persian education the prominent place
was occupied by Azimabad, though there were
other less important centres of Persian education
throughout Behar and Bengal. We have Gulam
Husain Khan's testimony to this fact. He says,
"There were in those times at Azimabad number
of persons who loved science and learning and
employed themselves in teacl'ting and in being
taught ; and I remember to have seen in that city
and its environs nine or ten professors of reput,e
and three or four hundred students and disciples
from whence may be conjectured the number of
those that must have been in the great towns or
the retired districts. Amongst those that :flourised
in the town of Behar, the Kazi Gulam Muzaffar,
better known under the title of Muzaffar Ali
Khan, was personally known to Allahvardi, who
appointed him to the office of supreme judge of
Murshidabad." 45a It was at this time that a
number of men of merit and knowledge came to
Hiudusthan from Iran and settled particularly in
45a

Ibid,, Vol. II, p. 176.
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Behar and Azimabad. 45 b The important ones among
them were (1) Mahomed-el Medoo Bed Ali of whom
the author of the Seir-ul-Mutakherin remarks :
" what subtility could be pointed out in the whole
circle of science which he did not unfold, and
amongst mazes and depths of Astrology, in what
part was he not thoroughly versed," 46 (2) ShahMahmed~Hussain, (3) Sayyid Mahmed Ali, (4)
Haji Bediuddin.
It is important for our purpose to know what
the standard of education imparted through Persian
was, and what the institutions and methods were
through which it was imparted. Haji Mustafa,
the translator of the Seir-ul-Mutakherin, has
pointed out that the education of which the
author of the Seir-ul-Mutakherin speaks so
much perhaps included chiefly the study of
Persian literature and Islamic theology. But
this did not make up the entire curriculum.
The author has every now and then referred to the
cultivation of science and astrology. 47 It may
Ibid., VoL II, pp. 175-85. A detailed account of
each of these men is available in these few pages.
46 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 176. This seems to be an exaggerated estimate of the man. However, we can safely assert
that he was a man of erudition.
4 7 Seir-ul-Mutakheri:n, Vol. II, p. 300.
But astrology
had ceased to be studied in a really critical spirit and
the forms and ceremonjes of iii made people extremely
superstitious.-Scrafton, Reflections on the Government of
Igdoi:Jt~. pp, 16-17,
4iib
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be reasonably supposed that the students
received a sort of rudimentary knowledge in
science through those theological studies ; the
science of medicine was speciaJJy studied by
many of them. But it is difficult to assert
that the standard of education in the Muhammadan society in general was quite satisfactory.
In this respect, Scrafton 48 has given a description which, though not true to the letter, cannot
be ignored as entirely false. He writes, '' Till
the age of five or six, the boys of rank and
family are left entirely to the eunuchs and women
and from the fondness and tenderness of their
management they first acquire a delicacy of constitution, a t~midity and an early tendency to the
pleasures of the seraglio. They are then provided with Tutors to teach them the Persian and
Arabic languages ; and, at this early age, they are
brought into company where they are taught to
behave with great gravity and circumspection,
to curb every motion of impatience, learn all the
punctilious ceremonies of the eastern courts, to
say their prayer in public and every devotion of
exterior and it is astonishing to see how well a
boy of eight or nine years old will acquit himself in company. They are also taught to ride and
the use of arms, and are furnished with their
shield and sabre and a little dagger at their waist
48

Ibid., pp. 20-22.
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which is called cuttary, the principal use of
which is to stab on occasion. When the hours of
school and company are past they return to the
seraglio and the parents never scruple to admit
them to all their plays and diversions, at which
are exhibited representations of everything that
is beastly and unnatural, not in a manner to excite
horror but merely to afford diversion. Nothing
ever shocked me more than to see the insensibility of parents, in reposing such scenes to the
tender minds of their children. The slaves and
women of -the seraglio wait with impatience the
first appearance of desire to debauch them, unknown to the parents and this manner of education
continues till 13 or 14 ; then they consummate
their marriages which are made by their parents
in their infancy and a separate household is
formed for them.''
However, institutions for their education were
not wanting. Gulam Husain has given us an
account of a large number of stude;nts engaged
in studies at Azimabad and elsewhere. 49 There
was not a mosque or imambarah in which professors of Arbic and Persian were not maintained.
Maktabs sprang up wherever Musalmans predominated in number. 50 While describing the state
of indigenous education prior to 1835 Dr. Hamilton
Seir-ul-Mutakherin, Vol. I, p. 175.
Education Commission Report of the Bengal Provincial Committee, paragraphs 183-184.
49
50

2,4,
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Buchanan mentions in his journals a large number
of Arabic and Persian schools in different parts
of Behar.
We do not know it for certain whether the
people of Bengal were at this time anxious to
learn any European l»nguage. Edward Ives
writes : " Although there are many schools for the
education of children, yet they seldom learn more
than their mother tongue. It is indeed surprising
considering the great number of English that are
settled amongst them and with whom they have
continual dealings that they should not be able in
common to speak our language so well as the
people ncar the seaports of Madagascar.'' "1 But
there were a few at least who learnt English
language, more or less, through some means. After
reading Sanskrit and Persian, Ramanidhi Gupta
(popularly known as Nidhu Babu) read English
with a Christian missionary .52 It is possible that
Itsamuddin, the author of Sagarfnamah, who was
sent with a letter of representation to George III
in England by Emperor Shah Alam after the
Dewani, i.e., in the year 1766, knew English;
otherwise he would not have ventured to undertake
such a task 52a Most probably some of the Christian
missionaries were trying about this time to teach
English to the (native) 'charity boys.' In 1754 one
51
52
52 a;

Edward Ives' Voyage, p. 29.
Naraya\)a, Jail]~ha, 1323 B.S., p. 739.
Kujhua Library copy of the manuscript.
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missionary named .Mr. Mapleloft petitioned to the
Council in Calcutta :-" We flatter ourselves this
application will not appear unreasonable to you as
it must be very evident that children well educated
and instructed in the English language and
accounts, may hereafter be of great service nnt
only to the Gentleman of that place, but also to the
Honourable Company.'' 53
Female education was not unknown to tHe
age. Vidya, the heroine of Bharatacandra's as well
as Ramaprasada' s Vidyasundara, has been pictured
as a woman possessed of good education. 54 Her
education, as it has been said, was so high tpat it
enabled her to proclaim that she would marry
him only, who could overpower her in debates.n
Anandamayi, the niece of the poet Jayanarayal)a,
was a poetess of fair repute and composed Harilila
in 1772 along with her uncle. Anandamayi was
married at the age of nine to Ajodhyarama Sena,
3

Long's Selections from the Unpublished Records
of the Government, Vol. r. pp. 48-49.
54
"The high-minded Virasimha became deeply anxious
in heart as to how he could find a suitable match for his
daughter, who was the best of all in beauty, qualities,
pedigree and behaviour, and especially who was always
victorious in intellectual discussions."-Works of Barnaprasada Sena, p. 3 (B. E.).
55
" She vowed that she would marry him only who
would overpower her in arguments and debates."-Works
of Bharatacandra, p. 63 (B.E.).
.
5

4
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the son of Kavibhiifi!aQ.aRiiparama, of the village ·of
~ayagrarna, in 1761 A.D. Ajodhyarama was highly
proficient in Sanskrit, but the fame of his" wife's
intellectu. al attainments had marred his repute.
E:arideva Tarkalai:tkara, the son of the well· known
Kr~nadeva Vidyavagtsa of Rajanagara, wrote out for
A.nandamayi a treatise in Sanskrit on the worship
of Siva. As the work contained some mistakes,
here and there, she abused Vidyavagisa Mahasaya
~or his being negligent of his son's studies.
Rajavallabha wrote to Ramagati Sena asking for
proofs of "Agni$torna" sacrifice and a diagram of
the sacrificial altar, but as Ramagati Sena was
then very busy, these directions were written out
~y Xnandamayi herself and were sent to Rajavallabha.56 Ra:Qi Bhaval)i of Natore was, like
Ahalya Bai of Indore, a well-educated lady. 57 Ward
wrote in 1818 A. D. that, a few years ago,
there lived at Benares a female philosopher
rt~med Hati Vidyalankara. " She was born in
Bengal ; her father and husband were Kulin
Brahmins; ... the husband of Hati actually left
her a widow. Her father also died ; and she
therefor~ fell into great distress. In these circumstances like 1llany. others who became . disgusted
w.~th the world, she went to reside at Benares.
.

(,

.·

56

,.

"

l'raJ;J.slated from D. C. Sen's Vau~abha~a o .Sahitya,

p..494 (4th Edition).
:

57

·calcutta Rev~ew~ l87~.
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Here she pursued learning afresh, and after acquir- .•
ing some knowledge of the law books and other·
Shastras, she began to instruct others, and obtained
a number of pupils, BO that she was universally
known by the name of Hati Vidyalankara,
i.e., ornamented with learning." ·58 The wife of
Yasovanta Raya, a Brahmin of Nasipur, understood Bengali accounts and the wives of Raja
Navak:r§!J;ta were famed for being able to read. 59
Many female mendicants among the VairagiQ.Is
and Sannyasinis had some knowledge of Sanskrit
and a still greater number were conversant with
the popular poetry in the dialects of the country. 60
Muhammadan women also were given some
amount of education. 61 There flourished in Orissa,
a few years later, a poetess of the name of
RaQ.I Nissanka Rai. 62 Thus we see plainly enough
that the women of the age were not universally
58

History of the Hindoos, Vol. I, p, 699. For similar
other instances vide B. N. Banerjee's Sarb.badapatre sekalera katha and Sitanatha Tattvabhu~ana's Social Reform
in Bengal.
· 5 9 Ward, op. cit., V.ol. I, p. 699.
60 Ibid.
6 1 '' This man who had been br~d in the house of
Seradjeddoulla's father and in that of Alyvardy Khan's
consort ; who had made his fortune by marrying an
orphan virgin in whose education that unfortunate grandmother had taken pleasure. "--Seir-ul~Mutakherin, Vol. II,
p. 242.
6
Majumdar's Typical Selections from Oriya Litera~
ture, Vol. II, Introduction.· .
~, .·
.,
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steeped in the darkness of ignorance ; in the
. distant corners of the villages there flourished
female poets and writers, who can be regarded
as worthy predecessors of their more educated
sisters of the present day. It is not certain
if there were any special institutions or arrange~
ments for th'e education of the girls or whether
they received their edmtation in the same institu~
tions with the boys. 03 Most probably,' the educa·
tion of the girls was more a matter of private than
public concern, as the age required them to be
''ministering angels'' rather than fair statesmen·
or orators, though we shall see that some of
them were concerned in matters of state as
well. It was under tutors, employed by their
parents at home, that the girls received their education, which aimed chiefly at equipping them
with the knowledge and materials necessary for an
honest and happy domestic life in the world.

Gs We find insWe,Iices of girls reading in the same
institutions with the boys during the e&rly 19th century.
AutobiographY. of Rasasundari in D. C; Sen's Typical
Selections, etc., Part II, p. 1768. ·

SECTION

II

Position of Women.
We have certain references about the position
of women in the works of contemporary European
writers. Mr. !),ow writes in his 'Hindustan' : "Women are so sacred in India, that even the
common soldiery leave them unRemarks of conmolested in the midst of slaughter
temporary European
writers like Dow and
and devastation. The Harem
Verelst.
is a sanctuary against · all the
licentiousness of victory; and ruffians covered with
the blood of a husband, shrink back with confusion
from the secret apartments of his wives." 1 VeFelst,
on the other hand, has drawn quite a contrary picture of the women of the age ; but his conclusion
seems to have been based more or less on isolated
instances or practices amongst certain classes,
rather than on a general and accurate survey of
the social conditions of the whole country. He
writes, '' Women in the East are transferred with
little ceremony, and whether they be wives or
concubines, the men seldom await their consent.
Were our laws of rape and rules of evidence enforced, one half of the males would incur the
l
Quoted by Verelst in his '' View of the Rise, Pro··
gress, etc., of Bengal, "p. 138.
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penalty of death.'' 2 He cites in his favour the
case of Mir Jafar presenting Clive with many of
Sirajuddowlah's women after the latter's defeat
at the hands of the English. But the circumstances under which these women were presented
were apparently unusual, for though Mir J afar had
been placed on the masnad of Bengal, still in
reality he was busy in gaining the favour of
Olive, to whose hands the key of the political
destiny of Bengal had already been transferred.
Moreover, Mir J afar was himself a weak-minded
moral wretch, 3 and his treatment of women must
have been something different from that of an
ordinary man with some ideas of morality in him.
We have other instances which would show that
"women in the East " were not "transferred with
little ceremony.'' Sarfaraz Khan
Women not ''trans·
had to suffer in the long run
Ierred · with ': little
ceremony' "-cases of
for his having a look at the
Sarfaraj and Siraj.
newly-married daughter~in-law
of J agat Seth/ and Sirajuddowlah was also
amply paid back for his lust for Tarasundari,_

2
Ibid, p. 141.
s '' Towards the close of N awab Mahabet J ung's rule,
Mirjafar kept two women named Muni Begum and Baboo
Begum. He loved them passionately but through fear
o£ Aly: Verdy: kept the matter concealed. "-Khulasat-utTarwarikh.
<1
Stewart's History: of .Bengal 1 p. 495 ..
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the daughter of Rani Bhav&ni. 5 Verelst has
again pointed out that " in the year 1762,
a native detected one of his women in an
act of infidelity. Throughout the East, women
are wholly subject to the will of their masters
and every hus,band is the avenger of his own
wrongs. The man, therefore, satisfied of her
guilt, proceeded to punishment by cutting off
her nose. He was arraigned at the Calcutta
Sessions. He confessed that he had done nothing
to offend the laws and customs in which he had
been educated; that the woman was his property ;
and that, by such customs, he had a right to set
a mark upon her, for her infamy; that he had
never heard of the laws by which they tried him ;
did they believe that if he had known the punishment to be death, he would ever have committed
what they call crimes ? '' 6 But instead of
proving that the women were generally condemned to a. very ignoble state of existence, this
statement of Verelst shows that the laws of
the country were severe for those women, who

5

Ab;m.ya Kumara Maitra's Sirajuddowlah, pp. 80-81.
The author writes in the foot-note that this story was
collected from the late Raja Umescandra of Baranagar
and has been published by a noted writer Vi~?:t;lUcaraJ;J.a
Catyopadhyaya, in the old monthly magazine 'Navyabharata· of 1298 B. S. ; 'Sahitya,' Magha, 1304 B. S.,
6
View of the Rise, Pro~ress, etc., p. 26.;
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committed any act of adultery or
infidelitly, in which cases the
punishment could go even up to
mutilation. 7 The man, when
brought before the Calcutta Sessions, was really
surprised to hear of a new kind of law, which did
not allow him to inflict a heavy punishment on an
adulterous and faithless wife. Of course, this sort
of punishment by mutilation must have been
inflicted only in exceptional cases. Even in these
days of advanced civilisation such cases sometimes
occur, when wives guilty of a serious breach of
marital morality are subjected to heavy corporal
punishments by their husbands, but that does
not prove that in the present age the women are
universally treated with cruelty and inhumanity.
The several dark female characters, which the
writers of the age have drawn,8 were, in the opinion

Strength of conjugal fidelity, -severe
punishment for adultery.

7

''About this time a Brahmin of Santipurwasacoused
before Raja Kr~?:r;tacandra of illicit intercourse with a
daughter of a shoemaker. The Raja excommunicated
him from the society, and in spite of his appeal to the
Nawab, the latter could not regain his former status."Calcutta Review, Vol. VI, p. 417.
"In 1807 the ''Tapta mukti' or ordeal by -hot clarified
butter took place before 7,000 spectators, of a young
woman accused by her husband of adultery." C. R., Vol.
VII, p. 423.
s Hira in Bharatacandra's Vidyasundara; Vidu Brahman,.i in Riimaprasada/s Vidyasundara, and others.
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of Dr. D. C. Sen, 9 representations of persons
tainted more or less with foreign infl~ence, and
he has supported his statement by two quotations
from 'Laylamajnu.' 10 But this is hardly a strong
support for the learned Dr. Sen's theory,-it lacks
positive and direct evidence in its favour. These
might have been, more probably, representations
of persons contaminated by the evil influences of
the popular Sahaji ya cult, n or the practices of the
degenerated Tantric worship.
There is no doubt that " women were wholly
subject to the will of their master.'' They were
generally guided by the dictates
me~~~e~~:~~~d~~ wo- of their husbands, and could not
interfere in anything without
12
their consent.
They were kept confined within
the limits of their houses and were not allowed to
expose themselves publicly. Verelst writes : " the
confinement of women is a law that cannot be
changed. Throughout India the practice most
certainly prevails, aud is closely connected with
Bahgabha?a o Sahitya, pp. 461-62.,
Ibid.
11 Ramaprasada's Vidyasundara, pp. 27-28 (Basumati
Edition).
12
'' For a chaste woman her husband is the only·
support in this world. ''-Bharatacandra, Gopala UtJ,era
Gana, p. 229 (B.E.) ; " the life of a woman is not good;
she is always dependent and has to bear the burden
of others."-lbid, p. 222.
9

1o

6
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the manner and religion of the people. The
Hindu not less than the Mahomedan dreads the
exposal of his women as the worst dishonour.'' 13
Appearance of women m public, with bare
faces or heads was highly censured, and they
were alwayr; expected to be modest and gentle
in their habits and demeanour. Their husbands
were all in aU to them, and devoid of their
husband's protection, there was no other place
on earth where they could lead their lives
honourably and happily, not even in their paternal
homes. 14 They could not go to their father's
house without the consent of their husband. In a
contemporary Bengali manuscript, named t BhaViit;Limangala '' by GanganarayaQa, the poet indirectly hints at this feature of the social life of
the day. We find there tbat Giriraja expressed
a keen desire to take Gauri to his house and
said, '' My daughter, do what you now think
13

Verelst, op. cit., p. 138. " How is it that in our
society a young woman is not veiled." Ramaprasada's
Padavali, p. 115 (B.E.) ; Grose, Voyage to the Easl
lp,dies, Vol. I, p. 240.
14
" You would go to your father's house in the hope
of having your mother's love, but your sister-in-law will
always want to drive you away ; the father does not
make any enquiries, nor does the mother speak sweetly,
if they find (their daughter) unfortunate in her marital
relations."-' Jayara
Upadesa '
in
Bbaratacandra.ts
Annadiiman~ala,

p. 26 (B.E.).
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proper.'' At this Gauri replied that she could
not go without Siva's consent ; quite evidently,
Siva, Gaur!, Giriraja and ;M:enaka, of Bengali
religious poetry of the 18th century, are reflections
of the average son-in-law, daughter and parents-in
law of actual contemporary Bengali soeiety.l5
Sometimes, however. the women could rise
above this state of dependence, and could take
serious and prominent part in
Women occasion·
politics and in the general adally took part in
political and adminisministration
of the estates and
trative affairs.
affairs entrusted to their care.
6
Rani Bhayat:;~,!/
whose name bas become a
oy-wora for charity and generosity, was the most
prominent figure among this class of women. As
a zamindar, she was very strong and assertive,
and was known for her impartial administration
of justice. Her attempts for the spread of
education, her love for the country and her skill
in administration, her piety and affection for the
poor, have made her name immortal among her
countrymen. The Je.rpples tha,t were built under
,~~~~w~~~~~..,.·-H~-w-_,,.

15

The manuscript " Bhavii~;~-'imangala," by Gail.ganaraya:Q.a is one of the most valuable works of that age.
It has been preserved with much care in the Ratan
Library at Suri by Babu Sivaratan Mitra, who took
great pains in restarting it.
16
'' RaQj Bhavani is a heroine among the Bengalees. "-H. Beveridge. Compare Ahalya Bai in contemporary Indore.
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her c:1re and patron:;tge, h;:~.ve elicited admiration
from foreign travellersP Tradition says that
once N arendranaraya:Qa Ray a, father of Bharatacandra, used some abusive terms about Maharal)i
Vi~1;mkumari, mother of Maharaja Kirticandra
of Burdwan, in connection with a dispute
regarding a plot of land ; highly incensed at
this, the MaharaQi ordered two of her Rajput
generals, named Alamcandra and K!$emacandra,
either to kill the infant son of Narendra Raya or
to occupy Bhiirsut for her during that Dight.
In obedience to her commands, the generals, with
10,000 ten thousand soldiers, occupied the fort
of BhavaQipura as well as the fort of PeQ.o (the
Next morning
abode of N arendranaraya:Qa).
Vi!$l).Ukumari personally proceeded to the fort of
PeQ.o and, after showing proper respect to the
women and the priests and making suitable
arrangements for the worship of the local deity,
returned to Burdwan. 18 We meet with a similar
picture of a lady zamindar elsewhere. Devi
.·. 1 7

':)~.~!J/t!/;~g~r

is famous as the place where Rani
J?bavani spent the last years of her life, and where she
died.. She built some remarkable temples here. In size
or shape, they are ordinary enough, but two of them are
richly ornamented with· terracotta tiles, each containing
figures of Hindu gods very excellently modelled, and in
perfect preservatiol:l~.':.=.!!:: ..~.~Y~Xt4g~ ...
Is Introduction to Bharatacandra's works. published
by the New Victoria Press.
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Simha, a zamindar in a part of Rungpur, had
become so oppressive that the other zamindars
and his own ryots revolted against him. The
leader of this revolt, as the poet-chronicler says,
was a woman-zamindar of the name of Jayadurga
Caudhurai).L 19
We meet with a few such
characters amongst Muhammadan women also.
" The exhortations of Doordaneh Begum, the
wife of Murshidkuli, the Governor of Orissa, to
fight against Aly Verdy, as well as the appearance
of the Begum of Aly Verdy with Aly Verdy on
the battlefield, show that the Muhammadan ladies
also took part in politics and state affairs, and
t.hat they had not all succumbed to the prevalent
form of seclusion. Aly Verdy's Begum played
the role of a supreme political officer in Bengal
whilst her husband fought the battles with the
Maharattas.'' 20 She encouraged her husband
19

D. C. Sen's Typical Selections from Old Bengali
" The leader of
Literature, Part II, pp. 1413-18:
this conspiracy was J ayadurga Caudhura:r;t!, a woman
of much intelligence and spirit ......................... "-lbid.
We can compare with this the character of Dev!
Caudhura:r;t!, who took the leadership of a native revolt
against the Company, in the days of Warren Hastings.
Hastings had at first thought too lightly of her movements, but when her soldiers attacked the house of a rich
merchant in Calcutta, he was awakened to the seriousness
of the rising and took proper measures for its suppression.Sdhitya, Jai~:?tha issue, 1305 B.S.
20 Ryaz-us-sala,tin, p. 329,
footnote 1 ; Stewart,
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when the latter had given way to despair owing
to the treachery of his Afghan generals and the
death of Haji Ahmad and Zainuddin. 21 Holwell
writes about her: " A woman whose ~isdom,
magnanimity, benevolence, and every amiable
quality, reflected high honor on her tlex and station ; she much influenced the usurper's Councils,
and was consulted by him in every material move~
ment in the state except when sanguinary and
treacherous measures were judged necessary,
which he knew she would oppose as she ever condemned them when perpetrated however successful,
predicting always that such policies would end in
the ruin of his family." 22 Thus, in the " world's
broad field " and '' in the bivouac of life," the
women of the age could sometimes stand side by
side with the men ; they were not only angels of
service at horne but were also active participators
in the conflicts abroad.
The art of music was cultivated by thern. 23 They
History of Bengal, p. 511. Zebunnisa, the Begum of
Nawab Shujauddin, took an active part in the Government
of her husband. It was she who invested Allahvardi with
a khelyat and with the patent for the Deputy-Governorship
of Behar.-Seir-ul-rnutakhcrin, Vol. I, p. 282.
21
Holwell, I. H. E., p. 170; Seir-ul-rnutakherin,
Vol. II, p. 11.
22
I.H.E., pp. 170-71.
2 3 "After combing her hair and putting on a fine dress,
she engaged herself in witty jestings, and in singing songs
with her companions."-Bharatacandra, op. cit., p. 167
(B.E.); Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 39.
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played on musical instruments · and their songs
were sung in tune with these. 24
Music among women.
At a marriage ceremony the
women had to sing some auspicious songs in
connection with several women's rites, and this
required no doubt practice and general cultivation of music to a certain standard. 25 The
fact that Anandamay1, who belonged to this age,
could herself compose the opera '' Umii:ra Vivaha,"
adds
further evidence of musical training
amongst women. The musical instruments used
at that time, v,rere ' mbiib,' 'tlinpura,' ' vi?Jii '
(lute), 'moracanga' and ' mandirii,' ' kapinasa,
'saptasvara' (a kind of lute) and 'parivadini vi'IJ,li.' 26
In family life, the mistress of the household
occupied a very important position. A good and
pious mistress served as a ministering angel to her
family and a bad and impious one was an evil
24

"At Vidya's words her companions began singing
songs and playing on musical instruments. "-Bharatacandra, op. cit., p. 79 (B.E.).
2 5 " Go and invite the women of the locality for celebrating the women's rites and for singing auspicious
songs. "-Umam Viviiha by Anandamayi, vide Typical
Selections, etc., Part II, p. 1872.
'' There was a sound of conch-shells, bells, and lutes,
and the women were singing sweet songs. "-Riimiiyal}a,
by Dvija Bhaval).i, vide Typical Selections, etc., Part I,
p. 583.
26 (a)
J ayanarayal).a Sena's Harililii.
(b) Bharatacaudra, op. cit., p. 79 (B.E.).

•
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• star settled on the fortunes of that family.

A bad
wife was looked upon as a cause of unhappiness
to her husband. 27 An ideal (' uttama ') wife was
one who was always solicitous for her husband's
welfare, though the latter might commit something wrong ; next to her ('madhyama') in merit
was she who returned good for good and evil for
evil to her husband ; but one who returned evil for
good done by her husband was a bad wife ('adhama'). A wife who became angry with her
husband without rhyme or reason was nicknamed
a ' Ca~di Nayika' (Lady Fury) .28
The position of a wife in a Hindu joint
family was interrelated with the interer.;t:o:; and the
comforts of its other members
Position of a woruan
in a Hindu joint
as welL
She had her duties
famiiy.
not only to her husband but also
to each and every member of her famj}y ; and a
husband, who regarded his wife as an object of
personal enjoyment and comfort only, was looked
upon as violating the sacred ties of a joint family.
In this connection we can very well compare the instructions that Vidya, the heroine of Ramaprasada's
Vidyasundara, received from her mother, when
the former was going for the first time to her
father-in-law's house : " My darling! as it is a
27 " He, whose wife is wicked, is dead even in his lifetime; he should retire to the forest. "-Bharatacandra,
2 8 Ibid, p. 169 (B.E.).
op. cit., p. 25 (B.E.).
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custom, so I speak a few words unto you. Try
to be like unto the superiors of your family, and
serve them to their satisfaction. She, who has
kindness for her fellow-beings, becomes the mistress of the bouse.'' 29 It would not be proper
to suppose that the girls, after their marriage
at a comparatively early age, were thrust
amidst the severe duties of a practical life
without any previous training or equipment. The
innocent amusements and diversions of their early
days, in the course of which they very often created a mimic world of their own, served to sow in
their hearts the seeds of the higher duties of a
household life. We find a very real picture of
this 'play-way' in the writings of a contemporary
poet :-"Princess Uma was in the company of her
playmates of equal age, Jasoda, RobiQ.1, Citra•
lekha and others. Being pleased at heart, she had
taken her seat in the midst of all and had made a
temple of clay under the ' Bakula ' tree. Along
with J aya and Haimavati, who had prepared ovens
with red earthen pots and red fuel, she was busy
cooking nicely. · After preparing rice of dust,
Gaur! served it to all. They did :not really eat
anything and only touched their mouths with their
hands. They finished washing their mouths without real water, and asked for betel. She prepared
beds of Kadamba leaves, and they went to bed
29

6

Ramaprasada's Vidyiisundara, p. 49 (B.E.).
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amidst great merriment, a pair of friends lying
down i:ri each bed ..•... Some of them swept the
ground and besmeared it with water and cowdung,
as if it were the family of a householder." The
last phrase of this passage is significant, and the
aQpuracy of the description shows that this picture
was really drawn from the family life of contempo~
tariy SO.Ciety, BO
When a. woman became pregnant, a special
ceremony was arranged for her on
.CeJ;tain customs.
an auspiCIOus day. She was
dressed in ·new clothes and was presented with
offerings of felicitation (sadh-bhet) amidst the
rejoicings of the members of her family .31 The

so DhMmnma:hgala, by Sahadeva Cakravarti, Typical
Selections, ete., Part I, p. 482.
There is no doubt that this was a traditional feature of
:Elindu family life. and we find a poet of the lOth century
4.D. writing in the same vein:_Wife-" I will go to your country. my lord, but ill will
it fare with me, when I am in need of apparel."
Husband..,...~,· In my fair city, a col~ny of weavers will I
fhini.d for you. "
Wife-" I will go with you, mJ lord, but who will be
my brothers and sisters there:''
Husband-'' My brother and sisters will, my darling,
be brothers and sisters unto you. ":_Typical Selections,
etc., Part I, p. 171.
31 "Give her sadh-bhet,-she has become pregnant."Rii.maprasada's Vidyiisundnra, p. 21 (B.E.) ; Craufurd,
op. cit., Vol, -··rr, :p. 11.
·,; '
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womrn we,re very fond of betels and arecanut. 32
VVomen in the villages used to take their bath in
ponds, and were fond of going there in a company, with water pitchers in their arms. 33 They
were expert in the art of cooking and did not
depend on servants or cooks for preparing meals
for the members of their family .34 While entering
the kitchen, they, first of all, worshipped or invoked the goddess AnnapurJ;ta, and did not eat a
particle of the food prepared by them before feedin:g ·
all the mem hers of their family or their guests. After
dinner female members of two or three neighbouring families assembled together and spent some
time in frank and gentle gossips, and in reading
religious books or books of stories and fables·. Some
of them engaged themselves i1~ng yam
and twist by r?~~n;-~f _:' takU:_~:_!!..r. "carkas,"
which __they__a&nv.~l<l _j_Q_
Women
engaged
in spinning ana weathe weavers. '' Their income
ving.
~----~.----·~·---··---··---·---·-··--·~-·-----~-......_,..,."':'~

v~ried wit~~~~-and

32 (a) "With the mouth full of betel and arecanut,
and with a necklace round the neck. "-Bharatacandra, op.
cit.
(b) ''Flies flit before her mouth devoid of the fragrance
of betels. "-Bbaratacandra, op. cit., p. 54 (B.E.).
3 3 ''At that moment the women of the village came to
take their bath in a c~mpany. "-Bharatacandra. op, cit.,
pp. 66-67 (B.E.) ; Vijayarama'l:l Tirthamangala, p. 223.
H (a) Bharatacandra, op. cit., pp. 132"33.
(b) Ganganaraya:r;ta's Bhavii7Jimangala: '' Some were
engaged in cooking, some in boiling the milk, etc."
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quantity of thread they could produce, and they
were accordingly praised in the circle of women.
This helped many of the indigent families in
defraying their expenses. Though the higher
middle classes regarded this (home industry) as
humiliating to their rank, yet their womenfolk spun
a considerable amount of twist and yarn under the
pretence of preparing their own clothes or sacred
threads, and could amass a small sum of money
by selling it through the agency of other women
of lower social rank." 35 Thus, it was in the
cottages of the poor, the needy and the infirm, that
this spinning industry was morfl in vogue than in
the comparatively thriving homeBteadR of the
higher middle elasr:;er:; or the establishmentH of
the rich. 86
There were certain obnoxious customs prevalent
among the women of the age.
()qpoxions customs
'rhey
believed in. the efficacy
among women.--·(harmful or beneficial) -of incantationsland charms, and those who were disappointed
in their love, or were in disfavour with their husbands, tried to exercise or establish their in:flue:nce
by means of these. We find in Bbaratacandra's

K?iti8avam8avalicarita, p. 37.
'' 'rhari:> * * * sleep influenced the eyes of the old
woman Jaya, who was spinning thread in the late hours
of the night. "-Dharmamangala, by Narusir:hha Vasu, vide
Typioat Selections, etc., Part I, p. 473.
35

36
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"Manasimha " that when Bhavananda Majumdara
had returned home, his elder wife Candramukhi
proceeded to safeguard her exclusive influence on
her.husband by wearing a charmed dress. Under
the advice of her maid-servant Sadhi she had
rubbed incanted oil on her face, had worn incanted
flowers in her hair, and had painted vermilion on
her forehead after uttering several magical
charms. 37 It was women of the type of Sadhi and
Madhi, the two maid-servants of B.havananda
Majumdara's first and second wives respectively,
who were adept in these practices and who exercised an infectious and pernicious influence on
others also. Another evil, to which the women
were subject, was their habit of telling or asking
something readily on an oath, or of facile swearing. We find in Ramaprasada's Vidyiisundara
that when Vidya was very ea~er for Sundara,
and was requesting her companions to bring back
Hira Malini, whom she had just before insulted,
her companions replied, " Why are you so anxious ?
Ask her on oath, and you will come to know
. '' •s
everyth· mg.
v

Bharatacandra, op. cit., p. 128 (B. E). Of. " In
connection with medicinal charms, Mukunda says that
a powerful medicine does not overpower the old.''Kavikankar;La Oar;Ldi.
as Ramaprasada's Vidyiisundara, p. 12 (B. E.).
We should note that men also were not free from
thi§ habit. '' If the letter does not arrive here on the Srd
37
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Another taint in the nature of the village
women was their quarrelsome
Their qunrelsome
·
habit.
habit. They were prone to fall
out with. one another over any
trifling matter, whenever they gathered together.
This has been well hinted at by Bharatacandra in
his Annadamangala in the chapter on 'Kondala
o Sivaninda.' 89 Especially on the occasion of
ceremonies like marriage, ' new-rice day,' and
others, they became very fastidioud and gave themselves up to capricious criticisms, or quarrelling
about trifling things. But in general the Hindu
women were "gentle in their manners and have
something soft and musical in their voices.'' 10
The practice of 'Sat?: (that is, a wife burning
herself on the funeral pyre of her
Sati.
bus band) was greatly prevalent
during this period/ 1 and it has been referred to
by many contemporary European writers. Mr.
Bolts says: " Even those very women, who live
then I am undone ; ... please, upon my oath, send Majumdara's letter. "-S. R. Mitra, Types ofEarly Bengali Prose,
pp. 115-117 ; Nandakumara Carita, pp. 32-38.
39. Bharatacandra, op. cit, pp. 19-20 (B.E.).
1oo Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 50 .
. H (a) " Rati was aboutto burn herself as a ' Sati ' in
the burning fire, when she heard a voice from heaven."Bharatacandra, op. cit., p. 17. iB.E.).
(b) '' I shall presently die with you by burning the pyre
and enteringinto it. "-Ramaprasada, op. cit., p. 65 (B.E.).
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sequestered from the world, and of course . are inexperienced in such difficulties and misfortunes as
served to fortify the mind and heart, or such distress as will render life irksome or impel to desperation, often manifest. such fortitude as amazes
Europeans but to hear of, in the
Remarks of contemporary
European
horrid deaths which they volunwriters about jt.
tarily brave, of burning alive
with the dead bodies of their husbands in funeral
pyres.'' 4~ Craufurd 43 has given a thrilling description of the manner in which the women burnt
themselves :-''A funeral pile being erected on a
piece of ground that was consecrated to the purpose,
the body of the Raja· was brought from the fort,
accompanied by many Brahmins and others and
followed by the widow attended by relations of
both sexes. Being arrived at the funeral pile, the
body was placed on it, and certain ceremonies
being performed, the widow took leave of her
relations. But she was perfectly composed,
smiled and endeavoured to comfort them. She
then advanced to the pile, and in a solemn manner
walked round it. She stopped ; and .after contemplating the corpse, touched the feet with her hand
and raised it to her forehead, inclining her body

42

Bolts' Considerations, p. 7.

43

Op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 17-18.

similar description in Stavorinus,
lndie1, Vol. I, PP• 441-~'50,

We find an almost
Voyage to the Ea$t
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forwards. She then saluted the spectators m the
same manner ; and with the assistance of the
Brahmans mounted the pile, and seated herself by
the side of the corpse. Some who stood near her
with torches in their hands set fire to it, and as it
was composed of dry wood, straw and other combustible materials, it was instantly in a flame."
The Brahmins and the priestH took an important
part in such 'Sati' sacrifices. 44 "Such a devoted
woman,'' when about to offer herself as a Sati, was
not allowed to be touched and thus defiled by a
non-Hindu; the Dutch Director Sichterman (1744)
"was obliged to pay twenty-five thousand rupees,
for an imprudence of this kind, which he had been
guilty of." 44 a The courage and fortitude with
which the widows, unperturbed in the least
by considerations of worldly enjoyments, offered themselves up in such ghastly sacrifices, were
extraordinary. 45 These sacrifices, so shocking to
humanity, however, demonstrated the strength of
conjugal fidelity. 46 Scrafton remarks : "Another
Ives' Voyage, p. 23
Ha Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 448·49.
45
"Such is the influence of customs and the sense of
shame that a woman of the highest birth will undergo
this awful sacrifice with as much fortitude and composure
as ever were exhibited by any hero or philosopher of antiquity."-Craufurd, op. oil., Vol. II, pp.15-16; Bolts' Considerations, p. 7.
~ 6 "A woman desires to get her husband's body. It is
H
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circumstance that contributes to form their general
character, is their marrying when infants ; and yet
no women are more remarkable for the custom of
burning with their husbands. Many authors
aseri_be this to have been instituted to prevent their
wives poisoning them ; but I am well persuaded
they often submit to it by a nice sense of honour
and conjugal affection." 47 The Dutch traveller
Stavorinus, who witnessed a Sati case at Chinsurah on 25th November, 1770, writes that the
woman '' underwPnt everything with the greatest
intrepidity and ber countenance seemed at times,
to be animated with pleasure, even at the moment
when she was ascending the fatal pile." 47a He
paid particular " attention to her in order to discover whether any convulsive motions agitated her
feet, but they remained immovable in the midst of
conflagration. Compulsion might have been some·
times used, but that was, remarks the same writer,
'' seldom necessary as they possess sufficient enthusiasm willingly to devote themselves to this horrible
death." He also refers to the case of the wife of
a rich Bengali broker of the Dutch East India
Company gladly offering herself as a Sati, though
her husband bad been a veritable debauchee and
proved by the fact that she burns herself with her dead
husband. "-Bharatacandra, op. cit., pp. 22 (B.E.).
47
Reflections on the
Government of Indostan,
pp. ll0-11.
47" Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 448.
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had left her company ; she refused to obey the
instructions of her friends and relatives vvho tried
to dissuade her from the act on the ground . that
her husband " had used her BO ill in his lifetime." w~ Thus it would be wrong to suppose
that in all cases women sacrificed themselves under
the pressure of social conventions and the. expostulations of the priests and their relatives. " At
five o' elock in the morning of the 4th :February,
17 42-43, died Rhaam Chand Pandit, of the Moharatta tribe, aged twenty-eight years. His widow
(for he had but one wife), aged between seventeen
and eighteen, at:l soon as he expired, disdaining to
wait the term allowed her for reflection, imme~
diately intimated to the Brahmins and witnesses
present her reRolution to burn. As the family
was of no small consideration, all the merchants of
Cossimhazar and her relations, 48 left no arguments
unessayed to dissuade her from it. But she listened to none, and her friends finding her thus
peremptory and resolved, were obliged at last to
assent." 40 She had to wait till the Faujdar's per·
mission for her burning had been received. Here it
is .interesting to note that the state had already

47 b The pile of sandalwood that had been erected for
this body was calculated to be worth £633 sterling.
48
Thus some of the Maratha families had by this
time settled in Bengal.
49
Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, _p. 19,
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adopted some measures to prevent forcible and
inv:0lunta;ry cases of such sacrifices. 5°
'l1here were, however, particular circumstances
in which the practice of Safi was forbidden. The
burning of a pregnant woman was not allowed by
the Sastras, 51 and when the husband died at a
distance from his wife she could not burn herself,
unless she could procure her husband's girdle and
turban to be placed on the funeral pile. 5 ~ Scrafton
remarks that '' the practice (of Sati) was far from
common, and was only complied with by those of
illustrious families." 53 Stavorinus notes that it
was prevalent among " some castes." 53 a Some~
times, temples were erected on the spot where one·
of those sacrifices had been performed. Craufurd
says that he had seen one of Lhose places, '' where
the spot on which the funeral pile had been erected
was enclosed and covered with bamboos, formed
into a kind of bower planted with flowering creep~
ers. .The . inside was set round with flowers, and
50

The order of leave for her burning did not arrive
from Hasseyn Khan, Fouzdaar of Murshidabad, until
after one, and it was then brought by one of the Soubah's
own officers who had orders to see that she burnt voluntarily."-Ibid, p. 21.
i\1
" Nahe
Sastra sammata sasatva sahamrta.''Ramaprasada's Vidyasundara, p. 33 (B.E.).
u2 Craufurd, op. cit., p. 16.
'> 3 Reflections on the Government of Indostan, p. ~1.
5::)a Op. ci·t., Vol. I, p. 441 .
"
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at one end therewas an image.'' 54 T~ practice
of burying the wife with the dead body of her
husband was prevalent among some. 1515
It would be interesting to note that attempts
were made at that time to reform
Attempts for two
social reforms,-ttboli·
two
social customs. concerning
tion of ekarlaliibrata
and introduction of
widows.. One was an.. attempt
widow-remarriage.
made by Rar;ti Bhavar;t.I who was
much pained at her daughter's widowhood, to
remove the rigours of the 'Ekiidasibrata' (fasting
of wiilows on the eleventh day of the moon) ; 56 but
it failed owing to the opposition of the pat}dits.
About the other attempt, the author of the
K§itisatarhsiivallcarita bas noted on the strength
.,of tradition that Raja Rajballabh of Vikrampur
(Dacca), whose daughter had become a widow at
an early age, tried in 17 56 to introduce widow·
remarriageP B is proposal rpceived the sanction of
many pa1Jdits ; but it failed ultimately as Raja
I\r~?I.lacandra of Nadia turned the opinion of the
pattdits of his court against it.
Op. cit., pp. 32 33.
55 Ibid, p. 37 ; Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 441
and 451.
56 'Sahitya', Falguo, 1304 B.S.
57 Calcutta Review, 1855.
The Bengal Spectator,
. July 1S42, p. 51..
H
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III

Marriage Laws and Customs.
It was the duty of the parents to marry their
sons or daughters according to the established
laws and customs of the society. They celebrated
the ' karrpabedha ' ceremony 1 of their boys, when
Kart~abedha cerethe latter were 5 or 6 years of
mony.
age. 2 The boys then had their ears
pierced with a needle and thread and the family
preceptor performed many other accompanying
rites. The match-makers 3 played an important
part in settling the marriage terms. They were
Match-makers and
eng;1ged by the parents to find
Bha~s.
out suitable bridegrooms or
brides for their children, and received rewards on
discharging their duties. 4 Sometimes, the royalor,
1
" If a Hmdu acquires merit by kar~J-abedha."....::..
Bharatacandra, p. 117 (B. E.).
2
''The karJ]-abedha (ceremony) was celebrated in the
fifth year."-ttamaprasada, p. 50 (B. E.).
3
'' Go to Himalayt~. as a match-maker and settle the
marriage between Uma and Sankara."---Ibid, p. 16 and
Bharatacandra, p. 14 (B. E.).
·
4o (a) " The 'fhii.kura got riches after the matchl.maker
had received his share. "-Bharatacandra, p. 57 (B. E,),: ,
(b) '' Hira said that the match-maker was to be re•
w!"rded a£terwards."-Rii!l!ap.r~~iida, p.
(B. E.).

1a
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rich families sent' Bhats' 5 for such purposes and
these 'Bhrits' used to sing verses alluding to the
heroic and ~oble deeds performed by the members
of the families by which they had been engaged, 5
at the courts of other princes .and nobles, and
being themselves very clever fellows, they performed the task, commissioned to them, most
satisfactorily. These intermediaries having practically settled the termR of marriage, the parents
or other guardians of the would-be couple met
together, and after a due exchange of courtesies,
settled the terms by a formal deed of contract
·Sett.Iement of terms (lagnapatra) ,1 which was kept
and lagnapatra.
with the father of the bridegroom who took it with him at the time of the
marriage.
(a) Cf. the chapter on 'Vidyiira piitra al').Vef?a~e
Madhava Bhfltera Kiifichipura gamana' in Ramaprasada,
p. 3 (B. E.).
(b) ' The Bhii\; went with your words of promise.'Bhar~tacandra, p. 77 (B. E.).
6
Note 5. About these 'Bhats.' ·vide 'Introduction to
the Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts in the
0. U. Library,' Vol. I, XIX-XX, and the address. delivered
by late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee at the Annual meeting
of the Asiat.ic Society of Bengal, 1913, and Malcolm,
Memoir of Central India, Vol. II, pp. 131-39.
· 7 (a) '' Narada went away after preparing. the lagnapatra."-Bharatacandra, p. 14 (B. E.).
(b) ''Although the match be previously agreed on by
the pareJ,lts, the £a.ther of the ~oy. goes .· witlJ. much
G
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The marriage was celebrated at the bouse of the
bride. On the day preceding the marriage ,cere:..
mony (i. e., on the 'adhivasa' day), the mistress
Adhivasa and wo- of the house invited the women
men's rites.
of the locality, who came properly dressed and adorned and celebrated the
necessary customary rites. 8 "First of all, they, as
it were, sanctified the ceremony by singing
auspicious songs out of ecstasy and then proceeded
to arrange for the bride's bath. The old piece of
sad:r, on the person of the bride was exchanged for
a new one (khiira parityaga) and paste or juice of
turmeric, mixed with scented oil, was rubbed on
her body, while her companions poured water on
formality, and demands the girl for his son. The answer
is returned with equal ceremony, and many preliminary
forms being observed, the day of the marriage is fixed."Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 6-10.
s (a) '· Vidhimate je achila strEicara 1
Kharaparrtyaga save karena sitara II
Snana karaila Sitake anandita mana I
Mangala acara save kare narigaQa 11,
Snana kari paraila uttama vasana 1
Adbivasa kaila save nariga:Qa II "
Ramaya1Ja by Adbbutacarya, 1742 A.D.,
Typical
Selections, etc., Part I, pp. 561-63.
(b)
" Maiya sava jiiia aisa nimantrana kara 1
Striacara rita nanagita mangalera II

*

*

ChuQ-i maQ-i bahumulya ja41ta ratana 1
B1dyutera praya l'ava girira bbavana II
Gahiche mangala save ati hara~?ita ll
'Omara snanera ce~~a raJ}.ir§ tvaritaii.

•
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it from their pitchers. As soon as t~e bath was
over, her body was carefully rubbed and adorned
with a new gold-thread and embroidered sarJ;:i and
beautiful ornaments. Thus was the 'Adhivasa'
celebrated.
'l'he idea that the nuptial tie was as holy as
any other religious bond was
Sanctity of nuptial
present
among the upper classes
tie.
of the Hi11du society. So the
parents of both the bridegroom and the bride
regarded it as their first and foremost duty to
propitiate the Gods and their departed forefathers
by offering worship and by performing Sraddha
ceremonies on the marriage day. 0
On the
Sutaila haridra-rasii ekatra karia I
Hatna sirhbasana par Umiire vasiiiii II
Majiche komala deha haridrara rase 1
Angete dhiiliclhe bari sakhi l'ava hose II
Snana karaia ailga mochiii jatane 1
Paraila jari saQ.i racita ratane II "

Umara Vivaha, by A.nandamayi, T. Selections, Part
II, pp. 1872-74.
9
" The king Jan aka sat to perform the Sraddha
ceremony and (the preceptor) made him perform it
according to proper rules. After this he gave away the
bride and propitiated the Brahmins by offering various
gifts. In the meanwhile the king Dasaratha also performed the 'Nandimukha ' and Sriiddha ceremonies
according to due rites and thus satisfied his (dead)
parents."-Riimiiyav.a, by Adbhutacarya, T. Selections,
Part I, p. 561.
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appointed day the bridegroom's party (varajiitra),
which wafl usually composed of
Marriage party.
the bridegroom's father, the
family preceptor, the family barber and other
friends and relatives, 10 proceeded to the house of the
bride amidst the sound of musical drums and other
instruments. The bridegroom was dressed with a
'mukuta' on his head, with :fine
Bridegroom's dress.
and costly apparel on his person, with garlands of flowers round his neck and
with sandal-paste, musk, etc., rubbed on his
face.u On the marriage day, the bridegroom bad
10

'' Owing to the marriage of Siva all, with great
cheerfulness, became very careful. Musical drums were
being sounded and Indra, with great pleasure, went in
front of all ; the Gods went with friends and relatives as
varajatras; Brahma went as the preceptor and Naraya:J;ta
as the bridegroom's guardian. "-Bharatacandra, p. 18
(B.E.). We may compare somewhat similar passages used
with reference to the same occasion and place:(a) " Kanyakarta haila kanya varakarta vara 1

Purohift bhattacarya haila paficasara II
Kanyajatra varajatra rtu carajana I
Vadyakare Vadyakara kirikil;li kankaQ.a 11 "
Bharatacandra, p. 79 (B.E.).
(b) '' The hearts of the bridegroom and the bride
became, as it were, their guardians. The cupid himself
became the preceptor, the gentle breeze the varajatras
and the bees served the purpose of the musical instruments. "-Ramaprasada, p. 17 (B.E.).
tl Bharatacandra, p. 18 (B~E.).

8
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to remain without food till the ceremony was
over .12 The bride's father kept everything ready
in his house in expectation of the bridegroom's
arrival. Besides the usual rooms for receiving
the visitors, a large area was covered and formed
into a panda!, lined with wpite linen or chintz
and decorated with garlands of flowers. ~ The
bridegroom was seated at one end of the panda],
with his face to the north and the bride on his
left side. The bride's father
Celebra.tion of t.he
sat with his face to the east H
ce.remony.
and with the articles of presentR
(for the bridegroom) on his left side. 1 ·~ The relatives and guests sat round the panda} on the floor,
which was covered with new mats or carpets. 1"
Then followed some of those women's rites,
which were meant to welcome
Women's rites.
the bridegroom. The mother
of the bride, with other women whose husbands
were living, came out near the pandal with
a lamp, grass (durbii), betels, etc., on a
1

•

You will have to abstain completely from food
till the (marriage) ceremony is over. "-Ibid.
n
Craufurd, Vol. II, pp. 6-10.
14 " Uttarasye rakhiache varera asana. "-Bharatacandra, p. 19 (B. E.).
6 ' In the assembly, Himalaya sat with his face to
15
the east and with the articles of presents for the bridegroom on his ieft side.''-lbid.
16 Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 6-10,
12

"
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plate (nichanidaUi) 17 and making ' ulu-dhvani ' all
the while. Then, one by one, the ladies celebrated the welcome ceremony. 18 Some of them
blew the conch-shells, some warbled the welcoming ' ulu-dhvani,' 19 some lighted the lamps,
while some tore into ,pieces the betel-leaves. This
was also attended with various jokes, viz., some of
the ladies threw handfuls of rice and raw sugar
(guqa) at the bridegroom, and others walked
round him spraying him with water from jars
(jhiiri, a water vessel with a spout) in their hands
and so on. 20 After this the bridegroom and the
1 7 (c[) ''Along with the. women, whose husbands were
living, and taking a lamp in her hand, she proceeded with
the 'nichiinidtila,' making cheering sounds (ulu-dhvani) all
the while. "-Bharatacandra, p. 19 (B.E.).
(b) '' Nichani karite genu laye taila ku:iJ.Q.a. "-:-Ibid, p.
20 (B.E.).
18 'Vara:r;m,' the process that a bridegroom had to go
through when he was welcomed by the ladies of the
household.
1 9 So long as the ceremony was not over, the ladies
produced such cheering voices (ulu-dhvani) at quick
intervals:

(a) '' Kutuhale ulu-dhvani deya eyoga:t;ta."-Bharatacandra, p. 21 (B.E.).
(b) " Ulu diche ghana ghana pika simantinL "-Barnaprasada, p. 17 (B.E.).
2o ''With cheerful hearts the ladies welcomed the
bridegroom. Some blew the conch-shell, some made
cheering sounds (ulu-dvani), some lighted the lamp;
while some tore the betel leaves into pieces. Some of
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bride were taken under the pandal and the priest
began to utter ·the sacred mantras. 21 This being
over the bride was taken round the bridegroom for
seven times 22 and she placed a garland round her
husband's neck. 23 The priest then made the
bridegroom and the bride look upon each other
with an auspicious vision (subhadr~ti). 24 After
them threw handfuls of rice and raw sugar (guqa) on the
body of the bridegroom, some went round him in graceful
steps with water-pots in their hands, while others rubbed
a reed on his nose and placed a shuttle in his hands.
Then Menaka said, 'Will you be so good as to weave ? ' Kalikamangala, by Dvija Kalidiisa, Typical Selections, etc.,
Part I, p. 144.
The last sentence is really significant. Its Bengali
equivalent it~ :-"Nakhete chiiecai nala hate. deya miiku 1
Menakii Sivere kan bhiiyii kara vapull" 'Bbiiya' may be
corruption of vayan (vyan= weaving). The rite must
have been a symbolic one, indicating or testing ability of
the bridegroom to weave, to earn a living and to clothe his
wife. It shows the truth of Pelsaert's remark that all
through Bengal and Orissa, from Sonargaon to Puri, every
villager was a skilled weaver.
21 Ibid.
22
" The bride goes round the bridegroom for seven
times."-Ramaprasada, p. 18 (B. E.).
2 3 '' She placed a garland round the neck of her
husband."-Jbid.
24 '' V asi~?tha got up and made them look upon each
other with an auspicious vision. "-Urnara Vivaha, by
Anandamayi, Typical Selections, Part II, pp. 1872-74.
This custom was celebrated with the holy idea that if
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this the bridegroom rubbed vermilion powder on
the forehead of the bride. 25
Almost every ceremony of the Hindus was
Worship of gods.
attended with a religious worship,26 and in the midst of
festivities .and enjoym.ents of the marriage ceremonies they did not forget to worship their gods,
who were then invoked by the priests with sacred
mantras, offerings and oblations. A spot for
performing the sacrifice was selected in the centre
of the pandal "with flowers all round on the floor
in various designs and figures.'' The altar was
lighted 27 and the priest occasionally put into the
the couple looked upon each other with a favourable
vision on this J?Olemn occasion, then they would enjoy a
very pure and happy conjugal life and one would not be
displeased with the other.
25
" Sundara rubbed vermilion powder on the forehead of his beautiful wife." Ramaprasada, p. 18 (B. E.).
For a true significance of this use of vermilion powder by
the women, vide the section on "Dress and ornaments."
26
" Their customs are a part of their religion being
sanctioned by the supposed divine character of .their legislator who, they believe, was a being of so exalted a nature
as to be inferior, only to God himself ; of infinite knowledge
and all his words were truth. "-Parker, ' The War in
India,' p 2, and Scrafton, 'Reflections on the Government
of Indostan.'
27
" Laja
homa pare dhuma nayane pasila. " Umara Vivaha by .Anandamayi, T. Selections, Part II,
pp. 1872-74.

•
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fire bits of sandal wood, benzoin and other
articles. Being directed by the priest, the bridegroom got up from his seat at certain intervals
and walked round the place of sacrifice, along
with the bride. The father of the bride also got up
and, according to the instructions of the priest,
took his daughter by one of her hands and joined
it with one hand of the bridegroom. 28 After
that he invoked the 9"ods to witness that he gave
his daughter to be the wife of such a person (i. e.,
his son-in-law) .29 A plate of sun-dried rice
(atapa ciila) was then brought there, and one
by one, the Brahmins and other superiors of
the married couple, pr0sent on tlmt occasion,
threw something of it on their heads. 30 'The
bridegroom and the bride were then taken into
a room, which had been specially selected and
decorated for that purpose aJ (i. e., the viisaraghara),
where the companions of the bride and other
ladies, who were in such a relation with the
bride as could permit them to cut jokes with
her husband, amused the married couple by
28

"After marriage the hands of the couple were
joined together.' '-Ibid.
29
Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 6-10.
30
Ibid.
31 (a) '' With hearts full of pleasure the bridegroom and
the bride went into the viisaraghar(J). "-Kalikti1nangala, by
Dvija Kalidasa, Typical Selections, Part I, p. 144.
(b) '' Sindurera kota dila rajata thuite. I
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light conversations and jest ; thus the whole
night was spent in happiness and mirth. From
contemporary literature we can have a real
picture of this, and we cannot but admire the
beauty and skill with which such rooms were
decorated. R2 Craufurd was very particular in
observing one important custom, to which he
refers in the following terms :-The bridegroom
" leading her (bride) up to one of those stones
that are used for grinding spices and other ingredients for some of their victuals he places her hand
on it, thereby implying the obligation she has
contracted of taking care of his household concerns.'' 83
Great processions, along with the display of
Processions,
firefireworks 34 and the SOund of
works. etc.
dundubhi (musical drums) and
otber instruments 35 and various illuminations,
Hate kari U rna neya vasaragrhete II "
Umiira Viviiha,. by Anandamayi, Typical
Selections, Part II, pp. 1872-74.
32
(a) Rarnaprasada, p. 15 (B.E.).
(b) Ramayatta. by Adbhutacarya, Typical Selections, Part I, pp. 567-68.
33
Craufurd, op. cit, Vol. II, pp. 6-10.
H
(a) " Strengthened by wind, the fJre itself acted as
fire-works. "-Bharatacandra, p. 18 (B.E:).
(b) " The breath itself acted as fire-works."
Bbaratacandra, p. 79 (B.E.).
5
3
''Drums and various other musical instruments
were being sounded at quick intervals.' '-Riimayal)-a, by
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accompanied the bridegroom on the occasion of
Bridegroom's homehis home-coming. The married
coming.
couple sat together in one palanquin and their relatives and' friends joined the
procession on horseback or on elephants ; many
went on foot also. 36 rrhe rejoicings lasted for
several days and the guests were entertained with
music and dance. 87
Generally, on the day following the marringe
ceremony the bridegroom's party left the bride's
house and proceeded homewards with the bridegroom and the bride. 38 The bride's parents and
Instructions to the relatives bade farewell to their
bride by her parents.
young daughter with tears in
D-.;ija Bhavlil).i, 1740 A.D., Typical Selections, Part I,
p. 583.
s G Same as note 33.
37
Contemporary European writers like Edward Ives,
Stavorinus and Craufurd refer to dancing girls, possessed
of peculiar tastes and tricks. It is quite probable that
those dancing girls were evgaged on such occasions.
" They will spend almost the whole night in seeing dancing and hearing music; yet none dance but the women
whose profession it is and who devote themselves to the
pleasure and amusement· of the public. "-Craufurd,
op. cit., Vol. II, p. 39. Stavorinus (op. cit., Vol. I, p.
438) gives us an•idea about their dress which was general·
ly rich and gorgeous. Compare the description of Maharaja Kp;H;Jacandra's marriage as given in Rajibalocana's
Kr~~Jacandrar.nrita, p. 38.
38 . " The Gods, the demigods, and other members
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their eyes 39 and tried to console her by various
instructions. 40 These instructions imparted to the
bride by her parents and relatives were meant to
guide her in the house of her husband, where she
henceforth occupied an important place as a member of a joint family. The parents of the bride,
who were rather rich, sent along with their
daughter 41 meliin"ibhiiras (consisting of various food
articles such as sweetmeats, curd, etc., which were
regarded as auspicious) and various other presents
in dresses, elephants, horses, etc. 42 They sent
with her one or two maid-servants and a few
other companions. 43
of the bridegroom's party departed on the next day."
Sivayana by Ramesvara, 1750 A.D., p. 31, B.E.
3~
Ramaprasada, pp. 47-48, B.E.
40
'' Kintu vyavahara ache ......... ". Vide the section
on " Position of ·women."
41
(a) '' Menaka has given something in meltin'ibhara. "-Bharatacandra, p. 22.
(b) " With tears in hie eyes, Giri agreed to the
proposal and got many ' meliin'ibhiiras ' ready. "-Kiilikiimangala by Dvija Kalidasa, Typical Selections, Part I,
p. 145.
42
(a) '' The king, who resembled KarQ.a in his
charity, presented many precious articles such as an
umbrella, an elephant, a chariot, ser~ants and maidservants."-Harnaprasada, p. 49, B.E.
(b) " They presented many articles, which it will
be a long story to describe; servants, maid-servants and
many soldiers were also sent. "-Bharatacandra, p 108.
43
"They, who would accompany her, had smiling

9
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When the

marriage party returned to tbo
bridegroom's house, the parents
'£be newly-married
couple welcomed in
and relatives of the bridegroom
an auspicious manner.
welcomed the newly-married
couple in a solemn and auspicious manner. The
path leading to their house was cleared and beautifully decorated with plantain trees on both sides
of it, and a water-pot filled with water and
adorned with boughs of a mango-tree was placed
at the entrance of the house. 44 Due attention
being paid to all the auspicious family customs,
the mother of the bridegroom joined with other
ladies, took her new daughter-in-law inside the
house. The women of the locality then visited
her house to see the bride, who ma.de obeisance
to each of the superiors and received blessings in
return. Some of them cut jokes with the bride,
while others being of a fastidious and scrutinising
nature, passed various critical remarks upon her. ~
The entertainments lasted for a
Feasts and enter.
tainments.
few days, in one of which the
' boubhata ' (a special feast arranged in the bridegroom's house, in which the bride had to serve a
little quantity of rice to each of the invited guests
4

faces, while the pangs of separation of those, who would
not accompany her, knew no bounds.' '-Ramaprasiida,
p. 48.
H
Ibid, pp. 49-50, B.E.
~5

Ibid.
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before they touched their dishes) ceremony ·was
celebrated. 46
A newly-married girl was not expected to
remain long in her father-in-law's house and her
parents became subject to a rebuke gratis of the
women of their village, if they failed to bring
back their daughter within a short time. 47 To
remain long in his father-in-law's house was
thought improper for a bridegroom. 48 Indeed,
the situation of those who married the daughters
of rich men on condition that they would remain
for ever in their father•in-law's
Gharajiimiitiis.
house (as gharajamatas), was
quite different. In such cases the bridegrooms
46

" I lost my stick, used £or preparing bhang, on
the very day of the boubhata ceremony. "-Sivayana by
Kavijivana Mitra, 1744 A.D. Kaviji:vana Mitra was born
in the village of LahiQ.ipaQ.a, six miles to the north of
Bogura, vide Typical Selections, Part I, p. 129.
47
Of. the portion ' Uma-virahe Menaka ' in Dvija
Kalidasa's Kalikamangala, Typical Selections,' Part I, pp.
148-49.
48 (a) " Oh my Lord! give up your desire for staying
in your f81ther-in-law's house and let us soon go to your
own house."-Bhavlinima.ngala by Ganganaray:t;ta. As
the poet puts it, Bhava:t;ti made this request to Siva,
because of his staying in his father-in-law's house for one
year after the marriage.
(b) Hari said to Paficanana: " As it is your fatherin-law's house, it is not proper to stay here for many
days. "-Ramesvara's Sivayana, p. 31. B.E.
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left with certain formalities the families of their
parents and entered into those of their fathers-inlaw .49 They had, however, to lead very miserable
and wretched lives and had to bear patiently the
frownings and ill-treatment of their brothers-inlaw and others. 50
Marriages of boys and girls were celebrated in
their early ages.uo" Generally,
ga,r]y
ma.rria.gea
wpre general.
the marriage of a girl in an
advanced age was not permitted by the laws
of the society and the parents of such a
girl incurred a
universal
odium ; 51 they

Craufurd, op. cil., Vol II, pp. 5-G.
r.o " He only, who has once suffered, and none else,
will realise what sort of honour a ghaTajaJniitii receives in
his father-in-law's house. At first he his respected but
gradually he is slighted by all in various ways ; especially the words of his brother-in-law become hotter and
more furious than fire itself." -Sivayana by Ramesvara,
1D

p. 32, B.E. ,
.r~;
r.;oa Stavorinus, Voyage to Lhc East Indies, VdJii, p.
441.
51 (a) '' Alas l what should I say l such a grown up but
unmarried girl is like burning fire. You should arrange
for her marriage and thus preserve the sanctity of the laws
of religion.-Bharatacandra, p. 90, B.E.

(b) "Finding such a girl unmarried, others will, out
o£ shame, cut their tongue with their own teeth. "-Barnaprasada, p. 23, B.E.
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apprehended an eternal damnation for thus violat~
ing the sacred laws of religion, which enjoined the
marriage of a girl before the age of puberty. This
was so noticeable a feature of the Hindu social
life of that time, that it did not fail to attract the
notice of European writers, one of whom, writing
a few years later, observed : " The Hindus are so
scrupulous with respect to the virginity of their
brides, that they marry extremely young, although
consummation is deferred till they marry a person
with whom those symptoms have already appeared
to which the sex is subject." '32 vVhen the girls
were under menstruation for the first time after
their marriage, the ceremony of
Girls under menstruation and the cerepunarvia (second marriage) was
mony of punarvia.
celebrated with various rites and
customs, a f~w of them being similar to those of the
first marriage. 53 Mr. Scrafton observes: "They are
married in their infancy, and consummate at 14 on
the male side, and 10 or 11 on the female, and it
is common to see a woman of 12 with a child in
52
53

Craufurd, op~ c1:t~, Vol. II, p. 2.
(a) " Vidyara haila rtu sakhira janila 1
Via mata punarvia sundara karila II
Khudmi"tga kltda khneQ.u narinu racite 1
Piiuthi beQ.e jai baqa kheda raila cite II "
Bharatacandra, p. 88, B.E.

(b) "KadakhneQ.u had been over and only punarvia (second marriage) was left to be celebrated." Bharatacandra, p. 118, B.E.
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her arms. Though barren women are rare among
them, yet they bear but few children, for at 18
their beauty is on the decline, and at 25 they are
strongly marked with age." 54 Mr. Scrafton's
statements can be supported by the evidence of
contemporary literature also. 56 The girls had no
hand in the choice of their husbands and their
opinions were not at all thought necessary. Sometimes, an accomplished and well-read girl was
married to a husband who was deaf and of black
complexion, 56 ::t girl of fair beauty was married to
a blind man 57 prone to quarrelling and creating
uneasiness, a young girl was married to an old
man, 58 a girl of tender and slim body was matched
54

Reflections on the Government of Indostan, pp. 10-11.
' ' Gmdually he attained his 13t,h year
and his
parontH were overpowered with joy. '£hey married him
to a daughter of a king, belonging to "Lhe same class; and
she was ~t blessed girl, possessed of beauty and qualities."
-Rumaprasiida, p. 51, B.E.
56
One woman said, " My friend ! let me tell you
about my misfortune. I have been married to a husband
who is deaf and of black complexion. All my fine and
aesthetic knowledge of poetry, learnt with mu.,ch hope, has
been spoiled by being wedded to this deaf :fellow."Bharatacandra, p. 97, B.E.
57
" My unfortunate and blind husband is expert only
in quarrelling; I have lost my fair complexion and has
turned black by always thinking over my fate. "-Ibid.
58
" I am a young girl while my husband is an old
man."-Ibid.
5

;;
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with a corpulent man/9 and again, sometimes,
a boy of 12 or 13 was coupled with a girl of fullblown youth. 60
There is no doubt that these evils were more
or less due to the influence of
Evils of kulinisrn;
kulinism and to the system of
dowry.
dowry prevalent among the
kulins. This was the time of triumphant kulinism. Among the Brahmins, the Mukhopadhayas,
the Chattopadhayas and the Vandyopadhayas
occupied, in order, the chief places in the scale of
kulinism. 61 Among the Kayasthas also such places
My husband is corpulent and pot-bellied. "-Ibid.
"I am a kulin's daughter," said another woman,
" and my youth has passed away in expectation of a bridegroom. Though I have been married after a long time,
yet in age I shall be like an elder sister to my husband."Ibid, p. 99. It is important to note that the poet here
gives an exact picture of the society of the day where
the girls, thus subject to misfortune by the inexorable
laws of the society, could only weep and murmur amongst
themselves but could not protest. in words or deeds.
61 (a) My fat.her, born in a Mukhopadhyaya family,
belongs to the chief ' gotra ' and rny husband, known as
belonging to a Vandyopadhyaya family, is a great kuZin."Bharatacandra, p. 61, B.E.
(b) '' Anandirama Mukharji, t.he ocean of kula"
(i.e., belonging to a very noble fami1y).-Jbid, p. 6, B.E.
(o) '' Many Mukhopadhyayar.;, Chattopadhyayas and
V:iia9-ari Brahmins went along with him. "-Tirthamaitgala
by Vijayarama. Here the poet describes the B:iia~aris as
59

60

"
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were occupied by the G ho:;1a, Va,su, and Mitra
families.fj 2 So narrow and rigid were the customs
of those kulins that one, belonging to an inferior
status, was held in contempt by them and could
not even sit by their side. 63 The kulins used their
pedigrees aH means of bettering their fortune and
felt no scruple in relaxing the rigidity of their
rules in tho case of a wealthy man though the
latter might be of an inferior descent. 64 Marriages
in kulin familieR could never be celebrated peacefully; diRputef; and quarrels were sure to originate on some question or other. 55
The evils which thiB lculinisrn produced, were
numerous and shocking. PolyPolyga,my ,-a regular
habit with the Tculins.
gamy l.la d become a regu ]ar lla bit
with the lculins, as they expected
ku.lin8, but, a Bfiii.f}ar:i Brahmin is known as one who has
long losi; hifi fnmily honour (kula), Bhiirai;candra does
not refer {«) tho B:iiii.qaris as kulins :-'' B:iiii<;lar:i Gokuln
Krpiirama Dayf1riima."-p. 6, B.E.

He marrir;d t,hree daughters, blessed with beauty
and virtue, of three chid kulin families, Ghofi!a, Vasu and
Mitr~>.' ' -Bhiirat.acandra., p. 57, B. E.
63
'' My husband is abused as a vahattare (belonging
to a low status) Kayastha and cannot sit by the side of those
belonging to high families."-Bharat,acandra, p. 54, B.E.
64
•• Your house will be full of wealth and paddy and
then all the kulin Kayasthas will marry their sons and
daughters in your family."-Bharatacandra, p. 54, B.E.
65
"I know that there must be quarrels where there
are kulin:/3. "-Bharatacandr9-, p. 61.
62

''
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a substantial dowry in every marriage. 06 Under
such circumstances any sincere attachment on the
part of the husbands could hardly exist ; and thf\
poor girls, being always pressed for more _and more
money by their unmatched and illiterate husbands,
spent their days very miserably. They remained
mostly in their father's house, where their husbands came once in two or three years only to
exact their dues from them even to the farthing.
Though early marriage was generally the rule yet
in the case of a kulin' s daughter
Early marriage not
the rule was very often violated. 67
observed in the case of
a kulin's daughter.
Her parents were bound to wait
till t~ey could collect money sufficient for their
daughter's dowry; sometimes, from financial considerations, a girl of 11 or 12 was handed over as
a wife to a grey-haired man. 68 This dowry system
See note 62. "Anekera; pati tfiei pati mora viima.,.
-Bharatacandra, p.
" Pluralit.y of wives is admitted
throughout the East." Verelst, View of the Rise, Progress,
etc., p. 136. Stavorinus writes that the ," evils of kulinism
and polygamy were more shocking among the Brahmins
than (among) the other castes."-op. cit., Vol. I, p. 440.
67
" If he comes once in two or :four years he demands
presents of me just on coming to the bed. He will use
sweet words i:f I can give him the little amount that I
collect by selling the cotton yarn (prepared by me); otherwise he will go away dissatisfied. "-Bharatacandra, p. 99.
68
(a) " Uma has got a necklace of pearls round her
neck while that old fellow has there a bead of bones. Alas I
66
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waH uot, however, compulsory, and never so shock-

ing among the non-lwlins. 6D Sometimes, among
tho lower classes, the practice was exactly the
opposite, because among them the bridegroom had
to pay a, Jowry to tho bride. 70
how will my darling Umii, Jive in thai. old follow's house.
My darling Umi"t is an idyll of gold; how can that old lunatic follow be callod hor husband ? "-J3hara.tacandra,
pp. H:J-20. B.E.
(b) ·'My young daughter Gaur! is of innocent mind but
I am going to marry her to an old man, who bns passed
three-fourths of his age ......... I will not marry rny darling
Gauri to this old follow, so long as I am alive. "-Siviiyana
by Rumusvara, p. 20, B.E.
From these passages it appears that., under these traditionnl names of Siva and Durgi"t, the poets have unfolded
the dark picture of contemporary society.
These realistic
and minut,o descriptions were not the product, of poetic
fancy but; were gathered from the actual facts of the soch:ttl
life of tho day.
60
Craufurd, Vol. II. p. 56.
70
'' I married newly by paying a dowry of Rs. 20,
but I have not lived for a single dny in my house."Bbaratacandra, p._ 118, B.E.

SECTION

4.

Dress, Ornaments, etc.
Dresses and ornaments, used by the people of
that age, varied amongst the different classes of
the society. Generally, middle-class people used
to wear a piece of cotton cloth and a piece of dobajii
or ekapiitfii during the summer 1 and, during the
winter, they protected themselves
Variety of dresses.
from cold, some by using another
piece of cotton cloth (dohar) and some a hiimiim
or gliip over their body. Sometimes, during the
winter, some of them managed to procure a benian
or merjiii for their upper bodies and tope or turban
for their heads. 2 Some middle-class men of advanced age used vanats 3 and rejiiis (quilted chintz)
at night. Boys protected themselves from cold by
putting dolais (muslin lined and bordered with
calico) on their bodies. Silk cloths/ handkerchiefs
and shawls 5 were generally used by the rich.
I

Stavorinus,

Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. I,

p.ll4.
2
Ibid, p. 415.
s " He gave him a piece of vanat with Rs. 50."Tzrthamangala by Vijayarama, p. 85. Vanat, a kind of
cotton cloth.-:
4
KEJitz§avam§avalicarita, p. 34.
" '' Some wettr shawls while ·others are in want. of a
piece o£ torn cloth."-Ramaprasada's Padiivali, p. 86, B.]j.
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Leather slippers were used occasionaJly. 6 Before
going to bed it was often the custom to wash one's
feet and to come up to the bed-room with slippers
on/ which were, however, left at the door. Craufurd refers to "slippers of fine woolen cloth, or
velvet. which frequently are embroidered with gold
or silver ; and those of princes at great ceremonies,
even with precious stones.'' 8 rrhe poor sometimes
used wooden sandals instead of slippers. A piece
of cotton cloth (cadara) was ordinarily used above
the shoulder ; some, instead of it, put on a jama,
"neatly shaped to the upper part of the body,
falling very full from thence and extending so low
as almost entirely to cover the feet." 0 rrhe
Muhammadans also wore a jama which, however,
crossed over, and was tied on the right side of the
breast, unlike that of the Hindus tied on the left.
A muslin flash was occasionally wrapped round
" Kart.ara maryadii bujhi subha Sitaba Raya 1
Sala khilata ghoQ.a adi dilena vidaya II "
Tirthamang11;la by Vijayarama;
Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 41.
6
' ' The sound of leather slippers on their back that
removed their skin."-Bharatacandra, p. 66, B.E.; Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 415.
7 ' ' She prepared the bed carefully, and her lord enter·
ed the bedroom with slippers on his feet."-Ramaya~J,a by
Adbhutacarya, TypicaL Selections, etc., pp. 567-68 ;
Craufurd, op. cit., Vol."U, pp. 44.
s Ibid, p. 43.
9 Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 415 ; Craufurd, op.
cit., Vol. II, p. 42.
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the waist of the rich. 10 Persons of high rank
sometimes wore above the jamii a " short close
vest of fine-worked muslin;'' on days of ceremonies
and rejoicings, they put on rich bracelets on their
arms and jewels on their turbans and strings of
pearls round their necks hanging down upm1
the breast. 11 Stavorinus writes
Use of ornaments by
men on days of cerethat many of them wore small
monies.
earrings also. 12 In contemporary literature also we find ~hat when Madhava
Bhat expressed his willingness to go in search of
Vidya' s bridegroom, Vrrasirhha, father
of
Vidya, out of gratification, rewarded Madhava
Bhat with his necklace and other ornaments.13 The use
of shirts
was not un15
known.14 " Phoenix's feathers " were used by
the rich m their dresses. 16 Haji Mustafa has
1o Ibid.
II

Ibid, p. 43.

12

Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 415.•

13

Ramaprasada's Vidyiisundara, p. 3, B.E.

1 4 '' Aly

Ibrahim Khan put on a plain shirt and a tur·
ban slightly rolled, and getting into his 'palkey' went to
the court. "-Seir-ul-Mutakherin, Vol. II, p. 448.
15

"This was the name given by the Hindus to the
Birds of Paradise which the Dutch import from the Moluc·
cas with feathers and all. "-Ibiq, pp. 302-303, footnote.
1 6 ''

The prince complied with the request, and the
Vizier having carried Rarnnarain into an adjoining tent, put
the dress oi honour upon his head, and adorned his head

1$
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given the following description of a Hindusthani
dress :-" There is so little
me=i~~as!~':!:_ress of difference between the Hindustany (i.e., Muhammadan) dress
of man and woman, that save the turban
(which by the bye is worn by virgins of the royal
blood and others) it requires the eye of skill and
experience to state that difference and this consists
in general in the chola, or close coat, which is
much higher with women than with men ; in the
daman or petticoat tacked to it, which is four
times ampler in a woman than .in a man ; and
lastly in the lining of the hem, which is always in
white with men, but of the most gaudy silks with
women and those too adorned with lace." 17
A special dress was used on the occasion of
attending the royal dm·bars or
Special dresses for
·
· h d
special occasions.
amongst d'IStmgms
e
personages, and we have a description
of it in contemporary literatureY This dress was
characterised by a turban, adorned with diamonds
and gems placed on the head and by belts fastened over the skirt in variou.s fashions, and it was
sometimes in a rich foreign style (viliWi lchelat).
with a circlet and an aigrett, remarkable by Phoenix
feathers. "-Ibid.
1 7 Ibid, Vol. II, p. 141, footnote ; Stavorinus, op. cit.,
Vol. I, p. 457.
IS '' Sire cira hira taia
vili1ti khelata gaia
Nana bandhe komara bi1ndbila I '!.
Bharatacandra, p. 118, B:.:E.
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1'he servants, who aecompanied their masters on
such occasions, also put on a rich dress. 19 Almost
similar was the dress worn by a prince on the
occasion of his visit to other countries,--the additional equipments being the use of precious orna- •
ments, anq weapons ILke the sword, bow and
arrows, etc., for the purpose of defence. 20 The
rich had personal dressing rooms (to~akhana),
where wardrobes were kept. 21 Clothes and garments of the well-to-do men were washed by
wasbermen, 22 though the poor perhaps washed
their clothes themselves.
Scholars generally put on simple and plain
Plaiu aud simple
dresses 23. as t h e tra d'I tiOna
·
1
dresses for scholars.
Hindu idea that the votaries of
learning should be above the material eomforts of
this world had not yet lost ground.
19

Of. the dress of Dasu and Vasu, the two servants of
Bhavananda Majumdara in ibid.
2o Bharatacandra, p. 64, B.E.
21 '' Rama Sirhha Rai went into the dressing room."Tirthamangala by Vijayarama, p. 13.
22
'' In the morning the washerman went to the tank
and first brought out that piece o£ cloth. "-Ramrtprasada,
p. 30, B. E., and alsop. 69, B.E.
23
'' Dvari kahe eki haya
paQ.uara vesa naya
Rhmigi pufithi dhuti dhare tara I "
(" The gateman replied that it could not be so for be had
not the dress of scholars who used only a piece of cotton
cloth and carried books with them in book-oases."~
Bharai;acandra, p. 68 1 B.E.
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The women belonging to the middle or poor
Dresses of women.
classes generally put on only one
piece of cotton cloth (sat}i) ; 24
in the winter they covered their bodies with an
additional piece of cotton cloth. 25 Women of
inferior classes wore a kind of coarse cloth, made
probably of jute (khuna), which has been referred
to contemptuously by a contemporary poet. 26 Tasar
cloths were also in use. The dresses of Hindu
women belonging to rich families were usually
very costly and of exquisite beauty. These con~
sisted of different kinds of fine cotton or silk
cloths or sail/is, manufactured at Dacca or at
Nadia. Bharatacandra refers to :fine siilJ,i8. 27
He has also referred to another kind of sarJ,i
(nilambari) in the description of the love-worn
Vidya. 28 SarJ,is set with gold and jewels were
used, 29 and a close jacket or n, bust-bodice (kanculi)

24

Stavorinus, op. cit, Vol. I, p. 415.

25

Kl]iti8avam8iivalicarita, p. 34.

26
'' Khuiia-tiiati haye deha tasarete hat a." -Bharatacandra, p. 52. B.E.

,2 7

Knotting the hair quickly and putting on
glistening siiif.'i. "-Bharatacandra, p. 128, B.E.
28

"

a

B4aratacandrn, p. 76, B.E.

AHer wearing various items of dress, she put on
a kMLettli over her breasts, arid veiled her head with a scarf
interwoven with gold. "-BhavaQ.isankara's Oar.tdiki.ivya
~1779 A.D.). Vide Typical Selections, Part I, p .. 372.
29

''
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was also worn; 30 the use of this appears to have
been universal (cf. note 30). Bust bodices made of
lac were also in use. 31 Figures '(especially of the
ten At,atliras) 32 were drawn with gold thread on
the women's or'f.liis and bodiees of various colours ;
these of different descriptions were universally
used. 38 Craufurd has referred to an or'l}il style in
the following language :-"'A wide piece of
Muslin is thrown over the left shoulder, which
passing under the right arm is crossed round the
middle, and being fastened by tucking part of it
under the piece of cloth that is wrapped round the
loins, hangs down to the feet.'' 34 Ghaguris (skirts)
were also worn. 35
30

Bharatacandra, p. 163, B.E. ; Craufurd, Vol. II, p. 45.
Hrdaye parila save lak~era knaculi " (they all
put on kiiiiculis made of lac on their breasts).-Sai:tkaradasera Bhagavata, Typica~ Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10 ;
Bharatacandra, p. 93, B.E.
32 "My heart yearns greatly after you, and I know
not who has given you this beautiful ktiiiculi ; various
figures are visible on it and its beauty resembles that of
the full moon. "-Dvija Bhaval).i's Harivafn8a, Typical
Selections, Part II, pp. 234-36. Compare with thi.the
description of Bhagavati in Mukundarama's Kavikanka'tJacaJ;di.
3 3 •' I saw the women
in every house wearing kiiaeulis and on;t-fis. "-Bharatacandra, p. 163, B.E. K~itisa
vamsavalicarita ; Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 415.
3 4 Craufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 45.
3 ;:; '' They covered their breast,s carved out of wood
with kniiculis and their bellies made high with linen were
3 1 ''

11

1
1
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rrhc hair was commonly rolled up into a knot
or coil at the back of the head,
Hair· dressing.
and was fastened with hairpins.36 Different kinds of ribbons, including
those decorated with lacquer-work, were used in
coiffure ; 37 some trailed curls hanging ou their
back even down to the hips ; 88 the . hair
was well combed and dressed, 3 ~ and on occasions of
festivities, scented llair~oils were used. 40 Besides
covered with ghiigras (skirts). "-Bhi\ratacandra, p. 96.
Perhaps such dresses were used .in Bengal as much as in
up country.
36
"Quickly rolling up the hair into a knot and
putting on a fine saqi."-Bhitrat.acandra, p. 128, B.E.
Carufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 45.
87
" LakfiJem ji:"tda diit kuntala biindhila " (She wove
her hair into a braid with ribbons made of luc).-Sa.nkaradiisa's Bhiigavata, Typical Selections, Part 1, pp. 909-10.
38
" Nitambe dolaye ve.l)i dekhite sundara "
(the
beautiful plaited hair hanging down to her hips). Ibid.
:l n
Ai'icare ciru.l)e Ctll'U citilcara cilmra (her beautiful
curling hair was dressed with a comb).-Ri1maprasi1da's
Vidyasundara. "Aficaria kesa-pi:"tsa paria uttama vi:tsa (after
combing her hair and putting on a fine dress).-Bharatacandra, p. 167.
'I Kisor! karaye vesa ciru.l)i laiyi't'' (the young girl engaged
in toilet with a comb).-Sankaradasa's Bhagavata, Typical
Selections, Part., I, p. 909.
40
" Sugandhi tailete kare
cikura-bandhana" (she
braided her hair with scented hair~oils applied).-Goalinira
rupavar.l)ana in Candrakanta, Typical Selections, Part II,
p. 1412.•.

1

1
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these, flowers were used by them to adorn their coils
or braids of hair .'n The flowers
Use of flowers.
most prized for this were the
Campa, Vakula, Juthi and Malati. The poets of
the time have referred to flowers in their descriptions of the costumes of a goddess, of a Zamindar's
wife, as well as of a milkmaid ; so we can well
conclude that flowers were used in the common
toilet of women belonging to all sections of the
society. Those who could afford to spend something, adorned their hair with gold bodkins. 42
A malaki was used in toilet by
Other articles used
in toilet by women.
all 43 but the richer women used
sandal-paste, cua (distilled essences or attars),
kumkuma (saffron) and kasturi (musk), to enhance
their complexion and charms. 44 A woman whose
41 '' Cuqa chande bandha cula, tahate camparaphula."
(Her hair was done up like a crown and round its tapering
form strings of campa flowers were wound).-Bharatacandra, p. 134, B. E.
" Chneda cule, vakul-phule, khonpa biiedhecha." (You
have coiled your thinned falling hairs with Vakula flowers).
-Bharatacandra, p. 195, B.E.
'' Khnopara campara phula atisusobhana (with beauti·
ful campa flowers on the knot of her hair).-Goalinira
Rupa-var:t;J.ana in Candrakanta, Typical Selections, Part II,
p. 1412.
42
Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 415.
43
'' She rubbed her hair with amalaki. "-Sankaradasa's Bhiigavata, Typical Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10.,
44- " She applierl on her body ><tlndal, otto, saffron
and n1usk. ''
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husband was living, wore vermilion 45 in different
ways, as a round beauty-spot on the brow, or
pasted on half the forehead in a crescent, or as
a bright streak in the parting of the hair ; and
she put on lohii (a single iron bracelet) on her
left hand. 46 She was distinguished also by the
use of bracelets of conchs hells (sniilcha), bordered
siir/iis, sandal;paste, betel and betelnuts 47 ; sometimes she used collyrium to paint her eyes 48 and
staining powder for her teeth. 49 She decorated her
feet with paint on anklet-chains ('cik') designed
The beauty of vermilion on her forehead dispels
the darkness. "-Ramaprasada's Vidyiisundam. " Some
painted with vermilion half of their forehead."-Bhaviin'imangala by Gailganarayal).a. ''The vermilion on her forehead looked very bright. "-Sail.karadasa's Bhiigavat,
Typicp-l Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10. "The vermilion
spot on the forehead looked very beautiful."-Dvija
Bhaval).i's Ramiiyal).a, Typical Selections, Part I, p. 538.
Bharatacandra, p. 128, B. E.
46
''Ayatira cinha hate lohu. ekagachi."-Bharatacandra, p. 64, B.E.
" Siiakha saqi sindura candana pana-gua 1
<1 7
nahi dekhi ayati kevala acabhuya." II
45

"

Bharatacandra, p. 26, B. E.
(a) ''With vesara on their nose and collyrium in
their eyes."-Jayanaraya:tta 's .Harilila.
(b) "Used collyrium in her eyes. "-Sailkaradasa's
Bhtigavata, Typical Selections, Part I.:pp. 909-10.
49 " With collyrium in their eyes and staining powder
on their teeth. "-Goalinira Rupa-varl).ana in Candraki:mt.a,
Typical Selections, Part II, p. 1412.
48
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with red lac-dye (alta). 50 Sometimes bracelets
made of i vary 51 and of red shellac were also
used. 52
Ornaments of various kinds, both of gold
and silver, were used by the
Use of ornaments of
women. 53 Those belonging to
various kinas.
the middle class generally used nath
and
50

"Altara cika pare ciiadera bajara. "-Umar ·Vivaha
by Anandamayi, Typical Selections, Part II, pp. 1& ,2-74.
51
"Beautiful bracelets made of ivory."-Sankaradasa's Bhagavaia, Typical Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10.
52 Bharatcandra, p. 93, B. E.
53
Stavorinus, op. cit, Vol. I, p. 415;
5 4,
Ibid.
(a) " This ring called Nutt and the only part of the
Indian finery which Europeans cannot bring themselves to
like is always the distinctive ornament of the mistress of
the house. It is that which the bridegroom never fails to
send to his bride and the article on which falls most debate
at that time ......... This ring which is of gold may be half a
line in thickness upon ~ circumference of about four inches ;
and it is passed through the left cartilage of the nostrils.
At the lower part of the navel are two round pearls of value
divided only by a ruby somewhat :flattened."-HajiMustafa
in Sei1·-ul-Mutakherin, Vol. II, p. 58'5, footnote.
··(b) " With bangles on hands, ku)Jdalas on her ears,
·vesara on her nose and collyrium in her eyes. "-J ayanaraya:Qa's Harilila.
(c) Of. " the pearls of the Na~h were of the value of
Rs. 100 or Rs. 200, upon which hung five pearls as nolakas;
between the two big pieces of pearls was a shining ruby,
as a pomegranate ::leed between the two beaks of a Suka
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vesara on the nose, different kinds of earrings, such as kut;dala/ 5 nala-jhumlta, dhiieri,ihumka, 56 pasa, 57 in their ears, gold bangles and
bracelets on their bands, and bajus on their arms
just above the elbows. 58 A kind of ornament
(sr'hithi) was used to cover just the parting of the
hair, along with another called tar(t or ~air a, hanging in a curve on the Jorehead."n
Ornaments like
nilpuras (anklets) were used for the feet as well. 00
bird. "-J ayan!trt"tya:r;n:t'fl' l{asi-·IIWI"tJJtna,' Typical Selec-tions,
Part II, p. 1519.
55
Vide note 54 (b).
56
" Karl).abhuf?li maJ;ti dhfieri kiiru karl).afule
J·agita jhurnk!t k1tru ti'ira adhab dolo II ''
Sarno as in note 54 (c).
57
'' She had a gentle Rpoech, a laughing countenance
and piisl1N in her oars. "-GoiHinira Rupa-varl).ani"t in Candrak!mt,a.
"R(n) " All the womcm put on beautiful clothes and
gold ornaments, beautiful Rhdls, ivory and gold bangles,
and ' biijus' (armlets set with various jewels), and tassoh;
of wonderful malw on their arms "-Sai1karadiisa'::;
Bhiigavala, Typicc~l Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10. All
these ornaments have boon mentioned by Jayanarayal)a in
hrs description of KiisL
He further mentions bracelets
made of rhinoceros horns (garJdiiTcra cucf,i) and bracelets of
blue colour (n'il.ii-cucf,i), probably glass ones.
(b) " The daily chango in tho use of ornaments like
bracelets, bangles, baju, wmithi, fiira."-Bharatacandra,
p. 167, B.E.
59
Vide note 58 (b).
fiO(a) " 'J'he n'fipuraJ3 (anklets) and hinkiJJ'is (bracelets)
produced various sounds."-Rliwaprasada, pp. 17-18.
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Ordinarily silver ornaments like piiaijora, mala, and
piisuli were used on feet, ankles and toes respectivelyY Gold rings were used on fingers 62 and
fine necklaces of different designs were worn round
the neck ; these necklaces were composed of three,
five or seven chains clasped together at the back,
or of a single string round about the neck, three,
five or seven times (tri-lahari, pniica-nara, siita-nara,
kantha-miilii). 63 Women belonging to the royal or
zamindar families used, over and above these,
ornaments of a finer quality and greater value. A
(b) "Afterwards they put on nupums (anklets) on
their feet. "-The manuscript B havtinimangala.
61 (a)
"Caranete vanka mala dila tinathari."-Umtiravivilha by Anandamayi, Typical Selections, etc., Part I,
pp. 1872-73.
(b) " They affixed ' pichias ' between her toes and
gold anklets on her feet. "-Sa:rikaradasa's Bhagavata,
Typical Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10.
(c) " They wear bracelets on their arms, rings in
their ears, on their fingers, their ankles and toes, and sometimes a small ring on one side of the nostril." -Craufurd,
op. cit., Vol. I, p. 46.
62
'' KaQ.ia anguli madhye ratana-a:riguri " (a jewelled
ring on little finger).-Sa:rikaradasa's Bhiigavata, Typical
Selections, Part I, pp. 909-10.
63(a} " She put on a beautiful necklace of seven
strings. The necklace was wreathed together with silver,
gold, ivory, pearls and rubies. "-Ibid.
(b) '' A beautiful necklace of three strings adorned
her breast by hanging upon it. "-J ayanarayaJJa's KasivarJ;uma, Typical Selections, pp. 1519-21.
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contemporary poet M has left a description of a
necklace worn by a queen;. it had 20,000 pearls in
Rix strings, and was further adorned with gems,;
rubies and diamonds, and the locket of the necklace was as bright as the full moon; its price was
estimated to be 3 lac and 36 thousand rupees.
G4
Jayanaraya1;1a Sena's Harililii. Jayanaraya1;1a was
a relative of Raja Rajaballabha of Dacca and was himself a
very rich man. His estimate of the price of the gems and
rubies in the necklaces may be regarded as somewhat
accurate. We can very well compare this description of
ornaments in mid-eighteenth century with the following in
Ghanarama's Dha·rmamangala, written about 1713 A.D.,
a generation or two earlier : -

" Arope alaka-kolc' mukutara piiati I
Simanto racii"t dila suvar1;1era sr'i'lithi II
Ailga-para apurva anoka alankara I
Pravala pura~apiiati gaja-moti-hara 11
Do-suti te-suti moti-hema-kantha--mala I
Goragaya gaja-moti garva kare bhala It

*

*

*

*

Kane pare ku1;1dala kanaka-kata. kaqi I
Sahaje sundari taya vesa kare va(J.i II
Karete kankana sankha vaju-bandha chac;l.a I

*

*

*

Parila purata-tara vicitra bauli I
Katite kinki1;1i pare padagre pasuli II
Apara se pada-bhi'ui!a pata-gota-mala

I"
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Women !belonging to middle-class families were
generally satisfied with gold ornaments like na(h
and single-string long necklace (karptha~mala),
and a few other silver ornaments. The poorest
could hardly indulge in the use of gold or
silver ornaments, and remained content with
ornaments made of brass or other inferior metals. 65
Stavorinus writes that the women of the lower
classes wore a kind of ornament " made of a sort
of cowries, brought from the Maldive islands,"
which the Bengalees had "the art of sawing
through, so that every cutting makes a ring.'' 66
A few words may be added here with regard to
bed-room equipments. The rich
Bed-room
equip
and middle-class people generally
roents.
slept on bedsteads covered with
various kinds of bed-sheets. Pillows of different
shapes (takiya, girdil) were in use, and one had
generally two or three pillows (one under the head,
another by the feet, and another on one side). 67
Sometimes, a canopy was spread in the bed-room
just overthe bed. 68 Mosquito-nets were also in use. 69
65 R~?itisavarhsavalicarita,

p. 38.
Op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 415-16.
67 (a) Ramaprasada, p. 25.
(b) Ramiiyal}a by Adbhuti1carya, Typical Selections,
etc., Part I, pp. 567-68.
68 " They spread a canopy inside the room. "-Ibid.
6 9 Ibid.
'' Look at your face after removing the
mosquito- net.'',_Ri:imaprasada, p. 100 (B .E. 1.
66

12
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Carpets of various kinds were spread in the
rooms, in which the Zamindars and other rich
people used to sit and transact their business. A
contemporary poet, while speaking of the house
of Baja Sundar Singh of Ticary in the Gaya
district, refers to such carpets. 70
Lastly, it would be interesting to know
something about the articles of
Articles of luxury.
luxury in which the wealthy
people of the age indulged. These were of two
kinds : 71 (i) Articles for Toilet, and (ii) Pood
Articles. With regard to the former, the following
deserve notice : (a) rose water, atara, cua (perfumes
prepared with distilled essence), musk, sandalpaste, saffron, etc. ; (b) garlands of flowers like
crnapa, n~,alati, mallil-ca, etc. No less rich were the
luxurious food articles, which consisted of ditTerent
kinds of sweetmeats, such as ma?J,dii, manohara,

rasakura, vatasa, sarabhaju, e.liici-dana, luci, sugar,
sugar-candy, condensed milk (k§ira), or cream,
Vijayariimit's Tirthamai~gala, p. 106 :-"There wore
many beautifu1 and big buildings, with carpets spread in
the rooms." It is also important to note that such carpets
were manufactured locally.
'' Dulicft galica ara sataraiici kata 1
kharida karitc aila loka sata-sata II "
(Hundreds of people came to buy carpets of dulica,
galica and wtarafici varieties.-Ibid, p. 108.)
71 (a) Ramaprasada, p. H5 (B.E.).
(b) Bharatacandra, p. 7\::l (B.E.).
(c) R1imaya!}a by .A.dblll)tacarya.
70
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curd, cocoanut pieces or gratings mixed with
sugar, cooled Ganges-water scented with camphor,
betel-nuts and betels prepared with stone-lime,
caTdamon (eliic"i), cloves (lavanga), nutrneg (jayaphala) and mace (jayitri). Fine hand-fans of
peacock-feathers and white chowries (ciimam) were
also used by luxurious persons for enjoyment of
cool breeze. This account is based in every detail
on the writings of the contemporary authors, and
the descriptions by them of the habits of Zamindar
families might equally apply to all the wealthy
people of those times. In all ages, the standardof
living depends much on the possession and distribution of wealth, and it is probable that a moneyed
man in Bengal of the mid-eighteenth century,
whether he belonged to a Zamindar family or not,
could with equal facility procure these articles of
luxury for himself.
The use of flowers, garlands, sandal and musk,
etc., shows that the well-to-do people of Bengal in
that age were not wholly devoid of finer aesthetic
tastes, which may eompare favourably with those
of the present age.

•

SECTION

5.

Relations between the Hindus s,nd the
M uharnmadans.

I-1iving side by side for centuries together, the
Hindu and Muhammadan communities bad
borrowed each other's ideas and customs. 1
\Vbenever two types of civilisation come into
contact with each other, it is natural that
one will exercise its influence on the otber.
Hinduism had stood patiently before the onrush of
the militant forces of Islam without losing its
assimilative power in the least, and as soon as the
storm had subsided, it cast its influence on the
followers of Islam. Similarly, the influence of
Islam also affected the Hindu society to some
extent. With the gradual increase in the number
of Hindu converts and with the disappearance of
the feelings of bigotry from the minds of the
masses, this process of assimilation and interchange
of customs and thoughts drew the two communities
1 Vide the article by Mr. Mazhal-ul-Haque in the
Statesman of the ':17th November, 1910, referred to by
Dr. D. C. Sen in his "History of Beng.ali Language and
Literature,'!. pp. 794-95.
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It is worthy of note that we find important
illustrations of this mutual
ofMu~~\o:!imila~~~ assimilation of customs and
thought ;- important th
· the age 0 f
illustrations in the
OUg ht even Ill
reign of Aurangzeb;
the great orthodox emperor
Aurangzeb. Alwal, a Muhammadan poet, translated
the Hindi poem ' Pad:mavat ' in to Bengali and
wrote several poems on Radha and Kr~:Q.a in the
17th century. 2 Dr. D. C. Sen has noted that
'' the manuscripts of Padmavat hitherto obtained,
all belong to the border lands of Aracan in the
backwoods of Chittagong, copied in Persian
characters and preserved by the rural Muhammadan
folk of those localities. No Hindu has ever yet
cared to read them. This goes to prove how far
the taste of the Muhammadans was imbued with
Hindu culture. This book, that we should have
thought could be interesting only to Hindu readers,
on account of its lengthy disquisitions on "theology
and Sanskrit rhetoric, has been strangely preserved, ever since Aurugzeb's time, by Moslems
for whom it could apparently have no attraction,
nay to whom it might even seem positively
repellent. From the time of Magana Thakur, the
Muhammadan min:Uster, till the time of Shaik
Hamidulla of Chittagong who published it in 1893covering a period of nearly 250 years, this book
eloser.

2

Ibid, p. 624.
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was copied, read, and admired by the Muham~
madans of Ohittagong exclusively.'' 8
In
I{eyemananda 's ' Manasamangala,' written towards
the_ latter part of the 17th century, there is a
passage which tells us that in the steel-chamber
prepared for I . akt;lmindra, a copy of the Koran was
kept along with other sacred charms to avert
Manasa Devi's wrath. 4
By the middle of the 18th century, this process of mutual assimilation had
and by the middle
of the
eighteenth
greatly advanced. Sahamat Jang
century.
and Saulat J ang (nephews of
!Nawab Allahvardi) once enjoyed the H oli festival,
(for seven days, il:J the garqen o:f ),\!I:QJ!HliL:._,QqJhat
!occasion
about 200 reservoirs had been filled with
I
'coloured-water, and heaps of abi-ra (red-powder)
and saffron had been collected ; and more than five
hundred charming girlR,n dressed in costly robes and
jewels, used to appear in a body every morning and
evening mustering from every part of the garden.
After the treaty of Alinagar (9th February, 17 57),
Nawab Sirajuddowla proceeded to Murshidabad
Ibid, p. 626.
Ibid, pp. 288, 793.
5 Muzaffarnamah,
pp. 86a-86b. The author of
Muzaffarnamah was himself present on this occasion.
6 There was a set of such professional dancing-girls,
who could not be certainly classed with the ordinary
gentle-women of the society (of. Edward Ives', Craufurd's
and Stavorinus'· references to '·'Dancing girls '').
3

4
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and enjoyed the ' Holi ' festival in his palace at
7
J\q:::~A~HtS:anj .
Once when at Azimabad, Nawab
Mir J afar crossed t4e Gapges with all the gentry
oft he town and engaged hirt;~~()Jf viA .. ()P12x{~g the
'H ali ' festival. 8 It is said that, on his death-Bed,
Mir Jafar drank a few drops of water poured in
libation over the idol of Kirlteswari. 9 The
Muhammadans offered 'puja '.in Hindu temples,
~~,o-.·' ~o- ,~.,~'D··-' -~"

7

-... ,o .• •,-_-

Muzaffarnarnah, p. 123b.
s (a) Ibid, p .. 137a. It is important to note that not
only Mir J afar but also all the gentry of the city took part
in the festival. On this occasion Mir Jaiar amused himself in the company of a woman named Ferzana, who
might be regarded as an example of that type of professional
girls, five hundred of whom had been engaged by Sahmat
J aug and Sau1at J aug.
(b) "Not content with that he (Mir Jafar) ordered
a sandy spot in the river, through which ran a small stream,
to be surrounded by cloth-walls an_d there he spent some
days, in fulfilling the rites of that Gentoo festival, the last
of which consists in throwing handfuls of dust and coloured
earth at each other and syringing coloured water on one
anothe1·'s clothes_"-Seir-ul-Mutakherin, Vol. II, p. 266.
9 " Several persons of credit have affirmed that some
moments before his demise, he had,. on Nand(lQomer's
persuasion, ordered to be brought to him some water that
had been poured in libation over the idol at Kyirut-conah
(a famous temple of the Gentoos in the neighbourhood of
Murshidabad) and that some drops of it were poured down
to the dying man)~ thro11t."-lbid, :Yot II, p. 568. It is
worthy ···~ii;ot~-that a Hindu could, without any hesitation,
offer a Moslem for drinkthe water of libation poured on a
Hindu idol and th~t it was drunk in faith,
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as the Hindus offered 'sirtti' at .Muhammadan
moques. 10 Dr. D. C. Sen has noted that '' in
Chittagong this fusion of ideas and interchange of
customs and usages seem to have reached its
highest point. In a Bengali poem called the
Behula Sundar!, written by Hamidulla of Chittagong, we read that the Brahmins who had assembled to find out an auspicious day for the hero's
journey abroad, consulted the Koran for the
purpose. The hero, who was the son of an
orthodox Hindu merchant, obeyed the injunctions
' as if they were laid down in the Vedas ' and
started on his voyage, praying to ' Allah ' for his
safety .•. A.ptabuddin, another Moharnrnadan poet
of Chittagong, who wrote a poem called J amil
Dilaram in 17 50 A.D., writes that his hero, who
was a Muhammadan, went to the nether worlds
to seek a boon from the Saptarsies or the seven
sages of the Hindus.'' 11
This interchange of ideas and customs had long
ago led to the evolution of a common god, Satya Pira,
worshipped by Hindus and Muhammadans alike. 12
Evolution of the
We find in Bharatacandra's poem
worship of a common
God, Satya P,ra, by
on ' Satya Pira ' that a Hindu
the Hindus and tl1e
Muhammadans alike.
merchant named Sadananda got
Io Dr. D. C. Sen's History of Bengali Language and
Literature, p. 793.
t!
1l Ibid, p. 796.
~~~~·" 2 Compare the numerous poems on Satya P'ira,
writte:n in old Beng.ali, vide ibid, p,p. 396·97,
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a daughter by favour of the god Satya Pira,
whom he
had promised some offerings ; ,
but very soon the merchant forgot to make
his offerings, and incurred the wrath of the
said god, as a result of which his son-in-law
met with a premature death. 13 It is related
in the work 'Samasera Glijira Pnuthi' that one
night' a Hindu goddess appeared thrice before the
Ga,ji in his dreams, and in abeWorship of Hindu
gods by Muhammadans.
dience to her behest the Gaji
worshipped her the next morning with the help of the Brahmins and according
to due rites. 14 A Bengali document 15 (dated 1732
A.D.), which marks the victory of the Sahajiya
cult over the Orthodox Vai~l)ava
Muhammadan sigcult, has got a few Muhammanatories in a document
dealing with Vai~l}.ava
dan signatories as its witnesses
religious matters.
and it is really worthy of notice

13

Bharatacandra's Granthavall (New Victoria Press

Publication), p 1.
14
''Summon the Brahmins, if you do not worship
yourself ; otherwise tho victory in the battle is not for you.
In this way sho appeared thrice in his dream and he took
fright on hearing of the battle. Leaving his bed in the
morning, the Gaji pondered over the matter for some time,
and (at last) duly won;hipped the Goddess by summoning
the Brahmins. "-Samasera Gajira Piiuthi, Typical Selections, Part II, p. 1861.
15
S. R. Mitra, Types of Early Bengali Prose and
Typical Selections, Part II, pp. 1638-43,

13
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that even in matters of social and religious changes
the opinion and testimony of the Muhammadans
were sought and obtained by their Hindu brethren.
Many of: the Muhammadans believed in the principles of Hindu astrology and were as particular
in observing them as
the
Principles of Hindu
16
Hindus.
We find that the
astrology understood
u.nd observed by the
Muslim N awabs like Sarfaraz
Muhammadans.
and Allahvardi started on their
journeys or undertook expeditions at auspicious
moments. " Mircasim understood a little of
astrology and believed in its maxims and
predictions ; he procured the child's horoscope
to be accurately drawn by able astrologers." 17
When we study the number of works composed by
Muslim writers of that age, in praise of the Hindu
gods and goddesses and on Hil::ulu . music/ 8 we
l G
'' So t,hut between the Mahomedan and Gentoo
astrologers together, one half of the year is taken up in
unlucky days. 'rhe head astrologer is ever present at all
their councils; no new enterprise is begun without his being
first consulted and his veto is as effectual as that of a
Tribune in the Roman Senate.'' -Scrafbon, Rc ficctions on
the Government of Indostan, p. 17.
17
Seir-ul-Mutal~herin, Vol. II, p. 387.
IS Vide History of Bengali Language and Literature,
pp. 798-804, and P1'iic'ina Pnuthir Vivara~Ja by Abdul Karim.
'' In his work called 'Pada-lwlpataru,' composed in the
18th century, Vaiii!Qavadasa htH:! quoted the 'padas' (songs
in praise of Va~iljlJ;tava gods) of 11 Muslim writers. "-Dr.
D. 0. Sen's arbicle on "BangabhiifJilra Upara M'l{,saEmiinera
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cannot but conclude that the Vai~:t;J.ava and orthodox Hindu notions and thoughts had deeply
influenced the inner stratum of Muhammadan
society in Bengal. Thus, in
In ordinary life, the
the
field of ordinary life the
two e1ommunities were
living in
harmony
two
communitl'es were living
and mutual attachment.
side by side in harmony and
mutual attachment.
But, the relations between the prominent
members of the two communities, living in
the court circles, were someBitter relations in
times very bitter, though it
court circles.
did not affect so much the
internal life of the country .19
This was due principally to two important changes
which had greatly influenced the political condition
of Bengal ; one was the gradual weakening of the
Imperial authority at Delhi and the consequent
rise of upstarts and adventurers like Murshid Kuli
or Allahva;rdi as provincial governors, and the
other was the emergence and active participation
of great European powers in the field of Indian
politics. " There was a revival of Hindu feeling
coincident with the gradual weakening of the
prabhiiva" in the Bengali Magazine 'Bicitrii,' Magh 1335,

B.S.
Yet an Englishman cannot but wonder to see how
little the subjects in general are affected by any revolution
in the Government ; it is not felt beyond the small eirc,le
of the court."-Scrafton, ReflectionB on the Government oj
IndoBtan, p. 32.
···I9

"
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Muhammadan power,'' and the Hiilldu aristocrats
and zamindars sought to utilise this opportunity
Nothing
to redress their . long-felt grievances.
could efface from their minds the memory of the
cruelties and oppress,ions of)\'IursJ:li~ KuliJ2!~~"tised
b~rely ageneration ago and they now wanted 'to
feed fat their ancient grudge ;' so they allied themselves with the BngliRh to overthrow the upstart
N a wabs of Bengal. 2° Colonel Scott wrote to one of
his friends in 17 54 that the '' J entue (Hindu) Rajahs
and inhabitants were much disaifected to the Moor
(Muhammadan) Government and secretly wished
for a change and opportunity of throwing off their
tyrannical yoke.' ' 21
2°
'!'his wnR quite in keeping with the tradition of
Indian hif.:tory. Since the dayR of Alexander'R invasion,
it had become, as it were, the fashion of t.l1e n,ggrieved or
the weaker party to invite or welcome a foreign power.
Ambhi, King of 'l'nxila, sided with Alexander against,
the poworf~J"Hindu U::onnrch Porus ; Jnychandm invited
Muhammad Ghori against Prithvirnj ; Dnuiat Khan and
Alam Khan invited Babar against Ibmhim Lodi ; and here
also the Hindu aristocmts and znmindars greatly helped
the establishment. of t;he British power in Bengal. Mr.
Hill is of opinion that it was the special advantage oi the
English,-their '' power was based on a firm commercinJ
footing and the grants made by the Emperor, which they;
could enforce in exact proportion with the weakness of the
local Government, "-that attracted the Binqus towards
the English.~Hill, Bengal in 1756-1757, Introduction, Iii.
21
Ibid, Vol. III, p. 328.
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As long as the strong hands of Allahvardi held
the reins of power this feeling of discontent was
not expressed by those Hindu aristocrats, and by
tact and sagacity, the former was able to utilise
their services. Orme has rema.rked : - ''Thus
the .Gen,tqo COIJn~:J9ti()I1 became the most opulent
influence in the government of which it pervaded
every department with such efficacy, that nothing
of moment could move without their participation or knowledge nor did they ever deceive their
benefactor but co-operated to strengthen his administration and to relieve his wants ; and it is said
that ~the Seats (Seths) alone gave him in one
present the enormous sum of three millions of
rupees as a contribution to support the expenses
of the Marattoe war." 22 But it is doubtful if this
attachment was a sincere one, bound by mutual
love and sympathy. Both Allahvardi and his Hindu
officers were prompted by political considerations,
and one could not easily dispense with the other
without prejudicing his own interest. The very
language of Orme that '' nothing of moment could
move without their participation or knowledge"
shows the increased influence of the Hindu officials
whose support Allahvardi was probably anxious
and careful to secure in order to combat successfully with the Maratha hordes or the Afghan
22

Orme, History of the M·ilitary Transactions of the
British Nation in Indostan, Vol. II, p. 53.
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rebels. The Hindu aristocrats and zamindars
also supported the government of Allahvardi as
it was fighting against the Marathas who were
but exacting plunderers of their wealth and property.23 Not to speak of Allahvardi, Ja,gg,t,J=?e.th
would have supported any one coming forward
to drive out those Marathas, who had sacked his
banks and had robbed him of two CJ~ores.
When tho adrniniRtmtion of the country fell
into the bands of S,im,juddowla, the loyalty of those
Hindu politicians vanished, and most of them,
with the exception of three or four, such as Ramnarayan, 24 Meer Madan, Mohanlal and Ramram
Singh of Midnapur, joined in the ' great conspiracy' oE 1757 ag[tinst the Nawab. During tbc
first governorship of Mi r J afar, the relations
between him and the Hindu officers like Ramnarayan and Rai Ourlabh were rather hostile, and
When a count.ry is attacked by any external force
or is tormentecl by a ci vii war, its peaceful citizens would
quite natumlly rally round their monarch, if he make a
sincere effort to drive out those evils. All questions of perso·
nal likes or dislikes vanish, for the time being, before
considerations of practical necessity.
24
" Oi all the G.mtoos Ramnarain seems to have
been the only man, who did not join the conspiracy against
Seerajah Dowlah and who had given the French party
a warm reception at Patna, as he regarded it as an important source for Seerajah Dowlah in case hostilities
should be renewed with the English. "-Orme, op. cit.,
Vol. II, p. 166.
2i1
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it was only the support of the English which saved
them from the wrath of the Nawab. 25 Had
Mir Kasim been ably supported by Shitab Ray
and his party, then perhaps the affairs might
have taken a different turn and the English
would not have been so easily victorious against
him. The attitude of Shitab Ray towards Mir
Kasirn was all along hostile, and no one can
deny that the cause of the English East India
Company was greatly furthered by the assist~
ance of Shitab Ray, his son Kalyan Singh,
Maharajah Beni Bahadur and Rai Sadborarn.
Mir Rasim tried his utmost to employ Sbitab
Ray in his service, but the latter was too dis:
trustful of him to accept any 26 ; on the
contrary, he spared no pains to poison the mind
of the English against the Nawab and was greatly
instrumental in bringing about his downfall.
Kalyan Singh has himself 27 related in plain words
25

Orme, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 196. For details, vide
Orme, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 277-359; Scrafton, Reflections
on the Government of Indostan, pp. 104-14.
26
" He had no trust or confidence in the Nawab. He
considered him unprincipled, faithless and treacherous,
and did not wish to have anything to do with him."Khula~at-ut-Tawiirikh, p. 102a.
27
"In this manner I used to call on the Nawab
Wazir for a long time, when he always gave me a most
patient hearing. In all my talks I impressed upon him
the desirability of cultiv9,ting friendshl.p with Mir Jafar
and the English officials who were men of honour, 11nd
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his own activities, those of his father, of Maharajah
Beni Bahadur and of Rai Sadhoram in favour of
the :English. rrhey greatly popularised the English
cause at the courts of the Delhi Emperor and of
the Nawab Wa.zir of Oudh, and persuaded the
Emperor to grant the Dewani to the East India
Company on tho 12th of August, 1765. 2~ They
could not forget their jealousy of Mir Kasim even
when the latter was a helpless fugitive in the
camp of the Nawab Wazir. 21J
The supporters and partisans of the English
were almost all Hindus or
Supporters or partisans or the English proteges of the Hindus.
The
were almost all Hind us or proteges of the
English refugees at Fulta (in
Hindus.
17 56) were greatly helped in their
distress by the neighbouring Hindu Zamindar, Raja
N avakp::;I).a,110 and by some of the merchants ~ 1 of
avoiding Mir Kasim Khan who was a fickle-minded man
of no character. "-Khulii:;(J)l-ul-Tawarikh, the chapter on
"An account of Maharaja Sitab Ray-Reinstrllation of
Mir J afar-Last days of Mir Kasim, etc .... "
2s Ibid.
2\J
" Maharaj Beni Bahadur, for some reasons best
known to himself, intrigued against Mir Md. Kassim
Khan. The Nawab Wazir was persuaded to pass an order
for the imprisonment of Mir Kasim Khan and the demolition of his house. "-Ibid.
so ''When the English were on board at Fulta, Raja
Naba Kis::;en helped them greatly."-Long, op. cit.,
p. 93.
31·

The petition of Gangaram Tagore and Locoor
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Calcutta, though N awab Sirajuddowla had passed
strict orders against helping them in any
way. Most of the Company's yomastas belonged
to the Hindu community 22 and the native commissioners in Calcutta about the year 17 58 were
all, with two or three exceptions, Hindus. 33
Similar were the men who were favoured on
account of their connections with those native
Support of·the Hindu
commissioners. 34 Thus, the suparistoorats and zamin.
aars greatly aa.vancea
port of the powerful Hindu
the cause of British
supremacy in Bengal.
aristocrats and zamindars greatly

Sirkar, both merchants of Calcutta, to Mr. Drake:-''That
your petitioners having supplied the Buxeyconnah with
rice and gunnies when the N awab marched on the place
in 1756 confide in your goodness to be paid the amount
of what they sent in to the factory at t.he desire and orders
of the Zemindar, as they are informed all other merchants
and Doocandars (shop-keepers} have been paid by your
orders. "-Proceedings, 17th November, 1757.
32
These gomastas were all actuated by selfish considerations of making money, and took advantage of this
opportunity to confirm their hold on the commerce of the
country.
33
' Govindram and Ragoomitra, Sooberam Bysak,
Ally Boye, Rutto Sircar, Sookdeb Mullik, Nian Mullik,
Diaram Bose, Nilmony, Hurrikissen Tagore, Durgaram
Datta, Ramsantose, Mahmud Suddock, Ayer Noody.'Oonsultations, 18th September, 1758 A.D.
34
'Chaithon Das, Dulob Lucky, Cannant Nurry,
Churn Bysack, Curoy Bissas, Gones Bose, Ramdev

14
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•
advanced the supremacy of the E\lglish East India
Company in Bengal. 85
Mitra, Sookdev Mitra, Ruthorn Loltta, Rutty Raon,
Rajaram Palit, Durgaram Bedasonga, Durgaram Surmat,
Lilmoni Chaudreo,' and others.-lbid.
36

Kp;JJacandracaritct by Rajivaloc.ana, p. 98.

•
CHAPTER II
SECTION I.-ENGI:,ISH FACTORIES AND INVESTMENTS

General Features.

All the European Companies had established
their factories in different parts of Bengal,
e~~<i_allx ig___ _ihe___ LIP:P2Et~l1 t .. II1l:t1ll!_factnrigg
arid commercial .... centres. 1 ~he French had factorie_t;__~_:,LC h_itJ!_d~(').E~-~gore ,~cca,
Fa-ctories in difi'eren t
Cassimbazar, Balasore, Jugdea,
pa.rts of Bengal: important factories of the
Rangpur,
while they
had
English Company.
'' Houses of trade and other
Agencies '' at Supur (i~-th~Birbh;:;m district),1:[hir~
pay,--O~nicola, Mohunpur (in the Midnapur district), Serampur, Chittagong, Maldah, etc., which
were regarded as "Subordinates .tQ__~d original
Factorle8."1;;-- W~- k~w--i~;m Gangarama, a
contemporary Bengali writer, that the Dutch
had factories in such interior villages as Kagrama
(in the Mursbidabad district) and Mowgrama (in
the Burdwan district)Y "'The more important
-~~ ~--~.-

~~-·-······~~·-·---·~--·-·-

-------~~

-----~·--~~-----.-.......-----~"~-~.--

-1

.

Revolution in Bengal, Hill's Bengal, Vol. III, p .

216.

Rangpur District Records, Vol. V, p. 120.
Maharal!trapuriit;w. While t.ouring through certain
districts of Western Bengal, I saw remains of old European
factories in different villages .
la
1b

•
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factories of the English Company were situ~
ated in the following places :-Patna, Cassimbazar, Rangpur, Rampur Bauliah, Lakshipur,
Kumarkhali, 2 Santipur, Burran,B 8onamukhi, 1
Radhanagore, Khirpay, Haripfl.l, Golagore, Jangi~
pur, Surdah/ Jndgea, Dacca, Collinda/ Balasore,
Bnlaramgurhy, Maldah, Baranagore, Dhania·
khali, Buddal/ H~rrial. 8 Besides these, there
were subordinate factories and aurungs in many
places, e. g., at Surul near Bolpur ~ and El.ambazar 10 near Suri in the Birbhum district and
Ganutia in the Murshidabad district.
~These factories were profitably utilised !!y thf_
Company in collecting investments. The Company's
goods werejiS~:mlly_ so:_~ed, prized and embalmed in
the cotah o! the au rungs in the fo!lowing manner : 1
'' So soon as the merchants bring their cloth
Kumarkha.li is ncar Kushtia in tho Nadia district.
In the Nadia districrt.
4
Sonamukhi is in the: Bankura disbrict. now a centre
of shellac industry.
5
Surdah is in the Rajshahi district, the old residency
building there being occupied by the Police Training School.
G
Ronnel's Journals, p. 75.
2:.__Iu the t~it:2.l'.Y_gf_th.e.fu.i!!_()f Santosh.
s In the Rajshahi district.
9
Bengal: Past anti Present, Vol. XXV, p. 85.
10
Holwell,I.l-I.E., p.202.
11
TA1tter from C. Manningham and William Frank
land to the President and Council in Calcutta, dated the
17th of December, 1752.
2
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into the warehouse the whole is examined by the
sorters and sorted into the different letters peculiar
to the species of cloth and in this manner every
merchant's cloth is prepared for the prizing, and
divided into such a number of tokes or parcels
How the Company's
having the merchant's name
goods were sorted
affixed thereto who provided the
prill:ed and embalmed:
same. When the goods are thus
prepared three pieces from every separate parcel
and from every letter of each sortment of goods are
promiscuously drawn by the young gentlemen who
are assistants in the warehouse, which three pieces
are carefully examined by the warehouse keeper
and his assistant and the middle pieces of the three
in point of goodness is then fixed upon by the
warehouse keeper and the merchant who provided
the cloth as the piece by which the goods are to
be prized by the Governor and Council, and on the
goodness and defect of the middle piece so chosen
depends the price of the goods to the merchant.
In this manner each middle piece of each sortment
is drawn and fixed upon as the price by which the
said parcel is to be prized by the Governor and
Council in the pri1zing day when they are compared
and examined with the muster (sample) contracted
upon and prized by the Governor and Council according to their equalling or falling short of such
musters. After this the cloth is embalmed, the
-___.---·-·~·-•'""-~""~-------~-~-·c---method having been to pack every merchant's cloth
..that is prized at one piece in the same bale."~,--.-~-··~-'"~~~---~-~~-~·"-~-~~-~-~__.....~.,-.,~--··'

,~

~--
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This method had certain defects. We find that
a bale was '' composed of cloth belonging to several
merchants which hp,ve been provided by their
separate g'omastas (or agents) at different aurungs
and sorted in the warehouse by different hands ; by
which method though each separate parcel of cloth
is never so well sorted in regard to itself, yet the
fabrick of every aurung having its peculiar quali·
ties, will not permit of their being packed in one
and the same bale without an inequality appearing. Some aurungs being noted for the fineness
of their thread in which case the cloth though
fine will appear thin, whereas the cloth from a
different at~rung of a coarser thread by being
struck closer and equal may in all probability be a
superior piece of cloth, as every piece of cloth of
the same fabrick and breadth, though provided at
different aurungs, ought to be composed of an
Defects of the
equal number of threads. AnMethod.
other material reason why the
pieces should not wholly determine the manner of
packing arises from the uncertainty of the pieces
themselves, for according to the method before set
forth of chusing the prize pieces by drawing three
promiscuously from each parcel, it may happen that
a superior parcel of cloth, as there will always
remain in each letter several degrees of goodness,
though not sufficient to alter the letter, will be lower
prized than another parcel rather inferior by the
chance of drawing the prize pieces. .For instance
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let three pieces be drawn from two different parcels
of cloth, we will suppose the parcels equal in
number though not in goodness, yet if by chance
of drawing from the first parcel one of the three
pieces prove of the :first degree and the other two
of the lowest, the middle piece will of consequence
be but an inferior piece, and the parcel be prized
accordingly ; yet if from the inferior parcel the pieces
drawn should prove two of the first degree and one
of the lowest, the middle piece will prove (to be the)
superior piece of the parcel (which may in general
only equal the inferior of the former parcel) and be
prized at the same price, on which account these
two parcels will be packed together and a great inequality arise in one and the same bale, it being
impossible to preserve one standard in so great a
variety of cloths though of the same fabricks, provided at different aurungs and sorted here by
variety of hands." 12 In the year 17 51 the
merchants of the English Company complained
that the Export-Ware house· keeper had been very
strict that year in sorting gurrahs and soot
(cotton) romals (handkerchiefs). They added that
" in every letter there was a Best, Middle and
Worst Piece and that it , was always customary
to prize upon the Middle piece but now the
sorters distinguish those three pieces as three different Letters which occasions the loss," 13 and
12

Ibid.

13

Letter to Court, 2nd January, 1752, para, 39,
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they, therefore, requested the Council in Calcutta
to "order Every Letter to be sorted in three different parcels and at the end to put them together
for one prizing which would prevent the Lower
Letters being run into the higher and distinguish
those who brought in the best goods.'' 11 The
Council complied with this but enquired of the
merchants the reasons for their bringing the cloths
so late as 15th November though they h~d received
the advances early in the season. 10 The merchants
replied that "on account of the strictness in sorting of the gurrahs and soot romalls they should
lose from 20 to 25 p.c" for which reason they
wrote to the Dellols (dalals) to whom they advance
Dadney to deduct the like amount out of the cloth
and have received for answer they will not send
them any more of those kind of Goods on those
terms." w The members of the Council regarded
this delay on the part of the merchants to be pro~
ceeding from their designs to deprive the Company
of sufficient time for sorting the cloths 17 and told
them plainly that '' all cloth brought in after the
21st January (1752) should be cut in Prizing"
and that they would give suitable encouragement
to those " who brought in their cloth before that
time and show a proper resentment to those who
did not." 18
14
16

15

Ibid.
Ibid.

17
18

Ibid.

Ibid, para. 41.
Ibid, para. 43.
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Taylor has given a description as to how cloths
were dressed and packed in the Dacca factory for
transmission to England 19 :-''After the cloths
are bleached they are delivered in a neat
state to nurdeeahs, contadars, who count and dry
the cloths. The ' Ghicon ' (' art needle work,'
-embroidery) and ' Kusheeda' fabrics, and
all thick assortments, as well , as cloths, rendered tender from repairs, are dried on the
ground, and all the rest on bamboo rails, to which
they are secured by strings. The cloths, after
having been dried, are examined by a 'Serbaracar,'
with respect to their colour and state of dryness
and are then wound by the nurdeeahs upon their
rollers. They are covered with baftas and carried
in the evening to the factory where they undergo
another examination next morning. Fine and thin
cfoths are first given to nurdeeahs to be turpayed,
and then to rasug ars (darners) , if they are to be
gold-headed or flowered. They are next unrolled
and examined on tables at the factory, and if neces·
sary are sent to the dagh~dhobees 20 to have spots
and stains removed, and lastly to rasugars to have
damages repaired. They are next folded, and then
distributed among the koondegurs 21 to be bettled
19

Taylor, A Descriptive and Historical Account of the
Cotton Manufacture a,t Dacca, pp. 98-99.
20
'' Dagh-dhobees are washermen, who remove spots
and stains from Muslins.''
21
Koondegurs were " workmen who bettie cloths."

15
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with chank shells or the mallet, or sent to be
ironed. The last examination of them being finished, thc·y are exposed to the sun where they remain
till three in the afternoon, when they are made up
in looRe bales, and sent to the warehouses. Here
they remain till the time of sorting them for
despatch. After this sorting the cloths are put
into open bales. From three to :five pieces are
drawn from each letter of every bale, and being
compared by the Resident or his assistants, with
the musters and approved of, the cloths are
embalmed, screened, marked, and rendered ready
for despatch. A despatch generally consists of
eight or ten thousand pieces.''
.L) The factories at :first procured goods through
dalals (br_o~~~s)._~hC>_<:l_l!te!ed into contracts to bring
----·---·-the goods within a fixed date.
m~~~ning of invest- Tilese-aa:zars-received dadni or
~ance ~.<?..!?-~from the ~ents

of the factories to the amount of half or three
fourths clthe -estilllated--~~~~;-~f-th~-~i~th;- in
ordertc)be-abreto-·maKe-ne~e~sa~y--~vancest~-the
weavers. 22 Such advances were also made to the
~l}_ant~ and manufacturers, Thus by advawing money to the dalals 2 merchants and manufacturers, the ''Company \Vere _inv_f:)sted with a
Muslins "were beaten with smooth chank shells, cloths of a
stout texture with a mallet upon a block of tamarind wood,
rice water being sprinkled ovm.' them during the operation."
22 T!1y:lor, op. cit., pp. 87-88.
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prior right to the goods for which they contracted,
and-~_nee their purchase in_Mlit acg~
name of investment.'' 23 B._yjp~--Y~~I-~ 75.g___H!~
~(],_!!!:}~<;__ ha._c! .. l!l~~g __igfiuen_ce _i!lJI'a..de. cjrcle§ _; they
used to hold nightly meetings in Calcutta to arrange
the prices they should charge from the English for
piecegoods. 23a T bey bad a regular ' T•rade Union '
a,_~_~_th<2_~g!! -~g_ej-we-re
tfie- ¢6mi>~rii
for commerciaffaci.lities,
yet-they,
sometimes,-----·-felt.
____ --·
__
----·-----no s~r11plfJ in hi!l<fering the Comp9:_1:t_y's tracle by
oharging
exorbitant commissions. ; as for example,
--in 17 54 the dalals at J ugdea charged on the Company 15 p.c. beyond the price of the goods. 23b But
they gradually lost their influence, as the Company
began more and more to deal directly with the
manufacturers than through them. In their letter
of March 3, 17 58, the Court of Directors wrote
to the Council in Calcutta : "We would have you
as much as possible cause the investments to be
oarried on at the subordinates upon the same
place as that at Calcutta without the intervention
of merchants, dallals, or brokers by whom the
Company have so severely suffered.''
The merchants could not always make good
their contracts by procuring goods to the full
amount of the dadni money, and the Court of

-eillpioyed--by
,_

'

--·

.::__-

--------~ -~·-----~--- --~·---·---------~·-----·

Grant, Histo1·y of the East India Company, p. 67.
Consultations, September 25, 1752 A.D.
23 b
They maintained that it was customary for them
to receive such dustories.-Consultations, May 6, 1754 A.D.
23

23a
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Directors (about the year 17 46) sent instructions
to the members of the Council in Calcutta that
they should advance dadni as little as possible
to the merchants and should encourage them to
, purchat>e goods at ready molliey. On 29th October,
17 46, the Council in Calcutta directed the gentle~ at t~~J~ea _If~~ "to , keep strictly ..... .
Merchants not to
(the) orders of the Home in not
advance dadni but to
advancing-~oney for. ~oods but
purchase goods
for
-----~_.o.:....___ _
ready money.
to pay for them as they were
brought~~~ the hoi~Se.-''21 On 13th March, 17 47,
the Seths and all the merchants were acquainted
with the Council's resolution to contract on the
new terms according to the orders of the Court
of Directors. ~ut the merchants replied on 19th
March that '' they could not pretend to provide
--l
goods on the Terms proposed. · There being but
---·
few articles on which they were
Objections of the
·
b Ut }'1ttle D ad ny an d
merchants.
to receiVe
the rest were to be provided for
25
Ready money."
They also pointed out that under
that arrangement it would not be possible for the
Company to get cloths for investment, for there
were many articles which brought no gains but·
sometimes caused losses even when full dadni had
been advapced upon them, particularly the coarse
cloths. '':they further asserted that if they found
24
25

Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, para. 21.
,Letter to Court, January 1748, para. 32.
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any goods at the aurungs too costly to yield any
profit, then they would never purchase them for
ready money, and thus the Company itself would
be disappointed.
Moreover, they apprehended
that if the Nawab's government came to know •
that they had changed their method of providing
goods and that they furnished goods with their
own money, then the Nawab's officers would
'' certainly make a handle thereof to fleece them
and will put a stop to their bringing in goods till
their demands were satisfied, as they lately served
the Dutch at Cassimbazar, whose custom was
always to wind off the silk in their Factory and
having provided a small part on Dadney last year,
the Government put a stop to all their Business till they had paid a sum of money for
this new method of acting.'' 26 The Council
pointed out that for some years past they
had provided some :fine goods for ready money, of
which the Government had taken no notice, to
which the merchants replied that " what they had
provided without Dadney was but a small part in
proportion to the Dadney Goods and that they had
kept it very private among themselves, from
whence it might have escaped the Government's
notice.'' 27 The merchants were then told that the
Company expected them to comply with the orders
of the Court of Directors, and they were asked
:to

Ibid"

27

Ibid.
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to inform the Council as to what goods they could
· provide for ready money and for what sortments
it was necessary to advance dadni. They were
also requested to " exert themselves in providing
• the full quantity of coarse goods as well as fine
agreeable to the List of Investment," as the Company required a large tonnage for that year, there
being no hope of any assistance from Madras,
which had fallen under li'rench influence. 28
The merchants expressed their inability to act
according to the proposals of the Company and
replied on 9th April " that the times are such from
the great scarcity of Money and apprehensions of
impediments from the Morattoes (Marathas) the
most they could think of undertaking for Ready
Money was one fourth part of the Investment and
unless they received Dadney for the other Three
Fourths, they could not promise to complete the investment and that they could not
possibly undertake more than Fifty-thousand
pieces of Gurrahs besides the last year's Ballance
of that Article.'' 2 'rhus, finding it difficult to have
contracts for the expected quantity of ready money
goods and gurrahs, the Council thought that "the
most likely way to procure a quantity of Gurrahs
and goods for ready money was to set aside all
the Cossajura (goods manufactured at Kasijora in the
Midnapur district) Goods which would .amo~nt to
1)

2s

Ibid.

29

Ibid, para. 34_.
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about Four Lacks and a half more of the finest sortments of Goods "which, in the opinion of the Council, the merchants'' couldprovide for ready money.''
It also considered" that the person who contracted
for the Cossajurah Goods should deliver in one piece
of that sortment and for the other sortments of
ready money Goods they should deliver in one piece
of Gurrahs for every two pieces of those fine
sortments." It offered 30 p.c. dadni on all the
other sortrnents of goods and asked the merchants
to undertake 7 5, 000 pieces of gurrahs on dadni.
But on 13th (}f the same month the merchants
declared their inability to comply with these proposals unless they received sufficient quantity of dadni.
The Council waited till '25th May, 1747, when
the merchants, who had been asked to give their
final answer about the terms on which they could
carry on the investments, replied that they could
contract on no other terms than the following : ."That they would provide 50,000 pieces of Gurrahs
upon Dadney. That one-fourth part of ,the investment including all the Cossajura goods, they would
provide for ready money, the rest on Dadney on
which Eighty-five per cent. to be
Terms offered by the
merchante not accept·
advanced as last year, that is
ed by the Company.
sixty per cent. first and '25 per
cent. afterwards and that they could not undertake
it upon any other terms." 30 So, on '28th May the
Company decided to try with other merchants.
30

Ibid, para. 36.
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On 8th June, Omichand proposed to undertake
one-third of the Company's inAgreement
with
other merchants.
vestment " in equal proportibn
for ready money to be paid him as the goods were
prized and at the same price agreed for with other
merchants and a third of 50,000 pieces of G11:rrahs
besides which to deliver in a piece of Gurrahs for
every piece of Cossajura Goods and to have interest allowed him on this last sortment from the
1st Jan nary till paid for and on all the other goods
from the 1st July, requiring also to be excused
the Deduction as. 12-6 p. for Brokerage." 31 In
spite of the strong opposition of Mr. Jackson, the
proposals of Omichand excepting that "the Broker·
age should not be excused him'' were accepted •
by the majority of the Council on lOth June. On
13th June, sixteen merchants, of whom seven were
new men, proposed to undertake a part of the
investment to the amount of 7, 70,000 rupees on the
following terms:-'' to be advanced 50 per cent.
Dadney ...... .and Interest to be allowed thereon till
paid, from the time of signing
Their turns.
the contract and 35 per cent.
more to be paid them when their Goods were
prized and interest to be allowed thereon from the
1st of October, that one-third of what they should
provide to be for ready money of which the Cossajura Goods to be a part and for every piece of
31

Ibid, para•. 38.
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Cossajura Goods to deliver in one piece of Gnrrahs,
on which Gurrahs Dadney as before mentioned was to be advanced them." 32 On 16th
June the Council unanimously approved of those
proposals and agreed to employ those merchants
on their giving secmrities. 33 The Seths and other
merchants then appeared and wanted to contract
for the remaining two-thirds of the investment "on
condition of having 50 per cent. paid them within
the month of August and the remaining 35 p.c.
to be paid them on delivering in Goods to the
Amount of the 50 per cent. but the Cossajurah
Goods they desired to be Dadney in case they were
not so far favoured that they would then provide
the Cossajurah Goods for Ready money that for
every piece of Cossajurah Goods they would give one
piece of Gurrahs, but those Gurrahs to }Je Dadney.
the Cossajurah cloth and Gurahs to be made a
separate head of but if there are any new men
introduced into the Dadney, they would do no
business at all." 31 But on 18th June the majority
of the Council refused to contract with them.
On the same day 'musters' (samples) being
·brought in by other merchants with whom the
Council had decided to contract, the Council
proposed to them to lower the prices of several
'musters.' But the merchants replied that it was
impossible to do so "as the price of cotton was so
32

Ibid, para. 39.

16

33

Ibid, para. 40.

34

Ibid.
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4igh, workmen so scarce and times so bad and
that some Articles must be raised as they could
not perform them, viz., Gurrahs, Soosies and
Chucklaes.
The two latter articles being silken
goods and the price of silk being so extravagantly
raised they would be excessive thin and the fabric
spoiled unless there be an advance allowed
them."M 'rhe Council complied with the merchants' demand of 82 rupees per corge of 'gurrahs'
of 36/2l and agreed to advance them Re. 1-8-0
50
and
1'5/8
40/2 and on the muster of ordinary soosies
of 40/2 an advance
of Re. 1-6-0 per
1-12-0 on the muster of
piece, and Re.
chucklaes.
All the other sortments of goods
were fixed on the same prices as in the last year.
On 6th July those merchants, whom the Council
had decided to employ, gave
Their securities.
security for each other in three
6
sets, ~ while on 13th July, eight of the old merchants expressed repentance for their obstinacy and
proposed to undertake part of the investment to
the amount of Rs. 3,60,000 on the same terms as
agreed to by the new merchants, recently engaged
by the Council, The Council accepted their
proposals.
Per piece on the fine soosies

35

36

Ibid, para~_ 41.
Ibid, parai!J 43.
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'"4_bout the beginning of March 17 4 7, ,t~~e
qouncil repeated its ord~rs~~Qf the
Instructions of the
previous year to th~_Il1g<!~
Council to the J ugdea,

~~?!l'_.Ji~~~~~~googs_ fo~

BaJa,sore and Oassimbazar factories.

ready money expressly forbidding
them the advancing any on Dadney." 37 Bu~ the
dalais there expressed their inability to transact
business '' in any other method than has been
practised two years be fore, which has been by
advancing money small s urns" and petitioned that
"this method. may be continued otherwise they
should be compelled to seek some other protection.'' se On 21st March the Council directed
Mr. Heath, Chief of the Balasore Factory, "to
provide as many goods as possible without advanc•
ing Dadney.'' ~ On 22nd May, the Cassimbazar factory , was also ordered '' to proceed in
providing the silk Piece-goods and as many
Gurrahs as they possibly could on the best terms
advancing no more Dadney than was absolutely
necessary for the provision of their Goods.'' 40
The Council sometimes agreed to give dadni if
the merchants furnished strong securitiesY
The Company always tried to maintain a strict
control over its merchants, who
Strict control of
the Company over the
had to give securities and were
9

merchants.
37
38

40
41

Letter to Court, lOth January, 1748, para. 55.
39
Ibid, para. ~58.
Ibid, para. 162 ..
Ibid, para. 183.
Letter to Court, 4th January, 1754, para~ 62.
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also often warned against sending cloths of
inferior quality .42 In 17 41 the gentlemen at the
Dacca Factory took 'mutchuUcas' (written bonds)
from the russagars (darners) "to be answerable
for any damage from the cloth being torn or
split/' 43 The Company often exacted penalties
from the merchants on the balance of silk and silk
piecegoods if they failed to make good their contracts
in time; in cases when the merchants themselves
could not or did not pay the penalties their securities were held responsible for their debts. 44 Sometimes, on failure of contracts, the merchants were
put in con:finement. 45 rrhe Company also insisted
on settling the accounts of its merchants in its
factories and did not like that others should arbitrate in these affairs. 10
1
"
The Chiefs and the subordinate officers of the
----------~~---Effective control of
factories were also under the
!~~tacoo:rc~~einch?:/; ~ control of ~he. Council
ana the subordinate
m Calcutta. _The members of
officers of the fac·
tories.
the Council regularly inspected
the goods sent by the different factories ; they
sometimes demanded explanations from the factory
Chiefs when the articles sent by them were of bad

---

42
Letter to Court, 11th December, 1741, para. 86 ;
Ibid, dated lOth January, 1748, para. 201.
-t3
Letter to Court, 11th December, 1741, para. 114 ..
44
Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, para. 15.
4o Letter to Court, 19th November, 1748, para. 43.
46
Letter to Court, lOth January, 1748, para. 250.
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quality and even returned these to them 47 with
strong orders and instructions for improving in
future the quality of investments. 48 While inspecting on 12th November, 1753, the goods sent
by the Dacca Factory on lOth October, 1753, the
members of the Council in Calcutta found that
these " were very illsorted (and that there was)
too great a difference from outside folds to the
inside ones. The Bajtas (a kind of calico) in
particular were very badJyd ressed, the inside
Folds very thin and the Fa bricks very bad.''
The Dacca factors were then asked not to procure
those cloths, unless they could remedy the said
defects. The members of the Council also noted
that '' the flowered work in general was worked
with too coarse a thread, the flowers very indifferently worked and the inside one extremely bad.
The Tanjeebs and Terrendams have a greater
difference than usual between the inside and outside Folds and the coarse threads were not well
packed out." 49 They, therefore, directed the
gentlemen at the Dacca factory " to be more
careful in the Provision of their Investment for
the future, and that the complaints of the flowered
goods should be obviated, particularly that of working the flowers with a coarse thread.'' The Com-

~~-~~-received employm~i!ts in ~~47

48
49

Letter to Court, 4th January, 1754, para. 71.
Letter to Court, 7th December, 1764, p. 71.
Letter to Court, 4th January, 1754, para. 93.
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factories, were required to submit securities.
On 8th March, 17 46, the Council in Calcutta consi-·
dered the orders of the Court of Directors in relation
to taking security from the servants and decided
that .the " Chiefs of Oassimbazar, Patna, Dacca);
should give security in the sum of fifty thousand
rupees each, the Chief of J ugdea and Ballasore
Thirty thousand rupees each and each of the
Council at subordinates sixteen thousand r-upees
and the writers eight thousand rupees each.'' 50
·.J'he Chiefs of the factories and their assistantf!;
drawing small salaries, were
The Chiefs and tbe
subordinate officers of
aiiOWed _!<!_____~n~_JE~e
the factories allowed
to engage in private
tradeand to_ enjoy_l~l
trade, -- employment
The factories employed Indian
of Indan menials and
sepoys in the factories.
menials
for
minor
offices
concerning the investments and sepoys for
guarding the factories and escorting the goods
from the aurungs to the factories and thence to
Calcutta. 52 On 29th July, 17 4 7, the Council in
Calcutta '' ordered that no Black servant employed
by the Company should be employed in any private
person's service at subordinates. List of Banians,
Gomasthas to be sent and all merchants and
Assamys 52a accounts to be Ballanced yearly and
~

Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747, para.. 122~
52
Taylor, op. ait., pp. 87 .. ss.
I~id ..
52a "A cultivator, a tenant, a renter, a non-proprietary;
cultivator ; also a dependant ; also a debtor, a culprit, a
criminal, a defendant in suit."-Wilson's Glossary, p. 35.
50
51
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signed by the merchants:'' 53 1l is interesting to
note th~Jemale labour ~~~~ ~©!P:Pl9Y©d by the (l~
pany in flo~erillg--~~d elJ:}_~~qi(Je,ry work~- on
54 ---~--

cTotbs~

- -.. ----·····-"

.We find instances of new aurungs being started
in order to meet the high demands of the Court of
Directors for gurrahs · (e.g., 90,000 pieces for
the year 1753). In the year 1754, the gentlemen aAi the Cassimbazar factory found it greatly
difficult to provide any large quantity of gurrahs
from the existing aurungs and so
Establishment of
new aurangs-their
the Council permitted them in
withdrawal in future.
the month of June to establish
new aurungs at Imambazar (or Elambazar in
the Birbhum district), Nonoor (N annur), Moortally and Cowgram (Kagram). 55 The Council
decided in the month of July to direct the
gomastas to go on providing goods according to
previous orders, sent gomastas to the newly
53

Letter to Court, 4th February, 1746, para. 18.
Letter to Court, 11th December, 1741, para. 105.
Women, as I have already noted in the section on ''The
Position of Women,'' produced much of the yarn required for
cloth manufacture in Bengal Thus the hands of women
greatly helped this important industry of their country. Up
to the time of the Great War (when the Turkish market was
lost to Dacca) the employment of women in embroidery
and flowering work (e.g., chiefly Kashida work) was very
common.
55
Letter to Court, 9th September, 1754, para. 27.
54
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established gurrah aurungs and asked the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar Factory to "endeavour if
possible to prevail with the merchants to reduce
that part of their contracts." 50 But owing to the
reduction of the Court of Directors' orders for
gurrahs to 35,000 pieces in the year 17 55, the
Council recalled the gomastas from the three new
aurungs except from that at Elambazar where it
57
ex~cted to get 200 maunds of lac.
'-- Prom 17 54 onward the method of procuring
investments was changed. The
Method of procuring l .
l
investments changed
Counci m Ca cutta be~an since
1 54
since 7 then the practice of getting goods
directly from the aurungs instead of onl de ending on t e ·country merchants and the chief fact~ ~he Maldah gomastas received" orders
for 45,800 pieces of cloths for the
Malilnh.
year
17 54 but the Council appr9hended th~iJ.llliyJould___!!~J!hl_e to provide
these in ~ime b~~use -~hey- C()!!l~_Q_egin__jheir
purchases before 11th August, their chief gomasta
~--·--"-----~

-----

---

b~~~~ined tHr~~-1iiCalcu~_ f~..§.e.t.tle-

ment of accouiits:m
So far as Santipur and
Burran were concerned the Conn~
Santipur and Burran.
cil expected to get from those
two places in time all the goods ordered, that is,
12,000 pieces of different sortments of cloths at the

----·-···' ~--------~,-

56
5"f

58

Ibitl, para. 28.

Letter to Court, 8th December, 1755, para. 45.
Letter to Court~ 9th September, 17154, para. 44.
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former and 20,000 pieces from the latter. 59 The
gomastas at Haripal had invested for 6,250 pieces
but they hoped to procure
Haripal.
nothing more than 3,000 pieces
for the ships of that season, because scarcity of
provisions had reduced the inhabitants to the state
of poverty and they were, therefore, '' afraid to
make large advances of ~'ll:~!J!J! 59a (that beh~g)~-th~
method of purchasing most of their goods.'' 60 The
Baranagore aurung was directed to provide 12,900
pieces of different sortments_; the
Baranagore.
gomastas there began to procure
these since 2nd May and were able to purchase 4,816
pieces (for dadni) and 4,000 pieces for ready money
by 17th November. 61 In Calcutta 20,700 pieces
were to be provided, and of these the Council got
1,400 pieces by the end of the year and· hoped to
get all in time. 62 The Dooneacal1y (Dhaniakbali):
aurung also hoped to complete
Dhaniakhali.
its investment for 7, 750 pieces
As at the Golagore aurung
within the season. 53
the method of buying cloth~ was by ' advancing
Putney,' the gomastas there could purchase
59

Ibid, paras. 45 and 46.

59a lu~~':,-~,:

..~~~-:~!:~.E:Jt:i!!g__,~2,~~s from a m~nu•
Wilson, op. ctt., p. 410 .
....._..
~-.
'
.-:1
6\) Letter to Court, 9th September, 1754, par&, 47.,
61
Ibid, para. 48.
62
Ibid, para. 49.
63
Ibid, para. 51.
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only 7,343 pieces by 5th November and did not hope
to procure more than 5,000 pieces within the
season though they were required to provide 17,000
pieces. 64 Though the gomastas at _the Buddal
Budda;aurung had began to procure
mvestments so late as 13th July,
yet they assured tlie Council in Calcutta that they
would be able to purchase all the 12,200 pieces for
'which they had received orders. 61' rrhe Council
did not expect more than 21,000 pieces, out of
33,100 ordered, from the aurung at Haria! as the
gomastas there could not begin
Haria!.
their purchases before lOth Sep~
tember, the chief gomasta being detained in
Calcutta for a long time for the settlement and
readjustment of the accounts of that aunmg, and
,also because of the '' prodigious rise of waters
,thereabout which overflowed the country. and
occasioned so great a scarcity of provisions which
made the gomastbas cautious how they advanced
the weavers any I'uttun-the method of doing
their busirless there.'' 66 The Council in Calcutta
at first asked the gomastas at the Sonamukhi
aurung to invest 2,900 pieces of
Sonamukhi.
silk and 'tossary' (tasar, an inferior sort of silk)' goods and 20,000 pieces of
gurra1is, but directed them afterwards to or lessen
64
65

66

Ibid, para. 52.
Ibid, para. 53.
Ibid, para. 54.
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their purchase of gurrahs '' 1 as the Court of
Directors had reduced the quantity of that article
in their list of investments for that year .67 The
gomastas, however, replied that they bad re~
ceived the Council's orders so late that they would
be compelled to purchase 12,000 or 13,000 pieces of
gurrahs. 68
)
. X.
u'l~
\~~?In that year the Company made the following
~dvances to the different a11;_run_gs :--Maldah (Rs.
1,75,164-4-0), Buddal (Rs. 3~~62-1-3), Harial (Rs.
1,90,143-15-0), Khirpai (Rs. 1,99,374-15-3), Santipur (Rs. 1,09,538-9-0) ,B urran (Rs. 1,14,110-0-0).,_
Cuttrah or Rennel' s Ohatterah near Serampur
(Rs. 43,208-15-0), Baranagore (Rs. 50, 776-1-6),
Enumbazar or Elambazar (Rs. 4,33,400-0-0). It
received from those places goods of the value of
Rs. 3,41,991-6-0 by the end of that year and
hoped to get goods for the remainder before the
Com.pany's ships left Bengal. 69
·,,/The Court of Directors sent their sentiments
about the new method of carryOpinion of the Court
ing investments and also some
of Directors on the
new method of investinstructions for future guidance
ments.
in their letter to the Council in
Calcutta, dated 31st January, 1755 :-''As the
sale of our Bengal goods is now ended, we :find it
necessary to confirm to you the several remarks
67 .

68

69

Ibid, para. 55.
ibid.
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made in the course of our list of investments on
the several species of goods bought on the new
plan at the Aurungs compared with the same
kinds bought off or contracted for with the merchants. The sales of which have answered even
beyond our expectation in favour of the former,
and was in no kinds more remarkable than in the
Orua Cossea, and Mulmuls and Doreas Cossajura ;
the common sort of the two last kinds purchased
at the Aurungs, sold from twenty to thirty per cent.
higher than what are invoiced as :fine bought of
the merchants per Durrington and Flamouth at
much higher prices. The Mulmuls Santipore in
general are neither amended in quality or reduced
in price in proportion to most other sorts purchased at the Aurungs. But thanks to the conduct of these merchants which have drove you to
expedients which might not otherways have been
thought of, you now :find many sorts of goods are
fabricated within our bounds, cheap and of good
qualities, and may be had at the :first hand as it is
evidently for our bounds but likewise to draw as
many others as possible from all countries to reside
under our protection, we shall depend upon your
utmost efforts to accomplish the same and shall
hope the time is not far off wherein we shall :find
a great share of your investment made under your
own eyes. The utmost attenti<?n must always be
paid to the conduct of our servants at the subordi~
nates through whose hands so great a proportion of
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our estate passes. The annual remarks we have
made in our lists of investment, together with
what appears upon the face of your letters and
consultations, especially those
To be careful about
· d 1 t
the conduct of the serreceive
as season, sh ow the
vauts at the factonecessity of it. At Cassimbazar
ries. ,
our servants have so remarkably
fallen off, in that once valuable article of raw silk,
not to mention others that we cannot suppress the
suspicion that must naturally arise against their
management. Our servants at Dacca likewise who
for a considerable time gave us great satisfaction,
have of late done quite the reverse, and we have as
much reason to complain of our people at Jugdea.
/'
v/-a·
..
We therefore hereby direct that
superv1smg
••
..
.
Committee to be formImmediately UJ?On the receipt of
ed.
this
a supervising committee be
.._____..__
formed which is to be composed of the President
for the time being, Mr. Charles Manningbam,
Mr. Richard Becher, and, Mr. John Zepheniah
Holwell, and in case of the death or absence
of any of the before-mentioned persons the
President is to fill up the said Committee to the
number of four with such other members of the
Council as he shall judge best qualified for such an
important trust. rr]!i§ commit·
to look after the
h
snbordinate factories.

~t:.i~--~Q_-~:mgl!Jre Jnto~_ ID_?,n_-:-__

ner of·

making__J;:Q_~_jn_y§_f:?iJJJE:l»-J.tEt

and the
manage:rnenfingen~;~lat
the-- ----subordinate
_______________
-----~~H~~~~~~! they are likewise to enquire into the
-~~--_,

~--~-----~---~-----

·---·-·--""·----

..

-----~
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particular conduct of our servants employed there
for some time past, now, and in future,, and
whether they have or do make any unjust advantagAs, and what in the management of the investment or in any other branches of their employes,
and they are to consider of and point out such
regulation as they shall think necessary, and the
said Committee is empowered to send for such
books and papers and examine all such persons,
whether blacks or whites, as they shall judge can
give any information in the matters before them,
and they are to report the facts with their opinion
upon the whole to the Council Board from time to
time. rrhe Board is then to take into consideration the said reports and determine thereupon
impartially and according to the best of their
judgments, always remembering to do the utmost
in their power to recover what the Company are
defrauded of. And you are further directed to
enter all such reports, together with your proceedings thereupon at largo, in your diary for our information. As the entrusting the conduct and
management of our affairs at the subordinates - to
people of experience is of the highest concernment
to the Company, it must be observed by you tor
the future as a standing rule or order, that our
set of servants at Cassimbazar do consist of two
of your Council and one senior merchant at least,
besides junior servants ; at Dacca, of one of your
Council, a senior merchant and junior servants,,
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and that one of the best qualified ·servants next
below your Council be always appointed chief
of Jugdea, Luckipore or wherever else the Jugdea
settlement shall be moved to.''
r

r·

\r:O:

conformity with the orders of the Court of
-Directors, a committee consistFormation of a
----------·---------Committee.
mg of four__ mell!_Q.~:r_§_,___ thE:)
-=-='---.,--- - - - .
.
President, Mr.. Manning ham,
Mr. Becher, and .Mr. Frankland, was constituted
for managing the au rungs. 70 The Cog_l19il i:r:L
Calcutta d§cided l!J:ll1J1irn()l1sly on 10th]yfa,;r:Qh,J7.55.,_
t}J_[!t__ the ..method .of maki:pg pmohases at the
aurungs themselves should .P.!3
-purchase or goods
contii~~~d-~1
Co~sid~~ing·- that
at the aurungs con.. . .
tinned.
the ·goods could be available
early in the season at cheaper rates than in the
months when the agents of the other European
Companies would begin their purchases, the
Coun~il directed the ·Export-Warehousekeeper to
write to the gomastas at the aurungs to continue
buying without waiting till their accounts for the
last year were adjusted, which, as the Council
thought, could not be settled before August or
September, 1755. 72
r--

---·-~~----·

.

The following quantity of cloths was purchased
70

71

72

Letter to Court, 8th December, 1755, para. 52.
Letter to Court, 11th September, 17r55, para. 18.
Ibid.
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Quantity of goods
purchased at the different aurtmgs till the
end of August, 1755-

at the different aurungs by the
end of August, 17 55 :-

Santipur up to the
Keerpoy (Khirpai, 7 miles
east of Chandrakona in the
Midnapur district)
Burron
Harrypaul (HaripalJ
Doneacolly (Dhaniakhali about
20 miles W. N. W. of
Hugli)
Harryal (Harial)
Buddal
Maldah
Cuttrah
Barunagore
Gollarore
Sonamukhi
Calcutta

18th of August

5,24«J

13th of August
18th
Do.
27th
Do.

5,902
8,767
2,663

13th
Do.
13th of July
11th
Do.
21st of Al!gu~-26th
Do.
.13th
Do.
2nd
Do.
2nd
Do.
31st of July

1,974
10,825
3,454
22,9],Q_

3,367
3,709
2,9015

414
3,580

The Maldah fl_Om~a was informed by the
Councll in Calcutta on 20th July that in the ~~t
of investments received per ' Rhode ' the proportion of cloth to be provided at the Maldah aurung
was 46,800 pieces, that is, 500 pieces more than the
orders of the previous season. By the 14th of
October, 19,977 pieces were purchased and these,
together with 9,598 pieces on account of last year's
balance remaining there, amounted to 29,590 pieces,
out of which 15;006 pieces arrived in Calcutta
by the .8th of December, 1755, arid 7,982 pieces
were then on the way. The gomasta further hoped

.
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to send 10 or 12 hundred pieces more to Calcutta
before the ships for that season were sent home.
But the Council in Calcutta did not expect to send
in season to England the whole quantity of cloth
ordered at the Maldah aurung because it took one
month to wash and dress all tlle brown cloths at
that aurnng and also because the cloths pl,l.rchased
after November could not come
in time for
it took
--·
-::----::---45 or 50 days to bring cloth bales from Maldah to
_Calcutta. 73 The
at--Bud(f~}-~-;:~ required
to provide in that season 141000 pieces more than
18,000 pieces of last year and the gornasta there
procured by 19th October, 8,865 pieces out of which
4,832 pieces reached Calcutta by 8th December,
1755, and 1,224 pieces were then on the way. The
gomasta further informed the Council in Calcutta
that he would send 4,000 pieces more in November
or December and that he hoped to provide 31000 or
4!000 pieces more. But the Council did not expect
to receive the pieces purchased after November in
proper time, before the ships carrying that season's
investments left Calcutta, for reasons similar to
those concerning the Maldah cloths. 74 The
gomasta of the aurung at Haria! was informed
by the Council on 19th July that the said aurung
had been ordered to provide 28,100 pieces.; up
to 14th October, 19,515 pieces were collected there
_,

-·-aurung··-

73

Letter to Court, 8th December, 17156 A.D., paras.
29 and 30. ·
7
<l Ibid, para. 31._

18
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out of which 6,455 pieces reached Calcutta by 8th
December, 1755, and another parcel was then on
the way. The orders for addaties and cossaes
were not completed as these could not be procured
without an advance of patni which the gomasta
was obliged to '' give out very sparingly from the
poverty of most of the weavers considerably
increased this season by an Inundation in that
part of the country causing a very great
scarcity and dearness of provisions, etc.'' 75 The
gomasta there further hoped to procure of the
different sortments 7,000 or 8,000 pieces :r;nore
than what had been purchased up to the 14th of
October but the Council thought that the cloths
bought after November could not reach Calcutta
in time for being sent to England for reasons similar to thof::ie assigned with regard to Maldah and
Baddaul. 76 With regard to the aurung at Doneacolley (Dhaniakhali) the Council expected to get
all the 7,500 pieces ordered except allibanies,
which were prepared only by a few weavers. It
was apprehended that '' extraordinary dearness
of the· cotton yarn and Herba silk (would)
-somewhat enhance Price of Goods provided at
Doneacolley this season." 77 About the aurung
'at Khirpai it was expected by the Council
15
76

7'1

Ibid, para~ 32.
Ibidj]
Ibid, para. 33.
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that all the 15,100 pieces of white cloths ordered
would be procured, as the gomasta there had
purchased 9,840 pieces up to 29th October out
of which 5,165 pieces reached Calcutta by 8th
December. 78 At that aurung, the goods. wer~
to be purchased with ready money except 3,000
pieces for which 'Putton' (patni) was to be advanced. The Council apprehended that the goods
at that aurung would be somewhat dearer in that
season '' by reason of the large purchases made
there by the Danes, Prussians, Portuguese, etc.,
who have raised the Markets at an adjacent aurung
called Patna." 79 In the aurung near Calcutta
202,700 had been ordered in 1754 and 23,600 pieces
were added for the year 1755, out of which 9,695
pieces were made ready by 26th November, 1755,
and the Council expected to get 16,000 pieces more
before sending the ships to England. That aurung
provided coloured cloths but as the price of indigo,
which could be formerly purchased at 7 or 8 rupees
per maund, had then gone up to 22 rupees per
maund, the Council apprehended that the dyes
would be worse than usual. Investments were
procured there at high prices and with great difficulty because of the '' dearness of cotton yarn, etc.,
materials and provisions.'' 81 The aurung at
78
79

80

81

Ibid, para. 34.
Ibid.
Ibid, para. 35.
Ibid, para. 36.
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Cuttrah was ordered to provide 13,000 pieces out
of which 6,293 pieces became ready and the Council
got 5,093 pieces by 26th October. The gomasta
there thought that he could provide 5,000 or 6,000
pieces more, but that aurung suffered great " disadvantages in regard to the price of Indigo, etc.,
material and other provisions.'' eta The gomasta
of the aurung at Gollagore was asked by the
Council to purchase 13,000 pieces of cloths, which
was 4,000 pieces less than the previous year's
orders, and not to provide soot romals, which bad
been very dear during the previous year. He
could purchase 6,127 pieces by 7th November and
expected'to procure 4,000 or 5,000 pieces more.
That was '' a Putton aumng '' which manufactured
coloured cloths but there were there at that time
'' the same complaints against the Exchange
of Indigo, Materials, and Provision as at Cuttrah
and Calcutta.'' 82 The au rung at Baranagore
received orders for 14,600 pieces which exceeded
those of the previous year by 1, 700 pieces.
The gomasta there procured 7,407 pieces by
14th October of. which 6.,240 pieces were sent
to Calcutta, and he expected to purchase
5,000 or 6,000 pieces more within the season.
That was also a '' Putton au rung '' and had
similar troubles as in the above-mentioned three
Sla

82

Ibid.
Ibid, para. 37.
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aurungs. 83 The aurung at Santipur was ordered to
procure 12,500 pieces of cloths and 80 maunds of
fine cotton yarn; 8, 284 pieces became ready at that
aurung by 9th November and 5,296 pieces reached
Calcutta with 15 maunds of fine yarn. The
gomastas there expected to provide 2,000 or
3,000 pieces more, but the Council in Calcutta
apprehended that the orders would not be fully
complied with as cotton was ·u so very dear and
difficult to be obtained.'' 84 The aurung at
Haripal received orders for 133,500 pieces,, of which
5,163 pieces could be purchased by 2nd Novemp
her and 1,644 pieces reached Calcutta. The
gomasta there expected to provide 5,000 or 6,000
pieces more within the season, but that -a being a
Putton au rung, the poverty of the weavers there ''
had compelled the gomasta to be very careful in
advancing money, and the Council therefore
' apprehended that the orders for that aurung would
not be completely satisfied. 85 The gomasta at
Burron was expected to comply with the orders for
20,000 pieces, as he had been able to procure
14,108 pieces by 29th October. 86 The aurung at
Sonamukhi had received orders in 1754 for
2,900 pieces of silk goods, 200 maunds of lac
and 20,000 pieces of gurrahs, but in the year 1755

ss

Ibid, para. 38.

84

Ibid, para.. 39.

85
86

Ibid, para. 40.

Ibid, para, 41,
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these were reduced to 2,500 pieces of silk goods and
600 maunds of lac. 87
As the gomastas had begun the purchase of
investments for 17 55 since the month February,
1755, the Council in Calcutta at first expected
that all the orders would be duly satisfied. But,
as we have already seen, the prices of provisions,,
indigo and other materials remained very high till
the month of November, "when (only) tbe prospect
of a plentiful crop of rich harvest reduced the
value of Grain. " 88
With~ beginning of _gg!!_q_els with Siraj!!4::
dowla,, the_ Company's investQuarrels with Nawab
Sirajuddowla 'and dis·
ments for the __years 17 56 and
tress of the Company.
·
.tt
757
u
su ff ere d greatl y. The
Cassimbazar factory being stormed-:-the Company's
gomastas of that part had to stop their work in the
different aurungs. Holwell wrote to the Court
of Directors on 30th November, 1756, :-''On
Cassimbuzar being invested, we wrote to the
several subordinates and to all our gosmastas
.at the several aurungs, advising them of the
Subab's proceedings, and to be upon their guard
and hold themselves, in readiness to retreat with
the Company's effects etc. and on intelligence of
the capture of the place and the Suba's march to,
Calcutta, we sent them orders to withdraw and
join us with all expedition. But these orders
were too late, excepting your factory at Luckypore,_
as I ,have already intimated in my letter of the
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17th July. Mr. Boddam, your chief at Ballasore,
received our orders in time to withdraw himself,
the few soldiers he had there and about 6,000
rupees of your effects ; the remainder, to the
amount of about 40,000, remain yet sequestered1
and your factory house in part only demolished at
Ballasore, but Bulramgurry, by its situation,
having escaped the Government's notice and by
the prudent conduct of Mr. John Bristow (left resident at Ballasore by Mr. Boddam) is still retained.
Myself and Mr. Boddam were dispatched to take
aformal possession of it the 18th September, and
to negotiate other matters, which" will be
transmitted on the face of our Fulta Co.qsultations ;
and we have thought it necessary to nominate
Bu1ramgurry your Presidency, being divested of
every other possession you bad in those provinces.'' 89 But we find in Proceedings, dated 9th
February, 17 57, that Messrs. Bod dam and Playdell
were compelled to leave Bulramgurry when it had
been surrounded by Raja Ram Singh with a party
of 2,500 men. 00
The gentlemen at the Dacca factory were reduced to straits when·· it was
Troubles of the
gentlemen
at
the
captured by Jasarat Khan, Naib
Dacca Factory,
of Dacca, towards the end of
89
Hill, op., cit~, Vol. II, p. 52; Letter from the
Council in Calcutta to the Court o£ Directors, ibid, pp.

166-93.!1

9o

Long, op. ait., p. 98.
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June 1756, under the orders of Sirajuddowla, and
they bad to solicit the help of the gentlemen of the
French factory there. The following document
gives a graphic picture of their condition :-" This
morning Monsr. Fleurin the French Second came
to our factory to acquaint us that he had been
with Dusseraut Khan (Jasarat Khan), our Nabob,
endevouring to procure us the most favourable
terms he could; but all that he was able to obtain
was, that the factory should be delivered up
directly, the soldiers lay down their arms, and be
carried prisoners to the Nabob, the Ladies go out
in Palankeens (palanquins) to the French ]~actory,
the Palankeens not to be searched on Mons.
l!..,leurin's giving his word that nothing should be
in them but the cloths the ladies had on. As to
the chief, etc. Company's servants Nabob demanded that they should first be brought to him and
afterwards go to the French Factory, Monsr.
Courtin giving his Parole to the Nabob that we
shall await the orders of Seer Raja Dow lat in regard to our future fate. Taking these proposals
into consideration, we think them very hard. But
as Monsr. Fleurin assures us that very little alteration can be expected. Agreed that we beg Monsr.
Fleurin to endevour to save us the disgrace of
going to the Durbar and obtain permission that
we go directly to the French, also that the soldiers
may not be illused. This he promises to eildevour
to obtain and to return in the afternoon. The
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28th June in the afternoon Monsr. Fleurin returned and acquainted us he had obtained per=
mission for the Gentlemen to go to the French
Factory without going to the Durbar and that the
Nabob had promised the soldiers should not be
ill-used or put in irons. We then gave our Paroles
to the French chief, gave our Military prisoners
to the Nabob's people, and are now with sorrowful
hearts leaving our Factory being permitted to carry
off nothing but the cloths upon our Backs,
having still this satistaction left, that we have to
our utmost discharged our duty to our Hon'ble
Employers.'' 91 The Dacca factory was not restored to the English until the fo11owing year.
But after the battle of PJassey and the consequent change of government in Bengal, the
·a m
. fl uence uompanyfolii1d
itself free to
_
I ncrease
of the Company after
provide its investments.. Th{;l
the battle of Plassey.
----Council in Calcutta then sent
the gomastas with money to the different ay,rungs
directing them to ''provide the cloth of their
respective Aurungs on the most reasonable terms
they can procure them taking particular care not
to debase their quality." 02 Due to the increased
91
Consultations at Dacca, the 28th June, 17156, at
six m the evening, Bengal and Madras Papers (I. R. D.},

Vol. II.
92 Letter from the Council in Calcutta to the Court of
Directors, dated 20th August, 1757, Bengal and Madras
Papers, Vol. II.
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of the Com~ after the battle
of Plassey, the impediments whic)1_ _had. so
Iongd[St~rbed the Company's investments almost
~sa~£~11-~~iCJ~ut the servants apd__~~~figlit..Qstas
of the Company began henceforth to employ force
and oppressions on the weavers and the native
merchants. Many private European ·traders als()
followed suit.-li--appear;-- in th~ Bengal Secret
C~~tions, dated 30t,h April, 1764, that ·.a
European agent named Mr. George Ivie insulted
Mr. Jeykill, the English chief at the Rungpur
factory, that the Zamindar of Sbahpur received
much ill usuage from a gomasta of Mr. Pollock's
(another agent) and tlwt tbe country people laboured under "numberless oppressions" from the
"unlawful proceedings or many private European
agents and tbeir gomasLhas ~ettled in the Rungpore and Dinagepoor countries and of whom
repeated complaints have been made to the chief
tof the Cassimbazar factory) by the Naib at
Murshidabad.'' Certain occasional disturbances
were now more easily overcome by the Company.
During the period under review, the East India
Company's investments w.e_w
Interruptions to the
?ccasionally interrupted by variE. I. Co.'s investments
due. to general disorder
ous factor1h. most of which had
of the time.
their origin in the general dis.:
orders and lack of governance of the time. When
the provipce itself was being tormented by troubles
from within and invasions a.nd ravages from
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outside, its traders could hardly expecfa smooth and
easy way of commerce. The Maratha invasions
(a)
'fhe Maratha
appeared as a terrible scourge
invasions.
·
an d ca1am1ty
on th e country7_
and I have pointed out in other chapters how they
affected the different aspects of the economic life
of the people. It may be also noted here that
their influence was felt on the Company's investments and trade. The president of the Council in
Calcutta wrote to the Court of Directors on 3rd
February, 17 43 : "Are greatly concerned, Investment falis short this season, and some goods not
so good as usual by Dearness of Provisions, excessive
price of cotton and Troubles by Moratta~." 98
Not to speak of the interior parts of the country,
even in Calcutta, the Council experienced much
trouble in procuring goods and it wrote to the Court
of Directors : '' Fear Great Difficultys in providing goods at Calcutta, from the Damages done in
the country by the Late troubles.'' 94 The Council
in Calcutta tried to keep information about '' every
Material Motion of either party (the party of the
Nawab or of the Marathas)" in order to guide the
subordinate factories properly, and these factories
were ordered to send goods whenever danger subsided. 95 From copious references in the records of

!>3

o4
95

Para. 67 (I.R.D.).
Ibid, para. 18.
Letter to Court, 8th J a.nuary, 1742, para. 81.
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the time/6 we find that the troubles due to the
Maratha invasions continued fully till the conclusion of a peace between the Nawab and the
Marathas in the year 17 51 ; and even after that the
general economic decline caused by these invasions
affected the Company's investments. 07
In May 17 42 the Marathas entered Murshidabad
. and plundered the house of J agat Seth and others,
which ''put a stop to all business, the Merchants
"d weavers flying wherever they come.'' 97" The
).nvasion of February 17 43 was also u attended
. with all the unhappy consequences of the Last,
, their rout much the same, nothing but towns
were actually burnt. The Nabob's troops also
plundered greatly so that the people Deserted
the Aurungs where Gurmhs are made, and an
. entire ·stop was put to business for some time at
Calcutta, Cvssimbuzar and Patna.'' mb The
Company suffered much Joss in· its ' dadni ' money
advanced to the merchants, because the latter
could neither pay anything in exchange nor

Letter to Court, 13th August, 17 43, paras 8, 9, 11 ;
Letter to Court, 4th February, 1746;
Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746;
Letter to Court, 28th February, 1748.
97
Letter to Court, 9th Sep·bember, 1754.
97a Letter to·Court, dated 31st July, 1742, para. 10.
9 7 !'' Letter to Court, dated 13th August, 1743, para. 10.
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could return the money. 97" In June 17 45, the
Marathas renewed their ravages with vigour which
occasioned great confusion and prevented the pro. .
gress of the Company's business at several
aurungs. 97a This time they entered (probably
from the direction of Bundelkhand) through Bihar
(viti Patna), plundered Futwah and pillaged 4,200
pieces of cloth belonging to the English Company;
they also burnt a godown wherein 7,168 maunds of
saltpetre had been deposited. Thus, in that season,
the Company could not get any supply of saltpetre
from Patna. 97 e The advance of the Marathas up
to Katwab and their encampment near the
gurrah aurungs prevented the Company from
providing gun·ahs in sufficient quantity. 97f The
·chief of the Oassim hazar factory wrote to the
Council in Calcutta on 17th February, 1746, that
'' the lVIarattoes still continuing near them· makes it
impossible to send the bales down with safety.'' 97g
Letter to Court, dated 3rd February, 174S, para. 69.
Letter to Court, dated 11th August, 1745, para. 9,
97 e Letter to Court,
dated 31st January, 1746,
paras. 111-14.
97 f Letter to Court, dated 4th February, 1746, para.
16. "Am sorry cannot, send the quantity of Gurra:hs
ordered, Morattoes situ~~tion on the Island of Cossimbuzar
preventing all Intercourse and no goods received since
these people have been there. "-Letter to Court, dated
22nd February, 1746, para. 13.
97 u Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747, para. 92.
Dtc

97 d
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The Company's Hesident at Balasore also wrote to
the Council on 25th January, 17 4 7, that the
encampment of Mir Habib (a friend of the
Marathas) at a distance of two miles from Balasore
with 8,000 horse and 20,000 :foot soldiers had put
an entire stop to the Company's investments at that
factory because "all the workmen had run away
and the washermen were taken up to labour for
Meerhabib 80 that a great deal of cloth lies
ready at the weaver's house and cannot be
dressed.'' nh In 17 48 a large body of the Marathas
tried to approach Dacca by way of the Sunderbands and had advanced right up to Sundra Col
(Sundra Khal). 97; They plundered the goods of
the Dacca .Pactory then in charge of Ensign
English. The conduct of Ensign English, for
his failure to defend the goods entrusted to his
care, was greatly stigmatised by the Council in
a letter to the chief oJ the Cassimbazar Pactory ;
he was subsequently imprisoned, tried by a courtmartial and cashiered. 97i 'I' he eastern part of Bengal
remained, of course, comparatively free from these
invasions but there the incursions of the Mugs
97"

!bid, para. 110.

Perhaps one of the creeks with which the Sunderbunds abounded.
[Among the contemporary native
writ'ers, Muhammad Wafa refers to the attempt of the
Marathas , to advance towards Dacca.-Waq'i Fath
Bangala, fs. 21-22.]
97 l Consultations, March 1748.
97i
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from Arraean and Chittagong proved to be a
terrible impediment in the path of the Company'a
investments. 98
The Company made some attempts to obtain a
redress for their losses caused by the plunderings
of. the Marathas ; but all their attempts ended in
smoke. According to the request of the Calcutta
authorities, Mr. Wake, the President of the
Council at Bombay, sent a messenger to Sahu
Raja with a prayer for redeeming the aforesaid
losses of the Company in Bengal, but the messenger returned '' without any written answer from
him (Sahu Raja)" and "his trifling excuses''
extinguished all hopes of redress. 98a
Political disturbances and upheavals within
---..,..---::-::------~--- ~----~
a>==----:::---:::---:---country invariably affect its. -economic
condition.
- - - · - - - ____ __,_-We find that owing to the advance of Mansur
Ali Khan, the Subahdar of
(b) The Afghan rebellions.
Oudh, into Bihar in 17 43 the
.

Oompany!s investments for that year from the
Patna Factory fell short. 99 Similarly, the rebellions
of Nawab Allahvardi's Afghan generals like
Mustafa Khan, Shamshir Khan and Sardar Khan
and the consequent disorders and confusion within
Letter to Court, Hth December, 1741, paras. 106
and 135; Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747; Letter
to Court, 27th January, 1749, para. 10.
9Sa Consultations, November 1748; Letter to Court,
27th January, 1749; ibid, lOth August, 1749.
99 Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, paras. 57
~nd 58._
98

"\
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Bihar added to the troubles of the Company's
servants at Patna, as for example, Sahmshir Khan
'' demanded a General tax from the a European
Factorys ('rho English, the Dutch and the French)
of 40 or 50 thousand rupees." 100 A contemporary
Muslim writer, Muhammad :IN afa, who has
given a vivid description of the ravages and
atrocities committed by the Afghan rebels, has
remarked that '' they plundered every shop and
bazar and took away whatever they could find in
cash or kind.'' WI As a matter of fact, for some
time, they kept the whole city trembling. The
contemporary Bihar historian, Gulam Hmmin, has
also remarked that " during all this time the city
was a prey to all the horrors of sack and plunder.'' 102
One can well imagine how these turmoils hampered the collection of investments by the Compauy.
These di8turbances subjected the Company to
.
f th
the payment of contributions to
. E
(c) < xact10ns o · e
Nawab.
the Nawab's government. Nawab
Allahvardi was in general impartial towards the
European traders, 103 but under the pr-essure of the

.

1oo Letter to Court, 19th November, 1748, para. 56 ;

.

Consultations, June 17 48.
1 o l Waqa'i Fath Bangala, fs. 50-52. (This is a contemporary Persian Manuscript preserved in the Oriental
. Public Library, Patna, and also in the State Library of His.
Highness the Nawab of Ram pur.)
102 Seir, Vol. II, p. 40.
I oa- For details reference may be made to the chapter
o~ • E§at Ig,di§ Oomp~ny,'s Trade.'
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troubles in his kingdom he was compelled to·
demand money from the East India Company
with the argument that. those who enjeyed benefits
from the country mu,st also share in its defence.
Occasional interferences in the affairs of the ComPI:tllY'~ f::tctories. by the officers of the N11,wab's
gove,rn:tne:qt, scattered through d~fierent part~ of the
country,· sometimes
affected their
(d) Coo duct. of t h e
· ·
104
Nawab's ()fficers.
business.
The Na,wa,l;>, how~
ever, tried to redress their grievances when complaints were made to him. Similarly, minor internal disputes proved to be an impediment before the
Company's merchants in the matter of procuring
articles for investment. When on the 12th of
August, 1751, the Council in Calcutta asked the
(e) Minor internal merchants if they cauld provide
disputes.
Amorra ( ? ) goods, the l::ttter
replied that "the Rajah of that place was deadi
his brqthers quarreling about the succession and
their mother endeavouring to put the government
into the hands of a third person, they could not
think of venturing to send their money thither to
provide Goods being afraid during these troubles
the,ir Gomasthas would be plunder~d." 105

I o4

Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, paras. 82-84 ;
Ibid, dated 2nd January, 1752, para. 50 ; Long's Selections, p. 93.
! oo

Letter to CourL, 20th August, 1751, para. 54.
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'These political disturbances and also occasional
inundations106 caused dearness of
(/) Dearness of pro;~~~~~sof ar~~es. high e:ov1sions and high __ price~
cotton, indigo ___and other mate~
rials which_ considerably affected the CompanD
i~nts~0h~ir merchants, _dalals and gomaslas being thereby exposed to straitened circum~
Ht~nces---;-me~s-fuiled t~ make good their
cO!lfracts{Ti'ilj and also often demanded high prices
and ready money for purchasing goods. During
the years 17 42-43 the business of the Balasore factory suffered for dearness of provisions .107 On the
28th of October, 1752, the gentlemen at the Jugdea
factory tried to explain the defect in their investment by informing the Council of the "very extraordinary rise of cotton there that the value of their
baflaes was increased about 20 per cent. beyond
·their general price, since which cotton has had no
fall and rise which was then as usual at near two
m::nmds for a rupee has rose to 25 seers, so that
the manufacture of a piece of Jugdea cloth from
two annas has rose to five annas. That these inconveniences occasion rise in their baftaes in the
whole of above 25 per cent. and as notwithstanding
they have their cloth at its old price so the defect
in quality will appear they hope as little as ought
to be expected.'' 108 The Dacca factory also
1 or,
107

lOS

Letter to Court, 8th DecAmber, 1755, para. 32.
Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, para. 65.
Consultations, dated 13th November, 1752.•
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complained at that time of high price of
cotton. 109 From several references 110 in contemporary records we find that this state of things continued all throughout the period.
The acute currency disorders of the time very
(g) Currency troubles
often put obstacles in the path
ana scarcity of money. 'of the Company's investments.
For their investment'% in Bengal the Company at
that time imported \n.allion :litom home which was
exchanged here with coius. noa But the Company
had to work under disadvantages caused by the
multiplicity of coins, which did not always pass
for the same value and were liable to varying rates
of batta or discount. The Council in Calcutta
wrote to the Court of Directors on 8th January,
17 42 : - ' ' New coined siccas not fluctuating
in Trade, shroffs attempted to Raise the Batta
so resolved they should pass at no more than
15-! old siccas at 10, Madras rupees at 10, and
Arcot of Weight at 8 Per Cent. Batta to reduce
Letter from Mr. Nicholas Clerimbault, Chief of
the Dacca Factory, to the Council in Calcutta, dated 14th
September, 1752 (I.R.D.).
110 Letter to Court, 8th December. 1755, paras. 28,
32, 33, 35.
I lOa In a contemporary tract ent.itled ' Thoughts on the
P-resent State of Out Tmde to India, by a merchant
of London, 1754 (preserved in the Imperial Library,
Calcutta), we find a protest against the export of bullion
from England to India.
I 09
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them into current rupees of Calcutta." 111 The
'Counci1 again wrote on 3rd February, 17 43 : " No Yent for silver at Calcutta though Marathas
withdrawn Mint shut up so Cossimbazar sold all
the bullion at Sicca rupees 203 per 240 sicca
weight.'' 112 The repeated invasions of the
Miu'a"thas also occasioned a great scarcity of
money. The bank of J agat /3eth alone was robbed
'
:
of a huge amount, surr1s of realised rents were
sometimes plundered by them on the way of
their ·being carried to the Nawab's treasury,
the important market places were,. once and
again, deprived of their cash and stock nn and the
ordin'ary people had to protect their lives by paying
money to the Maratha soldiers. Gangarama
writes :-'Again and again they (the Marathas)
demanded money of the people and poured water
into the noses of some who failed to supply them
with it, drowned others in the tank and instantly
.put many of them to death.' 114 We cannot ignore
Gaitgarama's statement as a piece of poetic exaggeration, because it is well corroborated· by the
author of Ryaz-us-salatin, who writes:-~' These
murderous freebooters drowned in the river a largo
number of the people, after cutting off their ears,
'

111

11'2

p.

ua
l95;
114

Para. 173.
Para. 46.
Muhammad Wafa, op. cit.;
Mahara~?trapurilQa,

Holwell, I. H. E.,

lines 350-56.
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noses, and hands. Tying sacks of dirt to the
mouths of others they mangled and burnt them with
indescribable tortures." 115 The Nawah had to buy
off Balaji Rao's alliance by paying him a_ arge
amount and he had to maintain his own troops in
order, by presents of money and various other
gifts. 116 To meet these demands he took recourse
to some extraordinary methods of raising money.
The Zamindar of Rajshahi had to render him a
substantial financial help ; Baja Ramanatha of
Pinajpur was heavily pressed for money when he
had gone to Murshidabad, and he could only
escnpe by giving a bill for twelve lacs of rupees in the
name of Jagat Seth; and Maharaja Kr~l).acandra of
Nadia had to pay twelve lacs 117 for which he
was harassed. The scarcity of money thus caused
by big cash payments out of the country, was
further increased by the fact that the shroffs and
wealthy people bad "transported their money
across the Great River for fear of the Marattoefil,'' 118 The President of the Council in Calcutta
was, hence, obliged to write to the English gentlemen at Fort St. George on the 5th of May, 1746,
115

P. 344. Compare:-

''Bargite lutila kata kata ba sujana I
nanamate rajara prajara gela dhana II "
Bharatacandra's Works.
11 G Holwell, op. cit, p. 133.
117
Bharatacandra's Works; K~it1sava:rhsftvalicarita.
11 s Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, para. S3;
Muhammad Wafa, op. cit., p. 18.
'
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for sending down to Calcutta· all the money that
had arriyed for them, and '' as much more as they
could spare from their , necessary occasions.'' In
response to this the Madras authorities sent to
Calcutta per 'the Pbazel Salam' on 30th ,June,
1746, ten chests of rupees amounting toRE. 86,000
and a box of gold mohurs containing 432 pieces. 119
The President and Council at Bombay were also
addressed 120 on 13th May, 17 46, for sending down
to Calcutta whatever they could spare and they
accordingly despatched some quantity of bullion.
Further, the Company had to borrow money
occasionally for its investments from the house
of Jagat Seth 121 at high rates of interest. There
are also instances when its business came to a
standstill for want of money .122
'rhe bad conduct of the Company's servants
sometimes created troubles in
(h) B11d conduct of
the Company's servants
the matter of collecting invest~
and exact.iors of the
mentB. We shall find later on
Nawab's Customs officera.
instances of this in the conduct
of Mr. Russel at the Cassimbazar factory and of
Mr. Cole at the Patna factory. The Nawab's officers
at the chowkies (toll-houses) sometimes stopped
Letterto Court, 30th November, 1746, para. 33.
120
Ibid, para. 51.
121
Letter to Court, lOth January, 1748, paras.
68, 71, 72, 73, 76, 191, 193, 194, 196, 197, 198.
122
Letter to Court, 19th November, 1748, paras.
119

72·73.
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the bales of the Company, which could be recovered
by paying extra duties. 123 The customs officers
very often exacted more than the usual dues.
This is clear from the following list 123a of
dustories 128b taken at the several ghats 1230 belonging to the 'Putchelrah' ( ?) : Places.

What was agreed
to be taken.

What was ac·
tually taken.

A.

Rs.

A.

Aurungabad (in the Mursidabad district, 31 miles
S.E. of Rajmahal).

4 0

6

0

Burragoreah (Geriah near
Rajmahal in the Santhal
Parganas).

1 0

10

0

Godagari (on the Padma
River in Rajshahi District).

2 0

7

0

Moorchah (Rennel's Murcha
on the Cassimbazar-Rampur-Boalia Road).

3

7

0

Rs.

0

Ibid, para. 50.
Letter to Court, dated 21st February, 1756.
123b "A fee, a perquisite, a commission, specially a fee
claimed by cashiers and servants on articles purchased, or
on payments made. "-Wilson's Glossary, p. 129.
123 c "A landing place, steps on the bank of a river, a
quay, a wharf where customs are commonly levied."Ibid, p. 175.
12 3

l23a

•
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What was agr~ed
to be taken

Places

Rs

J ellengy (J ellinghee) (situated ut the point where the
river J ellinghl e parts
from the Padmu-di~;
tance E. from Berhampore 25 miles, N. from
Cnlcutta 105).

3 10

Rs,

A.

14 0

Butsolah.

3

(j

.1<!

0

Seberumporo.

2 0

13

0

Lullydangah.

1

0

8 0

Buxyporo. (There is one
Buxipur in tho Nadia
District 30 miles north of
K]."%JI;J.anagar and another
in the District of J essore
56 miles N. W. of Jessore).

1

0

7

0

Bowley:-1

0 8

7

0

Turmohanny (perhaps refers
to
Tinmoht1ni
near
Dhulianin the Murshidabud District).

0 8

6 0

Rajshahi

2 0

10

0

N azerpore (in the Maldah
District).

1 0

7

0

Custeah (Kusbiah).

0 8

5

0

Aukdunk.

0 8

3

0

114

0

(in
j .Surdah
District).
'

A.

Wbat \VIIj~ a.ctually taken.

the

23

0

'' The cho wkeys planted up and down the
country '' made the members of the Council in
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Calcutta repeat their ''complaints to the {Nawab's)
Durbar of their impositions and exactiqns.'' 128d
At length the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar
factory " obtained an all:!ple rerwannah :both from
the Great (Allahvardi) and Chuta Napobs {probably refer to deputy-Governor,s) dfreq~ed to all
Subahs, Rajas, Zamindars forpid,ding them on
pain of their highest displeasure to molest or
detain any conveyances with the English Dustucks
op apy pretence whatever." 128" This perwanah
was " so strongly worded ''that the Company was
" in great hopes that it will prevent any interruptions or Exactions from those chowkeys in time to
come.'' 123f
But Mr. Watts_, chief of the Cassimbazar
factory, wrote to Mess~s. R. Drake and 0.
Manninghan;t on 21s~ December, 1755, '"'s,tating
that the extortions practised at t,he chaukis cannot
be stopped unless a present is given to the (Nawab's)
Prime Minister Hakim Beg and explaining why
such a present will be of advantage to the Company's trade." 123u They replied to hin;l on 7th
'December, 17 55, "enquiring whether !t i~ possible
to have the alterations suggested by tpem made
123d

Letter

to Court, dated 8th December, 1755,

para. 96.
123e

12 s!
I231l

Ibid.
Ibid.
Quoted in Letter to Court, dated 21st February,

1756.
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in the dastak for free trade to the Company which
will ·have to . be obtained from Hakim Beg and'
whether it could be ascertained that the present
to be given for obtaining the dastak was not to
be regarded as precedent." 123" Mr. Watts replied
on 6th January, 17 56, '' stating the discussion he
had concerning the alteration proposed by the
latter in the dastak mentioned above, and intimating that the present given for obtaining it cannot
become a precedent " but he noted at the same
time that '' little reliance can be placed on the
assurances of Hakim Beg." 123i
We :find that the Nawab took the following
step for removing the complaints of the Company:-" Dustuck to all Rahdars,l23j Guzarbans,l23k
OhowkeydarE<, izardars, 123t etc., and to all the
Golls, 123m. Guzars/2an within our districts aR far as
the pechowbrah( ?) of Muxadavad (Murshidabad)
Quoted in ibid.
Ibid.
12ai !'A collector of tolls or transit duties."
· 1 2 H • • An officer appointed to take tolls both on t,he
high roads and at ferries."
12 3 z "A farmer of any item of public revenue, whether
from land, customs, or any other sources; the renter of a
·village or est~te at a stipulated rate. "-Wilson's Glossary,
p. 214.~
I 23m Gola-''A grain or salt store or market; a place
where ib is sold wholesale. "-Ibid, p. 18.
12sn " A ferry station for boat, a place of transit or
toll/'-Ibid, P· 192.
.
12 a"
t2a

i
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reappearance of the Ma:rathas.m " On the first
Appearance of an accommodation '' between the
Marathas and the Nawab, the Company " set
about the investment but Excused the Merchants
from any Penalty on Goods not to be had
through troubles who represented cotton and
provisions being Dear several articles must be advanced in price.'' 132 Thus the contract with the
merchants was :finished on 5th May at advanced
prices for some sortments. 133 The Company contracted on a worse " Muster (sample) than old ones
for Cossajura (Kasijora) Mulmuls 6,000 at Rupees
13-6-0 (each), 2,000 at 24, and 500 at 26-8-0,
Doreas (Dure, chequered) Cossajura 2,500 at 21.'' 134
As bullion could not be sold at a proper rate, the
Company was also obliged to borrow large sums of
money for carrying on investments. 185
1
fhe Calcutta merch::mts being C8Jled for invest1744_
ments on th~ 2nd of April, 17 44,
complained of their last year's
losses due to dearness of cotton and provisions.
As that state of things continued even then,
they " advanced the Prices very considerably but
made Abatements ' and contracted 20th April131

Letter to Court, 13th August, 1743, paras. 8

and 9.,
132
133

1 34

1 :~ 5

Ibid, para. 11.
Ibid.
Ibid, para. 12.
Ibid, para. 22.
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Photaes (a king of piecegoods) so dear did :qot con-

tract for them-Dadney was 70 per cent Olli which
Penalty of 10 per cent on de:ficiencys occasioned by
commotions.'' ttlu The Calcutta Council drew up the
list of investments for the year 17 45 on 4th March,
17 45, but the merchants objepted
_
1745
to being security for each other
in three sets; on 18th March the Company ' agreed
to their being security in six sets.' 1a7 On 12th
March, the Company had informed the merchants
that it expected large abatements on several
species for which they had received advances last
year as the price of .cotton had greatly fallen
and the French carried on little business. But
'the merchants -~lie~~-~ they '' were great
sli"fferers by Maida Goods, Troubles and Extortions
of Gover;;:ment ruined numbers of weaver£!L-provisions-excessive-d~~-=~s~---"~aii1er expected an
advfince. ,-,liifi -~ fuding all arguments useless, the
Company ordered oh '2t5th March a list of · such
articles to be drawn out as the merchants could
contract for at the ' A ' and medium price, and
agreed with them for 600,000 of gurrahs at 7'2 per
cent. exclusive of what they brought in for balance
on contract for the year 17 4'2 139 at the price then
current.

J,

136
13 7

138

139

Letter to Court, 3rd August, 1771o4, para. 8.
Ibid, dated Uth August, 1745, para. ~Ibid, para. 5.
lbid'j]
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But owing to the reappearance of the Marathas
in Bengal during the month of June 17 45 and
their encampment near the gurrah aurungs, the
Company could not get with all its efforts gurrahs
contracted for the year 1742 and could get only
12,152 pieces out of the 60,000 contracted
for the year 1745. 140
On 8th April, 17 46, the merchants were ordered
to attend the Council in Calcutta
1746.
. and were asked if they were ready
to contract for as much as they thought they could
procure. They were also informed that the Company expected lower prices than those of the last
two years, as ".the price of cotton was so much
lowered and the French could not possibly provide
any Goods.'' But they gave evasive answers, and
told plainly on 15th April that '' the times would
not admit of any abatements and the circumstances
of the country appearing to us much impoverished
and not at all favourable for reducing the prices."·
The Council, therefore, ordered the list of such
goods as the merchants could provide to be drawn
out at the (A ' and medium prices of last year,
and accordingly on 17th April such a list was
laid before the Council with another of such
goods as the merchants could not contract
for. The Council then enquired of the merchants what quantity of gurrahs they could
Ho

22

Ibid, dated 4th :February, 1746, para. 18.
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provide for that year's shipping. They replied
that there was a balance of 4 7, 940 pieces of
gurrahs due from them on account of last year and
fi,439 for the year 17 42 which they were determined
to deliver that year, but they expressed their unwillingness to make any fresh contracts for that
year owing to the disturbed state of the country.
After some arguments they were persuaded to con. tract for 25,000 pieces of 3G covids 111 and 5,000
pieces of 72 covids which were equal to 35,000
pieces of 36 covids at the same prices as in the last
year, that is, Rs. 72 per corge (a mercantile term
for a score) for 36 covid gurrahs. On 2nd May the
merchants having agreed to provide the fino
cossajura goods for ready money as they had done
in the last year, the Council persuaded them with
much difficulty '' to make an abatement in the
prices '' 142 and also to make an additional contract
for 150,000 pieces of O'Urrahs at the rate on which
the other gurrahs had been contracted before.
Thus the Company made a saving ''in those fine
goods of 12,025 rupees and procured an additional
quantity of gurrahs.'' 143 The merchants could by
141
Name of a measure (resembling modern measurement by ' hath ') varying locally in value. According to
Grose (1760) " the covid ab Surat was 1 yard English, at
Madras 1/2 ; " he says that "at Bengal it was the same
as at Surat and Madras."-Hobson-Jobson, p. 207.
1 u Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, :para. 6,.

H 3

lbid.
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no means be engaged to undertake the contract for
Balasore handkerchiefs of 17 yards and 14 nails,
and they declared that they were ''every year great
losers by them but if procurable they will provide
and bring them in." On 8th August, the Council
in Calcutta considered the merchants' balances
for the year 17 45 and saw that ''there was due
to them exclusive of their Gurrah contracts
Rs. 2,09,562-8-0 and on their contract for Gurrahs
17 42 Rs. 16,149-12-9." When a r~asonable explanation was demanded by the Company from the
merchants for their keeping the money advanced
for the purchase of gurrahs so long in their hands,
they replied that the " troubles in the country
prevented with their compliance with their contracts in that article as the M arattoes were chiefly
in that part of . the country where the Gurrahs
are provided.'' 141 They also added that if the
Company thought it proper they were ready to
pay the penalty at the rate of 10 p.c. for their
failure to supply gurrahs according to contracts
and that they would be glad to be relieved from
the promise they had made for supplying the
gurrahs ' on the last year's contracts,' as it was
very difficult '' to provide gurrahs for want of
workmen and the excessive dearness of cotton.'' 140
From various considerations, the Council agreed to
144

Ibid, para. 9 ..

H5

Ibid~
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charge 5 p.c. on the Ballance of their (merchants') Gurrah contracts for the year 1745, in
regard to the Ballance on gurrahs 17 42 .as they
were contracted for at 51 rupees 8 annas per
Corge and as the present year's contract was at
72 rupees per Corge." The Council considered it
a sufficient punishment for the merchants and
more for the interest of the Company to compel
them to deliver in that year's balance at the
price they had originally contracted for. It
therefore ordered that the " sum of 7,117-8-6 being
5 per cent. on Rupees 1,42,350-12-6 be charged
on the several merchants Accounts and being
deducted from the sum of Rupees 2,09,562-8 that
they should have Interest allowed them on the
remainder from the 30th Aprillast. '' 146 But as
the merchants proved too obstinate to pay the
penalty of 5 p.c., the Council referred the matter
to the Court of Directors. In that year's investment the ' soosies,' ' chucklaes,' and all silk goods
were worse than usual which the merchants attributed to the extraordinary dearness of §ilk.
Coarse cotton goods in general and particularly
the ' gurrahs ' were bad ; the gurrahs were very
thin because the '' country cotton of which they
should be made being destroyed and the weavers
were obliged to work up thread made of Surat
!f'
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cotton which is too fine for the Fabiick arid
wi thai costs them very dear." 147
On the 13th of March, 17 47, the Calcutta list of ,
investments was drawn up and
1747.
laid before the Council and the ,
merchants appeared there on 16th March. The
Seths were informed that the Court of Directors
had written favourably about them and so
they should '' exert themselves to the utmost
in providing goods for the ensuing seasons ..... .
which would be most for their own interest, in
order not only to retain but increase '' the
good opinion of the Court of Directors. 148 The
merchants expressed their unwillingness to contract on the new plan ordered by the Court of
Directors according to which dadni was to be advanced to the merchants as little as possible and
goods were to be purchased at ready money. 149
On the 18th of February, 1748, Omichand
delivered to the Council in
1748.
Calcutta ready-money goods of
the value of four lacs of rupees, and applied
for some money as he had a large quantity of
goods ready for prizing. The Council, thereupon, ordered the Committee of Treasury ''to
deliver him ten chests of Bullion at Two hundred
U7 Letter to Court, 22nd ~ebruary, 1747, para. 88.

us Letter to Cou:rt, lOth
H 9 l'fi_!ie, ~r!t~,.

J~}!u~rY..~_ 17~8, p~r!)..

32.
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and one sicca rupees for 240 sicca weight.'' 150 On
the next day the Company's merchants were offered bulJion, in part payment of their due to them
on their contracts for ready-money goods for the
years 1745 and 1746, as Jagat Seth's house had
refused to purchase it. The merchants expressed
their willingness to accept to the amount of
Rs: 2,12,451~14-0 in bullion whereupon the Council
ordered the Committee of 11 reasury to deliver that
amount to them at 201 sicca rupees for 240 sicca
weight. 151 The merchants brought to Calcutta two
new sortments of cloths, viz., 45 pieces of Oossaes
Boulea (i.e., produced at Rampur Boalia) of 20-1
yds. and 25 pieces of Oossaes Busna (i.e., produced
at Bhusna in the Dacca District) of 40-2 covid,
which were duly prized by the Council and sent
to the Court of Directors for inspection. 152 On
the 7th of March, the merchants who had contracted last year on dadni applied for further 15 p.c. in
bullion, which was granted to them by the Council
on their promising not to sell it under the price
given by Jagat Seth's house. 153 On 4th April
Omichand received 9 chests of bullion on account
of ready-money goods delivered by him last year,
and 5 chests of bullion were also delivered to other
merchants for the year 1748. 154
150
151
153

15-i

Letter to Court, 24th February, 1748, para. 94.
Ibid, para. 100.
152 Ibid, para. 101.
Letter to Court, 29th November, 1748, para. 29.
lbia! p~a.
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In the month of May 17 48, the Company had
only Rs. 2,50,000 in its Treasury in Catcutta for
beginning the investments. After trying for about
15 or 20 days, the Council could persuade the
merchants to contract on dadni and ready-money
for about 30 lacs of rupees. 155 On 5th May they
agreed to undertake the investments on the same
terms as in 1743 and 1744, and on 9th of 'the
same month they agreed to contract for some readymoney goods.156 On 16th May, they offered to
provide one-third of the investments for ready
money and two-thirds on dadni. They wanted
dadni especially on fine goods. 157 The Council
agreed to Omichand's proposal to undertake a fifth
part of the investment on the same terms as in the
last year and also to the offers of one Gopinath Seth
for Rs. 10,000 and of one Radhacharan Mitra for
Rs. 50,000 on the same terms as proposed by Omichand/58 The Council insisted on the merchants'
lowering the prices of goods whereupon the latter
agreed to lower 8 annas in one sortment and 6
annas in the other sortment of soosies and 8 annas
in the chucklaes .159
On the arrival of 40 chests of treasure per
'Bombay Castle' the Company's merchants pressed
1 55

156
1 57
158

~ 59

Letter to Court, 26th July, 174&, para. 3.
Letter to Court, 19th November, 1748, para. Sl.
1bid, para. 32.
Ibid, para. 34.
lbid, :para.. 36.•~
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the Oouncil very much for advancing them 16 per
cent. on their dadni contracts without which '''they
alleged . they should be wholly unable to comply
·therewith, the cloth which they had provided at
the Aurungs being stopped there on account. of
money they owe.'' 160 Omichand also requested
the Council to pay him off the balance due to him
since· 1747 A.D. After various considerations,
the Council at last agreed to advance lis. 60,000
to the merchants and the same amount to Omichand also. 161 As the demands of the settlement
had been running so high, at a time when there
was great want of money, the Council directed
the subordinate factories not to draw any bills of
exchange on the Company and also to be sparing
as far as possible in their expenses in every respect, particularly buildings and repairs. The
Export-Warehouse-keeper informed the Council
on 5th January, 1749, that the merchants could
bring in, over and above their contracts, about
170 bales of different sortments of goods such as,
kapas (cotton) cossaes, santipuri
1749.
malmals,
cossajura malmals,
fine cos sa jura malmals, nila (blue) soosies and
terrandams. Considering that the said cloths
might be serviceable for the Company's tonnage,
the. Council agreed . to accept these. 162 On 3rd
160

Letter to Court, 22nd December, 1748, para. 7.

161

Ibid, para. 9.

162

Letter to Court, 27th .Tanuary, t749, para .. 15,
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March the Council took into consideration the
disposal of the bullion and treasure then lying in
the treasury and decided to pay 17 chests of bullion
to Fatechand, 1~ chests of rupees to the dadni
merchants, 7 chests of bullion to those merchants
who provided ready-money goods and six chests
of bullion to Srikrishna and to reserve 5 chests of
bullion for Cassimbazar, 5 chests for Dacca, and
four chests of rupees for J ugdea. But Fatechand's
gomasta refused to accept the bullion at previous
rates and desired to have it by the weight of the
sicca rupee. As this was the custom at Cassimbazar, the Council complied with his req uest. 163
On 18th March1" 1751, the Council in Calcutta
paid ten chests of bullion
1750 and 1751.
and 20,000 Bombay rupees to
Omichand on account of the ready-money goods
supplied by him in 1750 A.D. 16 • When the
merchants were asked by the Council about
the terms on which they could contract for that
year's investment, they replied that ''they could
not think of entering into the contracts until the
accounts were adjusted.'' 165 They repeated the
same answer on 1st, 11th, 18th and 22nd pril
and they remained obstinate till 27th May when
the Council could prevail upon them with great
difficulty to sign their accounts. 166 But the Council
16 3
l!H
165

Letter to Court, lOth August, 1749, para. 15.
Letter to Court, 20th August, 1761, para. 42.
Ibid, para.'44.
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·resolved on lOth June .,, on no account to alter
· the old Musters to insist on their contracting for
the Goods which they (the merchants) say they
·cannot provide as also for full quantity of Romalls
(handkerchiefs) ordered on the same terms as last
year '' and to propose to them the lowering
of prices on the following goods :-superfine
Oossajura malmals of 40/2 to Rs. 27 per
piece, :fine Cossajura malmals of 40/2 to Rs. 22
per piece, dooreas Oossajura of 40/2 toRs. 21-8
per piece, Santipur malmals of 40/2 toRs. 17 per
piece, Balasore malmals of 20/1 to Rs. 13 per
piece, soosies of 50/H~ to Rs. 11 per piece, Bustion
cossaes of 40/2 to Rs. 19 per piece, Chaunpur
Commercolly cossaes of 40/2 to Rs. 6-8 per
piece. 167
The merchants were also asked to
contract for 4,000 pieces of gurrahs under a penalty
of 15 per cent. on which the Council wanted to
advance them 53 per cent. on the arrival of the
Company's ships from home. 168 But they did not
agree to those terms and on 17th June they expressed their unwillingness to contract on the o]rl
musters. However, the Council persuaded them
with much difficulty to give up that point in
consideration of which they wanted to have an
advance price on the ' Addaties fine gold heads,
Rs. 2 per piece, ordinary carriidaries 12 annas per
piece., ordinary chillaes 12 annas per piece, dooreas
corricola of 40/i Rs. 2 per piece, the same of
l6'1

Ibid, para. 45,
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40/2 Rs. 2 per piece, Cogomaria cosseaes of 40/2!
Re. 1-12 per piece, Santipur malmals of 40/2
Re. L per piece, Cossajura malmrtls of 40/2
Re. 1·12 per piece, fine Cossajura malmals of 40/3
Rs. 2-12 per piece. 169 They also informed the
members of the Council that if they agreed to those
terms, then they would lower the prices ofsuperfine
Sant£pur malmals and superfine Cossajura malmals
by one rupee per piece less than what had been in
last year's contract but that they "could not agree to
any deduction from the other Goods as the .Prench
and Dutch by having made large contracts for
them have enhanced their prices. " 170 They further
expressed their inability to provide the following
goods though the Company advanced on the
muster prices : handkerchiefs of 17! / ~· doreas
chequered middling of 40/2, Sant£pur malmals
middling of 40/5, and also more than 4,000 pieces
of gurrahs, as heavy downpour and high
winds at the beginning of the year had
almost destroyed the cotton crops and had raised
the price of cotton. They also held that if the
Council promised to pay them 50 per cent. on the
J 69

Ibid, para. 46.
170
Ibid. It is proved by certain records in Corre8pondance du ConBeil de Chandernagore avec diver8, 2e partie
that the Frtnch were still then trying various measures for
colleding investments from interior part:; of Bengal (compare Letter .from Chandernagore Council to M. Albert,
agent of the French Company at Jugdea, dated 21st
September, 1750).
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arrival of the Company's ships from home and 35
per cent. in October "then they would agree to pay
the penalty on the Deficiency on the hund:red but
if .the 35 per cent. was not paid them in October
that then they would only agree to pay the penalty
on the Deficiency on 85 p .c." 171
The Council took those facts into consideration on 24th June and agreed to make the following advances to the merchants: -addaties 8
annas, carradaries 3 annas, chillaes 3 annas,
dooreas 8 annas, dooreas corricola (of 40/2) 8
annas, Santipur malmals 8 annas, Cossajura
malmals 7 annas, Gos$ajura malmals (of 40/3) 15
annas, cossaes cogmaria 7 annas, chowtars 6
annas. 172 On 27th June, the merchants proposed
to contract for ''One third Ready money and Two
thirds Dadney to be allowed Interest on the former
from the 1st July and interest on the 50 per cent.
Dlfdney to commence from .the 15th June and on the
remaining 35 per cent. from the 1st October " to
which the members of the Council replied that if
they could not advance the 35 per cent in October
then they would give them (the merchants) notes
at interest. But the merchants did not agree to
ctpay the Deficiency in the hundred " unless they
received the 35 per cent. in ready money. 173 The
members of the Council exllressed that if the .
111
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Letter to Court, 20th August, 1751, para.. 46.
Ibid, para. 47.
Ibid, para. 49.
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merchants gave them 40,000 pieces of gurrahs and
the full quantity of soot romals (handkerchiefs·
made of cotton thread) ordered and at the same
time reduced the prices of fine .Cossajura malmals
(of 40/2) from Rs. 23-8 to Rs. 22-8, of su~erfine
Gossajura malmals (of 40/2) from Rs. 30 to
Rs. 27-8, of Gossajura dooreas (of 40/2) from
Rs. 22 to 21-8, of Santipur malmals (of 40/2t)
from Rs. 29 to 27-8, of Balasore malmals (of 20/1)
from Rs. 14 to 13-8, of Gossajura Busna (of 40/2) ·
from Rs. 28 to 19~4, then in case of their failure
to pay them (the merchants) the 35 per cent. in
October they would only take the penalty on the
same terms as in the last year. 174 The merchants
agreed to these, and on 15th July the Council
directed the Warehouse-keeper to draw out the
division of goods among the merchants and advanced them Rs. 17-3 per cent. on the contracts. 175
The merchants refused to contract for the Patna
goods as they "'were apprehensive if they should
provide any that (tbe Nawab's) Durbar would
demand the same charges as when'' the Company's
factory was there. 176 The Council again advanced
Rs. 18-3 per cent. to the merchants on 22nd
July. 177
~
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· On the arrival of money from England per
"Scarborough," the Council agreed to advance
Rs. 1,81,000 to the merchants to make up 1?0 per
cent. dadney, to send Rs. 1,60,000 to Dacca, half
of wh~h was to be paid to Fatechand and the
other half was to be utilised for providing the
investments there, to send Rs. 80,000 to Oassimbazar and Rs. 40,000 to Jugdea, to pay Rs.
40,000 to Omichand on account of his last year's
balance and to advance him Rs. 70,000 on ~account
of his saltpetre contract and to keep the balance
for the expenses of the factory .178 The Council
also. received a huge amount (current rupees
35,14,326) from Fort St. David and Bombay
and distributed it among the merchants and the
subordinate factories. 179
In the month of May 17 53, the Council in
Calcutta ordered the Committee
1753-55.
of Treasury to pay Rs. 240 to
Radhakrishna Mallik, Rs. 664-4 to Ajodhyaram
Basak, Rs. 2,368 to J agarmohan Basak on account of
their last year's dadni contracts. 180
After having
examined the letters of the Court of Directors, for
several years past, with a view to determine their
definite orders about investments, the President,
Export-Warehouse-keeper and the Sub-Export
t 78
1 79

Ibid, para. 146.
Letter to Court,

2nd Jnnuary, 1762, paras. H3

and 34.
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Consultations, 17th May, 1753.
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Warehouse-keeper made tho following proposals
before the Council either towards the end of May or
beginning of June 1753 for carrying on investments in future : -" To contract on the old
musters as usual, to receive no goods inferior to
the musters of last year ; to sort the goods in
the same method as the last year; to advance but
30 p.c. Dadney; to have a due proportion of readymoney goods; the penalties to be charged on the
deficiencies of their whole contracts and on different species of goods short delivered instead of
lumping it as formerly; to have it in our (tbe
Council's) option to refuse or take the goods tendered us (the Council) after the expiration of the
time limited in the Teeps (thumb impressions)
and to reduce the price of goods.'' 181 When the
merchants were acquainted with these proposals,
they answered that "they could not possibly
accept of those terms without being. ruined'' and
they refused to "undertake the investment at a
less advance of Dadney than 85 p.c." The Council,
therefore, thought it necessary to provide investments by a different method and accordingly
ordered "that notice in the several languages be
affixed at the Fort gates. That the Company's
Musters will be exposed to view in the·;cottah,'' 182
Consultations, 4th June, I 753.
Cottah or Kota- 'A fort, a stronghold, the
fortified residence of a Zamindar, the wall of a fort.-"
Wilson's Glossary, p. 295,
181
1!5 2
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that any person who wanted to contract with the
Company for any of the sortments should submit
his proposals to the Export-Warehouse-keeper,
who would lay these before the Council for final
approval and acceptance. 188 The merchants were
• then informed that they were no longer dadn1'
merchants of the Company ,184
In order to procure with facility the sortments
of cloths made in and about Calcutta, the Council
empowered the Export-Ware house· keeper on 3rd
September, 1753 " to contract with substantial
Delolls (daHtls) and Picars as much as they would
undertake to provide.'' 185 The Council then
summoned the merchants on 13th September for
the balances that were due from them and decided
that ''those merchants who could not sign their
· accounts,'' as settled by it, before 5th November,
"should have Peons put upon them and be compelled to sign" and that if any of them became
, then willing to open .their bales stocked in the
Company's godowns and to offer the cloths to the
Company as ready-money goods, then it would
accept these in part of their balances and would
prize these by the last year's muster. 186 In order
to despatch that year's investments if possible by
18 :~
184

18 ~
186

Consultations, 4th June, 1753.
Ibid.
Letter to Court, 4th January, 1754, para. 54.
[bid, paras. 55 and 56,
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the end of November the Council ordered the
Export-Warehouse-keeper on lst November to
begin lading bales, but he could not do so owing
to the belated arrival of goods from the aurungs. 187
When the Company's gomastas went to the
aurungs they experienced great difficulties in procuring cloths of similar quality as those musters
which the Council had given them for their guidance, because the merchants of the Company had
debased most of the fabrics. 188 According to the
order of the Council the gomastas had to reject
large quantities of cloths, which were inferior to
the musters. Advances were given to the weavers
to enable them to produce such cloths as the
Company's gomastas had been asked to procure
but the cloths which the weavers brought in did
not also come up to the standard of the model
musters. By the end of 17 53 A.D., the Council
supplied the several aurungs with Rs. 8,98,13511-9 and received back in goods from those
places to the amount of Rs. 2,35,672-4-3; and goods
of the value of Rs. 3,00,000 had been purchased
and were ready in the au rungs .189 The details
about the investments during the years 17 54 and
1755 have been already narrated in another
connection.190
18 7
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SECTION IlL-HISTORY OF THE IMPORTANT
FACTORIES.

About the beginning of the year 17 41 the
English factory at Ga,ssim hazar
Cassimbazar Factory.
was directed by the Council in
Calcutta to provide D3,300 pieces of gurrahs, "to
be governed by price of cotton and goodness of
Fabrick." 191 In that year the Council received
"Musters of Raw silk from Cossimbazar six annas
a seer dearer than last year,'' and so ordered that
factory to send 75 bales of' Guzzerat,' 225' November bund' 192 and 300 ' Comercolly.' 103 On the 1st
of April, 1741, Sir Ihancis Russel took charge of
that factory from Mr. Richard Eyre. In the next
year this factory and the gurrah aurungs near it
were highly affected by the Maratha invasions.
The walls of the factory at CasHimbazar were
fortified by the erection of four good bastions
and ''indents for cannon and stores were
191

Letter to Court, 19th February, 1741, para. 17.
The term ' bund ' meant season. There were three
'bunds' or seasons for spinning the cocoons. The November ' bund ' commenced from 1st October to the end of
February; the March ' bund ' from 1st March to 30th June;
the July ' bund ' from 1st July to 30th September.
-Mursidabad District Gezetteer, p. 13.
1 9 3 Ibid, d11.ted 26th July, 1741, p~ra. 2.
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complied with as near as possible.'' 194 The
Cassimbazar factory could not ''contract for any
Gurrabs, cotton being so .dear and Baly cotma the
chief merchant being involved with the {Nawab's)
Government." 195 When on 19th December, the
Oassimbazar factory settled accounts with the
merchants for raw silk, a balance of Rs. 56,490-4-0
became due from them. The merchants desired
that the '' silk piecegoods might be taken as
Dadney '' (perhaps this meant that they were to
be given money in advance for silk piecegoods).
This was approved of, and the merchants promised
to pay a penalty on the money received by them. ~
On 23rd January, 17 43, the Council in Calcutta
received samples of raw silk from Cassimbazar
·(November Bund at 6 rupees 1 ::tnna, Guzzerat at
6 rupees 10 annas and Comercolly 5 rupees).
Finding that the samples were all of good quality,
the Council ordered for 600 bales. 197 On the 26th
of February, Sir Francis Russel died of jaundice
and dropsy, whereupon Mr. John Forster was
appointed Chief of that factory and he set out for
that place on 17th March. 108 But on 19th November, the President of the Council in Calcutta declared
1

194
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197
198

dated 8th January, 1742, paras. 131.32.
dated 31st July, 17 42, para. 6.
dated 3rd February, 1743, para. 71.
p. 152.
Letter to Court, 13th August 1743~ pll,r~.15.
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that he would start for Europe ·in order to
recover his health. Mr. Halsey was therefore
appointed as the Chief of the Cassimbazar
factory and. Mr. Forster returned to his seat
at the Council in Calcutta. 100 Mr. Russel had
not properly settled the accounts with the
merchants at Cassimbazar. Those merchants
alleged that Mr. Russel had taken several parcels
of their goods on his account '' for the amount
of which they accepted credit in account with
the Company." 20° Four merchants applied for
14,000 rupees, which were due for dadni money
though "they had signed Receipts for the full
Dadney but left that sum in Sir Francis hands
for which he gave notes of Hand.'' 201 ] 1 atechand
also demanded Rs. 25,000, which Mr. Russel had
borrowed from him, by sending the note to the
. Chief of the Oassimbazar factory who thereupon
replied that administrators had been appointed by
the Mayor's Court and that after Mr. Russel's
property had been collected, an equal distribution
would be made among all his creditors. But the
gomastas of Fatechand told him that his master
knew nobody but the Company. To avoid further
troubles the majority in the Council agreed to
accommodate matters with Fatechand "who
199

Letter to Court, 9th February, 1744, para. 119.
·• Letter to Court, 13th August, 1743, para. 31.
201 Ibid .• p~~. 33s
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would take nothing less than the Principal, accordingly the Chief and Council (at Cassimbazar) gave
a Note as interest for 25,000 rupees." 202 On the
2nd of July, the Cassimbazar factory agreed to
supply "4,335 Tassaties (inferior sort of silk
cloth) plain, 2,150 striped, 15,450 Bandannoes
(bandana) at last years prices and 80 per cent.
Advance.'' 203 The gantlemen at the Cassimbazar
factory contracted for 1,240 maunds of 'November
Bund' at Rs. 6-1-0 per seer, 340 maunds
Guzzerat at Rs. 5-14 per seer, and three or four
merchants stood in security for the dadni. 204 The
Uhief of that factory agreed to purchase silk piecegoods, viz., 9,525 pieces of taffaties at 8 rupees,
red taffaties at Rs. 8-6-0, black taffaties at
Rs. 8-2-0, 2_,485 striped pieces at Rs. 8-4-0,
3,450 pieces of new 'romals ' (handkerchiefs) at
Rs. 7-3-0, 23,850 pieces of ordinary ' bandannoes'
(bandana) 205 at Rs. 3-12-0, 3,600 pieces of fine
' bandannoes' at Rs. 4-4-0, 1,350 pieces of' choppasarrys' (perhaps chapasaries," i.e., saries with
figures printed on them), 600 pieces of new
~f: bandannoes,' 300 pieces of ' danadars.' Rupees
202

Letter to Court, 5th December, 1743, paras. 12-16.
Letter to Court, 13th August, 1743, para_. 18.
20 4
Letter to Court, 3rd August, 1744, para. 8.
205
''This term is probably applied to the rich yellow
or red silk handkerchief, with diamond spots left white by;
pressure applied to preve~t their receiving the dr.e.·~
;--J;!:obso~-Jobso:g.! p_,_ 48.
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4,000 were advanced to a merchant for procuring
white silk on a commission of 2 as. per seer.
The Cassimbazar factory also contracted for 39,000
pieces of ' Gurrahs ' (Garha, coarse Indian cloth)
of 39 covides at Rs. 70 and 8,000 pieces at
R.s. 72. 206 On the 20th of January, 17 45, the
Chief of that factory informed the authorities
in Calcutta that he had '' prevailed on Merchants to abate 3 annas seer and to agree for
November Bund silk at Rs. 5-14, Guzzerat
6 rupes 7 annas, Comercolly 5 rupees 11 annas per
seer the' A Musters were good except Comercolly
and on 29th added that the price could not be
lowered without apparent Risque of spoiling the
silk, but from the Dispute between theN abob and
Mustapha Cawn (Mustafa Khan, the leader of the
Afghans) not prudent to make any absolute contract
or advance Dadni." 207 He again wrote on 21st
March, 1745, that he had "contracted for Raw
silk November Bund 1,240 Maund, Guzzerat 340,
Gornercolly 1,170" and added on the 30th that be
had "contracted for 58,795 silk piecegoods at
last year's prices advancing. Rupees 1-12-0 per
piece on Lungee Romals." 208 He also informed
on 26th April that he had '' contracted for
206

Letter to Court, 3rd August, 1744, paras. 14,

115, 16.
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83,900 Gurrahs and 1,750 Doosooties at 70 Rupees
a corge for Gurrabs, and (on) 30th May 40,000
more Gurrahs." 209 He further contracted for 1, 750
pieces of flowered bandannoes. 210
On 15th March, 1746, Mr. Wadham Brooke
proceeded to Cassimbazar as Chief of the factory
there. According to the orders of the Council
the men of that factory sent to Calcutta on 18th
April a list of goods lying in their godowns,
also the musters of raw silk, the price of
'A' November bund at 7 rupees per seer and
of other sortments, and at the same time
requested for a supply of money as they thought
that they would not be able to borrow more
than 1,50,000 rupees from Jagat Seth or other
shroffs (bankers). 211 The Council in Calcutta
complained about the exorbitant prices demanded
by the merchants, and considering that the
price would exceed Rs. 5-12-0 per seer for the
letter A, it ordered the Cassimbazar factory to
provide not more than 600 bales, viz., November
Bund 27 5 bales, Comercolly 250 bales and
Guzzerat 7 5 bales, but directed it to procure as much
white silk as possible because there was a great
demand for it by the home authorities. 211a After
209

Ibid, para. 8.
Letter to Court, 31st January, 1746, para. 18.
2 11
Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, para. 13.
21 1" The French in Bengal also sent Cassimbazar silk
to Surat ~nd other places. Letter from Ch;:t!l,de!1l_agore
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receiving five chests of bullion from Fort St.
George the Council in Calcutta forwarded these on
28th April to Cassimbazar, 212 and also several lacs
of rupees on 7th May. 2w On 19th May the
Chief of that factory wrote to the Council that
due to the troubles (e.g., the Maratha invasion)
under which the merchants had to labour, they
expressed their inability to pay the 10 per cent.
penalty on the balance of silk and silk piecegoods,
and that they had no prospect of borrowing more
than 1 lac of rupees which with what they had
with them would not be sufficient for advancing
in full for raw silk " so that unless some expedient
be found out for procuring further sums they shall
be entirely at a stand in every other branch of
their Investment and there was then about 20,000
pieces of Gurrahs brought in to be taken in part
of tho Ballancos remaining on the last year's
contract.'' In reply the Council asked the gentlemen there to accept the merchants' proposal, as
gurrahs were indispensably necessary for the
expected tonnage, and also to advance money for
that year's silk as usual ; it also noted that in case
the merchants who were "indebted should not pay
Council to the Superior Council and Chief at Surat, dated
30th January, 1745, in Gorrespondanoe du Gonseil de
Ohandcrnagore avec di11ers 2• partie, p. 319,
212
Ibid.
213
Ibid, para. 14.
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they (the gentlemen of the Cassimbazar factory)
must oblige their security to make good their.
debts but if they are convinced the times will not
allow of their taking the penalty of 10 p.c. on
their ballances for silk and silk piecegoods '' they
might excuse the merchants but they ''must e:xert
themselves in their endeavours to procure money
there for the other branches of their Investment
for money was so scarce" in Calcutta that the
Council was not in a position to supply them
sufficiently though '' it desired to know what sum
would answer their occasions.' ' 214 On 27th June
the Calcutta Council received a letter from the
gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory to the effect
that "they had contracted for Raw silk as follows,
November Bund 1,164 mds., Guzzerat 302 mds.,
Comercolly 1,065 mds.,, and has also fixed a price on
the silk piecegoods which they had not been able
to reduce lower than 9 rupees 6 annas per piece
for the plain 'Tassaties' and so in proportion for
other sortments and that as soon as they can be
supplied with sufficient money they should deliver
out ' dadney ' for the quantity ordered. That two
·of the- merchants bad agreed to provide about 30
maunds of the white Raw silk on condition of 2
Annas per seer commission on the Aurung price
which is 7 rupees per seer the A and that they had
accepted their offer, that they have not been
21 4
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wantitlg in their best endeavours to procure money
there for their Investmen(and they shall continue
the like hut have not a prospect of borrowing mon~
thnn what they advised " the Council on the 19th
of· May ; they also noted that unless they could
be supplied with money "every other branch of the
investment except the silk will be entirely at 11
stand but to complete their contracts for silk and
silk piecegoods they shall want about three Lacks
of Rupees more than what " the Council had
already sent to them or what they would he able
to borrow; they further remarked that as they were
11
uncertain what quantity of Doosutys and Gurrahs
their merchants would undertake (to provide) they
could not yet compute what sums would be necessary for those articles ~tbout which they will inform
the Council as soon as they come to know ·of
these." 2u; In another letter, dated 16th July, they
informed the Council '' that they had so little
success in procuring money that they had not yet
given out the usual advance on Raw silk and must
have delayed. contracting for silk piecegoods '' but
for the strict orders of the CounCil. Upon the
repeated coinplaint.R of the Cassimbazar factory for
want of money, the Council in CaJcutta permitted
it to {l_,raw on the Council payable in Calcutta "any
money that might be offered to them there.'' 216 It
2 1 5 ..;
2 16
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accordingly 'drew on the. account of the, Council in
Calcutta Rs. 69,554-12..:~ and tpe Cou:ncil also sent
there the '''gold mohurs which were imported from
Fort St . George by the Phazel Salam~" 217
·Towards the end of March 17 4 7, the gentle-:men at the Cassimbazar factory received 30 chests
of bullion from the Council in Calcutta and
they replied on 6th. April that they would send
(in return) a. lac of rupees as soon as they
could get it from J agat Seth's house and also
an order for another half lac from one of his
(J agat Seth's) houses (probably jn Calcutta) ;
but they noted their apprehension that the
" drawing of so much money from .them (Seths)
would hurt their credit." 218 On 18th April, the
Council sent 20 other chests of bullion u~er the
care of Ensign English with the hope of getting
coins in return. 219 Ensign English returned to
Calcutta on 5th May with 1,00,000 new sicca coins
and a bill on Jagat Seth's house there for 50,000
siccas mpre. 220
All the attempts of the gentlemen at the
Cassimbazar factory in 17 4 7 to settle the price of
raw silk with the merchants and to contract for a
muster of 'November Bund ' on the last year's price

2 17
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fa1led, and at last they contracted on the following
prices :-'November Bund~ Rs. 9-4-0 per seer the
A ; ' Guzzrat ' Rs. 9·13 ; ' Commercolly' at Rs.
9-1-0. The prices of the last two species were
almost equal to those of the previous year. 2i 1 The
merchants at Cassimbazar also expressed their
unwillingness to comply with the orders of the
Court of Directors "for not advancing above (thirty)
30 per cent. upon raw silk and Gurrahs and providing all other Goods for ready money,'' 222 especially because they had been living under bad conditions But the Council in Calcutta held ''that this
would ever be the case, till an expedient was found
out to prevent the people in mean condition
hecoming security for each other'' and referred the
matter to the Court of Directors. 223 The price of
raw silk could not be reduced for various reasons
and the lowest price on which the merchants were
ready to contract for gurrahs was eighty da8masa
rupees per corge. The gentlemen at the Cassimba~ar factory wrote to the Council on 7th May,
17 47, that they would try their best to recover the
balances due from the merchants before giving
them any other amount, and with regard to the
expedient for realising money to be advanced hereafter to the merchants they remarked that the
221 "
222
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abolition of the office of broker was '' by experience
found highly detrimental to ...... (the Company's)
business, especially in contracts for the investment
the Merchants being come to such a pitch as to fix
what prices they pleased on their Goods.'' 224 They
suggested that this evil could be removed by '' no
other method than by having a Ruler over them, of
wealth and credit of their own cast(e) in order to
obviate any Debts from falling on your Honours
in future " and they recommended Bally Cotmab,
who possessed a good record of such services, for
this chiefship over the merchants. 225
The Council considered this representation of
the Cassimbazar Factory on 22nd May ; the
majority were of opinion that no broker should be
appointed at Cassimbazar, and that in view of the
high prices of raw silk only one-third of the former
orders should be contracted for. 226 On the same
day the Council communicated its resolutions to
the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory, who
replied on 1st July that they had contracted with
their merchants for 10 annas per seer less than
what bad been fixed to the musters sent there.
By the month of August they succeeded in bringing down the price by four annas more and they
thought it difficult to bring it further down. At
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this. the Council in Calcutta considered it advisable
to increase the quantity of goods ordered and direct~
cd the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory to
provide 400 bales in all.
The Cat~simbazar factory was then in great want
of money because the '20 chests of bullion,
which had been sent there, were spent in paying off the intereKt of their notes to Jagat
Seth's house for two years past ; it received
nothing from Dacca factory except a bill of '25,000
sicca rupees and the Seths agreed to pay 203 sicca
rupees for the bullion.227 As the Council in
Calcutta had ordered the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory to increase the quantity of raw silk,
they prayed for further supply of money for providing that as well as other parts of the investment.228 The Council replied on 28th August that
they were wholly unable to send them any supply
before the arrival of the ships from home and
ordered them to "use their Endeavours to furnish
themselves from J uggut Seat's house." ~
On 29th September, the Council sent to the
gentlemen at Cassimbazar a new list of investments for that year and informed them that ships
were being prepared for sending them 20 chests of
bullion for exchange at the house of J agat Seth, to
22
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whom the President had sent a letter requesting
him to "order Ten chests thereby to be paid by
this House in Calcutta'' for the currency of the
Company's business there and to pay for the other
ten chests to their factory at Cassimbazar. The
Council further informed the gentlemen at tQe
said factory that they had "certain advice of a
large supply of Bullion being on the way and it
shall be duly sent to be disposed off to them and if
that they could get a further supply from Dacca it
would be an acceptable piece of service.'' 230 The
Setbs agreed to pay .not more than Rs. 201 for the
buJlion in the manner desired by the Council, and
the .Cassimbazar factory could make no satisfactory progress in the matter of procuring invest~
ments for want of money. It contracted . £or,
58,000 pieces of gurrahs at Rs. 75 per corge,
which even it did. not hope to get . if there
was no timely supply. of. ~money or if the
Marathas appeared aga.in. 231 It sent 32 bales
of gurrahs to Calcutta out of the Company's
contract Ollt 30th September and on 16th October
sent to the Council a Bill of Exchange on Jagat
Seth's house in Calcutta for 77, 000 new sicca
rupees. 232 But the Calcutta Council being much
in debt for their current expenses and also being
230
231
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pressed for money by the gentlemen at Fort
St. David directed the gentlemen at the Oassimbazar factory that they should procure another
bill for 50,000 sicca rupees, and that if they had
already received the sum for the ten chests of
bullion for their own factory then they would
send that sum by boats as soon as possible. 238 The gentlemen at the Oassimbazar factory
were already in want of money, and so they
wrote to the Council on 24th October by protesting
against the " drawing so much money out of their
hands at a time when they were about delivering
out to their Merchants to enable them to perform
their contracts for Raw silk as it was certain that
many of them had strained their credit so much in
purchasing the Putney 284 as to be unable to carry
on the expense of winding it off without some
assistance which would be then quite (out) of their
power to give them ....... " 28" They had been able
to procure only 36,000 sicca rupees for 10 chests
of bullion from the Seths, which they sent to
Calcutta and the Seths promised to pay the
They also
remainder in three or four days.
informed the Council that agreeably to the former
orders of the Company they did not pay dadni to
Ibid, para. 198.
234 ' A~t of ordering goods from a manu£actuer.'
-Wilson's Glossary, etc., p. 410.
2 35 Letter to Court, lOth January, 1748, para. 199.
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those merchants who had not cleared off their
balances, but that there was one among them
named Mohan Biswas, who was indebted to the
Company for Rs. 4,055-9-6 pies but was himself a
considerable creditor of Sir Francis Russel for
which he threatened to renew his complaints
before the Nawab's darbar, where (as the Company's vakils apprehended) he might gain his
point. They therefore suggested the payment of
dadni to him for preventing the Company's
''affairs from being embroiled " as he had promised to clear half of his debt in that year and the
remainder in the next. 236 There were also other
merchants indebted to the Company whom they
thought of paying in this method and solicited the
opinion and orders of the Council in that matter.
They sent four chests of silver to Calcutta on the
same day (24th October). Taking into consideration their financial difficulties, the Council permitted them to keep for themselves the remainder of what they were to receive from
Jagat Seth's house on account of bullion. But
it peremptorily ordered them '' not to advance
money to Mohun Biswass and others indebted on
their old contracts unless undoubted security be
given for money to be advanced on fresh contracts
as also for the payment of the old Ballances at the
time they stipulated." 237 On 28th November they
236
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informed the Council that they would act exactly
according to its orders .
.rrhe invasions of the Marathas put the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory at a great disadvantage and they wrote to the Council on 14th
.T anuary, 17 48, that " their merchants would fall
very short in their contracts for Gurrahs and
Raw silk." 2n8 On 9th February, Srikrishna and
Anandiram, two bankers of Calcutta, informed the
Council through their own gomastas that "they
had received intelligence from Suratt (Surat) that
Two Bills of Exchange for Fifty thousand rupees
50,000 each were drawn on them (by Mr. Wake,
President of the Bombay Council) in favour of the
Calcutta Council and that they had tee money
with them which they were ready to pay into their
factory at Cassimbazar.'' 239
In view of the
financial difficulties of the Company, the Council
ordered the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory
to receive the amount and to send down to Calcutta
50,000 sicca rupees out of it. 240 They were also
directed on 2nd May to begin collecting investments
on the arrival of Mr. Brooke. But the latter, after
his arrival there, wrote to the Council on 24th May
" that it was impracticable to make any (investments) their merchants alledging want of money
Letter to Court, 24th February, 1748, para. 95.
239 Ibid, para. 135.
uo Ibid, para. 151,
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and credit, and very pressing for Ballances due
them last year for Goods delivered to the amount of
3 Laacks of Rupees. That when this sum was
paid, they would contract for silk at the following
Rates being as low as they could reduce them :
November Bund Rs. 7-8-0 per seer, Guzzerat
Rs. 8-1-0 per seer, and Oomercolly Rs. 7-5-0 per
seer." 241 By the month of July the merchants at
Cassimbazar began to clamour for ready money due
from the Company and they were made easy for
some time by the Council's assurance that their
demands would be supplied with 'out of the first
money that come to hand.' 242 In the month of
August the bales sent from Cassimbazar to Calcutta
were stopped by the chowkey (toll-house) at
Saydabad and these could be obtained after the
payment of 2,580 rupees. 243 By September the
merchants at Cassimbazar wanted " to know what
part of the money would be sent them, with which
if satisfied they might then promise a considerable
Investment in Raw silk and silk piece-goods but
few or no Gurrahs, the season for providing them
being almost over." 244 By the month of October,
~he merchants could be persuaded to bring down
bhe :price of raw silk to Rs. 6-12-0 for November
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Bund, and they agreed to bring in 1,490 maunds
at that rate. 245 By the beginning of December the
gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory :finished their
contracts for raw silk on that rate, but the
merchants pressed them very much to request the
Council for sending them a part of the treasure
received per ' Bombay Castle.'
Jagat Seth
Mahatabchand was a]so angry for not receiving any
share of it as large sums of money had been lent
out by him to the gentlemen at the different
factories. In order to bring him to temper the
Council wrote the following to the gentlemen at the
Cassimbazar factory:-" We should be always
glad to serve him when in our power but that the
supply of the Bombay Castle was so very small
that we could not spare him from our own investment any money that would be satisfactory and
therefore hoped he would not take amiss waiting a
little longer as we expected a large supply by the
latter ships.'' 2'16
In the following year the gentlemen at the
Cassimbazar factory wrote pressingly for money,
especially for the :five chests of bullion which had
been reserved for them. But considering that
the '' charges would run very high in sending a
large Party of Guards with so small a sum of
•
treasure,'' the Council changed its decision and
245
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sent a bill of exchange from one Ramkrishna Seth
for Rs. 23,400 on 6th ApriJ.2{7 Mr. Wadham
Brooke vvas dismissed from the chiefship of the
Oassimbazar factory and Mr. Edward Eyles was
appointed in his place. In the next year the
Council sent some money to the Cassimbazar
factory, and the gentlemen there informed the
Council on lOth October, 1752, of the safe" arrival
of the treasure sent them under the care of Ensign
Muir, of a deficiency of two Madras rupees in the
treasure sent up with Mr. Watts," and noted that
they hoped to send to Calcutta 30 bales of silk,
20 chattaks of silk piecegoods and upwards of 100
bales of gurrahs in the beginning of November.
In the same month the merchants at Oassimbazar
made very pressing demands for having their last
year's balances paid off in order to provide a good
ir~vestment for the coming year ; the Seths also
were equally pressing for getting their balances
cleared at Oassimbazar and Dacca and they promised to lend thereafter to the gentlemen at the
Oassimbazar factory whatever they might require
in future. Mr. Watts, who had then succeeded
Mr. Eyles as chief of the Cassimbazar factory,
therefore, wrote to the Council in Calcutta on
22nd October for '' a large supply of money to
comply with those demands} having likewise
several notes to pay amounting to near a lack
!H 7 :r~etter

to Court, lOth August, 1749, para. 28.
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of rupees." 248 One Nimmo Sen (Nimai Sen)
having lost several notes 219 of the Company
for the balance due to him requested the chief
of the Cassimbazar factory to grant him new ones
for which he was ready to give an indemnification
and security. 250 Early in November the Calcutta
Council received 223 of the November bunds
silk and 62 bales of gurrahs from Cassimbazar
and then permitted the chief of .that factory
to pay Nimai Sen ''the balance due to him on
the notes he lost on taking sufficient security
from him and his whole family to indemnify the
Company in case these notes should appear hereafter " 201 Again on 22nd December it received
from tho Cassimbazar factory 268 bales of cloth
and musters of 16 chests of plain tassaties along
with an account of the state of their factory up to
16th December and a copy of their books, prizebooks, etc., up to 16th April, 17 52. 252
rl'he gentlemen at Cassimbazar received 12
chests of Arcot rupees from the Calcutta Council
248
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in the middle of March 1753, and they informed
the Council in their letter of 12th March that
Raghunath Biswas and Narayan Biswas ''had
represented to them in case they should be able to
get credit to pay some small part of their debt to
the Company and would give an undoubted security to pay an annual sum till their debt was discharged." 253 The Council permitted them to
'' take those two persons into their Dadney provided they kept an undoubted security in their
hands that they do not become further ·indebted ''
to the Oompany. 254 With great difficulty they
were able to prevail on the merchants to contract
for silk upon the same terms as in last year, that is,
for 1,000 maunds of the November bund silk at the
rate of Rs. 7-12 per seer and 800 maunds of
Guzzerat bund at the rate of Rs. 8-5 per seer. 255
They also contracted for silk piecegoods on the
same terms as in last year and could not reduce the
prices of either raw silk or silk piecegoods, inspite
of the repeated orders of the Council to that effect,
because the price of patni (goods commissioned
or manufactured to order) was 6 to 8 annas per
seer dearer than it had been for the last several
years. They could not wait further as the Gujrat
merchants had been also trying to buy the
253
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November bund silks. 256

They also persuaded the
merchants "to agree for the 36 covid 257 gurrah8
at one Rupee per Corge less than last year and the
other sortments in proportion.'' 258 The Council
in Calcutta sent to them on 30th July several
chests of Madras rupees and ten chests of bullion
for getting these coined into siccas for the Company's use in Calcutta; and also sent ten chests
of Arcot rupees and ten chest of Madras rupees on
30th August. 25n On inspecting the goods received
that year from Cassimbazar the members of the
Council in Calcutta saw that the 'Guzzerat silks '
were of a very bad quality. They, therefore,
'' took out of several bales a small quantity of
each letter and sent it up to the gentlemen there
(Cassimbazar) that they might compare them with
the musters they contracted on " and might then
send these to Calcutta for the approbation of the
Council. They also demanded " sufficient reasons
for so great a difference in the quality of the
silk '' 260 to which the gentlemen at Cassimbazar
replied that ''this was due to the rise of the prices
of Putney from 1 Rupee to li per seer which
makes a difference of more than 50,000 Rupees to
the merchants.'' 261
256
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, The Cassimbazar factors informed the Council
in Calcutta on '2'2nd April, 17 54, that '' they had
at last prevailed with some of their merchants to
make proposals of contract for Raw Silk but that
they insisted on 8 Rupees per seer for the November bund and 8-9 per seer for the Guzzerat which
prices (though very extravagant) they had no
hopes of reducing as their Merchants seemed
rather to decline than engage in that Article even
at that exorbitant Rate," 262 and they sent those
musters of silk for which the merchants had
agreed to contract. After inspecting the musters
the Council informed Mr. Watts, chief of the
Cassimbazar factory, that these were inferior to
the musters which they bad previously contracted
on and the price demanded for November bund
silk was also '' too extravagant to. be complied
with" and directed him and his Council to " go
on providing the other sortments of silk in the
same manner unless they could bring their Merchants to better terms '' 263 and to try for better
cloths to avoid "debasing by degrees the quality
of their silk investments.'' When the gentlemen
at the Cassimbazar factory informed the merchants
about those orders of the Council in Calcutta, they
replied that they had agreed to provide silk for
that year only " in order to obtain the continuance
262
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of the Pavour and protection of the Factory
without any prospect of advantage and were very
glad to be excused from engaging in that branch
of business.'' 261 At last the gentlemen at the
factory were able to persuade the merchants by
the end of May to contract for 1,000 maunds of
November bund silk. 265 The merchants at Cassimbazar did not contract for Guzzerat silk, and so
the Council in Calcutta directed the factors there
to sPnd money to the aurungs early in the season
for procuring certain quantity of it and sent them
Rs. 766,680-0-0 for their contracts. 266 As we have
already noted, in that year the Cassimbazar factory
were permitted by the Council to establish four
new aurungs at Elambazar, Nannur, Murtali and
Kagram, which were, however, withdrawn next
year.
It is well known that with the outbreak of
quarrels of the English with Nawab Sirajuddowla,
the Cassimbazar factory was stormed, its chief Mr.
Watts had to suffer much and the factory was
reduced to a pitiable condition during the years
1756-57.267 Its fortune, however, took a better
turn after English victory at Plassey. In the year
17 58 the members of that factory informed the
Council in Calcutta that '• upon examining the
accounts of Kussenundah, the Company's
16<4o
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Gomastah, they had found great reason to suspect
him guilty of several frauds in the management of
the investments.'' 268 In their letters to the
Council, dated 8th and 13th December, 1759, they
wrote for a supply of at least two lacs of rupees
for purchasing only ' November Bund' raw silk.
In 17 63 that factory asked for 9 lacs of rupees as
advance for the purchase of silk.
Patna was at that time a '' place of a very
considerable trade.'' 289 Its im·
Patna Factory.
portance was greatly due to the
local manufacture of saltpetre. The records of
the period show how the European factories at that
. place procured saltpetre, which was one of the
most important articles of the Company's invest·
ments. This brought the English into occasional
conflicts with the Dutch, the French and also with
the native merchants. 270
The advance of Safdar Jang, the Subahdar
of Oudh, towards Patna during the third
week of December 17 42 created troubles for the
Patna factory in the following manner:'' The Chief and Council obliged to furnish
boats for Transporting his Forces cross .(across)_
26 8
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Tonea.h (?) river, his people commit outrages,
are under no command .... : ............. He forbid
all intercourse with Bengal. They are in a
manner confined to the Factory at Patna, could
not send goods away ............ " 271 Investments
from Patna fell short on account of these
troubles and also due to disputes with the Dutch.
No chintz (printed or spotted cotton cloth) or
Laocowries were available except only two chinted
handkerchiefs. 272 Three mud bastions and a
trench were erected at that time to the east
and south of the Patna factory. 273 On account
of Mr. Cole's maladministration of the Patna
factory , 274 the authorities in Calcutta ordered
him to come down to Calcutta with Mr. Eyre
after handing over the charge of that factory
to Mr. Pattie. Mr. Cole had not settled his
accounts with Omichand and other merchants
but had put all of them under confinement on
their raising clamours for it ; and they were
~·
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afterwards released by orders of the Nawab's
Government. These' happened in the month of
December 17 42, and since then up to .the 1st of
January, 1743, the accounts were adjusted by
arbitration and otherwise. 275 On 19th September
Mr. Barwell was appointed Chief of the Patna
factory with Messrs. Brown and Amyatt as
assistants.
In the year 17 44 the Patna factory '' prom:i:sed to procure saltpetre and piecegoods on cheapest and securest terms.'' 276 But the troubles
originating from the complaints of Deepchand 277a
and other assamies 277 against the conduct of
Mr. Cole continued. The Company appointed
supervisors to enquire into the matter, and the
Court of Directors ordered that the gentlemen
who were at Patna in Mr. Cole's time should
accompany the supervisors there in order to '' give
them their best assistance and informations in
the enquiry they were to make.'' 278 The Council
in Calcutta, therefore, decided to send Mr. Eyre
27 5
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to Patna and Mr. Pattie was asked to remain
there till the arrival of the '"supervisors ; 'Messrs.
Richard Becher
and William Baillie were also
II!
ordered to set out with the supervisors. When
the time for the supervisors' proceeding to Patna
drew near the Council in Calcutta asked Kasiram
Mitra, Mr. Cole's banian, on 21st July, 1746,
" to go with them and assist in clearing up the
Merchants and Assamies accounts 'there." 279 He
replied 'that he was Mr. Cole's servant and
could not go there without his orders. But as the
Court of Directors had sent strict orders for sending him to Patna along with the supervisors,
the Council decided to confine him in the factory
in Calcutta till they set out, and at the same
time ordered its Secretary to write to Mr.
Goddard, Mr. Cole's attorney, to attend the
Council next day for handing over all papers and
vouchers relating to the accounts of the Patna
assamies and merchants. 280 Next day Mr.
Goddard appeared before the Cal~utta Council and,
on being asked for the papers, he replied that ' he
would consider of it and give his answer in
writing.' So the Council received a letter from
Mr. Goddard, dated 23rd July-a letter which
was very long and was '' in no wise answering
the purpose.'' 281 On 25th July, the Council
made an enquiry from Kasiram Mitra as to
279
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what P,apers he could carry with him to Patna.
He replied that '' all his Books and Papers that
had escaped the fire at Patna were left l:>.,ehind with
Mr. Pattie who afterwards sent them down in
chests, that these chests were landed at the Factory and after the Books which belonged to the
Company were taken out the chests with the
remaining Books and Papers were delivered to
Mr. Cole who had them held up and that he
(Kasiram Mitra) has not seen since." ~
Mr.
Goddard also could not supply any such papers,
and thus no papers belonging to Kasiram Mitra
ever reached the Company.
On 11th August, 17 46, Ray Singh, the late
vakil of the Company at Patna, sent a peti~
tion, written in Persian language, to the President of the Council in Calcutta charging Mr.
Barwell, chief of the Patna factory, and also
Mir Assul, the then vakil of the Company at Patna,
with 'malpractices,' and, on appearing before the
Council, he swore to the truth of his statement. 288
The Council considered that it would be necessary
to give some encouragement to Ray Singh
" to assist the Supervisors in settling the
disputed accounts with Omichand, Deepchand, and
Assamies" and, therefore, " sent for him and
assured him that he should have his post of
Vacqueel (Vakil) again in case he proved what
2 2
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he -had asserted in his petition," 284 In the same
petition Ray Singh had also asked for the sum of
Rs. 4,000 which he had previously paid to the
gentlemen at the Patna Factory, and he produced
before the Council Mr. Cole' B certificate to the
effect '' that he had paid that Money and Mr. Cole
having credited Omichand (and) Deepchund's
Accounts by that sum which they refused to accept
of though they still detain in their hands Ray
Singh's note for that money which he borrowed
of them to pay the Durbar by Mr. Cole's
orders.'' 285 The Council agreed that the supervisors would be instructed to enquire into that
affair and that ''if they found it reasonable to
credit Omichand (and) Deepchund's Accounts with
that sum, they are to endeavour to get Ray Singh's
Note out of their hands and deliver it to him or
otherwise to do him justice in this point." 286 On
1st September, 1746, the instructions, orders and
papers for the supervisors proceeding to Patna
were read and signed by the Council and they were
ordered to proceed thither taking Kasiram Mitra
with them. They had to start so late (2nd
September) owing to scarcity of boats and dandis
(boatmen) which could be procured with great
difficulty. 287
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Th~ Supervisors arrived at Patna on 21st
October; Mr. Barwell made over charge of that
factory to Mr. Jackson; Messrs. Baillie and Gordon
took their seats at the Patna Board and one
Narsing, who had been formerly the Company's
under-vakil, was appointed "to transact the
(Company's) business at the (Nawab's) Durbar." 288
After examining the charges against Mr. Barwell,
article by article, the Council in Calcutta found
'' nothing criminal proved '' against him and
reappointed him in the month of December to the
chiefship of the Patna. factory asking him also
to join with the supervisors in enquiring into the
affairs concerning Mr. Cole's administration. 289 In
order to enable the supervisors to live in a respectable manner, the Council decided to pay them three
months' expenses at five hundred and eighty-five
rupees eight annas per month. 290
Before the supervisors examined Mr. Cole's
affairs, the latter had gone away to .Fort St. George
"in an ungentle and underhand manner inspite of
the President's strong remonstrances," which
meant that '' he was guilty and wanted to evade
coming to a fair Adjustinent." 291 He returned to
Calcutta on 8th October, 17 46, and was asked by
the Council to proceed to Patna for helping the
!88
289
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supervisors. He gave his answer in writing on
12th October; we do not know definitely what it
was.
In their letter of 9th November, 1746, the
supervisors at Patna informed the Council in
Calcutta that though for preventing quarrels with
the Nawab's government it might then appear
necessary to postpone the examination of Deepchand' s accounts till the saltpetre fleet was despatched, yet it would not be possible to make
delay for a long period, because Deepchand had
already applied to Haji Ahmad who had sent
frequent messages and orders to the supervisors for
settling Deepchand's accounts immediately, failing
which he threatened "to use them very ill." 202
This gave the supervisors '' but an indifferent
prospect.'' They solicited the instructions of the
Council in Calcutta as to how they should act if
Omichand and Deepchand did not settle their
accounts '' in a fair Mercantile way or make
demands on them no ways relating " to the
Company which, as the supervisors noted, they
had already begun to do by ''applying to them
about the Deposite made by them and their private
coneerns with Mr. Cole." 293 The President and
the members of the Council replied on 20th
November that they agreed to the proposal o£ the
~9!!
293
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supervisors that it would be better to defer'"entering into Deepchand's accounts till the saltpetre
was dispatched. They also informed the supervisors that if the government of Haji Ahmad
intervened and wanted them to act in a manner
that was not ' fair and mercantile ' they must not
comply with that, and that if they suffered any
violence on that account, then the Company
would apply to the N awab of Murshidabad
for redr~ss. It was noted that if the Nawab of
Murshidabad also joined in the viole,nce then
the Company would resist him and stand on its
defence, which they had been authorised to
do by the Court of Directors. The supervisors
were also authorised, in case of necessity, to
acquaint Haji Ahmad's darbar that the Company
was "ordered to make Reprisals in case any injustice be done to them," 294 because the Council
believed that such '' Information would be sufficient to prevent violence being offered as it has
been customary at these Durbars to allow Merchants
to settle their accounts in a fair manner whenever
it has been required by either party." 2g5 The
supervisors experienced great difficulties in settling
the accounts. They saw that the accounts delivered
by the merchants and the assamies to the former
supervisors had never been adjusted and did not
agree with the Company's accounts for the last ten
~94
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or twelve years. They could not :find any old
servant to help them in the matter, and on searching for books and papers belonging to the Patna
factory, Chuprah and Singhia, they were informed
by Messrs. Pattie and Eyre that all the papers
relating thereto belonging to Kasiram Mitra or
Shyam Mitra had been sent down from that place
and that they knew of no other books except translations of a few lying in the hands of Gokul Basak at
Singhia which could not be of much help in settling the accounts. Kasiram Mitra also told them
plainly that he had no papers or accounts and that
he could afford no other help than what he could
say from memory. 'rhe merchants and the assamie~:> who stood heavily indebted to the Company
had in general turned bankrupts, and so, even if
the supervisors could prove their indebtedness,
very little could be recovered and that probably not
without approaching the Nawab's government
which meant "furfller loss and expense.'' 296 In
their letter of 16th November, the supervisors
informed the Council in Calcutta of their difficulties in settling the accounts of the merchants and
the assamies for the last twelve years and solicited
definite orders as to how they should proceed. 297
While considering this letter, the Council summoned Mr. Cole and asked him if he had any books or
papers of Kasiram Mitra relating to the Company's
296
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affairs at Patna. Mr. Cole replied that be had
nothing in his possession and that all such books
and papers, except those which belonged to himself
and his private affairs, had been taken out of the
chests. But the Council informed the supervisors
that they should settle the merchants' and the
assamies' accounts in the best manner poss]ble
although little could be expected, because it thought
that "to prevent any after claims and demands
on. ··•n···(the Company) it was highly necessary
these Accounts should be adjusted and Acknowledgements taken for their balances." 298 The
supervisors again informed the Council on 19th
December that the "task of adjusting the
Merchants Accounts appears to them altogether
impracticable.'' 299 About the same time Mr. Jack·
son informed the Council through his letter, dated
26th December, that as soon as the saltpetre boats
had left Punerak, Omichand was asked to come
and settle his accounts ; he at first deferred it till
the arrival of his gomasta from Chuprah but
came afterwards to the English factory on 25th
December for settling his accounts though his
gomasta had not then arrived. Mr. Jackson was
himself ready to act jointly with Mr. Barwell in
settling the accounts but the latter did not like to
interfere in the matter. 300
2 98
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The affairs of the Patna factory engaged the
serious attention of the Council in the same month.
The supervisors repeated their opinion that it was
absolutely impossible to settle the merchants' and
the assamies' accounts there, and that receipts could
not be procured from them without spending
money at the Nawab's darbar, and that little or
nothing could be recovered from the debtors. So
the Council decided that "should the (Nawab's)
Governmen~ interfere in settling those Accompts
(accounts) or should Omichand, Deepchand make
any application to the Durbar or fly off from a
fair and Mercantile adjustment it would be then
time enough to desist from any further procedure,"
and informed tho supervisors to that effect. 801
Early in 1747 Mr. Barwell was removed from
the chiefship of the Patna factory and Mr. Jackson
was appointed in his p1ace. 302 'Phe Patna factory
was mainly concerned with the saltpetre business
and also with adjusting the accounts of Omichand,
Deepchand and other merchants. Omichand de·
sisted from settling his accounts and proposed to
refer these to the arbitration of the merchants and
shroffs there. When the supervisors referred the
matter to the members of the Council in Calcutta
through their letter of 7th February, 17 47, the
latter regarded it as a '' wholly unprecedented ''
so 1 Ibid, para. 195.

ao2 Letter to Court, lOth January, 1748.
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method. They argued that the Company .could
by no means submit its affairs to be " arbitrated
by the subjects of this country," 803 as, in their
opinion, according to the Firman (of 1716-17},
all merchants dealing with the Company were
required to settle their accounts in the Company's
factory and the government of the country was
thereby ''1 ordered to compell the merchants to do
so.'' 304 ~be Council ordered the supervisors
through their letter to them, dated 3rd March,
17 47, to "endevour to bring Omichand Deepchand
to comply therewith, which should they refus@.,
they must apply to the Government to oblige
them thereto,'' and also sent two letters from the
President of the Council, one to Nawab Allahvardi
and the other to Haji Ahmad which they were asked
to deliver if they could expect any benefit fro:m
that. Immediately after the receipt of this Jetter,
Omichand was called before the supervisors on
14th March but they could not prevail upon him
to settle his accounts. About applying to the
Nawab's government, as suggested by the Council,
the supervisors dreaded many ill consequences
from that step. They apprehended that ''' it would
:first be a means of Omichand' s gaining his Point
by an order from the Government for on application formerly made to them about some other merchants, accounts, the Nabob immediately ordered
30 3
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arbitrators to decide them which is the usual
step in the present case ...... For daily experience
shows that no good Issue can be expected unless
attended with proper presents which is always
the :first Introduction and which they imagined
from what they had observed there will not be
spared by their antagonists. That we (they)
well knew what slight obedience the Nabobs pay
to the present (imperial) Government and therefore it might be presumed little benefit would accrue from their mentioning King Furruckseer' s
Phirmaund." 305 Notwithstanding these reasons,
the Council in Calcutta again wrote to the supervisors at Patna on 24th April to approach the
Nawab's government unless they were wel1 assured
by their personal knowledge on the spot that it
would be of great disadvantage to the Company's
affairs. 306
Omichand and Deepchand proposed to send
down their gomasta Makum Singh to Calcutta
for settling the accounts. Makum Singh proceeded up to Hugli from which place he sent
a letter to the President of the Council in Calcutta
desiring to know from him if he could come to
Calcutta with safety. The President, with the
opinion of the majority in the Council, replied
to him enqqiring about the object of his visit to
305
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Calcutta. For want of papers or proofs in Calcutta
no settlement of the accounts could be effected
there. 807 On 28th October the gentlemen at the
Patna factory sent to Calcutta the papers of the
factory closed up to the 30th April by which there
appeared " wrote off in the Profit and Loss Article
one hundred and ten thousand, 1,10,000 rupees. 308
On 17th November the Council appointed Messrs.
Jackson, Dawson and Eyre (c to dissect the Profit and Loss Article of any three preceding years
since 1735 in order to form a judgement how this
Difference arises.'' 309 After having duly weighed
all affairs concerning the Patna factory, the
majority of the Council decided on the same day
that " the Gentlemen at Patna should hold themselves in readiness for withdrawing their Factory
some time in January next '' in case the Court of
Directors did not make any alteration in their
previous orders for that purpose. 310
The Patna factory remained in a distressed
condition throughout the year 17 48 owing to the
ravages committed by the rebellious Afghan generals
of the Nawab. 311 The English withdrew their
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factory from Patna in or about the year 17 50. 1112
Mr. Holwell put a motion in the Council in
Calcutta in the month of February, 17 53 818 for
reconsidering the establishment of the Patna
factory and the Court of Directors wrote to the
Council in their letter, dated 31st January, 1755,
to take this matter into consideration. About the
middle of the year 1757, Mr. Watts procured a
parwanah from the Nawab for re-establishing the
factory at Patna without any additional payment
to his officers and Mr. Pearkes was accordingly sent there. 814
About the beginning of the year 17 41, the
Dacca factory was permitted by
Dacca.
the Council in Calcutta to build
godowns at a cost of 8,000 rupees. 815 Mr. John
Gumley being appointed Chief of that factory on
the death of Mr. William Bucknall, proceeded
there on the lOth of August. 816 Various kinds of
cloths were sent by the Company to the Dacca
factory for flowering these on, and women were
employed for such work. When in the year 1741
the Council in Calcutta wrote to the Dacca factory
"to get the flowered and stitched cloths finished,'' 317
312
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the men of <that factory finding it impossible to get
that work finished by the women employed in that
factory contracted with the russagars (darners ;
darn= mend by interweaving yarn with needle across
hole), " who gave ' mutchulkas ' (written bonds)
to be answerable for any damage from the cloth
being torn or split.'' 318 The· gentlemen at that
factory then promised to send a good quantity of
flowered cloths if they were granted one year's time
like those in the French factory there, and the
authorities in Calcutta sent to them on 19th
November 4 bales of mulmuls and 7 bales of
dooreas for flowering these on. 319 They also " contracted for Puttan goods '' according to the list of
investment but on complaining that '' goods were
extravagant Dear'' were directed (by the Council)
to "go on in the best and cheapest manner.'' 320
In the month of August 17 42, the Dacca
factory agreed to send 300 pieces of nainsoaks
and 200 seerhandconnaes but noted that jamdanies
were not available there. 321 The authorities
in Calcutta sent to Dacca on 4th October
hummums (hamams) for flowering these on. 822
High price of cotton and dearness of provisions 823
Ibid, para. 105.
319 Ibid, para. 116•.
Letter to Court, 8th January, 1742.
32 1 Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, para. 61.
322 Ibid, para. 62.
32 3 Cotton was being sold at 33 rupees per maund and
rice of the most inferior quality at 30 seers per rupee.
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greatly enhanced the prices of some articles, and
their quality also deteriorated, particularly of the
lower sorts from Dacca. In the year 17 44 the
Calcutta Council " sent 'cossajitra doreas ' (striped
silk cloths manufactured at Kasijora in the
Midnapur diRtrict) to be flowered at Dacca.'' There
goods had been contracted by the English at last
year's prices, but as the Pathans, the Mughals and
the Armenians purchaRed there ' tanjeebs ' and
' mulmulls ' at any prices, the men of the English
factory experienced great difficulties in procuring
these goods. 821 In the next year thirteen bales of
cossajura rnulmulls and hummums were sent to
Dacca for flowering 32r, and on 25th October the factory there advanced Rs. 20,000 for pattan goods. 326
A fire at Dacca consumed the Company's
timbers and stores. Mr. Feake was sent there
on 18th March, and William W agan on 26th
Soptember. 827
The Chief of the Dacca factory informed the
Council in Calcutta on 21st November, 1746, about
the '' Mugs being very troublesome between that
place and Bakergunge and that they bad plundered
some Boats belonging to the English,'' and prayed for additional military help to be sent with
324
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shroffs would put forth their demands. 330 On
16th March, the Council sent to them 7 chests of
treasure, and 15 bales of 'dooreas' and 3 bales of
'humums' (thick cloths used as wrappers in the
cold season) for flowering, and at the same time
directed them that if the shroffs demanded the
interest money then they must endeavour to renew
the handnotes till they could be supplied from
Calcutta with money sufficient to pay them off. 1181
Un 11th April the Council sent to the Dacca
factory six chests of treasure and a bundle of velvets.382 ln the meanwhile the gomastas of the Seths
exerted great pressure for money and so the
gentlemen at the Dacca factory deferred sending
Rs. 40,000 to the Jugdea factory till they received
the Council's opinion. On 25th April the Council
ordered them to pay off the Seths with the money
which they had already received and to supply the
Jugdea factory with the promised sum as soon as.
they received Rs. 60,000 which had been despatched
to them from Calcutta on 11th April. 883 Again
on 16th and 25th July they wrote to the
Council " complaining that if money be not soon
sent them, they should be able to make but a small
investment and have no ' Puttun Goods ' and that
they could take no money there or at least under
330
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12 per cent. which if we (the Council) approved
of giving they would try what sums could be
had." 834 The Council wrote to the gentlemen at
the Cassimbazar factory to help the gentlemen at
the Dacca factory with money from Jagat Seth's
house ~5 and by about the 3rd week of August
the former received from the Cassimbazar factory
a note on Jagat Seth's house for 25,000 sicca
rupees which also, as they complained in their
letter to the Council of 23rd August, was to be of
little use for providing their investments. 336 On
15th November they represented to the Council
their inability "to proceed in their investment,
not having where-withal to defray their monthly
expenses, no one being willing to lend them one
Rupee as the Company's ships were not arrived
with treasure." 837
On 16th March, 17 48, they acknowledged the
receipt of Rs. 50,000 from the Cassimbazar factory
and informed the Council that they bad drawn the
following bills on the Company in favour of
Neamat Uttuk for Rs. 1,500, in favour of Kisban
Chand Datta Rs. ] , 750, in favour of LakshmiKanta Datta Rs. 750, in favour of Ramprasad
Ghose Rs. 500. 838 On 16th April the Council in
8
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Calcutta sent them 214 pieces of dooreas and
mulmulls for flowering these on and also 8 chests
of bullion. 839 They disposed of this bullion by
the middle of June, and we find that by the
middle of July their "business was at a stand·
still for want of money.'' 340 On 22nd September
the Council ordered them c' to get down their
flowered Goods by the last of October for the
dispatch of the Swallow Sloop." 341 According to
the orders of the Court of Directors, Mr. Nicholas
Clerimbault took over charge of the Dacca
factory in 1749 from Mr. Thomas Feake, who was
taken into the Calcutta Council. 342 That factory
remained in the same critical situation as in the
last year, and the gentlemen there wrote to the
Council that it was a " great favour that they
procure common subsistence. 348
The articles supplied by the Dacca Factory in
the year 17 51 proved to be of bad quality. On
14th September, 1752, Mr. Nicholas Clerimbault
wrote a letter to the Council in Calcutta containing his answers to the several remarks on their
investments of 1751. He pointed out therein that
on account of the ''emulation of the French lately
339
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settled (there), 343a and that the country cotton has
continued at an extravagant high price for near
three years past, they have been obliged to be less
severe in prizing the fine cloth of all sorts and
have been necessitated to take more the lower
letters of the fine cloth than they should have
done to prevent the Company being di8appointed
in quantity ordered." He further promised to
transmit to Calcutta his ''reasons either for
sending but a part of several articles entirely or
sending more of other thalli are ordered, and in
relation to the Alliballies, the deficiency of the fine
and overflow of super-fine was occasioned by the
Dellolls and Picars being deficient in the former,
and in lieu bringing in an overflow of the latter,
which had they not accepted of must have left
them considerably more indebted to the Company
that they· thought prudent.'' 344 Towards the end
of October, the Council in Calcutta thought of
sending 50 chests of Arcot rupees to the gentlemen
at the Dacca factory to enable them not only to
discharge the Company's debts to the Seths but
also to complete their investments for that and the
following season. 345 About the month of October,
343 a

It is clear from some French records that the
French also were very active in collecting investments in
those parts. Vide letters from the Chandernagore Council to
M. Albert, Commissioner of the French Company at Jugdea,
during 1750 and 1751 A.D., published in Correspondence
Chandernagore, etc., pp. 399-422~
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the Dacca dalals secured a parawanah from the
Nawab for having the " cloth business' of Jugdea
and all the Dacca Aurungs in their own hands." 846
The Dacca factory sent to Calcutta 112 bundles of
cloth and 1 bundle of musters under the care
of Sergeant Damy Davy 8( 7 on 26th October,
76 bales and a bundle of muster on 11th
December. 348
They sent a parcel of cloths to Calcutta on
25th February, 1753. But the members of the
Council in Calcutta, who had already informed
them that they would despatch the ' Oxford' by the
end of February, were highly enraged for the delay
in sending the goods and also because the cloths
had not been properly dressed. They, therefore,
sent these back to Dacca after a few days and also
sent there 20 chests of treasure for providing
investments. 349 The principal dalals and pykers
of the Company at Dacca refused to contract for
the Chandpur cloths (which the Court of Directors
wanted in large quantity) on the musters sent by
the Council in Calcutta to the gentlemen at
the Dacca factory, but they agreed to bring
cloths on different musters from Chandpur. The
musters for the latter kind· of cloths with fixed
346
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prices mark,ed on them were sent to the Council
by the gentlemen at the Dacca factory on lOth
June. 350 They also informed the Council that
they were trying to bring down the price of cloths
purchased for ready money '' in which they met
with some success, but by that means the cloth
came in exceeding slow the Dellols and the Picars
having taken back great quantities on account of the
low prices at which they had rated." 851 On 23rd
June the Council in Calcutta inspected the musters
of Chandpur cloths sent to Calcutta by the gentlemen at Dacca and informed the latter that these
were inferior to the musters which they had sent
to Dacca, and that "cloth might be cheaper
bought, and the quality better preserved if one
of their Council were sent to Chandpur to
purchase it on the spot besides the advantage
it would receive by being washed
and
dressed at the Aurung itself." 852 The Dacca
factors sent to Calcutta 87 bales of cloth on
6th September ~53 and 49 bales of cloth on lOth
October. The latter were inspected on 12th November by the members of the Council in Calcutta,.
who found that these '' were very ill-sorted (and
that there was) too great a difference from outside
30 o
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folds to the inside ones. The Baftas in particular
were very badly dressed the inside Folds very thin
and the Fabricks very bad.'' 354 They, therefore,
directed the Dacca factors not to procure those
cloths unless they could remedy the above defects.
'J.lhey also noted that '' the flowered work in general
was worked with too coarse a thread, the flowers very
indifferently worked and the inside one extremely
bad. The Tanjeebs and Terrendams have a
greater difference than usual between the inside
and outside Folds and the coarse threads were not
well packed out.'' 355 They, therefore, directed the
gentlemen at the Dacca factory " to be more careful in the Provision of their Investment for the
future, and that the complaints of the flowered
goods should be obviated, particularly that of
working the flowers with a coarse thread."
In the next year seventeen chests of Arcot
rupees and 10 chests of bullion were sent to Dacca
for investments. As the goods from the Dacca
factory for the last two or three years had been
very bad, so the Council in Calcutta sent to the
gentlemen there on 25th April some musters for
comparing these with their own goods in order to
be careful for the future. 356
We have already noted the distressed condition
of the Dacca factory during the Company's
354
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quarrels with Nawab Sirajuddowla. In the year
1762, that factory anticipated some troubles,
as we find in the following :- ' ' The various
rumours that prevail in the country and the
general insolence of the natives with the interruption put upon trade in general giving us reason
to suspect that we shall be engaged in troubles
when the season shall permit of carrying on
operation in the field, it has been agreed to
put the Dacca factory in a state of defence
and get sepoys from Chittagong.'' These troubles
actually came in 17 63 when that factory was
attacked by a body of sepoys and Mr. Leycester,
chief of the factory, left it. 857 The conduct
of Mr. Leycester was severely stigmatised by
the authorities in Calcutta and Clive noted
on 29th January, 1766 :-" Mr. Leycester's
behaviour at Dacca when he abandoned the
Factory which commanded a very considerable proportion of the Company's treasure and
merchandise would in all probability have lost
him the service, if General Carnac had not
prevailed upon Mr. Vansittart to let him soften
the paragraph written upon the subject in the
General letter." 358 During the year 17 64 Dacca
was subjected to the ravages of the dacoits
(robbers) and the properties of Mr. Ross were also
357
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plundered. But the Nawab of Bengal " ordered
Mr. Reza Khan to recover his losses and directed
him to call upon the assistance of the Dacca Factory for some scpoys to go in armed boats and
endeavour to discover and root out the dacoits." In
the year 17 61, Mr. Verelst, chief of the Chittagong
factory, had applied to the chief of the Dacca factory for ammunition. 359 The gentlemen at the
Dacca factory informed the Council in Calcutta on
9th February, 1764, that " they had despatched
Captain Grant to Islamabad with 4 companies oj
sepoys, rrwo guns, and an Howitzer giving him
directions at the same time to co-operate with the
Nabob's troops in reducing the Bambapore
Zaminder. That Mr. Cartier had been advised b~
Mr. Grant that the Zaminder had abandoned the
Kella on his bringing his Troops before it which it
did not lay in his power to prevent not having a
sufficient number of Men to invest the place and
that he was then employed in seeing the works
levelled. That they have now left at the Factory
Lieut. Dow, one sergeant, and three companies
of sepoys and that their military stores of every
kind being much reduced by the quantities returned
to Islamabad with Captain Grant.'' 860 The cloth
factory at Santipur had also
Sa.ntipur Factory.
some troubles in the year 17 64,_
as is clear from the letter, dated 6th November,
Chittagong District Records, Vol. I, p. 8.
sao Bengal Sedret Consultations, 13th :February, 1764.
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17 64, sent from the gentlemen there to the Council
in Calcutta : - ' ' Ramchandra Shah, the son of
Krishnachandra Shah, arrived in the Aurung with
two or three hundred horsemen, sepoys and Peons ;
about 50 persons entered our factory, and insisted
on our going with them to Ramchandra Shah;
and :finding that we refused to go, they forcibly
took away Manohar Bhattacharyya) our Gomastha,
who provides cotton yarn for the Company,
whereby the Company's business is stopP.,ed ; therefore, as we cannot perceive their design in the
present disorder, we despatch Haidiram Mukherji
and Gopal Bhattacharyya to inform you of the particulars, and hope you will take notice of the
same.'' 861
At the beginning of the year 17 41 the J ugdea
factory received 60,000 Arcot
Jugdea Factory.
rupees from the Council in
Calcutta along with a list of investments to be
collected there. 362 But the high price of cotton
and dearness of provisions affected that factory ; it
was not able to send to Calcutta in 1742 white
Bully Baftas (a kind of silk cloth) at all and
could send only 3,810 pieces of brown 'baftas'
of which 240 pieces were returned as being
too thin. On 30th September, 1742, ten Europeans were sent from Calcutta to Jugdea, as the
361

3 62

Calcutta Review, 1872, pp. 110-11.
Letter to Court, 19th February, 1761,

~para.

18,
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factory there had been attacked by the Mugs. 363 In
the year 17 44 the gentlemen at the factory promised to procure piece-goods on cheap and secure
terms but the dalals there '' could not undertake to
provide a full quantity of "Bully Baftas' as first
crop of cotton (was) almost spoiled by Hail." 364 In
the next year that factory was directed by the
Council in Calcutta to advance only small
sums at a time to the dalals and to send peons to
the aurungs to prevent the misuse of the sums.
On lOth May, the chief of the said factory informed the Calcutta Council that the dalals had brought
in goods of the value of Rs. 7,006-12-6 on account
of their balances, which reduced their ba1ances to
Rs. 68,846-11-3 and that they offered to enter into
an obligation to pay Rs. 10,000 every year. The
Calcutta Council approved of this. 36" Mr. Charles
Hampton went there on 8th ApriV60
On 22nd February, 1745, the Council in
Calcutta sent to the Jugdea Factory 50000 Arcot
rupees for beginning their investments. On the
5th of April the chief of the J ugdea factory wrote
to the Council asking for another supply of
Rs. 50,000 which was forwarded to him on lst
May next since when the Council received from
Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, para. 85. The
French at J ugdea also apprehended similar incursions of the
Mugs during the years 1750 and 1751, Correspondence·
Chandernagore, etc., pp. 397-99 and 410-11.
3 64 Letter to- Court, 3rd August, 17 44, para. 21.
3 65 Letter to Court, 11th August, 1745, para. 13.
3 6 6 Ibid, paras. 88-89,.;
363
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there 652 bundles of cloth amounting toRs. 54,9684-0. On 15th May, the Council received a letter
from Mr. Humphry Bellamy, Chief at J ugdea,
dated 28th April, along with a copy of the
accounts of that factory up to 31st March. It was
noted in the q,ccounts that out of the old balance
of dasmasa rupees (:fifty-nine thousand six hundred
and eighty and six pice) due from the dalals, they
had paid dasmasa rupees nine thousand one
hundred and sixty-six ten annas and nine pice,
goods of the value of which was forwarded to
Calcutta, and that they had promised to pay eight
hundred and thirty-three rupees five annas three
pice by the end of April, which was to "" make up
the ten thousand rupees agreeable to their con-;
tract." 367 In their letter, dated 9tli October,
17 46, the gentlemen there desired '' a further
supply of 60,000 Rupees to be sent them '' as the
dalals had promised to deliver up to that amount
for that year's shipping. 368 On 29th Ociober the
Com1cil replied to them that according to their
desire it had ordered the gentlemen at the Dacca
factory "' to supply them with 50,000 rupees as
soon as it comes to their hands from Cassimbazar
and directed them to keep strictly ...... (the) orders
of the home in not advancing money for Goods
but to pay for them as they were brought into the
367
368

Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747, para. 67.
Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, para. 20,
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House." 369 In the month of December, the Council
received from the Jugdea factory 3,099 pieces of
Chandpur baftas, which being duly packed was
sent to England. 870
At the beginning of the year 17 47 the gentlemen at the J ugdea factory wrote to the Council
in Calcutta for money in order to carry on their
investments. The articles sent from the Jugdea
factory could be purchased at a much higher price
in Calcutta ; so the Council agreed on 3rd March
to send 60,000 sicca rupees to the gentlemen at the
Dacca factory in response to their separate request.,
"'with orders to send Current Rupees 40,000 to
J ugdea if to be had otherwise such Rupees to that
amount as were most proper and keep the temainder for their own occasions." 371 At the same time
the Council sent the list of investments to the
gentlemen at the J ugdea factory and "ordered them
to begin and provide goods for ready money,
expressly forbidding them the advancing any on
Dadney." 872 On 23rd March
the
Council
acknowledged the receipt of a letter and of 17 5
bales of baftas (a kind of mixed silk and cotton
cloth) from J ugdea and sent there a new list of
investments. 373 Mr. Thomas Bellamy was appointed
369
3 70

371
372
37 3

Ibid, para. 21.
Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747, para. 73.
Letter to Court, lOth February, 1748, para. 56.
Ibidil
Ibid, para. 56.
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a member of the Jugdea factory in place of Mr,
Paul Richards Pearkes who bad been transferred
to Dacca because of the death of Mr. John Smith,
a member in that factory. By the end of May
the gentlemen at the J ugdea factory were able
to realise Rs. 10,000 of the old debts from
the merchants. But the dalals there expressed
their inability to transact business '' in any
other Method than bas been practised two years
before, which bas been by advancing money in
small sums and they humbly petition this method
may be continued otherwise they should be com~
pelled to seek some other protection.'' 374 The
Council had at last to submit to this but it directed
the gentlemen at the J ugdea factory through their
letter, dated lOth June, ".to beware to have the
goods for the money they advanced, All or near all
in before they advanced any fresh sums.'' a75 The
gentlemen at the Jugdea factory sent to Calcutta
116 bundles of cloth on 30th April and 53 bundles
on 18th June, and in their letter to the Council,
dated 4th July, they acknowledged the receipt of
4,000 Arcot rupees from Dacca. In another
letter, dated 7th July, they noted that they bad
advanced Rs. 2, 000 for gurrahs to be made of
coarser and rounder thread and that they would
be able to provide 25,000 pieces of that sortment,
to make an increase in the quantity of baftas and to
3 74
375

Ibid.
Ibid, para. 58.
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make an investment to the:::amount of Rs. 5,00?000
if they were supplied with 1 lac or li lacs of
rupees when the Company's ship would arrive. 376
They also informed that they would '' pay strict
obedience to the directions and orders " contained
in the Council's letter of lOth June. Six chests
of bullion were sent by the Council in Calcutta to
the gentlemen at the J ugdea factory on 14th
April, 1748, and on 14th August they were directed to send down aH the brown cloth they had
made ready for chinting.a77 Both the Dacca and
the J ugdea factories were at that time exposed to
the depredations of the Mugs from Arracan and
Chittagong. 378
In the next year the gentlemen at the J ugdea
factory sent 133 bundles of brown cloth and 3
tuclctaes (taktis) of white cloth which reached
Calcuttlt on 12th July. 370 On the retirement of
Mr. James Blackford and Mr. Thomas Bellamy,
Mr ..William Baillie was appointed as the chief
and Mr. Charles Stafford Play.dell his second in
that factory. 380 By the year 17 51 the gentlemen at that factory were able to encourage the
weavers to establish a new aurung ''by which
376
377

37 8
379

380

Ibid, para. 60.
Letter to Court, 19th November, 1748, paras. 75
and 76.
Lettnr to Court, 27th January, 1749, para. 10.
Letter to Court, lOth August, 1749, para. 24.
Ibid.
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means their business was a good deal expedited
and they had increased the Investment 30,000
rupees more than it has ever been there having in,
that time invested about two Laack of Rupees." 381
But they were suffering various inconveniences
from the "ruined circumstances " of their dalals,
no one of whom (of any credit) being ready to
undertake the mal1Jagement of the Company's
business unless their factory was removed to
another place. So on 27th August, 1752, they
recommended that point to the consideration of
the members of the Council in Calcutta. 382 On
27th September the latter received 90 bundles and
5 tucktaes of cloth from that factory 383 and
sent there eight chests of Arcot rupees on 2nd
October. 384 The investments received from the
J ugdea factory in 17 52 were inferior in quality to
those of the former years, particularly th~ baftas.
The members of the Council in Caleutta, while
examining those goods, noticed a great difference
in sorting them and therefore sent back 925 pieces,
which were damaged and much torn, to the gentlemen there for inspection and at the same time
sent them strict orders to be particular in sorting
the goods and also in returning to the dalals all
381
3!12
383
384

Letter to Court, 2nd January, 1752, para. 61.
Consultations, 25th September, 1752.
Consultations, 28th September, 1752.
Consultations, 23rd October, 1752.
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such pieces as were not agreeable to musters. 385
About the removal of the factory they wrote to
the gentlemen there to consult those at the Dacca
factory about it and to be careful about not incurring thereby heavy expenses for the Company. Accordingly Mr. Playdell went from Jugdea to Dacca.
The gentlemen at. the Jugdea factory wanted
to remove their factory to Mutlubgunge while
those at Dacca preferred Oollinda 386 as the latter
place was "a considerable mart for Baftaes, about
five hours' distance from Jugdea and situated in
the midst of their cloth Aurungs.'' 887 The gentlemen at the Dacca factory wrote to tho Council in
Calcutta on 17th October that the removal of the
Jugdea factory to Mutlubgunge which was within
a day's journey from Dacca " must greatly prejudice and obstruct their investment, make the goods
much dearer and expose the Hon'ble Company to
a very great additional and unnecessary charge;
that as Mutlubgunge iR so considerably distant
from Jugdea and the other Baftae aurungs, they
can as easily provide those goods from Dacca as
any set of gentlemen could do from Mutlubgunge
and with this advantage at a very trifling charge
without risking the extqrtions of a Durbar ...... That
among other inconveniences which would attend
ss n Consultations, 30th October, 1752.

sss Ibid.
Cons.:ultatio:p.s, 23rd October, 1752.
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setting this new factory, it would occasion a rise
in the price of cloth provided for the Company at
Dacca, as they have experienced within these few
years from a French gentleman having settled at
Serampore near Chandpore which has occasioned
a considerable advance in the price of dimities
and other cloths purchased at that and the
neighbouring Aurungs '' 388 According to the
orders of the Council they recommended one
Paramananda as a dalal to Mr. Baill!e, who bad
come to Dacca from J ugdea in July. Towards
the end of December, the gentlemen at the
Dacca and the J ugdea f<:tctories, in concurrence
with Paramananda dalal, agreed to transfer
the Jugdea factory to Luckipur .389 Paramananda
declared that he would be able " with proper
conveniences to carry on the Hon'ble Company's business of the Factory at this place ''
and that he would " enlarge its investment to four
lacks of rupees annually.'' 390 The gentlemen at the
Dacca factory requested the Council in Calcutta
through their letter, .dated the 1st of January,
1753, to apply to the Nawab of 11urshidabad for
their settling at Luckipur '' in order that they may
have no impediment from the (local) Government
of Jugdea." 891
sss
389
390

Consultations, 23rd Octo'ber, 17152.,
Consultations, 8th January, 1753.
Ibid.
391

Ibid.
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On 28th October the gentlemen at the J ugdea
factory tried to explain the defect in the quality
of their investments by informing the Council of
the ''very extraordinary rise of cotton there that
tho value of their bajtaes was increased a,bout 20 per
cent. beyond their general price, since which
cotton has had no fall and rise which was then as
usual at near two maunds for a rupee has rose to
25 seers, so that the manufacture of a piece of
.~ugdea clotiJ from two annas has rose to five
annas. That these inconveniences occasion rise in
their baftae.s in the whole of the above 25 per
cent. and as notwithstanding they have their
cloth at its old price so the defect in quality will
appear they hope as ought to be expected.'' 392 On
22nd November the Council in Calcutta received
five tuclctacs of cloth 803 and on 7th December
314 bales and 1 tuclctae of cloth form Jugdea. 39(
As the time for the incursions of the Mugs was
drawing near, tho gentlemen at the Jugdea factory
requested the Council in Calcutta in their letter
of 16th November "to order the pinnace to be
with them by the end of next month for the safe
conveyance of their cloth and a chest of good
povyder with a lattorn (lantern) or two.'' 305 Again
392
393
39-11

39~

Consultations, dated 13th November, 1752.
Consultations,,27th November, 1762.
Consultations, 7th December, 1752.
Co!lsultations, 4th December, 1752.
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in their letter, dated 3rd December, they requested
the Council to permit them '' a rise of 10 or 15
per cent. in the stated prices of their cloth " by
which means they thought they would be able "to
remedy that defect in it complained of by the
Council for these eight or ten years past." 396 On
17th December Messrs. Baillie and Playdell wrote
from J ugdea to the Council in Calcutta that they
had selected a place near Ramnaut Colly (Kuli)
for removing their factory, but the gentlemen at
the Dacca factory wrote on 19th December that
the said place was '' unfit for a settlement there
having so much of the land tore away by the
waters'' and that they preferred I.Juckipur, a place
nearer Jugdea than Ramnaut Colly. 397
On 19th February, 17 41, orders for investments
were sent by the Council in
Balasore factory and C l tt
Bulrumgurry factory.
a CU a t 0 th e B al asore fac t·ory
and also 13 soldiers to protect
398
The Company's Chief at that factory conit.
tracted for the full quantity as ordered in the
list. 399 On 19th March of the same year the
factory began proposals for contract, which continued till 26th March and at last a contract was
made for '' Cossaes Maida 40 and 2 at 21 Rupees
396
397
398
399

Consultations, 17thDecember, 1752.
Consultations, 28th December, 1752.
Letter to Court, lUh December, 1741, para. 96.
Ibid, ps.ra.. 107.
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8 Annaes (annas) and A (refers to the best sort)
Cossaes Malda 40 and 2-! at 24 rupees the 'A'
Cogmaria 40 and 2-! at 9 Rupees 2 Annaes the _('lA•)'
Serry (sari) at 70 per Oorge
Fine (sari} at 90
Orna 2! at 9·4 and 2 Ci(o)vid at 8'4 per piece." 400
In the month of January, 1742, the Balasore
factory received Rs. 24,000 from Calcutta along
with the list of investments for that ~ear. But
the investments there suffered that year from
dearness of provisions ; the weavers of that
place could get rice at the rate of 10 seers per
rupee. 101 There the ':' price of cowries broke at
33 pun for Madras rupee '' owing to the arrival
•
of two Maldavia (Maldive) ships on 12th September.402 Mr. Feake, Chief of that factory, "had
trouble with the (native) Government about one
Huge Wynn falsely accused of Robbing the French
Company, the Phousdar demanded Gunpowder
or 50 maund saltpetre which was refused."- 403
A Portuguese, who had taken shelter in that
factory, was forcibly taken out by the native
Government's faujdar, who also compelled Mr.:
Feake to pay him Rs. 1,_300. 404 Being informed
~oo

Ibid, para. 99.
Letter to Court, 3rd February, 17 43, para. 65
02
~
Ibid.
40 s Ibid, parQ.. 82.
4~~ Ibid, para. 83.:
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of these the authorities in Calcutta sent there 12
sol(tiers in the month of November. 405 In spite of
the various disturbances for the two following
years, that factory continued to make contracts
for goods with the merchants. 406 Mr. Henry
Kelsall went as an assistant to the Balasore factory
on 26th February,: 1745. Mr. Heath, Chief of
that factory, informed the Council on 16th May,
17 45, that he had advanced Rs. 10)000 for
cloths ; 407 he had also contracted for 100 tons of
cowries at 36 pun per rupee. 408
On 4th March, 1746,_ the Council in Calcutta
sent the list of investments for that year to the
Balas ore factory and also Rs. 30,000. 409 On the
5th of May, 1746, Mr. Heath wrote to the Council
in Calcutta for sending down to him a party of
twenty soldiers for the protection of the factory there
aga~nst the a insolence of the country Government." 409a His request was complied with on 22nd
May. On the 11th of September next the Council
received a letter from Mr. James Altham, who had
succeeded Mr. Heath as chief of that factory,
containing a request for a supply of Rs. 15,000
to purchase cowries and to meet the expenses
to 5
406
407
408
409
409a

Ibid, para. 84.
Letter to Court, Srd August, 1744, para. 22.
Letter to Court, 11th August, 174•5, para. 14.
Letter to Court, 31st January, 1746, para. 150.
Letter to Court, 30th November, 1746, para. 19.
Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747, para. 79.
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of the factory. Accordingly on 21st October,
the Council sent to Balasore Rs. 5,000 more
' for the running charges of the factory.'
As
Mald,iva cowries could be purchased in Calcutta at
the rate of 38 pun 110 for a Madras rupee, which was
''cheaper than what could be procured at Ballasore
besides saving the risque (risk) of them," the
ConnciJ agreed to purchase the 25 tons of cowries
ordered in Calcutta at tbat price and forbade Mr.
Altharn to purchase these at Balasore.m
Mr. Heath, after coming back from Patna
on account of ill health, again took charge of the
Balasore factory from Mr. James Altham according to the orders of the Calcutta Council of 21st
January, 1747.412 On 21st March, the Council in
Calcutta directed Mr. Heath '' to provide as many
Goods as possible without advancing Dadney .418
On !Rt August Mr. Heath wrote to the Council
asking for a Rupply of money to carry on the investments there. The Council permitted him to
draw there a bill on the Company, and so he drew
8,000 Madras rupees in favour of one Bhagabat
Pal.n1 The Council also sent back to him 27 bales
41

° '' A sum of eighty,

Kauri shells, equal to twenty

gundas, and of which sixteen are ('lqual to a Kahan."-

Wilson's Glossary, p. 393.
411 Letterto Court, 30th November, 1748, para. Hl.
41 2 Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1747, para. 168.
4!3 Letter to Court, lOth January, 1748, para. 162.
414 Ibid, paras, 166 and 1_69.
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of brown cloth, which had been received that year
from that factory but which could not be properly
whitened and dressed in Calcutta, with directions to
get these whitened at Balasore and then to send
these back to the Council in proper time. 415 He
promised to do that in his letter to the Council,
dated 5th October. 416 But he retired soon from the
Chiefship of that factory and Mr. Kelsall was
appointed in his place in the month of December.
On 31st March, 17 48, 1 chest of bullion was
sent to Mr. Kelsall at Balasore, but the latter
wrote for a fresh supply of money on 15th
September whereupon the Council forwarded to
him 4,000 Arcot rupees on 3rd October.
On 20th March, 1749, the Council in Calcutta
sent the list of goods to be provided that year at
Balasore to Mr. Henry Kelsall cc: with orders to
comply therewith as near as possible and at the
same time sent him a chest of Rupees.'' 417 But
the factories at Balasore and Bulrumgurry were
subject to frequent harassments at the hands of
the Maratha invaders and could not collect investments up to any satisfactory quantity. In the year
1754 a large balance, exclusive of what had been
advanced for sannoes to the gomastas at the Chumra
aurung, remained in cash at the Bulrumgurry
415
416
417

Ibid, paras. 166 and 167.
Ibid, para. 169.

Letter to Court, lOth August, 1749, para.. 22.
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factory. The Council in Calcutta asked Mr.
McGuire, Chief of that factory, on 11th March,
to make a "'catalogue of what quantity of goods
ordered in the list of Investment he could provide,''
and to return to Calcutta "'the surplus reserving
no more than sufficient for such a provision.''
The Council also noted that the Olmorra goods
sent from that factory to Calcutta did not answer
the expectations of the members. Mr. McGuire
replied on 30th March that " he contracted with
the weavers for the whole of the sannoes Investment which amounted to Rs. 30,000 '' and that he
was extremely sorry for the badness of the 01morra
goods, which was due to the fact that •'the country
round about having been infested with Marattoes
the last year prevented him from inspecting into
the manufactures there in person agreeable to his
Intentions which he proposed to do this season as
the Marattoes ha,d left the province and should set
out for that Aurung the next day '' where he would
wait for the orders of the Council to know if he will
contract for chuclclaes piniascoes and ginghams 418
upon last year's musters. In the year 1760 " four
or five hundred Mahrattas were arrived at Balasore
and had action with Meer Abdulram Khan,_ the
.us " A kind of stuff described in Draper's DictionarY,
as made from cotton yarn dyed before being woven. The
Indian ginghams were apparently sometimes of cotton mixt
with some other material. "-Hobson-Jobson, P• 287.
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Phousdar there ; on both sides many men were
slain and wounded, and Meer Abdulram Khan
was made prisoner and carried away. The
President of the Calcutta Council thereupon
sent 3 companies of sepoys to Midnapur " to
reconnoitre the roads.'' 419
4r9

Long, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 239.

CHAPTER

III

COMMERCIAL RELATIONS

I.-Asiatic and Inter-Provincial Trade
of Bengal in the Mid-Eighteenth Century.

SECTION

-

"Begg.!!J_Jrom the mildness -------of its climate, the
fertility of its soil, and thenatural history of the
------; Asiatic.----·-·ni~d~~'---~~S~a~s ~~~~~kable
fur its commerce.' ' 1 Grose re----------marks that ''the trade of Bengal supplied rich
cargoes for :fifty or sixty ships yearly.'' 2 She
carried on a vigorous trade with
Vigorous
Asiatic
• .
.
trade in the mid-eight- the other Asmtw countries, and
eenth century;
.
.
accordmg to Dow, durmg the
first half of the 18th century, (' the balance of
trade was against all nations in favour of Bengal ;
and it was the sink where gold and silver disappeared without the least prospect of return.'' 8
The exports of Ber~_g_~L~Q_~he Gulfs of J;'MSia_and
;x:~:~~~:~~:1 :-Ar~~i:~-w~e ~~ry~~at and she
the ;Asiatic coun~r~es supphed Arabm, Persta,, ~urkey,
sent m large quantities ; G
.
A
.
d " h
eorg1a,
rrnema an
t e
lesser Asia'' with her manufactures and brought
1

--·-----------~-··--·--·---·-·---·-

..._

Dow's JiindoostCl!n, Vol. I, ciii.
Voyag,e to the East Indies, Vol. II, p. 238.
3
Op. cit. Taylor, A Descriptive and Historical
Acco:ur~,t of the Cotton Manufacture at Dacca, p. 66.
2
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home annually coffers of gold. 4 She had also a
flourishing trade with the EastA flourishing trade
with the Malayan and
ern Kingdoms of Asia, the
Philippine island~!.
Malayan and Philippine islands. 5
At least down to the year 17 56 ',. the coasts of
Coramondel and Malabar, the gulf of Persia and
Red Sea, nay eveill Manilla, China and the coast of
Africa were obliged to Bengal for taking off their
cotton, 6 pepper, drugs, fruits, chank, cowries, tin,
etc., as on the other hand they were supplied from
Bengal with what they could not well be without,
such as raw silk and its various manufactures,
opium, vast quantities of cotton cloth, rice, ginger,
turmeric, long pepper, etc., and all sorts of
gruff goods." 7 Sugar was also one of the most
4
'' All the European companies formed their investments with money brought into the country; the Gulphs
(the two Gulphs of Mocha and Persia) poured in their
treasures into this river (Ganges), and across the continent,
an inland trade was driven to the westward to the extra·
mity of the Kingdom of Guzzerat. "-Letter from the
Select Committee to the Honourable the Court of Directors,
dated Fort William, 26th Sept., 1767; vide Verelst's
View of Bengal, Appendix, p. 59; Hill's Bengal, Vol. III,
p. 216.
5
Dow's Hindoostan, Vol. I, cii.
6
It is important to note that Bengal had thus to
import cotton from outside. Thus the native production of
cotton (Rennel's Joumals) was not sufficient for her extensive manufacture.
7
Causes of the loss of Calcutta by David Rannie,
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important commodities of trade between Bengal and
these different countries. Thus almost every year
('number of Persians, Abyssinians, Arabs,_ Chinese,
Guzrats, Malabarians, Turks,_ Moors, Jews,
Georgians, Armenians and merchants from all
parts. of Asia " poured into BengaJ,B while Bengal
also gave her products and manufactures to them. 9
Th~)~!J>Sl!J:Ili!i_~~~.?~~~~
Trade with Kashmir
in
Tibet had
tb(3!r a,g13_:g,t~_sta,~i<:>~:
and Tibet.
--- --ed
B~~gal and the principal

-1n

ar~~c~~~-QL~~!'~~~J1clise!)~twe~iJ3~ii_~~ ill~-~~f~

-:;ere " broadcloth, attei~- -~kins, neel (indigo),
pearls, coral, amber and other heads of chank,
spices, tobacco, sugar, ---------·--Maida stri[Jed sattins/ and
a few white cloths chiefly coarse ; the returns are
made in gold dust, musk and cow-tails." 10
.

-~

·-·

·--~....._-

Hill's Bengal in 1"156-1757, Vol. III, p .. 390; Grose, op. cit.,
Vol.- II, p. 235.
8
Grose, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 234.
9
Mr. Scrafton has expressed, 'till of late years
inconceivable numbers of merchants from all parts of
Asia in general as well as from the rest. of Hindustan
in particula.r, sometimes in bodies of many thousands
at a time, used annually to resort to Bengal with little else
than ready -money or bills to purchase the produce of
those provinces. '-Bolts, Considerations on Indian Affairs,
P,· 21.

o Memorandum by Mr. Bogle on the Trade of Tibet,
ln'dian :Historieal Quarterly, June 1933.
I
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But a variety of political circumstances, affect. . Circumstances
. .
ing· seriously. the destinies and
v a,rwus
checked the progress internal
conditions of those
of this commerce : · ·
.
··
·
different states, gradually checked the progress of this vigorQUS commerce. Dow
has summarised the situation ·in the Asiatic countries in the following few lines : -.
" Persia, about 30 years ago a great and
flourishing empire) has been torn
(a) Disorders and
anarchy in the Asiatic
to
pieces and almost depopulated
countries.;
by the cruelties of Nadir Shaw ;
and since his assassination '(17 47 A.D. h by unremitting civil wars. The few inhabitants who
escaped the rage of the sword sit down in the
midst of poverty.
Georgia and Armenia who
shared in the troubles of Persia, shared also her
untoward fate. Indigence has shut up the doors
of commerce ; vanity has disappeared with wealth
and m(m content themselves with the coarse manufacture of their native countries. The Turkish
empire has long declined on its southern and eastern frontiers. Egypt rebelled : Babylonia, under
its Basha, revolted. The distracted state of the
former has almost shut up the trade by caravans,;
from Suez to Cairo ; from the latter of which, the
manufactures of Bengal were conveyed by sea to
all the ports of the Ottoman dominions. The
rapacity of the Basha of Bagdad, which is in·
creased by the necessity of keeping a great standing
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force to support his usurpation, has environed with
terror the walls of Bussora, which circumstance
has almost annihilated its commerce with Syria ....
'f1rade is in a manner unknown ; the merchants of
Bussorah are ruined; and there were, last year, in
the warehouses of that city, of the manufactures
of Bengal, to the value of two hundred thousand
pounds, which could not be sold for half the prime
cost." 11 The trade of Bengal with the kingdom
and islands of eastern Asia was also on the decline,
if it had not come to a standstill. The political
crises and upheavals in Bengal
. (b) Political ehanges had also some share in causing
m Bengal.
this decrease of her Asiatic commerce. No sooner had the storms of the Marattha
invasions blown over her and the tactful Nawab
Allahvardi had closed his eyes for ever., than she
heard again the thundering of the cannon at
'ranna's Fort., at Budgebudge in Calcutta,_ and on
the field of Plassey. The victory of the English
at Plassey brought her face to face with the difficult problem of adjusting herself to new circumstances, while it increased the prestige and power
of the English trading company
Bengal's commerce
to a considerable degree. Both
under the control of
the Company's ·people.
at home and abroad her commerce came to be entirely transferred into the
hands of the Company's people.
ll

Dow's ,Elindoostan, Vol. I, pp. cxiv-cxvi.
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In 17 58 some of the ' free merchants ' in
Calcutta sent a petition to Robert Clive, putting
forth their grievances with regard to the trade in
the Persian Gul£. 12 This trade was on the downward path/8 which was .due, as they argued, to the
heavy imposition of port duties at Surat and Bussarah. In 17 55 a ship had sold at Surat to the
amount of Rs. 54,481 upon which the charges of
merchandise (exclusive of commission and the
ship's charges for ballast, water> etc.) were Rs;
6,3{)0 which was nearly 12 per cent. of the
produce ; Rs. 34,859 were invested upon which
the export charges were Rs. 3,699. In 1754
some piecegoods were sent in a boat from ,
Bushire to Bussorah ; they were sold for
95,736 ' M amoodys ' upon which the charges of
merchandise were 9,352 Momoodys or 9-f per cent.
and this exclusive of commission ; '' but had
Long, op. cit,, pp. 169-73.
Within these twenty years there has been from
this port eight to ten sail of ships to Surat and three, four or
five to Bussorah in one season (though the French at that
time were trading largely to these ports as well as we) and
for the first three years of Mr. Wake's Government at
Bombay we are well informed that his Surat consulage ~
2 per cent. amounted from thirty-eight to iorty-three
thousand Bombay rupees annually, whereas Mr. Bourchier
does not now re'deive t~n. One to two ships with a small
~toek .filled up with '}.foor's freights being all that now g008
to Surat and of ships that go into the gulf of Persia..few
m~ke anY, sales p,t G.ambroo~ or Bu~~or~h. !!-Ibid.
I

z

13

''
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the goods been gruff or had the ship gone to

Bussorah, the charges would have been greatly
increased by the Bussorah's present house rent
etc., expense~.'- pilotage, etc." The British traders
were not thus . able to stand in competition with
the French or the Dutch, as the latter had not
to pay such duties. by 3 or.4 per cent. at Surat
or 3 p.c.> at Bussorah but had only to pay 3 p.c.
to the Turks. Especially the , Dutch traders
had great advantages over the English traders.
The Dutch had settled and made a free port of
the Island of Carrack (about 30 leagues from
.Bussorah River) where the charges of merchandise
were lower ; aud moreover, though they paid
customs to the Turks, yetby '' lumping with the
country Government they scarcely payed 2 p.c.
on imports, and as much upon exports, the whole
about 3! 'to 4 p.c." The English traders, on the
other hand, paid 3! pe~ cent. export duty on rice}.
2 per cent. on all other goods and 1 per cent. upon
all imports ; in all about 3-! or 3! p.c. ; the
difference of t or i per cent. that the Dutch paid
more than the English was " a trifle when com~
pared to the great ad vantages they reap by their
trade from Batavia in the valuable articles of
sugar, arrack, timber,_ rattana,_
Complaint of the
" free "merchants ''
pepper, etc." Having all those
in CalCutta against
arguments in their favour, the
high duties
for
Asiatic trade and
petitioners prayed that the followtheir petiti<Jn ·fer
certain regulations.
ing regulations might be passed1.
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viz .•. that to trade to every Port in India where
owners may choose .to send their ships be free
to all English vessels ; that no further restraints nor duties be laid on trade anywhere in
India, on the contrary that duties be considerably
lessened at Bombay, Surat and Bussorah for
reasons already mentioned'; also that the 3 p.c.
advance duty on Malabar pepper be taken off at
Smat because the Hon'ble Company get not a
grain of pepper more by it at Tellicherry, and
it only prevents an Englishman from trading in
an article that every Banyan trades in ; that. proper
encouragement may be given to retrieve the
valuable manufacture of sugar, unaccountably lost
in this place (which by causing a great export of
rice, enhances the price of labour arid c<msequently
of all other gruff piece-goods and raw silk), ·
particularly that no export nor import duties be
levied upon Bengal sugai·, at any English settlement for ...... years. That due encouragement,
be given for to manufacture sugar, arrack, etcoo
at Bengal for that place may soon be brought to
rival Batavia and greatly increase trade. And
lastly, that the following orders obtained from the
Hon'ble Company rriany years ago (and since
turned to the ruin of trade) be revoked, viz, the
order that no person without permission from the
President shall remain in the rainy season: at Surat
nor at any subordinate factory in India, except
the Hon'ble Company's servants pelonging to the
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Presidency under whose direction the subordinate
is. 'rhe order for all captains and supercargos at
Gambron to reside in the factory and sell their
goods in presence of the chief. The order made
lately at Bombay for no Englishman at Bussorah,
etc., to apply to the country Government for
recovery of debits, etc., but through the President." u
We do not know whether these regulations were
ever passed, but gradually the British East India
Company established its exclusive
The Company
right of exporting piece-goods to
established its en·
elusive right of
the
markets of Bussorah, Jidda, and
exporting
piece·
goods t.o the Asia·
Mocha. For the disposal of the goods
tic countries.
of this joint concern, the Governor
and Council of Calcutta fitted out ships generally
known by the name of the ' freightships ' on which
the goods were first shipped, and the remainder of
the tonnage was filled up on freight. All these
affairs were managed by a member of the Council
in Calcutta, who was " 1 acting owner " and kept
a warehouse for this purpose generally known in
Calcutta by the name of '· freight warehouse.'
Bolts has described the anomalies and abuses that
this practice produced in the following language :
:-''Frequent instances have been known of
the goods of private merchants, even Europeans,
but particularly of those belonging to Armenians,
Moguls, Gentoos, being in consequence of this
H

Lo~g,

op. cit., pp._171-72.
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monopoly, stopped on the public road, and by
force carried to the freight warhouse and the
proprietors of such goods have
Evils of this monobeen obliged contrary to their
poly according to Bolts.
wills ;to see their goods shipped
on vessels they had not a good opinion of, and
geiBg e:n voyages whose destination and management were often contrary to their own ;private
scheme of trade ; in consequence of which unwarrau.table )proceedings, those merchants have
fl:e<Juenflly lost .their sales, have had .their goods
darm.aged ... a:a<il have snmetimes lost even the goods
tlllernselves." 15 In the absence of any other evideRce, it is very difficult to say whether Bnlts
describes .the actual state of things or merely
gives vent to his vindictive and ,propagam1da
spirit. But this muoh cam 'be accepted as oer,tain
that g~aC:lually the Asiatic trade of Bengal passed
e:x:clusively into the hands of the English Company.
The different parts of India were commercially
connected with one another from
Inter-provincial.
very remote times, and. about
the middle of the 18th Century, the commercial
relations of Bengal with the other provinces were
as active and vigorous as before.
Active· commercial
'' A variety of merchants of
relll!tions of •Bengal
with the other provindifferent
nations and rehgio:ns,
ces of Ini!ia till the
mid-eighteenth
censuch as Oashmerians, Mu<l'tanys
tury.
15

34

ConRiderations, pp. 195-97.
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(Multani =people of Multan), Patans (Pathans),
Sheikhs/6 Suniassys/7 Poggyahs (up-country merchants with turbans on their heads), Betteeas
(Bhutias) and many others used to resort to
Bengal annually in caseelahs, 18 or large parties
of many thousands together (with troops of
oxen) for the transport of goods from different
parts of Hindustan, ...... ,. 19 Holwell writes : "in tranquil times this place (Burdwan) afforded
an annual large vend for the valuable staples of
lead, copper, broad-cloth, tin, pepper, tootanague.
The Puggiah merchants from Deily and Agra.,
resorted yearly to this great mart., and would
(come) again if peace was established in the
country :-they purchased the above staples, either
with money, or in barter for opium, tineal,
saltpetre. and horses.'' 19a For many years the
merchants of Kashmir were accustomed to advance money at Sunderbunds and provide
16

Perhaps those refer to the Moslems of Arabia settling in India. Gradually the use of the term became more
and more general and it came to be used also for Moslems
coming to India from other countries besides Arabia.
17 Those refer to the Sannyasi (mendicant) traders,
coming down in batches from Himalayan region, with finer
forest products, such as pieces of sandal and aloe wood,
rudrakf?a beads, etc.
Is A kind of boat.
19
Bolts' Considerations, p. 200.
I9a Interesting HistoricCl<l Events, p. 196.
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molunghes to work the saltpans there. 20 Similarly,
the merchants from Bengal visited the different
parts of upper Hindusthan, Assam, Cacbar,
Malabar and the Corarnondel coasts 21 and Gujrat.
This has found expression in contemporary literature in the following manner:References in con' ' Being a Vaisya, he maintains
temporary literature.
his family by carrying on a trade
throughout the different parts of the world, such
as Hastina (Delhi), Kamata '(Arcot), Vanga
(Bengal), Kalinga, Gurjara (Gujrat), Baranasi
(Benares), Mahara~tra, Kashmir, Paiicala (Rohilkhand), Kamboja (Tibet) ,22 Bhoja (Shahabad),_
Magadha, Jayanti (?), Dravida (Southern India),
Nepala, Kanchi (Conjeeveram), Ajodhya (Oudh),
Avanti (Malwa), Mathura, Kampilya (Farukkabad
District),
Mayapuri
(Haridwar)',
Dvaravati (Dvaraka, Kat hi a wad), China (China)'·
Mahachina (Mongolia), Kamrupa (Assam)." 23
20 A letter from Mir Kasim to Vansittart, Original
Papers, etc., Vol. I, pp. 229-31 i Vansittart's Narrative,
Vol. II, p. 167.
21 Dow's Hindustan, Vol. I, p. ciii.
22 Kashmiri and
Armenian merchants carried on a
trade between Bengal and Nepal and even went further up
to Tibet. Cf. '' It is said that at the time, Gurgin Khan,
having heard from the Kashmiris and the Armenians, who
were in t;rade with Lasa, about the wealth of Nepal, per·
suaded Mir Kasim to send an expedition to NepaL"Khula~at-ut-tawarikh, f. 106. (Khudabukhsh Library, Patna).
23 Jayanarli.y;!!>ll.!!-'s Htzril!la~
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There is also a passage in another piece of work
called 10andrakanta' which tells us clearly that merchants from Birbhum and Mallabhum (Bankura)
carried on trade with Gujrat, and exchanged their
own articles wi,th those of that place. 21
The manufactures of Bengal found their way
into the remotest parts of Hindusthan,-and "the
low price at which salt could be
Beng Ill articles c&rried into the remotest
conveyed through all the branchparts of Hindustban.
es of the Ganges, rendered it an
advantageous article of trade in the inland parts of
Hindus1ihan. Great quantities were sent to
Benares and Mirzapur from the markets of which,
the province of Oudh and Allahabad,. the territories
of the Raja of Bundela and of all the petty
princes of the Kingdom of Malwa, were supplied.'' 25 Vessels laden with betel-nut, tobacco,
salt26 and manufactured goods went to Assam
My name is Chandrakanta Raya, and I am a
GandhavaQ.ika by caste and an inhabita.nt of Mallabhum.
Leaving my country I have come here with seven boats,
filled with articles of exchange. I want to eJ~:change my
own commodities (with those of this place), and I can st!ay
here if you can provide me with those." The king replied," You will get as much as you want in exchange, if
you will stay here with me. "-Typical Selections, etc.,
Part U, pp. 1408-12 ; Bartgabhaf!a o Sahitya, pp. 662•68.
25
Dow's Hindustan, Vol. I, pp. oxix-{JXX.
26 A letter from Mir Kasim to Vansittart, Vansittart's
Narrative, Vol. I, pp. 164·68',
Verelst puts the following note on the higher prices of
2-1

••
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through the Brahmaputra and the Meghna, and·
they brought in exchal1ge silk,
Assam.
lac, mugga dbuties, ivory and
27
timber.
The traders of Bengal brought aloe
wood and elephant's tusks from Caebar 28 and fir
timber from Nepal. 29 Merchants sent iron,
stoneware, rice, and other things from Balasore
to Calcutta and they brought tobacco and other
things from Calcutta to Balasore. 30 Holwell· has
mentioned Balasore stone dishes and cups m
salt in the interior of North Bengal and Assam at
Gowalpa:ma, Rangpur and Chilmary =~·· At Gwalpara . the
price of, salt, after the establishment of the society (1765),
was 400 Arcot rupees per hundr(:ld Assam maunds, which
is ful11 d. 16-64 per lb. In the Rangpur and Chilmary
districts, the price was 250 Arcot rupees per 100 Chilmary
maunds, which is 0 d. 53-64 per lb. These were also the
average prices for many years before the establishment of
the· society ; but then they; were the prices at which• salt
used' t0, be engrossed by the rich, who·soldit ag~n at a
consida-rable profit to the poor. These particulars I have
from Mr. BaiUie, who was agent for the society in the
districts of Gwalpara, Rangpur, and Chilmary. "-A Vie.w
of Bengal, pp. 116-17 (foot-note).
27 Copy of a letter from the Chief and Council of'Dacca
to the Board, dated' January 10, 17613, Vansittarts's
NarraiJitJe, VoL l'I, p, 221; Dow's Hindus tan, Vol., I,
p. c-xv.
28

Proceedings, June 17, 1763 A.D.

29

Pr~ceedings, November 1, 1769.

a j} Letter from Natful NehemaJ'l4 Tha11adar of t
Balasore, January 1751. Vide Lo~g, No:. 638, P'- 2~"
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the list of articles on which duties were levied in
the Calcutta market. 31
But various causes gradually contributed to bring
about a decrease of this interCauses
of
the
decline of inter-provin- provincial trade of Bengal by the
cial trade by the
native traders. One of these lay
native- traders :
in the gradual over-shadowing
of the Imperial authority at Delhi by the rise of
independent provincial governors, who framed
distinct transit and customs laws
(a) Independent pro·
vincial
governors in their respective states to the
framing distinct laws;
•
great disadvantage of the traders.
So long as the Mughal Empire was an organised
and united whole, the merchants from one part of
it could travel with safety to another and were
not severely pressed with heavy ckowkey exactions 32 while passing through the different provinces; but '' the number of independent kingdoms
which have started up from the ruins of the Mogul
Empire, has almost destroyed the inland commerce
of Bengal with the upper parts of Hindustan.
Every prince levies heavy duties upon all goods
that pass through the dominions. The merchants
who formerly came down towards the mouths of
the Ganges to purchase commodities have discontinued a trade, not only ruined by imposts) but
even unsafe from banditti. The province of Oudh
31
32

Indian Tracts.
Consultations, Feb. 5, 1753 A,D.; Consult11tions,

May 30, 1761 A.D:._
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and Assam are the only inland countries with
which Bengal drives, at present, any trade.'' 33 In
course of a few years, Bengal's Indian trade
also passed into the hands of the East India
Company's agents who had
lb) Misbehaviour of
power and means, sufficient for
the Company's serva.nts.
combating with these disadvantages! and their behaviour totally closed 34 the doors
of that commerce for the common traders of the
country.

Dow's Hindustan, Vol. I, p. cxv.
" Then the trade, in such commodities as were
produced and sold in the country, was entirely confined to
the natives. Th~y were either farmed out, where they
were considerable enough to make an article, in the public
revenues or circulated through the province by the poorer
sort of people, to whom, whilst they afforded a subsistence,
they at the same time added to the income of the state
by the duties gathered upon them. "--.Hastings' opinion in
the Consultations of 1st March, 1763. Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, p. 347; Letter from Mir Kasim to Vansittart,
Ibid, Vol. II, pp.l64-68; Bolt's Considerations, p. 197.
33
H

SECTION

n.-H~story of the British East India

Company's Trade in Bengal.
i;a 17 40 Alla;hvardi usurped the masnad ·of
Bem.gwl for 'himself, and under him Bengal again
passed -int0 the ·hands -of a strong am<fl v.igorus
ruder.
Since the death of M:nrs>hid Ku~i, t·he
English CfoD;pa~y-ha-lfcarded on -i~~__trafti,.,... ~J~~
. with Its--servants and agents, according to. )t~.
interests and latterly no royal orders _g:_
official pressure obstructed the progress of the
·company's commerce. But with the accession of
Allahvardi the Company had to deal with a Nawab
who was as strong as he was upright and who
had a keen insight85 into the economic condition of
1
his state. His attitude towards the W' ~ern
trading companies was impartial and he did not
like to exalt one at the expense of the other. He
for-bade ',. the Englis-11. and the
Impartial
and
strong
attitude of
French from co:a1mitti11g any
A:llahvardi towards the
ho&tili.ties against ea:ch otmer in
European traders.
his .~om'i'nions d'l!lring the war

own

35

'' •••••• he understood perfectlf well the interilsts
of his Government, favoured the ,poor mercha'llts and
administered justice v-_ery fairly when complai-nts succeeded
in .reaching .him. "-Memoir a£ M. Jearn Law m Hill's
Bengal, 1756-57., Vol. III, p. 160.

1
1
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declared between the two nations in 17 41 ; and in
the year 17 48, he, on some contempt of his authority attacked and drove the faetor of the Ostend
Company out of the river of Hughly, and he
several times exacted money of the English,
French and Dutch settlements alledging that they
ought to contribute ·to the expenses, as they
participated of the protection of his arms.'' 36
· During his regime, the progress of the East
India Company's trade in Bengal was not absolutely
unhampered. The Company had
Obs~ructions
to
E. I. C.'s trade during
to struggle hard against various
his regime.
odds and impediments. and had
to pay much for. ultimate mastery over the com...
merce of BengeL Firstly, it had to satisfy the
Nawab on more than, one occasion, by the pay~
ment of large sum3 of money and various other
pres1 ~~s ; secondly. the plunderings and ravages of
the Marathas exercised a perniciousinfluence on its
trade; thirdly, it was sometimes harassed by some
of the native Zamindars; and lastly, the rebellion
of the N awab' s Afghan generals indirectly affected
its trade to some extent. All these have be~n alr~ady
described in details; 86a a few more may be added here.
.. In the year 1740, when Nawab Allahvardi had
advanced towards Orissa in pur~
e~~~lo::rictn~~s ~~! suit of Baquir Ali, the son-in-law
Na.wah.
of Murshid Kuli, the vanqu~shed
36

36 4

Orme, Indostan, Vol. II, pp. 45~46.
Chapter on •• Engli!!h Factories and Investments."

35
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I

Governor of Orissa, he demanded from the
English Company "'vessels to cruise about Ballasore
and the coast of Orixa (Orissa) saying he would be
revenged on the 3 Nations if his Enemys Escaped
threatening to plunder all the factorys.'' 87 In the
same year, English gentlemen in the Cassimbazar
factory were obliged to pay the Nawab a visit
which cost them Rs. 17,051, besides Rs. 11,600
paid to his officers. 38 In 1744 the Nawab accused
the English of helping his enemies (the Marathas),
and made an extraordinary demand on those at
Cassimbazar, setting forth that H the English
(who now) carried on the Trade of the whole
World, used (formerly) to have 4 or 5 ships, but
now brought 40 or 50 sail, which belonged not to
the company ........................ " 89 He ordered
them to refrain from carrying on their business at
any place unless they had supplied him with two
months' pay for his troops amounting to three
million rupees. At this the Englishmen in the
Cassimbazar factory sent vakils to Fatechand
soliciting his advice in the matter. Fatechand
instructed them to make up matters quickly with
the Nawab. The authorities in Calcutta gave
them liberty to offer the Nawab from 40,000 to

37

Letter to Court, dated 11th December,

para.. 128.
38
Ibid, pa.ra. 131.
39

Letter to Court, 3rd August, 1744, para, 24.
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50,000 rupees using Fatechand's and Chainray's(?)
good offices. 40 But they did not venture to offer
only Rs. 50,000 to the Nawab, and Fatechand
said 41 that '' if empowered to offer five (lacs) he
would endeavour to prevail on the Nabob to accept
it, that the French and the Ducth had already
agreed to pay their share on the Nabob's settling
with the English, adding that in Shuja Daulet's 42
time a much larger sum was paid .......''. The
Company's business at Dacca and Patna was also
stopped/3 and the N awab sent horse and foot
soldiers to the gurrah aurungs. 44 He threatened to
take up the Company's merchants one by one ; Freet
Cotmah, one of the Company's gomastas, was
tortured till he agreed to pay Rs. 1,35,000 and
was delivered to another tormentor to make him
agree to pay 3 lacks more ; Narsinghdas, a dadnimerchant's gomasta, was harshly treated ; Bally
Cotmah sought protection in the Cassimbazar
factory and Kebalram, a Cassimbazar merchant,
was seized.
The Council in Calcutta then
ordered the chief of the Cassimbazar factory to
offer Rs. 1,00,000 to the Nawab and accordingly
their vakils were sent to the Nawab's darbar. But
~o

Ibid.
H
Ibid, paras. 26 and 27.
u
Nawab Shujauddin.
~a
Ibid.
H
Letter to the Court of
November, 1744, parae 3.

Directors,

dated 8th
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the Nawab told them that " the English carried on
the 'l'rade of the whole country, yet paid no
customs (and) secreted many of the Riots." He
further demanded that Bally Cotmah should be
delivered up to him ''threatening to Hurround all
the Fac\iory::J and prevent them getting provisions
and if that did Dot make them comply with his
demand (then he) would seize all their Money and
Goods. at the Aurungs." 45 When the matter was
again referred to Fatechand and Chinray, they
told the Company's vali:ils that the Nawab "wonld
not be content with Two or Three Lack (lac),
being obliged to get sufficient to pay the troops even
at the Risque (risk) of his life; the Military officers
were impatient and daily importuned him to give
orders to fall on the English and the Aurungs.'' H;
They, therefore, asked the Company to offel'
speedily what might satisfy the Nawab. After
considering the pros and cons of the matter, and
apprehending a general loss of investments, the
authorities in Calcutta resolved to solicit Seaid
Hamud Cawn (Sayyid Ahmad Khan, a nephew of
the Nawab and Faujdar of Hugli) at Hugli by
paying him a large sum of money, to intercede
for them before the Nawab. Sayyid Ahmad Khan
promised to '' procure Perwannas for the currency
of Bnsiness for four Lack of Rupees." But he
45
~6

Ibid.
Ibid, para. '5.
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could not make good his promise, and so the
President wrote to Mr. Forster on 28th August,
17 44, directing him to finish the affiair at
Murshidabad ''on the best terms he can within the
compass of Proposal to Seiad Hamet.'' 47 At last,
the Chief of the factory at Cussirnbazar carne to
a settlement with the N awab in the month of
September by agreeing to pay him three lacs and
a half.
Fatechand brought. to the factory,
"perwannas for the Company's business at Hugly,
Patna, Dacca and all the 'Aurungs ;" he brought
also . alL th_~__ g_Q_mastas ''fetched (i.e.!__.l!rrested)_
from _Ma!~~~~~~~ ~~~-~~~~Ii>f-si_~~~Qflli_cJ111!1tl'1S
Gomasta for . the money: be had received
baCkaiurtfle-obfig~ti~~--gi venbi-hi;·f~~-4o:·aoo
rupees and three obligations si ned by the Malda
omasta for a lac of ru ees and two for 5 000
eacb .. .for whiC he received, in return, an Interest
Note for Rs. 3,50,000." 48 These troubles naturally
affected the C ornpany' s trade, as the Cassimbazar
factory and the other subordinate factories
could not properly flU in the investments, 49 and
also tbe imported goods could not be satisfactorily
disposed of. 50 Besides these, the Cassimbazar
factory was obliged to pay Rs. 30,500 to the
+7 Ibid, para. 10.
•8

Letter to Court, dated
para. 12.
49 Ibid, para. 13.
50 Ibid, para. 17.

8th November, 1144,
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Nawab's General and officers in the month of
October (17 44).~ A fine horse was also presented
to the Nawab, which cost 2,500 Madras rupees.
'rhe Patna factory had to present Rs. 5,000 to the
Nawab and Rs .. 3,000 to his officers, and bad to
sign a paper as to the rent of Ohuprah town at
Rs. 4,537-9-6.62 The Dacca factory was also
obliged to pay Rs. 5,000. 58 _
1

In 17 48 the Na wah became seriously incensed
with the English Company, as
Complaints of the
Armenian and the
the latter had seized some
Mughal
traders
against the English
trading vessels of the Armenian
Company.
and the Mughal merchants. 54 The
Armenians and the Mughals complained to the
Nawab, who at once sent a parand retaliatory mea·
sures of the Nawab
wannah to Governor Barwell to
against the latter.
the following effect :-' 1 The
Syads, Moghuls, Armenians, etc., merchants of
Roughly have complained that laks of Goods and
Treasure with their ships you have seized and
plundered, and I am informed from foreign parts
that ships bound to Roughly you seized on under
pretence of their belonging to the French. The
Letter to Court, dated 9th February, 174'5, para. 76.
Mr. Forster paid a visit to the N a wah and was received
graciously ; the President also received a seerpow (headdress) and an elephant ...
52 Ibid, paras. 77-78.
53 Ibid, para. 79.
H Cop,sult!).tions, May, 15, June 1 and July: 18, 1748.
51
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ship belonging to Antony with laks on Board from
Mochel, and several curiosities sent me by the
Sheriff of that place on that ship you have also
seized and plundered. These merchants are the
Kingdom's benefactors, their Imports and Exports
are an advantage to all men, and their complaints
are so grevious that I cannot forbear any longer
giving ear to them. As you were not permitted
to commit piracies therefore I now write you that
on receipt of this you deliver up all the Merchants'
Goods and effects to them as also what appertains
unto me, otherwise you may be assured a due
chastisement in such manner as you least expect.'' r;s The Company's Governor in Calcutta
replied that the goods had been seized by a King's
ship over which he had no control, and that the
French, who had been at war with the English,;
had seized the goods of the Armenians as belonging to an enemy. 55
But this could not satisfy the Nawab. He had
already adopted repressive measures against the
English traders in their different factories. He
had ordered peons to be stationed on all their
gomastas at the aurungs and bad stopped the
boats which were bringing down their goodsY
Wadham Brooke, Chief of the Council at Cassimbazar, wrote a letter to the Council in Calcutta
55
5!l
57

Consultations, January 11, 1749, A.D.
I. D. R., Bengal and Madras papers, Vol. II.
Letter to Court, January 27, 1748 A.D., para. 2.
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<;>n 2nd January, 17491.. informing that "a Chubdar 5a_ from the Nabob came to their factory with
a perwannah for the Hon 'ble President, copy
whereof is enclosed with an inventory of the
cargoes of the two ships of which restitution is
required, not only in regard to them but of things
of value belonging to the Nawab. That this perwannah probably may be sent to stop the clamours
of the Armenians for it is thought upon the present
exigency of affairs that the Nabob will not pursue
violent measures, but that he may be kept .in
temper upon pretty easy terms, at least till a more
favourable opportunity offers. That he has. heard
of a fine Arab Horse that is to be disposed of i'n
Calcutta, which it is believed will be very acceptable to him. That they have pressing demands
made on them for an annual present of 3,600
siccas to Hodjee (Haji Ahmed) 59 that used to be
given him on account of the s.ugar Aurungs,
which though it does not concern the Company
must be complied with before they expect a
currency to business.'' 60 In reply to his letter,
the authorities in Calcutta informed him that they
would support his plan of keeping the Nawab easy
ifit could be done on reasonable terms, and sent
58
" A strick-bearer.
A frequent attendant of Indian
nobles, and in former days of Anglo-Indian offici~ls of
rank. "-Hobson~Jobson, p. 157)1
59
The Na.wab's brother.
60
Consultations, January 9, 1749 A. D.
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him the horse for presenting it to the Nawab at a
convenient opportunity. 61 Besides these, positive
orders from Murshidabad had reduced the Com..
•
pany's trade at Dacca and Jugdea 62 to a criti~al
state. The condition of the Dacca and Jugde11
civilians had become extremely woeful 1for want of
common subsistence, as all supplies had been
stopped by the Nawab's officers. A letter from
the Council of Dacca stated, '' That they had
received information of the Durbar's, not only
having taken Mutchullacas (written agreements)
from all the Tradesmen and Podars, not to have
any transactions with them, but from the Moodys
(grocers) not to supply them with necessaries and
provisions, which occasioning a kind of mutiny
amongst their soldiers and peons, the Chief and
Council was obliged to send a message; that if
provisions were stopped they must get them whereever they could, for it was better to die fighting
61
Letter to Court, January 27, 1748 A. D. Similarly in 1754, the Company sent to the Nawab a fine
Persian horse and some fine wax work and also ga:ve
some presents to the faujdar of Hugli and to his dewan
Nandakumar. Cf. "The Hon'ble Company having directed a good understanding to be kept up with the officers of
the Durbar, and as we are of opinion a present bestowed at
this juncture would be of great service to the Company's
affairs in preventing the Durbar ftom making use of any
frivolous pretence for a stoppage of our business." Consultations, December 20, 1764 A. D.
62
Letter to Court, Februa.ry 11,1748 A. D.
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thf1n starving, upon which a small allowance was
suffered to be brought in, but they expect in a day
or two all provisions will be cut off vyhen there
.will be mutiny not only on that account but on
account of their arrears which they have not wherewithal to pay.'' 63 About this time the Englis_!l
merchants and the gomastas at Maldah complained
that some of the Nawab's people had treated them.
very unjustly for refusing to comply ·with their
demands for large sums of money. On hearing
.of this news, the Council informed Nowazish
Muhammad Khan and Chamerage ( ?) of it and
requested them to write to the N awab for a remedy,
."to which they answered that they should be very
willing to comply with their request but apprehended the Nawab's affairs were in such a state at
that time their writing to him would avail but
little." 01 Being thus reduced to straits, the
,English ·tried to propitiate the Nawab in various
Wf1ys. According to the directions of the Council
in Calcutta, · sent on the 3rd of March, 17 49, the
Englishmen in the Cassimbazar factory solicited
·the help of Hookum Beg and the Seths for a satis·factory settlement of the dispute with the N awab,
but they were told in reply that '' without a present
~o the Nabab it would be impossible to obtain a
clearance to business.''
63

64

Consultations, January, 23, 1749 A, D.
Consultations, May 2, 1748A. D.·
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Carooly Beg came to ·the Cassimbazar factory
and told the Englishmen there that "the Nawab
expeeted they would satisfy the Armenians without
further delay and for the present has ordered two
hundred Buxeries 65 to be quartered on that Factory,
that he himself was come as a mediator between
them and the Armenians, and would do them all
the good offices in his powers. '' 66 The authorities
in Calcutta wrote to Mr. W adham Brooke, Chief:
of the Cassimbazar factory, to " :find out the
~abab's views and .ends in endeavouring thus to
t.he distress of the Company's affairs, " and also to
ascertain what would satisfy him. 07 The Chief
replied on the 24th of April, 17 49, that according
to the advice of C1,1rooly Beg, he desired that the
authorities in Calcutta should procure a paper
signed by the Armenians who resided. there, by
way of an address from them to the Nawab,
expressing therein . their satisfaction at what
they · (the English) had done. 68
He also informed them that the general opinion of the
Nawab's distressing the. Company's affairs was
that he wanted a sum of money from each party
65

The buxeries were matchlockmen, who were employed on duties similar to those performed by the barkan"
dazes of a later period.
66
Letter to Court, lOth August, 1749.
67

Ibid.

Consultations, 4th May, 1749; Letter to Court,
lOth August, 1749.
68
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and that it was thought some time ago that about
50,000 rupees would compose matters; but he
declared his opinion that, before they could come
to know with certainty what be wanted, offers
m.ust be f1rst made from their side. ou Accordingly,
the Council in Calcutta ordered its Secretary "to
draw up a paper for the Armenians to sign when
translated into Persian,'' and informed the Chief' at
Cassimbazar that it would be forwarded to him. as
soon as the Armenians had signed thereto. 70 The
Armenians were asked to sign the address to the
Na;wab, as drawn by the Company's Secretary,
when they attended the Council on 1st June, 1749,;
but. they declared their unwillingness to do so• 71
The Council then informed Mr. W adbam Brooke
60
7

Ibid,

o Letter to Court, lOth August, 1749.
Ibid ; Consultations, 1st June, 1749. When the
Armenians refused to sign the address, and thus dest,royed
all hopes of accommodating the matter with the Nawah, the
President asked the opinion of the Council as to how they
should proceed with them. The majority decided to inform
the Armenians that if the English were compelled to pay
any sum to the Nawab and the Armenians refused to
repay the same, then they would be expelled from Calcutta
after. the expiry of two months. The Armenians were
accordingly called in and acquainted therewith. Mr. William
Kempe, however, expressed his opinion that'' the staying (of)
two months may impede the Company's business, so far as
t~ .p:t;event OU;l' getting a tonnage for. the shipping ; therefore
they ought to be forced to satisfy the N abab immed~ately•."
71
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about the refusal of the Armenians, aud also about
their (the English) writing to Mr. Kelsall at
Balasore, for endeavouring to procure from the
N awab (who was then at Balasore in pursuit of
the Marathas) a clearance to their business. Mr.
:Wadham Brooke was further directed to use his
best endeavours ''to procure such a clearance either
through the Nabob's favour, or else on easy terms,"
and for that purpose, he was permitted to offer as
much as 15,000 or 20,000 rupees. 72 But he replied
on 14th June that he had applied to the Seths and
Binamdutt (Biru Dutt), who had told him that
nothing could be done before the Nawab's return to
Murshidabad. He also expressed the opinion that
15,000 or 20,000 rupees would be insufficient (if
the Nawab should favour them so far as to take
nothing for himself) for the forces put ~)VeJC them,
and hence requested that he might know the ut~
most extent of what the Company was ready to
pay the Nawab in order ''to expedite this business
as soon as possible upon the Nawab's arrival.'' 73
In the meanwhile, Mr. Kelsall had approached
the Nawab at Balasore on the 9th of June and had
handed over to him the , President's letter, 74
72

Ibid.
Consultations, 19th June, 1749. Letter to Court,
dated lOth August, 1749.
H
The President's letter to the Nawab : 73

" The bad consequences attending our Company's affair'
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using every possible argument to convince him
'~ how prejudicial this stoppage of business would
be to his revenues as well as (to) the Company."
The Nawab at last assured him that he would
~efriend the English on his return to Murshidabad
and desired him to "transport his (the Nawab's)
ammunition and cannon to Calcutta with the
greatest expedition, the roads being so bad, he
could not carry them with him." n
are from the unjust complaints of the Armenians and
others to your Excellency, is beyond expression. •ro add
still more to our misfortune, the hardships we suffer from
the forces on our Cassimbazar Factory; is without precedent,. distressing us in our credit as well as in every other
manner the most disobliging, by which it appears the
complainants act rather as open enemies to our country than
humble petitioners for justice with your Excellency, they
well knowing the Company are not aggressors ; nor was
it in our power to prevent the accidents that have happened
which I have before taken the liberty to remonstrate to
your Excellency that had they been in any manner concerned therein, I would have taken care. You should not have
been troubled with any complaints, but should have complied with whatever had been agreeable to your Excellency's justice. As the case now is we have very particularly
advised our Company thereof, and the great favour you
are pleased to show these people. But it requires a length
of time before we can have an answer : humbly request
your Excellency will p~rmit the Company's affairs to goon
in' the usual manner .without any further molestation."
Consultations, 6th July, 1749.
75
Consultations. 19th June, 1749 AD.; Letter to
Court, dated lOth August, 1749.

"
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After the Nawab's return to Murshidabad on
7th August, 17 49, the Chief of the Cassimbazar
factory sent 'vakils' (representatives) to wait on
him. He asked the 'vakils' if they had procured the "Raudjee-Nomma," i.e., the deed of
agreement, from the Armenians in Calcutta.
They replied in the negative with the remark
that the Armenians did not make any such deelaration for fear of being obliged thereby to pay
the choute ( ?) . 76 . The N a wab remarked that " he
would give them a 'rnutchlaca' (a written obligation or bond) under his own band not to. take a
rupee from them and asked them if Mr. Kelsall
was arrived aggreable to a promise made him
when at Balasore and spoke much in that gentle..,
man's commendation.'' 77 This attitude of the
Nawab led the Chief of the Cassimbazar factory
to .think that Mr. Kelsall would be the most
''acceptable ' and proper person to finish the
matter; and so, on the lOth of August, he
wrote to the authorities in Calcutta to send him"
immediately to the Nawab. rrbe authorities thus
promptly sent Mr. Kelsall to the Nawab's darbar. 78
He was warmly received there, and availed
76

It is· not clear what is referred to by this word
"choute"; perhaps the frequent incursions o£ the Marathas had familiarised the people with this term and it was
loosely used for any kind of contribution.
71
Letter to Court, dated lOth August;l749.
1s Ibid.

1
1
1

i
i
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himse1f of that opportunity to present a petition
to the Nawab, setting forth m the strongest terms
possible, ''the Company's great sufferings since
the business was first stopped, and the little foundation the Armenians had for this complaint,
wherewith the Company had nothing to do." 79 But
this did not produce the desired effect ; for after
perusing it, the Nawab replied that the Armenians
must be satisfied. 80 The gentlemen at the Cassimbazar factory then proceeded to Hookum Beg and
Carooly Beg, who really controlled the whole
matter, and by agreeing to offer 15,000 or 20,000
rupees to the Nawab, they requested them to settle
it favourably for the Company's business. 81 But
these two men, being of an extremely mercenary
temper and intending to squeeze out some money
for themselves, also rejected their (the gentlemen in the Cassimbazar factory) offer '-'as being
far short of what the Nawab would expect."
Matters became day by day too serious to be
long deferred, as the English at Cassimbazar
were informed that the N awab would shortly
increase the number of forces placed over their
faetory if his demands were not speedily satisfied. 82
They wrote to the Council in Calcutta on lith
September, 1749, that after Mr. Eyles' (who had
79

so

s1
u

ConsuJtations, 31st August., 1749.
Ibid.
•
Ibid.•)
Ibid.
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succeeded Mr. Wadham Brooke as the Chief of
the Cassimbazar factory) arrival at Murshidabad
they were informed that ''nothing less than four
lacks of rupees would satisfy the Nawab for what
the Armenians, etc., had suffered by the capture
of the two ships ; but on giving Hookem Beg and
Crooley Beg to understand no great sum on such
unjust apretence would ever be complied with
and standing it out with them they have reduced
to two lakhs which Rookem Beg tell them the
Nawab will certainly insist on .. But notwithstanding this they still believe that by standing
out longer it may in time be brought down to one
laak (lac), besides 25 (25,000) or 30,000 rupees to
Rookem Beg and officers, and lower than this
they think it will be hardly possible to reduce it
without undergoing the disadvantages of losing
the whole season." 83
The Nawab sent Carooly Beg to the Cassimbazar factory to sound the intentions of the
English "with regard to making up the present
dispute.'' The English complained, as before,
of the injustice of the Armenians' demands, and
expressed their inability to pay enormous sums
to the Nawab. But they promised to reward the
services of Hookum Beg and Carooly Beg, if they
represen,ted " the case favourably to the Nawab
and use their interest to make it up on easy
83

37

Con~?ultations,

12th September, 174;9.

•
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terms." 81 Carooly Beg promised " to employ his
whole interests to finish it in the best manner he
could.'' 8" The English further wrote to the Seths,
and to Gnlam Husain and other officers in the
Nawab's darbar, requesting them to use their influence in favour of the Company. sn But Carooly
Beg was too greedy to be easily satisfied, and
'' finding it impossible to persuade Carooly Beg to
accept their offer of a lack of rupees (1,00,000), he
having received the Nabob's orders for insisting on
one laak and Rs. 20,000, they (the gentlemen in the
Cassimbazar factory) agreed to pay the same on
Carooley Beg's promising to procure them the
Perwannahs as soon as the Dusserah 87 was over
but the Nawab being confined to his room by
sickness prevented Oarooley Beg's gaining access
to him.'' 88 Apprehending that any further delay
might g1eatly add to the distress of the Compailly's
trade in Bengal, the gentlemen at the Cassimbazar
factory sent their vakils to Hookum Beg and
Carooly Beg to enquire if the Nawab's order could
not be obtained by writing to him that they had
84

Consultations, 18th September, 1749.

85

Ibid.
Ibid.

se
87

The Durga Puja festival, which is celebrated in
Bengal in the month of October. vVe have descriptions
of this festival in several contemporary accounM, e.g., in
MahiitiiEJ~rapura:ty,a, in Voyage of Tlannich to India in
1745-49, Bengal: Past and Present, April-June, Hl33.
ss Consult!ttions, 18th October, 1749_.;
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consented to comply with his demand. But those
two men replied that " as the complaints of the
Armenians made great noise at Muxadavad, the
Nabob first of all required them to appear before
all the Durbar whilst he was present and publicly
acknowledge themselves to be satisfied for their
losses ....... " sn
After his recovery, the Nawab held a darbar in
the night of 15th October, 1749,
Satisfaction of the
Arroenians; t11e 1\'awab
when the leading Armenians
pacified flnd currency
·
to English trade gainwere presen t an d expresse d th e1r
ed at great costs.
satisfacticm
regarding
their
90
losses caused by the English.
The Nawab then
gave orders publicly for a currency to the
Company's business, and for removing the forces
from their factory. But when the darbar was
over Hookum Beg gave the English to understand
that " before these orders could be executed, the
Rs. 1,20, 000 must be paid on security given for
it ... " 91 1'his caused a new difficulty for the
English, for they had been already suffering from
great pecuniary wants ; the Seths had adopted a
strong attitude and had expressed their unwillingness to lend any 'further
Pecuniary troubles
amount t·O the Company. After
of the Company.
earnest requests they were able
s 9 Consultations, 18th October, 1749.
Consultations, 20th October, 1749.
91 Ibid.
90
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to secure one lac and fifty thousand rupees 02 from
them in order to satisfy the Nawab. 03
In the year 17 51 a new danger threatened the
English trade in the Hugli river. In that year
two Englishmen, Messrs. Acton and Mills 1 under
the protection of the Germans, appeared between
Chandernagore and Hugli, with three ships of war
hoisting German colours. This gave a great
offence to the Nawab, who immediately wrote to
Mr. Dawson,' the President of the Council in
Calcutta, asking him to take precautionary
measures and to drive. out those German ships of
war. Mr. Dawson replied on 19th August,
17 51 :-'' I have given orders to the pilots not to
take charge of any of the Alleman ships or show
them the way on any account, and do not doubt
but that the D uteb nnd French have done the
same. God forbid that they should come this way,
but should this be the case, I am in hopes that
through your uprightness they will be either sunk,
broke or destroyed." 01 By the year 17 52 the
0 2 Ibid~.
il :l Of. " 'l'he Presidency of Calcutta not complying with
his (the Nawab's) demands on the first ~ummons, he more
than once stopped their trade; however, all they paid from
his accession did not exceed 100,000 pounds sterling ; which
on an average was not two in a hundred on the amount of
their investments to the end uf the war." Orme's
lndostan, Vol. II, p. 46. For further details on thjs point
vide the chaptet: on " English Factories and Investments."
94 Consultations, August 19, 1751 A.D.
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Nawab became wholly pacified with the English
traders and issued a parawanah
The Nawab's parawnnah in. favour of
in favour of their trade on 8th
English trade.
October, 1752. 95
The Maratha invasions of Bengal obstructed
the Company's trade for a few years. Mr. Orme
says, "The Marattoes during the war made only
one considerable depredation on the English trade.
This was in the year 17 48, when they stopped a
fleet of boats coming from Cassimbazar to Calcutta,
and plundered it of 300 bales of raw silk belonging
to the Company.
But the
( b} Infi ueuce
of
advantages of the European
Maratba invasions and
(c) the
Afghan recommerce in general were much
bellions.
impaired by the distress of the
province, which enhanced the prices and debased
the fabrics of all kinds of manufactures.'' 96 His
9 5 ''

0£ all merchants o£ the greatest and the picture
of friendship, Mr. Drake, Governor of the English Company, whom God preserve.
By the favour of the Almighty the bright eyes and soul
of Nabab Munsoor Am Mullick, Bahaudur, arrived at
Muxadavad on the 24th Secandar Son Paunch; your friendship, praises, presents, and going to meet him, he has told
me a great deal about so much that I cannot express it.
I am extremely pleased and delighted with you and a
thousand times remdn sensible of it, and in return by the
grace of God the Company's business, I will be very
fa,vourable to." Consultations, October 11, 1752 A.D.9 6 Orme, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 46,
'
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statement is fu1ly corroborated by contemporary
records of the Company, as has been already
written.n7 The influence of the Afgban rebellio11s
has also been pointed out there.
The Company had to suffer occasional disturbances at the hands of this or
(d)
Obstrncti<lns
· d ar. I n 17. 4.1 ,
from the Zaminclars.
t b at na t"lVe z.JamUl
Mr. Henry Campion, while
comi11g from Bencoolen Of\, ' Princess Augusta '
with two EnropeanR and some ' lascan,' went on
shore for water and provisiom. rrhe Raja of
Conica (Kanika) detained them and demanded
2,000 rupees, a piece of scarlet cloth, and a gold
watch for their release ; and the Company had to
satisfy his demand for releasing its own men. 08
In 1741'5 JJ.ill_Q_QIDpany's merchants at Maldah
0(;~p~d that Lhe "Troubles and extortions of
Government ruined numbers of weavers, (and) pro---.
visions (became) excessive dear ;" and tbey prayed
for advance payments. 00 In 17 48 some mercbants
of the Company had "goods coming down on their
Dadney contracts which were stopped at Hajiruhattee (?) by Rajah Aunoopanian ( ?) one body
whereof was stolen and that the Zemindar suspected of the action is gone to Muxadavad,'' and
In the chapter on " English Factories and Investments."
98 -Letter to Court, dated 11th January, 1742, para. 189.
99 Letter to Court, dated 11th August, 1745.
97

"

'
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again in the same year, the Pultah (Fultah)
Zamindar stopped several boats vvith English
dastaks and realised money from the merchants. 100
In 17 54 Rajballabh, on becoming the Deputy
N awab of Dacca, peremptorily demanded the usual
vis1t from the Dacca Factors. The French having
compounded it for Rs. 4,300, the English also
thought it prudent to do the same rather than
prejudicing their trad,e. Just the next year, he
sent orders to Bakarganj to stop all boats that
might pass that way, upon which the Dacca
Factors immediately despatched a light boat with
orders to all the Company's boats to proceed by
the way of Tantalea. 101 But fearing that the boat
might not overtake them and also that there might
likewise be people sent to Tantalea, they sent an
express letter to the Council in Calcutta soliciting
its protection. 102 The Council decided to "despatch
I_jieutenant John Harding on a command of
soldiers of 25 Buxaries (recruited from Buxar)
in order to clear these boats if stopped in their
way to Dacca and to take them under his protection." Several rice boats, belonging to the
Company, were also stopped at Dacca, and this
occasioned a great scarcity and dearness of rice
too Consultations, April, 1748 A. D. :For oth~r details
on this point vide the chapter on English Factories and
Inveatment1:1.
lOI
Letter to Court, 1st March,, 1745.
<i
I o2 Consults.tions, February 121 1755 A.: D.
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in that place. 103 In 17 55 Raja 'filakchaud of
Burdwan. 101 stopped the Company's business
within his jurisdiction by putting chowkis upon
all the Company's factories there and imprisoning tho Company's gomastas. 'Ihe Council
regarded this as an extremely insolent and unwarrantable step and decided that the President should
"prepare an address to the Nawab, and send up
a chubdar immediately with it, complaining of
the Rajah's insolence and unwarranted proceedings in stopping the Honourable Company's
business transacted in his Provinces and seizing
their effects, and that he insisted upon a proper
reprimand being sent to the Rajah and the usual
currency given to our affairs at the Aurungs situated in his jurisdiction." 105 This representation
to the Nawab proved effective, as he immediately ordered the Burdwan Raja to remove all
los

Ibid.
The cause of the misunderstanding was this : Ramjiban Kaviraj, a gomasta of the Burdwan Raja,
owed Rs. 6,357 to Mr. John Wood. The latter, failing to
secure the payment of the amount, laid a complaint against
Ramjiban in the Mayor's Court, and having obtained a
warrant of sequestration against him, he sealed up the
Raja's house and effects in Calcutta. This gave a great
offence to the Raja, who immediately ordered the stoppage
of Company's trade within his dominions by imprisoning
their gomastas and putting chowlds upon their factories.
Consultations, Aprill, 1755 A. D;,
!;,00 lbid:;i
1 o4
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restraints upon the Company's trade. 106 In 1757
some Zamindars near Maldah and Sunamukhi
i1I~treated the Company's gomastas and peons
there, and the Rajah of Bishnupur ~in Ban~
District) severely exacted the usual duties from
the English. The Council wrote to Mr. Scrafton,
the Company's Resident at Murshidabad, directing
him to represent the complaints at the Nawab's
darbar and to insist on those Zamindars being
punished in an exemplary manner .107
·-=-.........~=··-·-·~--~-~

106

The Nawab's letter to the Burdwan Raja:-

"I received an Arassdoss from the English Governor in
which he acquaints me that the Gornastha Ramjiban Kaviraj being indebted to an Englishman, they had set peons upon your house agreeabl~ to their custom, for which reasons
you have put cbowkis upon all the Company's Factories
within your districts and stopped their business, imprisoning their Gomasthas. This manner of acting is contrary to your interest and very wrong, as it is by no means
allowable that a Zemindar should take such a step without
an order first had from me. The Engiish are foreigners
and have settled in our country on a dependence of our
protection in their Trade ; and if they are treated in this
manner, the consequence will be their withdrawing themselves and their trade, on which account I positively direct
that on the immediate receipt of this Perwannah you
remove the chowkis you have put on their factories, and
let their business have the usual currency without any
further trouble." Consultations, May 5, 175!5 A. D.
10 7
Proceedingr;, November3, 1757 A. D.
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Retaliatory measures were not lacking on the
part of the Company's people
. t
R et a!1a ory measures
adopted by the Comalso. About August 17 46, the
pany's people.
man in charge of the chowkis
at Rangasoula 108 "growing very troublesome,
stopping sloops and boats,'' the Council in Calcutta
ordered an officer and twenty men to proceed down
thither, to remove his chowkis and bring him up
as a prisoner. On 28th September, the officer
returned with his party from Rangasoula and
informed the members of the Council that '' on his
arrival there the Jemindar (Zarnindar) fired upon
him upon which he landed his men and burnt the
' chow key.' The J emindar made his escape into
the woods and sent him an Assurance (that he)
would never stop any more boats with English
colours.'' The officer cleared up and brought
with him all the boats that had been stopped
there. 100 In the same month, one Dulputray, an
officer belonging to Mir J afar, stopped some
boats, bearing the Company's dasial-cs at Hugli.
When the Company's vakils complained about it to
the Naib Faujdar of Hughli, he declared that he had
no hand in the matter and had no command over
that officer. Dulputray carried these boats to
Cutdalpara ( ?) where he wanted to divide the
I08

There are four places of this name ; it is not certain
which of these is referred to here.
10 9
Letter to Court, dated 22nd February, 1747,
para. 104.
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goods among his own men. Upon this the members
of the Council in Calcutta thought it necessary to
recover these boats by force, and accordingly agreed
to send Captain Robert Hamilton with a party of
military for that purpose, and kept two country
boats in readiness for future emergencies. Captain
Robert was ordered to proceed up the river and to
clear all boats (with the Company's dastaks) that
had been stopped '' by fair means if any possible
(or) otherwise to use his utmost force and when
he had cleared the Boats to send these bound
downwards hither with a party of soldiers and
himself with the remaining men under his command to proceed to Nuddea " to await there the
arrival of some boats of the Company from
Cassimbazar .110
There are some instances which show that
the Company tried to assert a
Attemptiof the Engsuperior right over others in
lish Company to assert
its superior right in
matters of trade in Bengal, and
the field of trade.
also sometimes adopted discipli~
nary measures against the defaulting merchants. 111
In 1 i 50-51 the Council in Calcutta strictly
warned the ' Blacks ' (native merchants) residing
there, against the practice of dealing with the
French for goods suitable for the European
110
111

ments_."

Ibid, para. 105.
Vide chapter on ''English Factories and Invest-
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market. 112 In the same year, when the Nawab
demanded of President Dawson the surrender of a
native merchant in Calcutta named Ramkissen
Seth, who had carried goods to Calcutta without paying the Murshidabad Syre 113 Chowlcey
duties! the President replied that Ramkissen's
father and grandfather were the Company's dadni
merchants, and that he himself being a debtor of the
Company's could not be surrendered without much
loss to them. 114 In accordance with the orders of
the Court of Directors, the Council in Calcutta
acquainted the Armenians in 1751 A. D. that
they must pay consulage on their exports equally
with the covenanted servants, and affixed public
orders at the gates of the fort, forbidding all
persons living within the limits of the Company's
jurisdiction to export any goods from Calcutta
without a permit from th,e consulage Collector .115
The Company's servants regarded a free merchant
112

Letter to Court, 4th February, 1757, para. 52.
During the 18th century the term Syre or Sayer
'' was applied to a variety of inland imposts, but especially
to local aud arbitrary charges levied by Zemindars and
·other individuals with a show of authority, on all goods
passing through their estates by land or water or sold at
markets (bazars, hauts, and gaunges) established by
them." Hobson-Jobson, p. 604.
114
Consultations, May 30, 1751 A. D. The Governor's letter to Allahvardi, dated the 30th of May, 1751,
Bengal and Madras Papers, Vol. II.
115 Letterto Court, August 20, 1751 A. D.~
11 :l
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as an eyesore, as he generally interfered with their
profits in trade. 116 In 1753 John Wood, a free
merchant, applied for a pass on the ground that
without it he would be reduced to '' the condition
of a foreigner, or indeed of the meanest black
fellow.'' 117 This was too much for the Company's
Council in Calcutta to bear. The members
of the Council strongly protested against it
in their letter to the Court of Directors, January
15, 1753 A.D. :-u We beg to represent to
your Honours the great prejudice such a, liberty
would be to the place in general, for if it be
permitted, a free merchant by lending his name
without any capital of his own and by the
assistance and concern of the natives, he may
always set voyages on foot of utter destruction of
the trade of his settlement in general, and a
certain injury to every gentleman in the service."
The Company's servants practised gross anomalies in the use of dastaks
Abuse of dastaks.
which were utilised by them
frequently in their private trade and were even
sold tq the black traders, to the great prejudice
of the revenues of the Nawab's state. Properties of
the native merchants were very often taken from
11 6
Long's Selections from the unpublished Records,
Vol. I, Introduction, p. xxv.
117
Consultations, .January 15, 1753 A. D. Holwell
remarked on it : ' ' the foreign trade o£ the settlement is
become much too general."
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one place to another, free of duties, with pnsses
obtained under English names.
In order to
prevent this the Company ordered in 17 52 that
"the real proprietors of goods should be stated." 118
The European rivals (the Dutch and the J?rench)
of the English were also sometimes supplied with
goods by the servants of the English Company for
their personal gains and these goods passed free of
duties under dastalcs of the latter.m We learn from
the Court's Letter, January 31, 1755, that many
of the Company's servants made private gains
from the Company's investments, for which the
Directors asked the Council in Calcutta that ''their
(servants') future conduct should be well looked
after and a scrutiny made into their past management.'' They further remarked : - ' ' you must
use all prudent measures by applications to
the Darbar and other ways to get relieved from
the impositions of the chokeys planted up and
down the country represented to us in your letter
of the 4th January, but at the same time you must
be extremely careful to prevent all abuses of the
Dusticks, that the Government may have no
pretences to interrupt the trade on that account,
which we are afraid they have sometimes too much
reason for." 120 David Rannie has given a
Consultations, October 9, 1752 A.D.
Court's Letter, dated the 31st of January, 1715'5
A.D., para. r56.
12o Ibid, para. 6r5.
liS
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.true picture of the anomalous situation, which
this abuse of dastaks created, in the following
words :- ' ' The injustice to the Moors consisted in
that being by their courtesy permitted to live here
as merchants, to protect and judge what natives were
their servants and to trade custom-free, we under
that pretence protected all the Nabab's subjects
that claimed our protection, though they were
neither our servants nor our merchants, and gave
our dustucks or passes to numbers of natives to
trade custom free, to the great prejudice of the
Nawab's revenue, nay more, we levied large duties
upon goods brought into our districts from the
very people that permitted us to trade custom-free,
and by numbers of their impositions (framed to
raise the Company's revenue) some of which
were ruinous to ourselves such as taxes on marriages, provisions, transferring land property and
caused eternal clamour and complaints against us
at Court.'' 121
rrhe abuses in the field of internal commerce of
Bengal did not escape the attention
of Siraj-ud·dowla, who complained
Protest of Sira,j.
ud-dowla;
''that the British had abused the
privileges of trade granted them by
their firman." But Plassey soon decided his fate, and
the disorders and weakness of the central authority
121 Causes of the loss of Calcutta, by David Rannie,
Hill, Bengal in 1756-57, Vol. III, p. 384.
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that followed the battle of Plassey, allowed these
abuses to grow from day to day. :The moral
effect of the victory of Plassey was very great ; it
filled the minds of the Company's
Effects ofPiassey
servants in Beng·al with a strong
-growth of trade
abuses.
desire for further aggrandisement
in the field of wealth and supremacy
in the field of politics. By the general sannad issued
by Mir Jafar on 15th July, 1757, he confirmed
the privileges of the Company in definite and
emphatic terms and passed strict orders against
hampering English trade in any way. Of course,
technically speaking '' with regard to trade no
new privileges were asked of Mir Jafar none
indeed were wanted by the ·Company who were
contended with the terms granted them in
1716," 122 but _there is no doubt that the victory
greatly increased the prestige and influence of the
Company. No sooner had this influence been
felt than '' many innovations were practised by
some of the Company's servants, or the people
employed under their authority.'' 123 They began
to trade in articles which were before prohibited
and they claimed also exemption from duties not
only on exports and imports but on all articles in
their private trade. Orme has very aptly
written :-'' ........................ but as it is the
122

123

Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. I, p. 24.
Ibid.
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nature of man to err with great changes of fortune,
many, not content with the undisputed advantages
accruing from the revolution, immediately began to
trade in salt and other articles which bad hitherto
been prohibited to all Europeans ; and Meer Jaffer
complained of those encroachments within a month
after his accession ; which although checked for
the present, were afterwards renewed, and at last
produced much more mischief than even disinterested sagacity could have foreseen.'' 124 Mr.
Bolts has remarked :-''after these the Gomasthas
so well availed themselves of this new acquired
power, that after the Company by their substitutes,
had made their first Nawob Jaffer Ali Khan, in
the year 17 57, their black gomasthas in every district assumed a jurisdiction which even the authority of the Rajahs and Zemindars in the country
durst not withstand.'' 125 In July 17 58, Mr. Scrafton
State of affairs
w ro t e fTO m M oradb ag t'0 P . R •
after Mir
J afar's
accession.
Pearkes at Dacca : '' There is
likewise a complaint lodged against an English
Gomastba at Chilmaree, that he gives protection to
numbers of merchants who trade there which bas
proved a loss to the Government of seventy thousand rupees. Also (there have been) several cases
of under protection to the Zemindars, Tenants and

124
125

39

Orme's Indostan, Vol. II, p. 189.
Considerations on Indian Affairs, p. 191.
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others." 126 The gomastas were also very often
guilty of frauds and made private gains in
the Company's investments, e.g., Kussenundah
(Kusananda), a gomasta of the Company's at
Cassimbazar, had been found guilty of several
frauds in the management of the Company's investments ; he had been detected in giving false
accounts for the year 17 56 by overcharging Rs. 8,427
in the real cost of goods provided by him. 127
With a view to check the abuse of dastaks
by the servants, the Company established a
number of " Dustuck Peons with badges carrying
a Persian inscription, signifying their being the
Company's servants.'' With every dastak one
of those peons was sent, who was responsible for
goods passing free of all duties and impositions ;
and after the delivery of the goods, the peon was
ordered to return the dastak to the President of
the Council in Calcutta, to be cancelled by him,
so that no further use might be made of it. For
defraying these additional expenses the dastaks
were valued at Rs. 5 each. 128 TheCaptains and
officers of ships also carried on a large private
trade to the great prejudice of the N awab's as well
as the Company's interests. In order to prevent
this, the Company advertised that " no persons
Original Papers relating to the
Bengal, 1759-64, Vol. I, p. 4.
I Z6

1 27
128

dis·turbances m

Letter to Court, December 31, 1758 A. D.
Letter to Court, January .16, 1768 A. D.
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residing in the settlement are to purchase woolen
goods, copper, lead, or iron from the Commanders o,r
Officers of the Company's ships,
Regulations of tbe
Company to check to
without permission from the
abuse
of dastaks,
Import Ware-House K
· eeper f or
the time being, upon pain of losing the Company's
protection and being expelled the settlement." 129·
But these regulations were not effective in
preventing the abuses, which had become so rampant and uni versa!. On the 13th
proved ineffective.
of January, 1759, Mr. Hasting
'wrote the following from Moradbag to Mr. W. B.
Summer, Chief at Dacca: " I have received
a long letter from the Shahzada in which he
complains that you have begun to carry on a
large trade in salt, and betelnut, and refuse to P!LY
the duties on those articles, which has likewise
encouraged others to do the same in your name :
which practice if continued will oblige him to
throw up his post of Shahbunder Daroga ... -We
have not, I believe, any right to trade in salt and
betelnut ; at least, it was never (that I know of)
·stipulated in our favour with the Nawab ; and
·with respect to the salt trade, I myself know, that
none of the Company's servants, not the Colonel
himself has engaged in it without the Nawab's
Perwannah.'' 130 An English gomasta named
Letter to Court, February 27, 1768 A. D.
Original Papers, etc., Vol. I, p. 5; Vansittart's
Narrative, Vol. I, pp. 26-27.
129

130
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.Mr. Chevalier had carried a large cargo of
salt to Chilmaree (Chilmary) and had taken
'muchlacas' (written bonds) from all the other
traders in the same article by which they were
not allowed to sell any salt till his own amount had
been disposed o£. 131 Worse than this happened,
when Mr. Chevalier openly defied the authority
of theW adadar 132 of the Baharbund Paragana, and
refused to explain the commission under which he
acted, when the latter had demanded it of him. 133
All these were communicated to the Nawab,
who murmured greatly before Mr. Hastings,
Ibid, p. 28.
"One who is bound by an engagement, a contractor, a government officer, responsible for the collections of
a Zamindari, a farmer of the revenue." Wilson's Glossa1'y,
p. 5'53.
l s:.;
Mr. Chevalier's letter to Meer Atta Olla (Mir Ataulla), Wadadar of the paragana Baharbund:-" The letter,
which you sent to my writer, I have received. You write, that
if I belong to the English, I must have the English Sunnud
and desire a copy of it to be sent to you. In answer, I ask
who are you, that I should send you a copy of the Sunnud?
If you want to be informed who I am, and who sent me,
send a man to the Chief who will answer you. If the
people of your Pergunnuh are guilty of any insolence to
tx:fine, I shall chastise them handsomely for it. Forbid your
people, that they enter into no quarrels with mine ; if they
do without reason they shall be punished ; if my people
behave ill to yours, do you write me word of it, and I will
punish them." 01'iginal Pape1's, etc., Vol. I, p. 7.
131

132

..
)
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the · Resident at Moradbag. So Mr Hastings
again wrote to Mr. Sumner on the 26th of
July, 17 59, complaining against Mr. Chevalier's
conduct:-" Many complaints have been laid
before the Nawab against Mr. Chevalier, who
is accused of having acted in a very violent
and arbitrary manner at Chilmaree, and Coreegaum 134 by oppressing the merchants of those
places in the monopoly of several commodities,
particularly salt and tobacco, no one being
allowed to buy or sell either of these articles but
with his permission. A translation of a letter of
the Wadadar of the Pergunah, under the seal
of Mr. Chevalier in answer to the demand
made by him, to know by what authority he came
into those parts, I send you herewith on which I
shall make only this remark, that the magistrates
and public officers of the Government have an undoubted right to see the Company's dustuck having
no other way to distinguish between the agents of
the Company and others usurping the English name,
nor the Company any means besides to secure their
own privileges. It cannot, therefore, but appear
strange in ap!y person employed by the English
that they should make any difficulty to show by
what powers they are commissioned ; unless ljJley
are conscious they are guilty of practices which
ought to be concealed ............. " 135
134
135

Rennel's Curygong (Kurigram).
Original Papers, etc., pp. 6-7.
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But all these complaints ended in smoke. Very
soon, the death of his son Miran
Growing
political
disorders led to tbelnand the mutiny of the soldiers
crel).se of trade abuses
made Mir Jafar's position ex·
by . t.he time of Mir
Kasim's accessiou,
tremely critical. Not to speak of
removing those grievances, which had been tell~
ing heavily on the resources of the native merchants as well as of the common people, it became
absolutely impossible for him to tide over the
dangers with which he was then confronted.
Disorders prevailed all round, taking advantage of
which the gomastas and servants of the Company
went on increasing, day by day, the volume of
their illegal trade.
Thus by the time of Mir Kasim's accession~
these· abuses reached the highest point of culpability. Many new factories were established in
every part of the country, both on the Company's
account, and by private gentlemen, and " a trade
was carried on in all sorts of goods, such as it was
pever yet the custom to trade in.'' 130 As
Verelst has remarked :-'' A trade was carried on
without payment of duties, in the prosecution of
which infinite oppressions were committed.
English agents and Gomasthas, not contented with
injl.\ring the people, trampled on the authority of
Government, binding and punishing the Nabob's
l3 6 Mir Kasim's reply t~ the representations of the
Board, Original Papers, Vol. I, pp. 170-73; Vansittart's
Narrative, VoLII, pp .. 46-47.
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officers wherever they presumed to interfere." 137
Mr. George Gray, Chief of the Maldah factory,
cmn:iii'itteQoppre8sionSl:>Ysei~ing and imprisonrng the pes ar o
iramun, the Zamindar and
W~d~d~~f Tajpur, and ·in se1idiiig-sep()y;-ana
Europeans to purchase grain and erect new
~s in every part of Purneah. A complaint was
made to the Nawab against Mr. Gray by Mir
Sher Ali, the Naib of Purneah. The Nawab sent
a copy of this complaint to Mr. Ellis on 22nd
January, 1762, desiring him thereby to redress
Sher Ali's grievances. 138 Mr. Ellis replied
on 4th February, 1762, to the effect "that
Mr. Gray complained to Sheer Aly Cawn twice
or thrice against the Zemindars but receiving no answer nor redress, he was under the
necessity of taking such measures." 139 About
this time an officer of the Nawab's named Coja
Antoon was punished for purchasing five maunds
of saltpetre ; he was imprisoned by Mr. Ellis who
sent him to Calcutta for answering the charge
against him.
After a confinement for three
months he was delivered over to the "Nawab for
further punishment. Another charge against him
was that he had himself given a certificate of some
goods having been duly passed in contemp~ of

137

!38
l39

Verelst, View of Bengal, p. 48.
Original Papers, etc., Vol. I, pp. 136-37.
Ibid, pp. 137-38.
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Company's dastak. 140
The behaviour of the
Company's gomastas at Dacca and Luckipur bad
become extraordinarily insolent. 141 A party of sepoys
Vansittart's Narrati1;e, Vol. I, pp. 302-304.
Hl Sergeant Brego's Letter to the Governor in Calcutta, dated Bakerganj. 25th May, 1762 :-"A gentleman
sends a Gomasta here to buy or sell ; he immediately looks
on himself as sufficient to force every inhabitant either to
buy his goods or sell him theirs ; and on refusal (1n case of
non-capacity) a flogging or confinement immediately ensues.
'rhis is not sufficient even when willing ; but a second force
is made use of, which is to engross the different branches of
trade to themselves and not to suffer any persons to buy or
sell the articles they trade in, and if the country people do
it, then a repetition of their authority is put in practice ; and
again what things they purchase, they think the least they
can do is to take them for considerable deal less then
another merchant, and often times refuse paying that, and
my interfering occasions an immediate complaint ........... .
This place is growing destitute of inhabitants, every day
numbers leave t.ho town to seek a residence more safe ; and
the very markets, which before afforded plenty, do hardly
now produce anything of use, their peons being allowed to
force poor people.
Before justice was given in the publick but now every
Gomastha is become a judge, and everyone's house a cutcherry, t.bey even pass sentences on the Jemiddars themselves and draw money from them for pretended injuries,
such as a quarrel with some of t,heir peons or their having
as they assert stole something, which is more likely to have
been taken by their own people; but allowing they were
robbed, I believe no Gomastha's authority extends so far as
to take his own. satisfaction. on the Government."
140
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was sent to Silhet by the English gentleman of
Dacca on account of some private dispute, " who
fired upon and killed one of the principal people
of the place, and afterwards made the Zemindar
prisoner and forcibly carried him away.'' The
Chief and Council at Dacca wrote at that time
" in a towering indignation at the boats being
stopped, and their trade and privileges interfered
with by the Nawab's Agents, (and) they ordered
up Sepahis from Qhittagong.'' But the Calcutta
Council replied : " it seems very probable from
circumstances in Mr. Hastings' Minute, that the
gentlemen's Gomasthas there have been the
principal causes of these disturbances; there is
reason to fear that GomaRthas and Agents have
made use of very unwarrantable practices in their
trade,'' 142 and it also countermanded the marching
of the Sepoys from Chittagong. 143
Those agents and gomastas further practised
a method of carrying on business called '' ' barja '
14 2

Cf. ''

Can that plan be solid where nothing is
fixed, and where the English GQmasthas shall be under
no control, but regarding themselves far above the
M11gistrate of the country where they reside, take upon
themselves to decide, not only their own disputes with
the merchants and inhabitants, but those also of one
merchant and inhabitant with another or is it possible
that Government can collect their due revenues in such
circumstances ? " Proceedings, 1st February, 1763 A.D.
143
Proceedings, 14th October, 1762 A.D.

40
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and 'kichaunt,' that is, forcing the merchants
and shop-keepers to take their
'Barja' and
goods at 30, 40, or 50 per cent.
'kichaunt' :
above the market price.'' 144 The
following letter of Muhammad Ali, Collector
Dacca, to the Company's Governor in Calcutta,
contains a true picture of the evils of this
system : - ' ' In the .first place
Description
of
a number of merchants have
abuses,--comtrade
made interest· with the people of
plaint of Muhammad
Ali,
Collector
of
the factory, hoist English colours
Dacca.
on their boats and carry away
their goods under the pretence of their being
English property, by which means the Shahbunder and other customs are greatly determined.
Secondly, the Gomasthas of Luckypoor and
Dacca factories oblige the merchants, etc., to take
tobacco, cotton, iron, and sundry otbtlr things,
~tt a price exceeding that of the hazar, and then
extort the money from them by force ; besides
which they take diet money for the peons and
make them pay a fine for breaking their agreement. By these proceedings the Aurungs and
other places are ruined. Thirdly, the Gomasthas
of Luckypoor factory, have taken the talookdars'
talooks (the farmer's fa.rm) from the Tashildar
by force for their own use ; and will not pay the

ef

A letter from Governor Vansittart to Messrs.
Johnstone, Hay and Bolts, dated Mongyr, December 15,
1762,
144o
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rent. At the instigation of some people they, on
a matter of complaint, send Europeans and
Sepoys with a dustuck into the country, and there
create disturbances. They station Chowkeys
(toll-houses) at different places,_ and whatever
they .find in poor people's houses they cause to
be sold and take the money. By these disturbances the country is ruined, and the Reiats
cannot stay in their own houses, nor pay the
malguz;aree (rents).
In many
places Mr.
Chevalier has, by force, established new markets
and new factories, and has made false Sepoys
on his own part, and they seize whom they want
and .fine them. By his forcible proceedings
many ~hauts, gauts, and perganas (markets,
landing places and .fiscal divisions), have been
ruined.''
Similar complaints poured in from different
quarters. Sayyid Rajab Ali,
Similar complaints
Zamindar of Burbezzo Paragana,
from other quarters :
wrote about the middle of the
year 1762 :-'' Now from Calcutta, Dacca,
Chilmary and Rungamatty, numbers of Englishmen and merchants and the people of Mons.
Chevalier, bring into the Pergunnah, copper,
tothenague, cotton, tinkall, salt,. betelnut, tobacco,
rice, :Muggadhooties, Seringa boats, lack, stick
lack, dammer, dried .fish, etc., and these people,
assuming the name of the Company force the
ryots, who never dealt in such commodities,
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to purchase them at an exorbitant price. Besides
this, they violently exact large sums for presents
and for their peons' expenses, and take at a low
rate whatever oil, etc., they buy. By means of
these oppressions"' 'the merchants, picars, ryots,
etc., of the Pergunnah have taken to flight, and
the Hauts, Gauts," Gunges and Golas are entirely
ruined. Moreover, they prevent the reiats from
carrying on their business ; they rob and plunder
them wherever they meet them on the road and
giving colours and certificates to the merchants of
the Pergunnah, who formerly paid duties, they
will not suffer any to be taken from them.'' 145 The
same complaints were made by Durlabhram to the
Nawab regarding the behaviour of the gomasta
in Silhet :-"· ............ but now Mr .......... and
Chundermun and Coja Muscat English Gomasthas
having brought a large quality of salt into the
aforesaid Ohukla, oblige my Gomasthas by force
and oppression to purchase it at an exorbitant
·price; and having by violent means taken the
buttywood trade into their own bands, they have
put a stop to my business, whereby I suffer a
. great loss : yet the Fougedar has oppressively
exacted from me the usual rents, plundering my
house and forcing me from my home, and my
. Gomasthas, by reason of the oppressions of the
E:nglish Gomasthas and the rigour and violence
· 145

Original PaperB, Vol. II, pp. 201-02.
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with which the Malguzaree is exacted, have taken
to flight.'' 146
The N a wab's patience was at last tired
out and he complained to the
The Nawab's pati.
ence was tired out and
Company's Governor in the
he wrote a strong
letter to tbe Company's
following strong terms:-" And
Governor in Calcutta.
this is the way your gentlemen
behave; they make a disturbance all over my
country, plunder the people, injure and disgrace my
servants with a resolution to expose my govern·
ment to contempt; and from the borders of
Hindoostan to Calcutta, make it their business
to expose me to scorn. In every Perganah, and
every village, they have established ten or twenty
new factories, and setting up the colors, and shewing the Dustucks of the Company they use their
outmost endeavours to oppress the reiats, merchants
and other people of the country. The Dustucks
for searching the boats which you formerly favoured me with. and which I sent to every Ohokey,
the Englishmen by no means regard, but•bring
shame and disgrace upon my people, holding themselves in readiness, to beat and abuse them. Having established these new factories, they carry on
such business as the Company never heard of ;
and every Bengal Gomastah makes a disturbance
at every factory, and thinks himself not inferior
to the company. In every Perganah, every
1 46

Translation of a Letter.from Durlabhram to the
Nawab, Original Papers, etc., Vol. I, p. 203.
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village, and every factory, they buy and 8011 salt,
bstelnut, ghee, rice, straw, bamboos, fish, gunnies,
ginger, sugar, tobacco, opium, and many other
things, more than I can write and which I think
it needless to mention. They forcibly take away
the goods and commodities of the reiats, merchants,
etc., for a fourth part of their value ; and by ways
of violence and oppressions, they oblige the reiats,"
etc., to give five rupees for goods which are worth
but one rupee ; and for the sake of five rupees,
they bind and disgrace an Assammee, who pays
me one hundred rupees malguzaree ; and they
allow not any authority to my servants. Near
four or five hundred new factories have been
established in my dominions ; and it is impossible
to express what disturbances are made in every
factory, and how the inhabitants are oppressed.
The officers of every district have desisted from
the exercise of their functions ; so that by means
of these oppressions and by being deprived of my
duties, I suffer a yearly loss of near twenty-five
Jacks of rupees ............... Be kind enough to
take these matters into consideration without
delay, for they expose my government to scorn,
and are the greatest detriments to me.'' 147
14 7

Letter £rom the Nawab to the Governor, re·
ceived, May, 17G2 A.D. Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II,
pp. 97-102. Compare with this the letter written by Mr.
Hastings to the Governor, dated Bauglepoor (Bhagalpur),
April 25, 1762 A.D. Ibid, pp. 79-84. Mr. Bastings
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Sometimes the Nawab's officers also adopted
retaliatory measures. On the
Retaliatory
measures on the part of the
7th of October, 17 62, Mr. Ellis
N awab 's officers;
wrote to the Governor and
Council in Calcutta : - ' ' at Ishanabad, the principal cloth Aurung, our Gomasthas, Dillols (dalals),
etc., have been peremptorily ordered to desist
from purchasing, and quit the place. Upon
their non-compliance, they have been threatened,
and abused in the most vile and gross terms
and the washerman employed in whitening our
cloths have been actually beat and peons put
on them to prevent their going on in their
business.'' 148 The gentlemen at Luckipur 149 and
pointed out in his letter the same evil practices o£ the
Company's gomastas and servants.
148
Copy o£ a letter from Mr. Ellis to the Governor
and CounciL dated 7th October, 1762, Original Papers,
Vol. I, pp. 207-08. The Nawab, however, wrote to the
Governor that the washermen were not prevented from
working for the Company: ''You well know that the
washermen pay no duties and that the Amils have no
authority to interrupt them or prevent their washing or
dressing their cloths. Was thi~ affair really true, he (Mr.
Ellis) would have informed Raja Nobit Roy of it and he
would immediately have wrote to the Amil about it, but as
it is altogether without foundation, he chooses to make a
false complaint to you ...... ". A letter from the Nawab
to the Governor, dated Nuv. 1, 1762 A.D.
14 9
Extract o£ a letter from the Gentlemen at Luckipur to the Governor and Council, dated 14th October,·
1.762. Original Papers, etc., Vol. I, p. 209.
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Chittagong 150 made similar complaints against the
Nawab's people, and the Chief of the Dacca factory
also wrote the following to the Governor : - " At
every Chowkey our boats are stopped, the people
insulted, and the flag used with the utmost
and most gross contempt. Our advices, further
adding that Mutchulcas have been taken from
many inhabitants, prohibiting them on no account
to have any connections with the English." 151
In December 1762 Messrs. Johnstone,_ Hay and
Bolts wrote to Mir Sher Ali Khan, Faujdar
o.f Purneah :-" Our Gomastha Ramcharan Das,
being gone into those parts, meets with obstruction from you, in whatever business he undertakes ; moreover you have published a prohibition to this effect that whoever shall have any
dealing with the English, you will seize his house,
and lay a Jine upon him. We were surprised
at hearing of this affair, because the Royal
1 50

Extract of a leLter from the Chief and Council of
Chittagong to the Governor and Council, dated 14th October, 1762, Original Papers, etc., Vol. I, pp. 210-11.
151
Extract of a letter from the Chief and Council at
Dacca to the Govemor and Council in Calcutta, dated 8th
October, 1762, Original Papers. Vol. I, pp. 210-11,. The
Council in Calcutta wrote to those gentlemen to be careful
about their own gomastas (referring to the letter of
Muhammad Ali) and not to use force without the Council's
positive directions, as- the President was himself going very
soon. Consultations, 18th October and 1st November,
1762, Original Papers, Vol. I, pp. 212-14.
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Firmaun which the English nation is possessed of,
is violated by this proceeding ; but the English will
by no means suffer with patience their Firmaun to
be broke through. We therefore expect that, upon
the receipt of this letter, you will take off the order
you have given to the Ryots and in case of doing
it, we will certainly write to the Nawab in the
name of the English and send for such an order
from him, that you shall restore, fully and entirely,
whatever loss the English have sustained, or shall
sustain by this obstruction ; and that you shall
repent having thus interrupted our business, in
despite of the Royal Firmaun, after reading this
letter, we are persuaded you will desist from interrupting it, will act agreeably to the rules of friendship, and so that your amity may appear and you
will by no means stop the Company's Dustucks." 152
15 2

Verelst, View of Bengal, Appendix, pp. 191-92.
We should mark the imperious tone of this letter, which was
highly condemned by the Court of Directors through their
letter to the President and Council at Fort Wi1liam in
Bengal, February 8th, 1764. Vide ibid, p. 192. The
Nawab of Purneah replied:-" I received your letter from
Ramcharan Dass, in which you write that I obstruct your
Gomastha in your trade, and have published by beat of
drum that whoever deals with English Gomasthas shall be
fined or punished, all which I duly observe. What I have
to offer on this subject is, that the Gomasthas of English
'gentlemen did ·give and receive money at interest to the
officers of the King's revenues in my districts, which, by
deaths and people running away, caused great outstanding

41
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By the beginning of the year 1763 Kaisoo Ray,
Dewan of Usker (Asgar) Ali Khan, Zilladar of
Rajsahi, imprisoned the servants of many of the
Company's dependants there. 163 In February
debts, and in consequence quarrels and disputes with my
officers, by which t.he duties and revenues of my Phouzdarry
have been quite impaired. That a stop might be put to
these quarrels for the good of both your and our business,
and that no one of my officers may take on credit from the
factories of the English Gomasthas, but deal for ready
money, agreeably to the order from the Nawab, I have
taken Moochulcas, but am ready to assist the Gomasthas of
English gentlemen in everyt,hing they desire of me."
Proceedings, January 17, 1763 A.D.
Mr. Hastings was of opinion that these retaliatory
measures of the Nawab's people were provoked by the evil
practices of the Company's gomastas. His opinion was
expressed in the following:-" As I have formerly lived
amongst the country people in a very inferior station (a
junior servant of the Company at the silk Aurungs) and at
a time when we were subject to the most slavish depend·
ence on the government ; and have met with the greatest
indulgence, and even respect, from the Zemindars and
officers of the Government, I can, with the greater confidence, deny the justice of this opinion ; and add further
from repeated experience that if our people, instead of
erecting themselves into lords and oppressors of the country,
confine themselves to an honest and fair trade and.,submit
themselves to the lavvful adhority of the government, they
will be everywhere courted and respected." Hastings'
opinion in the Consultations of 1st March, 1763, Vansittart's
Narrative, Vol. II, pp. 354-55.
153 Letter from the Governor to the Nawab, January
22, 1763 A.; D.
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1763, some boats laden with salt, belonging to
Messrs. Lushington and Amphlett, and provided
with the bukshbunder's 154 pass and the Company's
dastak were stopped, while going to Patna,
near Rajmahal by Kutub Alum, Faujdar of
that place. 155 About the same time some saltpetre
of the Company, coming from Gazipur loaded on
bullocks, was pulled off from the bullocks' backs
by the N awab's amil at Maugy in sarkar Saran;
the Daroga of Seisun ( ?) stopped a boat laden with
saltpetre belonging to the Company and took
it out; and the Faujdar of Rajmahal stopped four
boats loaded with betel-nut, though these had
dastaks from the Chief of the Dacca Factory, and
demanded for duties. 156 Mahammad Ali, the
Nawab's Collector at Dacca, also adopted some
strong measures. He wrote to Abdulla, amil of Sundeep Paragana, not '' to suffer a single Englishman
in the country, and to punish whosoever shall
take upon himself the name of an Englishman. ''
On the death of Nehoo1, an old dalal of the Company at Dacca, Mahammad Ali "put peons on his
house and laid claim to his effects in wrong of an
infant" who appealed to the English in the Dacca
154
"A harbour or custom master. Also a custom
house, a port. The office of customs at Hoogly."
15 5
Letter from the Governor to Kutub Alum, lOth
February, 1763.
156
Letter from the Governor to the Nawab, February
12, 1763.
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factory for protection. 157 The Chief of the Dacca
factory sent a party of sepoys "for the security of
the house '' and his step was approved by the
members of the Council in Calcutta, who sent a
letter to Mahammad Ali, "warning him to desist
from any such proceeding in future." Mr. Cartier,
Chief of the Dacca factory, wrote to Muham~
mad Ali :-''Sir, the strange and violent proceed~
ings of the different Sickdars, Zemindars, and
Cbowkeedars in the district of Dacca in stopping
the English trade, plundering their Gomasthas
and servants, and affronting their colours, oblige
me, as Chief of the Company's affairs at Dacca,
to apply to you for s:1tisfaction for these insults
and to demand a reason for such an extraordinary
conduct. I can scarcely believe, Sir, that these
actions can be the result of your orders and much
less Cossim Aly Khan's; but as you cannot be.
ignorant of the secret springs of them, I require
of you a positive explanation concerning this
matter. You must be sensible of the danger an
invasion of the privileges granted to the English
must be attended with and the resentment we
have it in our power to show, and have shown in
instances of the like nature. I choose to communicate my sentiments by Jetter, well knowing the
many mistakes that happen in sending · and

15 7

Proceedings, Februar:y: 3, 1763 A. D.
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answering messages, the sense of them very often
being perverted.'' 158
Sayyid Jalal Bokory, the Nawab's chowkidar at
Shahbunder, demanded an additional duty of
Rs. 3,250 from Mr. Senior, who had to pay the
duty for obtaining a pass to carry on 4,000 maunds
of salt into the Shahbunder. He stopped the boats
at every ghat and taking an account of goods,
demanded as much duty as he liked, and plundered
the oarsmen and the helmsmen of all their effects.
The amil of Rangpur demanded duties on cloth,
silk ·and all kinds of goods, and imprisoned the
dalals and pykers of the Company at Shengunge,
in the district of Dinajpur. Ramnath Bhaduri,
Naib of that place, set a guard of ten barkandazes 159 over each of the six English gomastas
and took money from them under the pretence
that they must contribute their share to remove
the fakirs .160
It should be noted that before his conflict
with the English Mir Kasim
l\'Iir Kasim 's atten·
paid heed to certain cases of
tion to English com·
plaints before
the
of the gqmastas and
complaints
final breach.
servants of the Company. He
158

Proceedings, 17th January 1763.
'' A matchlockman, but commonly applied to
a native of Hindustan, armed with a sword and shield, who
acts as doorkeeper, watchman, guard or escort." Wilson's
GlossaTy, p. 65.
16° Letter from the Governor to the Nawab, March 7,
159
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wrote m his letter to the President, received
lOth February, 1762 ;o-" At this time Mr. Ellis,
t~_ of Patnao.._ writes, that the Purnea
and other Faujdars molest the Company's busine~~~--therefore wrote ~~pressly to the
fu,;;~F-aJ!j~etc .-;I)Ot~-- inte~rupt- the Con;
--·-----·-·---······---· ··------· ··-·-----------pany 's trade, but always to assist them. I therefore
wroteto the :Bc~gaf-]?auraars- aiia--others not to
impede the Company's business in any respect,
and to advise you of anything that came before
them. I am at great distance ; therefore should
anything happen write to the Faujdars and others,
and they will act as shall most tend to benefit the
Company's trade and the business of my
Subaddarry.'' We also :find__!!lat T_urrut Si:Qg,z
Amildar
of
Gungypor~-~~ngipur), bein_g
ooiiVietea-of
·trtiTiiig~ Gray's gomasta, was
~---··----·~·---~- ...------...........-~
sentenced to hanging at the place where the
------·~·~-----·-----·
violence had been committed, and s~
FaU}da:r,for''-'encievo-~rfn£'to~;;;n him,'' and
..-._____,
·------~--·-·-·--~--- ·. .
for other -~-~haviour' t~:'Vards~
gomasthas, " was dismissed from the Governme.n:t...
...
of Purneah.'' 161
·

--

.--·

-----------

--------

~----····--·-------·-

1763. These Fakirs or Sannyasis were often very turbulent in those parts of Bengal. Rennel in his Journals
refers to a skirmish between his own men and some
Sanngasis in Baar (near Bhutan).
161
Original Papers, Vol. I, p. 139. Vansittart's
Narratiue, Vol. II, pp. H:l0-94. Cf. Another letter from
the Governor and Mr. _Hastings to the Council, dated
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It is important to · know how the· President
and the Council in Calcutta and
c!~~t!be ~~dnci\~~ the N a wab'· also tried to remove
Nawab of Bengal tried
these disturbances and how far
to arrive at some
settlement ;
their measures and motives were
just and impartial.
From March to June
1762, vigorous and lengthy debates took. place in
the Council on the subject of trade, the nature and
extent of it, the powers of the EngliRh factors and
the gomastas, and their right of using force in their
own concerns. Variety of opinions prevailed but
all felt that redress was urgently needed. At last,
it was agreed that the Governor, attended by Mr.
Hastings, should pay a visit to
Mission of Vansittart and Hastings to
the Nawab, and should regulate
the ,..
N a wah
of
affairs with him. Accordingly
Bengal ;-their arrival
at Mongyr ;they set out from Calcutta on
12th October, 1762, and arrived at Murshidabad
on 3rd November. 162 The Nawab was then
at Mongyr, where the Governor arrived on
30th November. After certain discussions and
enquiries of various kinds, they agreed upon the
following points 163 : - " (1) For the Company's im. points of
their
agreement with the

~awab-

ports and exports' the company's
dustuck (pass) shall be granted

Mongyr, December 15, 1762 A.D., Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, pp. 160-64.
1 62
Letter from the Governor to th~ Council, 19th
November, 1762.
l 6 3 The plan of these regulations corresponds in a
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and respect should be paid to it. (2) For the
private trade the pass of the government shall
be given. (3) At the time of taking out the
last.:mentioned pass the duties shall be paid
according to the rat. s which shall be annexed to
the agreement. (4) The duties shall be paid once
for all, so that there should be no delays on the
road, or at the place of sale. (5) If any frauds
shall be committed, notice shall be immediately
sent to the nearest English Factory, and to the
nearest officer of the government. (6) If any
person attempts to pass goods, without a dustuck
for inland trade ~:~uch boats or goods, so attempted
to be passed clandestinely, shall be seized and confiscated and notice lJc given to the nearest English
Factory, and to the officer of the government.
(7) Goods without a dustuck attempted to be clandestinely TJassed in company with boats or goods
having a dustuck-such goods or boats, so attempted to be passed clandestinely, shall be seized and
confiscated. (8) The gomasthas in every place,
shall carry on their trade freely, and as merchants.
In case of any dispute on either side, application
shall be made to the officer of the government,
and justice shall be done. (9} If the Gomastha
thinks himself aggrieved, he shall complain to
great measure with that of 18th May, 1762. Vide a letter
from Mr. Hastings to the Governor, May 18, 1762 AJ).,
Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, pp. 90-95.
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his principal, and his principal according to custom
shall appear to the Presidency, and redress shall
be obtained."
The rates, mentioned in article three, were
fixed at H p.c. on the prime
Rates fixed at 9 p.c.
~~ t~~e pl~~~~e wh~;! cost, at the places where the
the goods could be
goods could be procured. It
procured,should be noted that these rates
were less than what had been paid by the English
themselves in their private trade at Luckipur/64
e.g., on salt Rs. 9-14-3 pies per 100 maunds,
tobacco Rs. 0-4-0 per maund. 165 It was also much
less than what had been usually paid by other
merchants in their private trade. Moreover, by
this,arrangement '' the inconvenience was avoided
(by the Company) of making a
advantageous for the
d
Company.
iversity of payments wh'lC h
other merchants were subject
166
to.''
Haji Mustafa, translator of the Seir-ulMutakherin, has remarked:Haii Mustafa's re" The fact is, however, that in
mark.
reality, and with the condition
A letter from the Council to the Governor, dated
15th November, 1762, Original Papers, etc., Vol. I, p. 217.
165
A letter from the Gentlemen at Luckipur to the
Council, dated 6th November, 1762. Ibid, p. 218.
166
"In my way down, I took an account from the
agent.s of some Patna and Hugely merchants of what they
had p11id, and were liable to pay for the salt under their
charge, by which you will perceive that the Sircary
164

42
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in appearance submitted to by Vansittart, but in
reality annexed thereto by the Governor, the
English had a complete advantage over the natives.
For whilst these were liable to that infinity of
small duties and stoppages over the waters of
Bengal (duties which independently of the stoppages, amounted altogether to full 25 p.c.) the
English themselves were to pay 10 p.c. for once
and all; and that duty, once paid, their boats were
exempted from all further stoppages and searches;
an exemption which cannot be rated at less than
13 p. c. more ; so that whilst the Company's
public trade remained free, boundless and sacred,
the private trade of their servants, which to that
day had never existed, was admitted as lawful
under the single duty of 10 p.c., which 10 p.c.
would, in time, become only nominal." 167
At the time of his departure Mr. Vansittart
told the N a wab that he should pass orders on his
officers directing them to act in accordance with
those regulations, when the orders along with
those of the President and with circular letters
from the Council should be forwarded from
(government) duties only, without reckoning the Dustore
taken at the several Chokeys amount by the lowest of the
several information, to more than 26 rupees per 100
maunds.'' A letter from the Governor to the Council,
dated 15th .Tanuary, 1763. Ibid, pp. 239--40.
167

Seir, Vol. II, p. 469.
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Calcutta to the factories. 168 He promised that he
would try his level best to get the consent of the
Council to these regulations. But the Nawab,
" confiding in that kind of promise conceived the
hopes of keeping up his pretensions for duties ;
somuch so, that after some time
The Nawab hastily
had
elapsed, he wrote to his
issued instructions to
his officers,officers everywhere to give them
notice of the agreement he expected and to put them upon their guards ; lest mean•
while and until the reglement should come up, the
English private traders might find means to evade
the custom and to escape duty free.'' But the
customs officers and toll-men could not act in the
right spirit of the instructions and were not able
to '' keep such a secret locked up in their breasts.''
In fact,~ oppositions and stoppages commenced in
many places, and the " veil was
~M~~•
l
fiicts.
torn away at once m
two paces
at Azimabad, where Mr. Ellis,
Chief of the Factory, was highly incensed aga\nst
the Nawab, and zealously attached to Mr. Amyatt,
and at Jahangirnagar (Dacca) where Mr. Boston
held a similar office. These two men equally
incensed and equally impatient of restraint,
and both unable to endure any more, sent
a force, which seized the Nawab's officers
and brought them prisoners to the English
I HS

V ansittart 's Narrative, Vol. II, pp. 163-64.
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factories, with intent to have them tried and
punished by the Council of Calcutta, and to throw
the blame of their conduct directly upon the
Nawab and indirectly upon Vanisttart." 169
At that critical moment, the members of the
Council, with two or three exThe members of the
Council in
Calcutta ceptions, were guided mainly
guided by self.intereat
by considerations of self-1"nterest
and feelings of personal rivalries;
and feelings of personal rivalries.
So they. at once construed the arrangement between the Nawab and Mr. Vansittart to be an
attack upon their privileges and threw out all
sorts of invectives against both of them. 170
Major Carnac was desired to assist the Council
so that he " might contribute his censure upon
the President's regulations," and a resolution
was taken to call down all the members of the
Council from the subordinate factories to the
Presidency.171 At the same time the subordinate
English factories daily sent tp the Council fresh
complaints of the interruptions on their business
with such exaggerations as served to widen the
breach. It was urged that their weavers could
not be protected because of the President's orders
against protecting the dependants of the Nawab's
169
Seir, Vol. II, pp. 445-46 ; Original Papers, etc.,
Vol. I, pp. 250-52.
170
Ibid. Vide the Governor's Minute of 1st February,
1763, in which he answers the objections to the regulations.
l 71 Extract from consultations of 17th January, 1763.
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government. 172 The Nawab also sent to the
their decision of 1st President
similar complaints
1763
March,
against tbe servants of the Com·
pany. 173 The Council decided on 1st March, 17 63,
that " they had a right to trade in salt, betelnut,
and every other article of inland trade, duty-free
and with the Company's Dustuck, equally with
the foreign trade." It was further decided that a
duty of two and a half per cent. on salt should be
paid to the Nawab, " in conformity to the usual
practice, not as the Nawab's right, but as an
indulgence to him from the Board.'' 174
The attitude of the members of the Council on
Their a.ttitude llighly
this occasion was highly uncomuncoropromising.
promismg. The duty of 9 p. c.
on the prime cost of the goods would have been
" a very easy and advantageous accommodation for
the English dealers in this trade ; '' and as the
172
"The defendants of the country government are
plainly those who hold offices, trusts, or rents under the
government, and there is an established distinction between them and the weavers, who are regarded as dependants of the merchants that employ them ; and this is a
distinction well known to all but those who through passion
will not know it."
7
1 3
Letter from the Nawab to the President, 22nd
February, 1763, Original Papers,Vol. II, pp. 94-95.
17 4
Consultations, 1st March, 1763, Original Papers,
Vol. II, pp. 7r5-87; Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, p. 417.
Of. "and this as a compliment, a favour, a considerabion, not a right."
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Nawab had "consented to accept that as an equivalent for all demands,'' the compliance of the
members of the Council with it would have given
them a confirmed right to what had hitherto been
always disputedY" Moreover, as has been already
pointed, it would have placed them in a more privileged position than the native merchants. 170 But
all prudence and judgment vanish away when
hatred, rivalry and selfishness reign supreme.
Day by day affairs took a serious turn. The
Dacca Factors informed the Council of a fray
between the officers of the government and a party
of sepoys that had been sent to release some
boats, stopped near J afarganj. The English
gentlemen at Patna also wrote that they had
sent an officer with three companies of sepoys
to Mow for removing the restrictions on the
Company's trade at that place. 177 Being tired
of this anomalous state of things/78 the Nawab
175

Vansitta1't's Na1'mtive, Vol. II, pp. 414·18.

Of. Vansittart's letter to Messrs. Johnston, Hay and
Bolts, Dec. 15, 1762 A.D.
176

Vide ante.

17 7

Copy of a letter from the Chief and Council at
Patna to the Governor and Council, dated 6th March, 1763.
Original PapMs, Vol. II, p. 109. For further details, vide
ibid.

Of. "It appeared that an exemption from duties
had thrown the whole trade of the country into the hands
of the English. This, however, was the least evil. The
17 s
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issued a parawanah abolishing all duties on
inland trade for two years. 179
The N awab abolishh
ed an duties on inlaud
T e N awah fully expressed his
trade for two years;
point of view in this matter in
-explanatiOn of his
measure.
his letter to the Council, dated
22nd March, 1763 :-''The affair of the duty is as
follows : on account of the oppression of the
country Government was destroyed by the violence of their
agents ; and individual tyranny succeeded to national
arrangement. In the general confusion all who were disposed to plunder assumed the authority of our name,
usurped the seats o£ justice, and carried on what they
called, a trade, by violence and oppression. The Nawab's
officer either fled before them or joining the invader, divided
the spoil. The barrier of the country government once
broken down, it became impossible to stop the inundation.
Ma;homedan, Portuguese and Armenian alike, nay, every
illiterate mariner who would escape from a ship, erected
our flag, and acted as lord of the district around him."
Verelst, View of Bengal, p. 106.
1 79 "Perwannah from Mir Casim to Raja Nobet Roy,
dated the 19th Shaaban, or 5th March, 1763 : ''Having been certainly informed that the g1'eater pa1't
of the M eJ'ehants of my count1'y have suffe1'ed considemble
losses and have laid aside all tmffic, sitting idle and unemployed in their houses.
Therefo1'e with a view to the welfare and quiet of this
kind of people, I have caused all duties and customs,
chowkeydaree Mangan, collections upon new built boats
and othe1' lesse1' taxes by land or by wate1', for two years to
come, to be removed, and my sunnud is accordingly sent
to enforce it," Proceedings, March 22, 1763.
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English Gomastbas, there bas not as much a
single farthing been collected by way of duties.
Nay, so far from it: you have combined with some
of my people and taken penalties from others. And
many merchants who ought to pay customs, have
carried their goods duty free through your protection. Upon this account I have entirely given up
the collection of duties, and removed all Chowkeys wheresoever established. For why should I
subject my character to be reproached without
cause on account of duties ? If any one of my
people insist on duties, I shall severely punish
him. As to what you write of your grounding
your rights upon the Firmaund and former
sunnuds, I have been twenty or thirty years in
this country and am perfectly well acquainted
with the nature thereof. But you ought to
remember that your Gomasthas until the time
of Meer Mahomed J affar Khan, traded only on
some certain articles. Nay, although I stood your
friend, you were unable to provide ten or twenty
timbers from Chittagong for building ; but now in
my administration, your Gomasthas make so
many disturbances, and are guilty of so great
injuries that I cannot enumerate them. Judge
therefore, from these circumstances, who is the
oppressor, and who the oppressed.'' 180
Original Papers, Vol. II, pp. 138-40.
It should be noted here that the President, in his
letter to the Council, dated 14th December, 1762 (Original
ISO
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As soon as the Nawab's parawanah for abolishing inland duti.es had been out, ~
Majority in
the
Council become furiit was resolved by a majority in
ous.
the Council that a this exemption was a breach of the Company's privileges and
that the Nawab should be positively required to
recall it, and collect duties as before from the
country merchants and all other persons who had
not the protection of the Company's Dustuck.'' 181
The President and Mr. Hastings
The President and
disagreed
with the Council and
Mr.
Hastings disagreed with, the Counpointed out that "the Nazim of
cil ;
every Province has a right to do
anything for the relief of the merchants trading
under his protection without waiting for an order
from the (Imperial) Court ; besides there is at this
time no court, nor has been for some years, and
therefore the N azim must of necessity manage their
several governments as they shall judge best for
Papers, etc., Vol. I, pp. 222-28), mentioned that in course
of his conversation with the Nawab on the subject of inland
trade and duties, the latter had observed that "if the
English Gomasthas were permitted to trade in all parts
and all commodities custom free, his customs would be of
so little value to him, that it would be much more for his
interest to .lay trade entirely open ; and collect no customs
upon any kind of merchandise which would draw a number
of merchants into his country and at the same time it
would cut off the principal subject of the disputes which
had disturbed the good understanding between us."
181 Origirz.g.l Papers, Vol. II, p. 124~
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the general good. And if either the Nawab Serajoo
Dowla, Jaffer Ally Khan, or Cossim Aly Khan
have a right to give up to us those duties which
their predecessors received, or permit us to trade
in articles we were before excluded from ; of course
they have a right also to make regulations in
favour of trade in general." 182 The N a wab being
strongly determined to take off customs in general
and to lay trade entirely open, sent the following
reply to the arguments of the
The Nawab's reply;
members of the Council in
personal correspondence to Mr. Vansittart :-'.'It
was notorious that merchants of all sorts made
it a practice to pass their own goods under the
name of English agents : and that as a release
of duties to the latter would in fact amount to· a
general exemption also to most of the former, save
only a few wretches too obscure to afford the
expense of purchasing protectors, and too poor to
afford duties that would be worth perception ; he
had therefore taken the part to suppress all
customs and duties whatever, and to render the
exemption general since as long as the principal
merchants could find means to pass duty free,
under the English mask, it would be hard to
torment a few poor people who could submit to
duties, but whose contributions would never repay
the charges of perception. That as to the order
182

Proceedings! March 24, 1763.
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the English agents, prisoners
m his camp, it was an injunction vain and
absurd; since the English having first seized and
confined his officers, these, of course, ought to be
released first before the others could be dismissed
at all.' ' 183 The Court of Directors took a just view
of the situation and strongly
Views of the Court
condemned the action and beof Directors ; -their
letter of 30th Decemhaviour of the Council in
ber, 1763.
Calcutta in their letter, dated
30th December, 1763 :-''If what is all stated is
fact, it is natural to think that the Nawab tired out
and disgusted with the ill usage he has received. has
taken this extraordinary measure finding that his·
authority and government are set at naught and
trampled upon by the unprecedented behaviour
of our servants and the agents employed by them
in the several parts of the Nawab's dominions.
If we are right in our conjecture, we positively
direct, as you value our service, that you do
immediately acquaint the N awab, in the Company's name, that we disapprove of every measure
that has been taken in real prejudice to his
authority and government particularly with respect to the wronging him in his revenues by the
shameful abuse of Dustucks; and you are further
to inform him that you look upon his and the
Company's interest to be so connected that we
wish for nothing more than to have everything
18 3

Seir, Vol. II, p_., 453.
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put on such a footing that the utmost harmony
may be promoted and kept l1P between." 184
It is ·difficult to understand how those
members of the Council in Calcutta could base
their right to internal trade, free of all customs
and duties, on the Firman of 1716-17. 185 The
Firman was never intended to
Wrong interpretation of the Firman of throw open the internal trade
1717 by the Council in
of Bengal (i.e., trade from place
Calcutta.
to place within the country)
in the commodities of the country (e.g., salt,
betel-nut and tobacco) to the servants of a foreign
trading Company, to the prejudice of the interests
of the country merchants, as well as of the Nawab's
revenues. Neither Siraj-ud-dowla nor Mir Jafar
did understand it to be so. 18° Certainly no sound
principle of International Law can allow such
treaties of commerce between two contracting
parties as would benefit one to the utter disadvantage of the other. The Court of Directors expressed their sentiments on this point in their letter
to the Council in Calcutta, dated
Opinion of the
Court of Directors on
26th April, 17 65 : _n: We do
the Firman;
not mean to enter into a discussion, respecting the political conduct of our
late Governor (Vansittart} and his Council; but
must say that an unbounded thirst after· riches
Wheeler, Early Records of British India, pp. 311-12.
185 Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, pp. 271-72_
Iss Vide ante. ·
IH
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seems to have possessed the whole body of our
servants to that degree, that they have lost all
si,ght of justice to the country government
Company. In
and of their duty to the
reading the opinions of the several members
of the late Council respecting illegal trade,
by which they mean the articles of salt,
betel-nut, and tobacco, we are astonished to :find
those among them who pretend to found their
rights on the Firmans. Treaties of Commerce are
understood for the mutual benefit of the contracting parties. Is it then possible to suppose that
the Court of Delhy by conferring the privilege of
trading free of customs, could mean an internal
trade in the commodities of their own country, at
that period unpractised and unthought of by the
English, to the detriment of their revenues and to
the ruin of their own merchants. We do not :find
such a construction ever was beard of until our
own servants first invented it and afterwards
supported it by violence; neither could it be
claimed by the subsequent treaties with Mir J a:ffer
(June 1757) or Cossim Aly "(July 1763) which
were never understood to give one additional
privilege of trade beyond what the Firman
expressed. In short the specious arguments used
by those who pretended to set up a right to it
convince us that they did not want judgment but
virtue, to withstand the temptation of suddenly
amassing a great fortune," although acquired by
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means incompatible with the peace of the country,
and their duty to the Company.' ' 187 The remission of ·all duties on the internal trade in the
case of foreign traders, while it was realised
from the country merchants, would have practically amounted to a stoppage of commerce by
the latter. Further, the East India Company,
a collective body of merchants incorporated, procured from the Mughal Emperor freedom from
duties (except at the fort of Surat) for all
goods belonging to the collective body. They did
not lay out the money of the community for the
benefit of the private merchants, but for the benefit of the Company. So, the true intent and
meaning of the Firman was to give the Company
"a free trade, clear of all customs, in articles of
commerce to be imported and exported by
shipping.'' It was such commerce, from which
mutual benefit could be derived by both the Company and the kingdom of the Nawab, that was
intended by the Firman. 188 The members of the
Council in Calcutta, with few exceptions, interpreted it in a manner which suited their interests
best. It was natural that they entertained feelings
of enmity against Mir Kasim, who sought to strike
18 7

Verelst, View of Bengal, Appendix, pp. 128-29.
A letter from the Governor and Mr. Hastings to
the Council, dated 15th December, 1762, Original Papers,
Vol. I, pp. 222-24.
188
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a blow at the sources of their income from private
trade in order to protect the interests of the native
merchants of Bengal. From interchange of complaints and haughty words through letters, the two
Defeat and expulsion
parties Were drawn into battles.,
of Mir Kasim.
which resulted in the defeat and
expulsion of Mir Kasim from Bengal.
After this Mir J afar was reinstalled as the
N awab of Bengal. The Council
Reinstallation
of
in Calcutta concluded a treaty
Mir Jafar,-his treaty
with the Company of
with him on lOth July, 1763, by
lOth July, 1763.
which it was agreed that "the
English shall carry on their trade by means of their
own Dustucks, free from all duties, taxes and impositions, in all parts of the country excepting the
salt, on which a duty of two and a half per cent. is
to be levied on the Rowana or Houghly market
price; wherein it is further agreed, that the late
Perwannahs., issued by Cossim Aly Khan (Mir
Kasim) granting to all merchants the exemption of
all duties for the space of two years shall be reversed
and called in, and the duties collected as before.' ' 189
This left the country open for the oppressions and
Oppressions of the
plunderings of the Company's
gomastas increased adgomastas, to the acute sufferings
ding to the sufferings of the country
of its people and merchants.
merchants and people.

189

Verelst, View of Bengal, Appendix, p.l28; Bengal

and Madras Papers, Vol. III.
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Mir Jafar sent the following representations 1g0
to the Council in Calcutta, through Ma.jor Adams,
for regulating the internal trade of the country:,,As there are factories of the English Company
at Oassimbazar, Dacca, Patna and other places and
Chiefs and Councillors are there, whatever Dustucks
there may be .for trade let them be established
under the seal of the English Company. And let
them not interfere, nor grant
Mir Jafar's
representations to the recommendations in the affairs
Council in Calcutte. for
the regulation of interof the Revenues of the country
nal trade.
as it is a means of weakening the
authority of my officers.
Sepoys and Liscarries in the name of the Com~
pany go into the country and oppress the Ryots.
If they are sent 'into the country for the Company's
bus'iness let them have a certificate in the seal of
the English Councillor and if they go into the
country withou.t a certificate and make a disturbance let them be punished.
Let not the English gomasthas take possession
of and set up their authority in any of the Zamindaree, or mill-Ly lands granted by the King rent
free, or fior a very trifling consideration, nor receive
money for protection called Meraein nor hold any
Farms : and whoever has taken possession of any
lands let him relinquish them and let not protection
be granted to the Dependents of the Sircar.
19 o Bengal Secret Consultations, Fort William, 2nd
January_:, 1764, I.: R. D .. (Eoreign).
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Let there be Dustucks and the Company's seal
with the boats loaded with silver and goods and
let them pass and repass giving copies to the
Chowkey according to custom.
With Tegard to the gomasthas of the English
Company who are in different parts of the country
excepting for the bvsiness of the English Company
and Councillors let them not for their own affairs
and concerns send sepoys upon the Ryots, nor oppress
them, force them to purchase their goods and if
any dispute shall arise let them make it known to
the officer of the Sircar and have it settled by him.

On 6th January, 1764, the Nawab sent a Jetter
to the Council complaining of
His
complaints
against the conduct of
t h e many 0 bstructions t hat his
the Patna Factors.
officers had met with in the province of Bihar from the English
gentlemen at the Patna factory. 191 The Council
being desirous of introducing certain necessary
regulations for preventing future disputes in the
country, wrote to the Chief of the Patna factory
repeating, along with other instructions, the
prohibition which had been already laid down
''that no persons or their depenTbe Council's insd
tructions to the Patna
ants res1·a·mg un der tl1e C.JOmFactory.
pany' s flag are to be permitted
to bold Gaunges, Rents or any
Bengal Secret Consultations, Fort William, 19th
January, 1764, I.R.D. (Foreign,).
191
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other offices from the country government." 192
The Chief of the Patna factory replied to the
Council on 3rd February that the orders of the
Council had been duly obeyed and ''that no Gentlemen of the Factory or their dependants hold
either Gunge, Rent or other offices from the
coun t ry governmen t .............................. . '' 198
But in other parts of the country,
Sufferings of the
such as, Oassimbazar, Rangpur,
people in other parts
of the country.
Dinajpur, etc., the people were
labouring under "'unlawful proceedings of many
private European agents and their Gomasthas.'' 194
The following letter from the vakil (representative) of the Zamindar of Buzzoorgomepore
( ?) gives a true picture of the condition to which
the internal trade of the country had been reduced
-"The Pergunnah of Buzzoorgomeopore, etc., in
the Zemindary of my master. By reason of the
oppressions of the Factors of the Company and
many other English traders of whom underneath
is a list, all inhabitants are fled. The people of
the Factors take from the markets what they
please at half price, cut down Bamboos and Trees
belonging to the inhabitants and take them away

Ibid.
Bengal Secret Consultations, Fort William, 13th
February, 1764, I.R.D., (Foreign).
194 Bl.
St. Cons., 30th April, 1764. I. R. D.o
192

193

\Foreign)~
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by foree, if any complains, they punish him for it.
They press the inhabitants and carry them into
the woods of Sundarbun, paying them only half
their wages. They take possession of lands in the
Sunderbun and make Tafsels of salt for which they
pay no rents. They seize the salt of Tafsels of the
Pergunah and of the inhabitants. They force the
inhabitants to take tobacco, salt and other articles
and refuse to pay the legal duties on the Trade
which they carry on. If we demand a sight of the
Company's Dustuck they beat us with Bamboos,
some of them pretend that they have been Robbed;
and insist on our making restitution placing peons
upon us and putting us to great expense. They
judge causes, and impose and exact fines. They
send peons, and seize the N aib of the Pergunnah
taking for a Tullabana (Peons' Fees) one rupee
every day. They grant guards to many of the
Taluckdars and Mollungess in the country by
which means we are prevented from collecting the
King's Revenues and many of the inhabitants
take shelter in the Factories and thereby avoid
paying the rents. There is little chunam (lime)
made within the distance of four days' journey foom
hence, the whole quantity made within the Pergunnah not exceeding 200 maunds. Notwithstanding Mr. Dobbries has established tw9
Factories within my Pergunnah committing every
species of Injury and oppressing and violating the
women of the Inhabitants and erecting Factories
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in places where none were ever before, drives
away the Inhabitants and upon the information of
many people he takes upon him to recover debts
of Five and Ten years standing-whereof I request
that you will grant me a Perwannah that no one
may be allowed to oppress the Inhabitants that
whosever has not the Company's Dustuck may be
obliged to pay duties and orders be sent to the
people of the Factories that they do not send out
Peons into the country without the knowledge of
the Zemindar, and whatever affairs they transact
that they give the Naib Zarnindar a copy of the
Dustuck by which they are authorised and that for
such for which they have no Dustuck they pay
the King's revenues accruing from them.'' 1n"
There is no wonder that the Select Committee in
1767 described the situation of Bengal in 1765 in
the following language : - ' 'W o beheld a presidency
divided, headstrong and licentious; a government
without nerves, a treasury without money, and
service without subordination, discipline or public
spirit. We may add that amidst a general stagnation of useful industry and of licensed commerce, individuals were accumulating immense
riches, which they had ravished from the insulted
prince, and his helpless people, who groaned under
~he united pressure of discontent, poverty and
oppression. '' 19·5a
195
l95a

Bl. St. Oons., 7th May, 1764.
Verelst; VioesJn Bengal, Appendix, p. 471.
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The Court of Directors in their letter, dated 8th
February, 1764, informed the
Instructions of the
Court of Directors.
Governor and Council in Bengal
that '' from the receipt of this
letter, a final and effectual end be forthwith put to
the Inland Trade in Salt, Betelnut, Tobacco and
in all other articles whatsoever produced and consumed in the country; and that all European and
other Agents, or Gomosthas, who have been concerned in such Trade, be immediately ordered down
to Calcutta, and not suffered to return or be
replaced as such, by any other persons.
That as our Phirmaund Privileges of being
Duty-free are certainly confined to the Company's
Export and Import Trade only, you are to have
recourse to, and keep within, the Liberty therein
stipulated, and given, as nearly as can possibly be
done. But as by the connivance of the Bengal
Government and constant usage, the Company's
Government servants have had the same Benefit as
the Company, with respect to their Export and
Import Trade, we are willing they should enjoy
the same; and that Dustucks be granted accordingly; but herein the most effectual care is to be
taken, that no excesses or abuses are suffered
upon a,ny account whatsoever, nor Dustucks
granted to any other than our Government servants
as aforesaid. However, notwithstanding any of
our former orders, no writer is to have the benefit
of a Dustuck, until he has served his full Time of
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Five years in that Station: :Free Merchants and
others are not entitled to, or to have the benefit of
the Company's Dustucks, but are to pay the usual

Duties.

'

As no Agents or Gomasthas are to reside, on
Account of private Trade, at any of the Inland
Parts of the country, all business on account of
licensed private Trade is to be carried on by, and
through the means of, the Company's Covenant
servants, residing at the several subordinate
Factories, as has been usual." ~(,
For some time after the receipt of this letter,
Attention of the
the regulation of the internal
Couneil in Oaleutta to
trade
of Bengal engaged the
the regulation of the
internal trntle.
attention of the Council in
1 7
Calcutta. n The Council tried to put some
restraints " upon those excesses which either
ignorance or passion or self~ interest '' had led the
English agents to commit in the country. 198
Those agents were practically under no law,
because the Charter of the Company did not
authorise the Company's Courts "to take cognisance of any crimes they might commit in those
parts," and it had been also " laid down as a
1

196 Bengal and Madras Papers, Vol. III; Wheeler,
Early Records of British India, pp. 311-14.
19 7 Letter to Anselm Beaumont, Resident at Midnapur,
dated 3rd October, 1764. Midnapur District Records, pp.
19-20.
198 Bl.St. Cons., 3rd May, 1764.•
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fundamental principle that the country Government shall have no power of them.'' 199 It was,
therefore, resolved by the Council on 3rd May,
1764, that "all the Europeans, Portugese, Natives,
and Armenian agents which are now up the country
shall have notice given them to settle their concerns
so as to return to Calcutta by the SOth November,
and that after that time no European shall be
permitted to go up the country under any pretence
whatsoever or any other agent be employed in our
own rrrade but Bengal Natives. With respect to
the practice of carrying on the Inland trade by
Force (caiied Burja or Guchaount) it is a, practice
which we entirely disapp!ove, and in order to put
a stop to it as soon as possible it is agreed to send
directions__!Q__pacc_~. Rungepore and Malda t9
prohibit~_the districts under the Jracto~t
iO--aoTt
with such care _J1nd____giscretion as not to
--:----:affect the Company) l:g_y_e~t_men_t_g,Jl_YY:~do_n._ot mean
to-mvalicfatethe right derived to the Company fro~
tiie1r-P1llrmau-;d:--a1waj8 ]lcidover their own
weavers.'' 200 All- the members of th-; Council
were not unanimous in their opinion on these
resolutions ; 201 but it was at last decided in July
1764, that all European agents should be recalled,
~----------------------------

-----~-------------

Ibid.
Ibid.
2o1 Bl. St. Cons., 21st July, 1764. For details about
the opinion of the members, vide Appendix.
199
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and that they should leave their respective places
of residence in the country in such time as to
arrive in Calcutta by the 31s~ of December. 202
The members also thought that a scheme should
be formed for carrying on the inland tradei n conformity with the orders of the Court of Directors. 203
We find in Consultations, 17th October, 1764, that
the Council in Calcutta proposed the regulation of
confining the trade of: their servants in the article
of: salt to the capital cities of Patna, Dacca and
Murshidabad on paying the Nawab a duty of
two and a half per cent. 'fhis could not by any
means "'obviate the Nawab's objections arising
from the distress of the poor and the injury to
his revenues," for while the Company's people had

2o2

Ibid.

2os Benga-l and Ma-dras Papers, Vol. II; Verelst, View

of Bengal, Appendix, p. 128. At a general meeting of
the Court of Proprietors held on the 18th of May, 1764,
it was pointed out by several members that the servants
of the Company in India "ought not to be deprived of
such precious advantages." The Court, therQfore,
resolved, '' That it be recommended to the Court of
Directors to consider the orders sent to Bengal relative
to the trade of the Company's servants in salt, betelnut
and tobacco, and to regulate this important point, either
by restrictions framed at home, or by referring it to the
Governor and Council of Fort William in such a manner
as may prevent all future Disputes betwixt the Soubah
and the Compnay." Verelst, op. oit_., p_._l07.
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to pay two and a half per cent. the country people
had to pay twenty or perhaps: forty per cent. 204
• The fifth article of the treaty
Article 15 of the
concluded by the President and
20
Treaty of
th FebruCouncil
in Calcutta with Nazimary, 176{1.
ud-dowla on 20th February,
1765, confirmed "to the English the privihige
granted them by their phirmaund and several
Husbulhookums, carrying on their trade by means
of their own Dustuck free from all Duties,
Taxes and Impositions in all parts of the country,
excepting the article onsalt, on· which a duty of
two half per cent. is to be levied on the Rowna,
or Houghley Market price.' ' 205
According to the orders of the Court of Directors, as contained in their letter of 1st June,
1764, the Select Committee in its meeting of
lOth August, 1765, when Mr. William Sumner
and Mr. Verelst were present, took into consideration the subject of the inland trade in salt.;
betelnut and tobacco. It decided that the following
plan ,-which was esteemed to be the '·' most
20~

Ibid, Appendix, pp. 130-31.
Court's Lett.er to Bengal. dated 19th February,
1766, In this letter the Court of Directors complained that they considered this arrangement " as an
express Breach and Violation of our Orders and as a·
determined Resolution to sacnfice the Interest of the
Company and the peace of the country to lucrative ancl
selfish views."
205
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correspondent with the Company's Orders and
conducive to the Ends which they have in view
when they require that the Tr.ade shall be put
upon such a footing as may appear most equitable
for the benefit of their servants, least liable to
produce disputes with the Country Government
and wherein their own interest and that of the
Nabob, shall at the same time be properly attended
to and considered ''-should be
Establishment
of
carried into execution:-u 1st,
monopoly in
salt,
That the Trade shall be carried
beteln11t, and tobacco.
on by an exclusive Company,
formed for that purpose and consisting of all those
who may be deemed justly entitled to share.
That a proper fund shall be raised by a Loan
at interest, for the supply and support of the
same; and 1.hat it shall commence in the month of
September ensuing or as soon after as may be found
most convenient. 2ndly, That all Salt, Betelnut
and Tobacco produced in or imported into Bengal,
shall be purchased by this established Company
and public advertisement shall be issued, strictly
prohibiting all other Persons whatever, who are
dependent on our Government, to deal in these
Articles.
3rdly, That application sha:ll be made to the
Nabob to . issue the like prohibition to all his
officers and subjects, of the Districts where any
quantity of either of these Articles is manufactured or produced,
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4thly, That the salt shall be purchased by
contract on the most reasonable Terms, giving
the preference to the factories of Dacca, Chittagong, Burdwan, and Midnapore, for the produce
of their respective Districts to the Fousdar
of Roughly, and the other Zamindars, for the
produce of Inglee, Tumlook, Mysidole, etc., and to
such persons as may offer the most reasonable
proposals, for the quantity produced in Calcutta
Lands.
5th1y, That the betelnut and tobacco shall,
on like manner, be purchased by contract, under
such terms and conditions as upon proper enquiry,
shall appear to the Managers to be most conformable to the interest concerned.
6thly, That the contractors for the salt shall
agree to deliver it at certain fixed places at a stipulated Rate per 100 Maunds, comprehending such
an advance upon their contracts with the Zemindars and Molungees as may be esteemed an
equivalent to their Risk, Trouble and bad Debts.
7thly, That as the Advance will be made by
the contractors to the Zemindars, etc., at certain
periods of the season, in the usual Manner, so
shall the advances from the Public Company to
the contractors be made in proportion thereto.
8thly, That the salt, betelnut, and tobacco,
thus purchased by the Public Company shall
be transported to a certain Number of Places for
sale, to be there, and there only disposed of by
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their Agents ; and that the country Merchants
may then become the purchasers, and again transport the Articles wither they think they have the
greatest prospect of profit ; that by this means,
not only the frequent oppressions the Inhabitants
of the country have suffered, by Buropeans having
Permission to traverse to every Place for the sale
of those commodities, will be put a stop to, but,
by thus reserving to the Natives and Merchants
a competent share of the profits both in the purchase and sale, we may hope for the good Bffect of
removing the general odium that has prevailed
from our seeking to deprive them of every Part
of that Trade.
9thly, That as it is apprehended some difficulty
will arise in securing the produce of the Dacca
and Chittagong Districts, by reason of the property
of the lands being scattered in a number of hands,
all dependent on the Government ; it is agreed,
that application shall be made to the Nabob, for
Perwanahs on the several Zemindars of those
districts, as well as those of Houghley, etc., strictly
ordering and requiring them to contract of all the
salt that can be made on their lands with the
English alone, and forbidding the sale to any other
Person or Persons whatsoever.
lOthly, That the Honourable Company shall
either share in this Trade as Proprietors, or receive
an annual duty upon it, as may appear to be most
for their Interest, when considered with their
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other Engagements and Demands at this Presi~
dency.
llthly, That the Nabob shall in like .M:anner
be considered, as may be judged most proper,
either as a Proprietor, or by annual Nuzzernah,
to be computed upon Inspecting a statement of his
duties on salt in former years.
12thly, That the manner in which the Honourable Company and the Nabob shall be considered,
being once determined, the Remainder of this Trade
shall be divided amongst the Company's servants,
arranged under certain classes, and each cl:1ss to
share a certain proportion of the capital stock.
13thly, 'rhat a Committee of Trade shall be
appointed to receive the management of this Plan
and present the same in all its Branches : That
the"y shall be immediately authorised to take
measures for raising the Fund at Interest, and to
receive propm:als, and settle the contracts : And
further, that for their Assistance in this work, a
person shall be appointed in the quality of their
Secretary and Accomptant " 206 Mr. Sumner banded over to the Committee 100 parwanahs, which
be had received from the Nawab through Mr.
Sykes, who had then visited Murshidabad,
" for authorising and facilitating this trade,"
especia11y for giving effect to the 3rd and 9th regulations. He also presented to the Committee
2 06
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several other papers, which he had collected, regarding the produce of the different districts and
the conditions under which salt could be contracted.207 About the appointment of the Committee of Trade, the Select Committee was of opinion
that it should be composed of two members of
their body and two gentlemen of the Council. 20R
The Committee of Trade solicited in their letter
to the Council in Bengal, dated 11th September,
1765, " a Deed to secure the Proprietors in
the Right to the s arne (reserved trade in the articles
of salt, betelnut, and tobacco) during the continuance of their present engagements, to be renewed every season as long as it may he agreeable
to the honourable Company that thiR plan should
subsist.'' The Council thought it proper to grant
the said 'Deed,' which was ordered to be prepared
by Mr. Wit tall for the security of the then :t'roprietor and it also agreed to write to the
Court of Directors for permission to renew the
same.200
The Select Commiitee considered at a meeting
held on 18th September 210 that it would be rnore
for the interest of the Company '' to be considered

201
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as superior of this Trade '' rattier than '' to be
engaged as Proprietors in the Stock " and that it
should receive a duty on the following rates:" On salt, 35 per cent. Valuing the 100
Maunds at the rate of 90 Rupees, and in consideration hereof the present Collaree 211 Duty to be
abolished.
On Bete lnut, 10 per cent. on the pnme cost,
on Tobacco, 25 per cent. on Ditto.''
It was also decided that proprietors in the
stock for this trade were to be arranged into three
classes. The first class was to consist of the
Governor with five shares, the second (of the
Council) with three shares, the General with three
shares, ten gentlemen of the Council each with
two shares, two Colonels each with four shares (in
all 39 shares). The second class was to be composed of one Chaplain, fourteen junior servants,.
and three Lieutenant Colonels, in all 18 persons,
each of whom was to be entitled to one-third of a
Councillor's proportion or two-thirds of one share
(in all twelve shares for the second class). The
211
'' Collaree properly Khalari,
corruptly collary,
Collerie, Collurie, Kballary, etc., Bengal. A place where
salt is manufactured: a salt-bed or pan; a mound of earth
hollowed at the top, in which straw and other materials
are placed to serve as a filter for the salt water poured
upon it and which when freed from dirt and sand becomes
brine for boiling." Wilson's Glossary.1
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third class was to be formed of thirteen Factors,
four Majors, four First Surgeons at the Presidency,
two First Surgeons at the Army, one Secretary to
the Council, one Sub-accountant, one Persian
translator, and one Sub-Export-Warehouse-keeper,
in. all 27 persons, each of whom was to be entitled
to the sixth of a Councillor's proportion, one onethird of one share (eight :shares for the third class).
Twelve shares in that trade were to be allott.ed to
18 persons, composed of the First, Senior and
Juriior merchants, Lieutenant Colonels~ and
Chaplain or Chaplains, and eight shares to 24
persons composed of the Senior Factors, Majors,
and Surgeons.
The Committee of Trade was to have power to
form bye-laws and to enforce them with the
approval of the Body of proprietors, and the books
of the Society were to be opened on the first date
of every September and closedon the 31st of the
following August. The plan of the Select Committee was confirmed by the Council in Calcutta
on 25th September, 1765, and it was then sent to
the Committee of Trade with instructions to pro.
ceed accordingly.
The Select Committee in its letter to the Court.
of Directors, dated 30th September, 1765, stated
that the monopoly of trade in salt, beteinut and
tobacco was established in the hands of a
Company, composed of three first classes of the
Company's covenanted servants, the Field Q.ffi.cers,
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Chaplains and Head Surgeons, in order a to
remove the Inconveniences of a free Trade, prevent the oppressions daily committed, save this
valuable Article of Commerce from ruin, and
diffuse the benefits resulting indiscriminately
among all your servants entitled to Dustucks '' to
the above-mentioned officers. "In admitting the
Field Officers, and stating the proportions allotted
to each class,'' the members of the Select Committee '' had particular regard to the present situation" of the Council and the Field Officers, who
were excluded from " many Emoluments they before
Enjoyed." In their opinion, gentlemen who had
"risen to their stations with Credit and Reputation '' were " entitled to something more than a
mere subsistence. They have a right to expect
such Advantages ............ as may enable them to
return in few years, with independence, to their
,,
own count ry.
Thus we have noted the objects of the Select
Effects of this
Committee in establishing the
monopoly.
monopoly of salt trade. Let us try
to know how it affected the people of the country.
Monopoly of trade in a country placed exclusively in the hands of one body is generally prejudicial to the interests of its inhabitView of Verelst.
ants. Mr. Verelst, however, held
that '' as the price of salt was fixed at two hundred
rupees per hundred maunds, and all taxes, delays~
and dijficultiesl. were rern.oved, by collecting
.;!6
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duty from the Society, the Committee was able to
ascertain the price at the several markets, which
would effectually secure the consumer from every
imposition." 212 He points out that Mr. Sumner
enquired about the prices of salt for 20 years back
and the price was then fixed at the several markets
" to which the Company transported salt, full
fifteen per cent. lower than the price at which it
usually sold. From these markets it was carried
by the natives ; so that the consumer must purchase his salt for less than had been ordinarily
given." In support of his view he has quoted
the following figures about the price of salt in
Bengal before the establishment of the Society.
According to him from 17 60 to 17 6 5 A.D. salt was
sold in Calcutta from 100 Arcot rupees to 170 Arcot
rupees per 100 maunds ; at Patna the lowest price
was 350 and it often rose to 500 rupees, 600 rupees
and even 700 rupees. The Committee of Trade
established twelve different markets throughout the
country. In order to settle the prices of salt
in those different markets the prices of salt for
many years past (from some places for 13 years,_
from some places upwards of 20 years) were taken
into consideration by the Committee of Trade,
which took a medi urn of those prices, and settled
the price of salt 12 to 15 per cent. lower than such
medium. Mr. Verelst has also quoted figures
~ 12_

View of Bengal, :P· 116._
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about prices of salt from Mr. Sumner's papers
and from some original papers in the possession
of Mr. Rumbold as " proofs that the price of salt
at Patna was nearly, if not precisely, communibus
annis, the same before the Society took place,
during the continuance of the Society, and after
the abolition of it ............. " 213 He has quoted
from Thoughts on the Affairs of Bengal by
Arch. Keir, who was so great a trader in salt that
he employed 13,000 people in one season for its
manufacture, the following sentences in support
of his statements : - " That the Society for the
trade in salt, betelnut, and tobacco, instituted bv
Lord Clive and the Select Committee, was so far
from being detrimental to the country, that those
articles were not only not sold dearer, but indeed
at a lower rate, during the monopoly, at most
places at least, than at a medium, had been done
for many years before, while there was a fixed
price upon them, which no doubt, would have
been of advantage to the people, had it been continued particularly with regard to salt." He
admits that the price of salt increased after the
establishment of the society in and about Calcutta
because '' formerly the duties were levied on the
passage of salt to different parts of the country and
now the duty was levied upon its importation into
Calcutta.'' But in his opinion this did not affect
·-·

213

Iltid, p; 114.
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the people in the interior parts of the country, and
he has also noted that Mr. Bolts estimated the
price of salt by taking into consideration the
Calcutta prices of that article instead of forming
a proper judgment by studying the condition of
the people in other parts of the country.
Bolts gives quite a different account. According to him the establishment of
Bolts' opinion.
the monopoly of salt trade greatly affected the interests of the people in general
as the "produce of the whole country was engrossed by the Committee, who paid at the rate of 7 5
rupees for what was sold in many places
upwards of 500 Rupees per 100 maunds ; which
in effect was making a poor inhabitant pay at the
rate of ot rupees for a quantity of salt which, in
the course of the trade, he would have bought
for one rupee.' ' 211 He has quoted several documents in support of his view both in the body of
his book as well as in its appendix. The Dutch
traveller Stavorinus makes the following remark
about the effects of the monopolies on the people of
Bengal:-" These poor people (the Bengalese) who
contribute so much to the prosRemark of Stavorinus.
·
perity of the country, mstead
of
being favoured and encouraged by the English, are
on the contrary, continually exposed to the rapacious

2H
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extortions of their taskmasters and are oppressed
in every way, partly by open violence, and partly
by monopolies, which the English have made of
all articles necessary to life, the dried cowdung
even not exempted, which those poor people use
for fuel. But this is not so much to be ascribed
to the English Company as to their servants, who
leave no means untried, to accumulate wealth.
They do not trouble themselves about the manner
of obtaining it, so they do but speedily amass
the riches they are in search of. " 214a
.We could have prepared a real picture of the
condition of the people after the establishment of
this Society, if we had been able to study the facts
from some other disinterested authorities. The
native writers are all silent on
Absence of disinterthis point, and other records are
ested authorities and
silence of the native
also lacking. If Bolts' account
writers on this point.
cannot be regarded as historical
because he was biassed against the Company, no
absolute reliance can also be placed on the accounts
of Verelst or Sumner. Both the latter had taken
part in the trade and had direct interest in it.
So their accounts might be coloured by personal
considerations.
We have already noted how the Court of Directors in their letters to the Council in Bengal, had
always expressed dissatisfaction with the conduct
2Ha
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of their servants and gomastas in Bengal for
carrying on an illegal trade within the country,
to the great prejudice of the interests of the merchants and people of the country as well as of the
Company. The Directors had hoped that the
Select Committee, after its arrival in Calcutta,
would be able to effect a fair settlement in
the matter of internal trade. 214 b • But on being
informed of the Select Committee's plan
through a letter from Bengal,
Plan of the Select
dated 30th September, 1765,
Committee discounteD·
anced by the Court of
they discountenanced it wholly.
Directors.
They sent their sentiments and
orders to Bengal in the following terms :-"' We
have in all our letters, from the first knowledge
we had of our servants being engaged in the Inland
Trade, strongly discountenanced and forbade it.
We have always treated it as a Breach of our
orders, a violation of tho Phirrnaund, and in a
great Measure the cause of the late Wars : The
amazing <Sums demanded for Restitution, in respect
of Losses sustained in this Trade, have opened our
Eyes to the vast extent to which it has been
carried ; the oppressions of the unhappy Natives,,
that have attended the carrying it on, and which
have pervaded all Parts of the Nabob's Dominions,
have convinced us, that a Monopoly of the Necessaries of Life, in any Hands whatever, more
214 b · Letterto

Bengal, dated 24th Deoomber; 1765.:
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especially in the Hands of the English. who are
possessed of such an overruling Influence, is liable
to the greatest Abuses.

*

*

*

*

With respect to the Company, it is neither
consistent with their Honour nor their Dignity to
promote such exclusive Trade. As it is now more
immediately our Interest and Duty to protect and
cherish the Inhabitants and to give them no
occasion to look on every Englishman as their
national Enemy, a sentiment we think over a
Monopoly would necessarily suggest; we cannot
therefore approve the plan you have sent us for
trading in salt, Betelnut_, or Tobacco or admit of
this Trade in any shape whatever; and do hereby
confirm our former orders for its
Its
orders
for
entire abolition of the
entire Abolition.'' 215
It was
monopoly.
therefore resolved by the Select
Committee on the 16th of January, 1767, "That
the Society of Trade shall be abolished and the
inland trade totally relinquished on the first day of
September next.'' 216 It was not actually abolished till the 14th of September, 1768. 216a
2

15

Letter to. Select Committee, dated 17th May,
1766, paras. 31 and 36.
21 6
Verelst, View of Bengal, p. 119.
216a Mill, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 43L
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IV.

Saltpetre trade of the English at Patna.
The extent of Patna at that time was about
seven miles in length and half a mile in
breadth. 217 It was a centre of trade for cloth, 218
opium, 218a and chiefly for saltpetre. Most of the
saltpetre exported 219 by the European Companies
was manufactured within the
Bihar, the centre
of saltpetre manufacprovince of Bihar. The Dutch
ture and trade.
and the French, who also had
their factories at Patna, were the rivals of the
Engli~h in this saltpetre trade.
In 1739 men of the English factory at Patna
had a quarrel with the men of the Dutch factory
there concerning the saltpetre '' bought jointly

Grose, Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. II, pp.
639-42; Rennel, Memoir of the Map of Indostan, p. 61.
2 I B Letter to Court, dated 3rd January, 1740.
21Ba Stavorinus, Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. I, pp.
474-78; Abbe Raynal, The Philosophical and Political
History of the Settlements and Trade of the Europeans in
the East and West Indies, Vol. I, p. 319.
219 Fort William Consultations, 25thSeptember,17:52;
Letter to Courh, lOhh August, 1749 11
217
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which was seized by the Dutch with an armed
force." The dispute growing
Competition among
acute, the English President and
the European Companies for the purchase
Council in Calcutta applied
of saltpetre.
privately to the Dutch Direc·
torate at Hugli, and the matter was then
amicably settled by June of the same year. 220
Soon after this, the members of the English
factory at Patna were informed by their authorities
in Calcutta '' to procure a large quantity of saltpetre
as soon as possible '' which the former promised
to do by 14th July. 221 On 29th August the Patna
factory sent a fleet to Calcutta with 18603 bags of
saltpetre and in October another fleet with 6500
bags more. 222
But again in the year 17 41 the Dutch Chief
at Patna " contrary to an agreement endevoured to
procure all the saltpetre he could to the (English)
Company's prejudice." 223 Thereupon the Council
in Calcutt~ wrote to the Dutch Director at Huglit
who "promised to write strenuously to Patna."
The price of saltpetre rose that year to six
' Ely (Ilahi) Rupees J a maund on account of these
disputes, which were," however, soon accommodated
22 0

Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 478 and 518.
Letter to Court, 3rd January, 1740, para. 86.
2 2 1 Ibid, para. 90.
222 Ibid, para. 98.
223. Letter to Court, dated 11th December, 1741! p;tr~.
;318.
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and a contract was then signed for the ensuing
year. 224 Lieutenant Jacobs went back from Patna
to Calcutta on 16th January, 17 42, with 4533
bags of saltpetre and 64 bales (of cloth), I018 bags
more being then on the way. 22,; The Patna factory
further "gave hopes of 56000 Maund saltpetre"
and se111t words to the authorities in Calcutta that
it had "10258 Maund in Warehouse'' and had
"supplied Madras with 1800" and was "sending
3800 maund more.' ' ~0
About the beginning of the next year the
authorities in Calcutta received from Patna only
'' 12212 bags saltpetre invoiced at 4 rupees a
maund." 227 The advance of Balaji Rao through
Bihar in the month of February, 17 43 228 "impeded
saltpetre investment at Patna.' ' 229 The Company
had to suffer further troubles in this respect on
account of Mr. Cole's maladministration of the
Patna factory and his behaviour towards Omichand, Deepchand (brother of Omichand) and
other Assamys.'' 229"' ·
The English factors at Patna tried to persuade
both the Dutch and the French to keep down the
2
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price. 280 The Dutch Directorate at Hugli expressed ioo willingness to enter into agreements with
the English for the purchase of saltpetre, but the
French "insisted on 25000 Maunds yearly. " 231
The Dutch ''desired the French p1ight have only
25 per cent., the French have no right to more.' ' 232
But the French remained persistent in their
demands, and so the authorities in Calcutta
'''wrote to Patna to agree with the Dutch in purchasing as last year and to bring the French to
Reasonable terms and not buy any separate." 233
Mr. Drabbe, the Dutch Chief at Patna, agreed to
'''purchase saltpetre and to give the Three Nations
their usual proportions for Dobarra Petre at
3 rupees 4 annas sicca per Maund.' ' 234 On the
2nd of January, 17 45, the Patna factory sent 6094
bags of saltpetre, together with 42 bales of cloths,
and 8 bales of chints to Calcutta. 235
But the troubles about the accounts of Omichand, Deepchand and others remained yet un~
s'ettled. So Omichand and Deepcband resolved not
to allow the English to purchase a seer of saltpetre
230
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and offered at the Nawab's darbar 25000 rupees to
compel the Europeans to buy solely of them. 236 At
this the President of the Council in Calcutta wrote
to the Chief of the Patna factory advising him to
"act in conjunction with the Dutch" and not to
"advance a Rupee to Assamys. " 237 The entrance
of another Maratha invading army into the province of Bihar via Patna, during the rainy season
of 1745, created fresh troubles for the Company's
trade, "'whereby Patna could not get away their
Bales (of cloth) or saltpetre." r_r he Marathas plundered Futwah and burnt a godown, where 7186
maunds of saltpetre had been deposited. 238 However,
Mr. Drabbe, the Dutch Chief at Patna, agreed to
provide saltpetre for the year 17 46 "agreeable to
the last year's contract 3 Hupoes 4 ann::1s a maund
but (on condition that) wha.t Hal lances should become
due from the Merclwntf.; and Assamies each party
to bear proportion of the lJoss.' ' 2n9 The English
. Company's authorities in Calcutta agreed to this
and '' directed Patna to engage by contracts or with
ready money a s to the other Nations and to them
might seem best.' ' 240
On 16th March, 1746, the Chief of the Patna
factory informed the authorities .in Calcutta that
'''they had sent the saltpetre t"Qat yvas damaged by
236
237
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the Fire at Fatwah to the Carconnahs (manufactories) at Chupra and Singia, the produce of which
they would send the next Season.' ' 241 On 15th
April of the same year the Dutch Chie.f "signed
the contract for the saltpetre business," whereupon
the English informed him that they would want
"a large supply of Petre." He replied that he
"would do his utmost to procure as large a quantity as possible, that in consequence thereof he
afterwards proposed to them the buying of Deepchund's Petre at a stipulated price and he had
sent people to Chupra to make the bargain but
that he could .not come to any agreement for it." 242
In short Mr. Drabbe then "assured them he should
not be able to provide more saltpetre this year than
he did the last. " 243 But the English were. then
in need of more saltpetre, as they had received
only 21274 maunds during the last year. So their
authorities in Calcutta thought it proper to consult the Dutch Directorate at Hugli about purchasing Deepchand's saltpetre, and sent Mr.
Kempe and Mr. Eyre to Hugli. On 7th June,
Messrs. Kempe and Eyre returned to Calcutta with
a letter from the Dutch Director at Hugli, desiring the English to give orders to their men at
241 Letter to Court, dated 30th November,
para. 23.
242 Ib!d, para.. 25.
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Patna to join sincerely with Mr. Drabbe. The
Dutch Director further declared that he would
have then "reason to hope that they (the English)
shall get Deepchand' s Petre at a rate not high
enough to encourage him (the Dutch Director at Hugli) to persist in crossing'' the English in that trade. 244 On the same day the President in Calcutta informed the gentlemen at the
Patna factory of the conference they had with the
"Dutch Gentlemen at Hughley and sent them a
copy of the Letter the Dutch Director and Council
had wrote to Mr. Drahbe in this affair directing
them to act in concert with him ...... as they were
well aware how it would be necessary to get a
large quantity of Petre for the expected shipping.' '24r.
Mr. Drabbe made another proposal to the
lilnglish at the Patna factory ''concerning the
purchase of Deepchund' s Petre at the price formerly agreed on provided they (the English) would
pay an Import Duty ." 240 The English told him
that ''they should be glad of the purchase (but):
that whatever was paid no mention should be made
of the customs.'' He agreed to this and expressed
that he would write to Chuprah accordingly ; but
on 7th July "'he wrote to Mr. Barwell for a Note
2H
245
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for 25,000 Sicca Rupees to carry on the Petre
business" for that year's contract. Mr. Barwell,
"being out of cash and none of the shroffs caring
to lend any money at Interest," offered him a Bill
of Exchange on the Council in Calcutta. But that
was rejected. 247 Being informed of this by a letter
from the Patna factory, dated 11th July, the
President and the' Council in Calcutta procured a
Bill of Exchange for 50,000 rupees from Jagat
Seth's house and sent it to Patna, as their necessity (for saltpetre) was very pressing. 248 On 14th
September, 1746, the President and Council in
Calcutta received one letter from the Patna factory, dated 28th August, acknowledging the receipt
of their Bill for 50,000 Sicca Rupees, and another
letter, dated the 3lst August, ''advising of their
having sent 30000 Sicca Rupees to the Dutch
Chief," who returned a receipt for the sum. 249
The Dutch boats arrived at Hugli towards the
end of September with 36,000 maunds of saltpetre
from Patna 250 but the English factory could not
24- 7
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The form of the receipt was :-"That he acknowledged
to have received of Mr. Barwell 30,000 Sicca Rupees of
which Rs. 26,175 in Account of the Petre business and
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order he had paid the Durbar."
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send to Calcutta the 27,000 maunds, which only it
had been able to collect, for want of boats. 251
The English factory again fell into troubles with
the Dutch Chief for the latter's demanding all the
money, as arranged in the contract, for the pur.
chase of Deepchand's saltpetre. The English at
the Patna factory wrote to the Dutch Chief there
that as they were short of money, they would
send him "what they had in the House being
5,000 Sicca Rupees and would give him Bill" on
their authorities in Calcutta for what more he
might want. 252 But the Dutch Chief replied that
" it was not in his power to accept of Bills of
Exchange but of ready money wherefore their
tendering of Bills has been effectless so that if
they want their true proportion of this year's petre
He friendly desires them once more to send them
the money wanting for that purpose, for on the
contrary he shall he compelled to send their
remaining proportion down to Bengal.'' 2513 'rhus
the English saw that they would '' receive no more
petre from the Dutch Chief than to the amount
of the money'' they had handed over to him.
The President and the Co unci t in Calcutta, therefore, applied to the Dutch Directorate and Council
at Hugli to have their '' true proportion of Petre
251
252

Ibid, para. 38.
Ibid, para, 36.,

2oa Ibid .•
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from Mr. Drabbe agreeable to contract to be
delivered by him to them in Patna or in case of
its having been brought to Hugly that it should
be delivered" to them from that place. The
Dutch at Hugli agreed to give the English their
true proportion at Hugli provided the English kept
''to the Letter of the contract in regard to Deepchand's last year's Petre" and also agreed to
"partake In all charges of bringing it down and
in the risque proportionable to the quantity. '' ~.
The English agreed to this on the condition that
the Dutch at Hugli "agreed with Mr. Drabbe in
making the price for Deepchund's Petre." 255
But a new difficulty soon arose. The Dutch
at Hugli were informed by. their
Troubles of the Company
due to Io<Jal
men at Patna, "that Deepchund
India,n merchants.
by giving 10,000 Rupees to the
(Nawab's) Government had got leave to send his
last year's Petre down to Bengal and that he is
making preparations for it." Considering this
to be a matter of great importance, as it might
highly prejudice their salt-petre trade at Patna,
which was "one of the principal reasons of the
establishment'' of all the European Factories
there, the Dutch at Hugli deputed Messrs. Bisdom
and Walbeck, two gentlemen of their Council, to
the English Council in Calcutta, to deliberate with
them '' what might and ought to be applied to
25

t

48

254

Ibid, para. 39.
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frustrate that pernicious design and that since
the Naib Subah of Behar is gone to Muxadavad
(Murshidabad) they cannot fmd any better means
than to get the V acq ueels ( vakils) of the three
nations (that is the French as well) as soon as
possible to complain in significant terms to him
and the Nawab of: the injustice o[ these proceedings and the prejudice that is thereby done.'' 2"n
But the English expressed their unwillingness to
enter into such measures with the Dutch, as they
l1ad not heard anything from their own men at
Patna. Besides this, they had received an order
from their authorities in England for withdrawing
the factory at Patna, and purchasing saltpetre
either in Calcutta or at Hugli. 2m Again, the
Dutch wrote to the English on 31st October that
'' in casu Mr. Drubbe should succeed at Patna in
the purehaso of Decpch1md \.; last year's Petre,
without (the ·English) agreeing to price," they
would not fail to give the English time for " final
declaration " and would also give them their true
proportion of iL, if the :Jijnglish, on their side,
Co-operation
befulfilled '' the condition upon
tween the Dutch and
·
l
the English company
whwh t 1at promise was made. 258
disappeared.
But the English did not send
any reply, whereupon the Dutch or-dered that
neither the English nor any under their jurisdic~
256
3 57

2 58

Ibid, para. 40.
Ibid, paras. 41 and 42.
Ibid, para. 43,
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Petre.'' 209

purchase

any
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of Deepchund's

The abovementioned troubles and the orders
of the authorities in England for the withdrawal
of the Patna factory and for the purchase of
saltpetre wherever it could be available had by
this time made the English Company indifferent to
the saltpetre business at Patna, and so the Company remained silent. 260 Thus, when Mr. Drabbe
visited the English factory at Patna, early in
November, to "know if they would continue the
Petre business for the ensuing year on the terms of
the last year's contract," the Chief of that factory
referred the matter to the authorities in Calcutta,
who advised him in reply not to "engage with the
Dutch Chief for that Article.'' 2c1
On the 14th of June, 1748, the Dutch at Hugli
informed the English that their
Further negotiations
between the Dutch and
men at Patna had contracted
the English.
with Deepchand for all the saltpetre he would gather till October at Rs. 4-8-0 per
maund, and so requested them to supply them
with 60;000 rupees for that business. 262 The
English replied on 1st August next that if the

259

Ibid.

260

Ibid.

261

Letter to Court, 22nd ..February, 1747, para, 75.
Letter to Court, 19th November, 1748, para!\ 63.
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Dutch ''would deliver their petre at Hughly at
4-8 per maund" then they would take it and pay
them what money "should be thought necessary
to be advanced thereon." 203 On 14th August, the
Dutch replied that as the proposal of the English
was so extraordinary, they would keep the saltpetre for themselves. The English then informed
the Dutch at Hugli that as their own members had
left the Patna factory they (the Dutch) would
bring down for them at Hugli their proportion of
saltpetre. On U)th September the Dutch at Hugli
informed the :BJnglish that 27,449 bags of saltpetre
had arrived and that 1,800 bags had been lost on
account of a boat catching :fire. 264 The English then
sent Mr. Richard Court to receive their own proportion and the latter returned with 8,199 bags. 205
About this time the English sent home on " board
the Winchelsea rl'hirteen hundred 1,300 bags of
salt-petn', on tho Port Bello Eight hundred bags
800 and on the rrrue Briton Twelve hundred
bags ...... '' 21;n
On 2Brd April, 17 5B, the President of the Council in Calcutta informed other members that,
being encouraged by Khawja Wajid's gomasta,, he
had applied to his master (Khawja Wajid) for the

263
2G4

265
2 Gg

Ibid, para. 64.
Ibid, para. 66.
Ibid.
Letter to Court, 22nd December, 1748, para. 4.
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provision of saltpetre, as he had considered that it
would be better for the Company's interest " to
procure this article from the original purchaser at
Patna'' 267 than to have it from the Dutch and
others. Khawja Wajid's gomasta was, therefore,
summoned to appear before the Council, but as he
had by that time returned to Hugli, one Harakchand of Calcutta, appeared on his behalf on 30th
April and said that be had received a reply from
Khawja Wajid "with orders to agree to for the delivery of 51,000 maunds (of saltpetre) at Calcutta
between the· months of September and January
at the rate of Arcot Rs. 5-14 per Factory maund.
That Khawja Wajid wanted no money to be
advanced before the delivery of the petre (but)
only interest for the amount from the day of
making the contract, and that he (Harakchand)
would sign the Teep for it on the usual terms with
the penalty in case of failing in the contract." 268
Omichand was then called before the Council, and
was informed that he should lower the price of saltpetre if he wanted to continue the contract in his
name. Omichand replied that he would " provide
the petre at A. Rs. 5-13 per Factory maund though
by that means he should be sufferer." 260 The
President placed his own opinion before the
267
::!68

269

Fort William Consultations, 23rd April, 1753.
Fort William Consultations, 30th April, 1753.
Ibid.
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Council on 3rd May, 17 53, after forwarding various
arguments ag·ainst contracting with Omichand. 270
But the ma.iority decided to enter into a contract
with Omichand rl:ltherthan with Khawja Wajid, as
they suspected that a contract with Khawja Wajid
would serve to increase his power and influence, to
the great prejudice of the Company's interests at
Patna. Accordingly a contract was made with
Omichand on the following terms : "I, Omicband, merchant of Calcutta, do hereby
agree with the President and
Contract of the Eng•
lish with Omiehand
Council on account of the Hon'ble
for saltpetre.
East India Company, to deliver
them in Calcutta the full quantity of 51,000
:Factory maunds of Patna Dobarra saltpetre at
A. Rs. 5-12 per :Factory Maund upon the
rl1o have nine percent infollowing terms.
terest allowed me upon the whole amount,
A. Rs 2,93,250 from the 17th May, 17()3, and
for what sums advanced me from .the Company's treasury, I shall give receipts. In the
month of September I will deliver into the Company's godown maunds 20,000 and the remaining
31,000 by the 1st February, 1754, and if the
whole quantity be not delivered into the Godowns
by· that time, I agree to pay the penalty of
10 p.c." 271
2 70
271

Fort William Consultations, 3rd May, 1753.
Fort William Consultations, 24th May, 1753.
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In their letter, dated 31st January, 1755, the
Court of Directors expressed
Satisfaction of the
Court of Directors at
their satisfaction at the conduct
this contract.
of the members of the Council
in Calcutta for their taking great pains in making
the saltpetre contract for the year 17 53, but
they noted that they would have been more pleased
if the contract for saltpetre had been made '' with
Khawja Wajid whose property it was,'' for in
their opinion it was for the interest of the Company "to encourage as many persons as possible
to make propQsals not only for this article of saltpetre but all others." The Court of Directors
further instructed the Council to '' stir up and
promote a useful competition for contracts '' and to
lay in a large stock of saltpetre 272 as they wanted
as large quantity of that article as possible for the
year 1756. 273
Besides the pressing demand for saltpetre from
Pressing demands
England, the Bombay and the
~~gla~~~petre Bo!·~~; Madras Councils also wrote to
and Madras.
the Council in Calcutta in
January 17 57 for despatching saltpetre to their
respective places ; the former for 500 tons and
the latter for as large a quantity of that article
as could be procured. But the Madras Council
sent only 88,000 rupees for purchasing that article
and also forthat year's expenses of the Company's
272
27 s

Court's Letter, 31st January, 1755,
Court's Letter, 19th December, 1756.
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s~rvants in Calcutta.
The Council in Calcutta
was highly dissatisfied at this behaviour of their
men at Madras and complained to the Court of
Directors in strong terms. But they tried their
best to procure as much they could during these
troubled days. 271 Before the middle of February
next, the President could with great difficulty
procure only 800 bags of saltpetre at Chinsura.~
After capturing Ohandern:agore, the English ap·
plied to the Dutch Directorate at Hugli to make
a contract with them for 60,000 maunds of saltpetre but they received no definite answer. At
this they agreed to take it from Omichand at 6
Arcot · rupees per factory maund, '' 20,000 mds.
to be delivered in September, 15,000 in November
and the remainder in Pebruary." 27n Mr. Pearkes
was also likely to make a contract at Patna for
40,000 rods. at "C Rs. 5-6 as. per factory maund
to be delivered in Calcutta free of all Risque (risk)
and charges." 277 About the middle of August the
Council in Calcutta sent to Madras 800 bags of
saltpetre on the Mermaid Sloop. 278
70

Letter to Court, 31st January, 1757.
Letter from the Council in Calcutta to the Secret
Commitbee, 8th January, 1757; Hill, op. cit, Vol. II,
p. \32.
275
Letter to Court, 23rd February, 1767.
276
Letter to Court, 20th August, 1757.
277
Ibid.
278
Le!,ter to Court, 27th September, 1757.
274
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" l'be English w.ere all this while trying to.- gain.
absolute con,trol over Jhe saltpetre farm in Bihar:.
Atter the installation of Mir Jafar as the Nawab ol
Bengal, disputes arose between tbe servants; of:
Khawja Wajid and those of-the English.(Jompanfs:
factory at Patna (already re-established), culminating
in the death of two servants of that factory~ This
accident gave Clive the plea to request the Nawab
Clive secured absolute
for granting the saltpetre farm to
control of E. I. Co.
the E ng)'IS h Company as th
over saltpetre farm in
. e Oll lY
Bihar from Mir.Tafar ;
means of preventing such disputes in future. He offered the highest terms at
which the farm bad ever been rated. After much
hesitation the Nawab agreed to the proposal " reserving the receipt of 20,000 maunds or 1,600,COO
pounds weight a year for his own use." Tbe Dutch
Opposition of the
protested against this grant,
Dutch failed to check
h
Cl'tVe pro d uce d a
Envlish triumph in
W ereupon
saltpet1e matket.
letter showing that they had tried
to have the farm for themselves from.Sirajuddmvla
also. However, the English " agreed to supply
them (the Dutch) with the quantity they TI·ished
to purchase." 279 \Ve find in the Select Committee's Proceedings, 18th September, 17 58, that
the Dutch tried to create some troubles for tbe
English farm with the help of the Raja of
Betiah, whom they had satisfied by offering
various presents. But the English triumphed at
279

49

Orme, op. cit., Vol. II, P• 282,
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last and by the year 1759. they commanded the
saltpetre market. · Even then, in the year 1770,
six ships of the Dutch, three bound for Batavia
and three for Holland, exported full two millions
and a half pounds of saltpetre. 280
280

Stavorinus, op. cit. Vol. I. pp. 478-79.
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Dacca, one to Rampur Boalia, 16 one to Meenkhot
and Diiiajpur ; 17 one to Ballitunghee, 18 one to
Birbhum, one to Maldah, one to Rungpur and
thence to R~amati and Gwalpara passing
through .Bowanyganj, etc; 19 one to Birkity; 20 one
to Jummucandy fKandi in the Murshidabad District) and thence to Surrool (Surulnear Bolpur) in
the Birbbum district. 21 Such .instances ,may be
easily multiplied .
. Not onJy did the roads run from one important
.centre of a . part of Bengal to other important
·• cenkes in different parts but also
Sinzle distrirt was
intersect!l d by Jnany
a single district was intersected
road~;
by many roads, running from
otH~ part oLit to another. As for example, there
There WllS aiso 'a sec~nd road from Ca>simbazllr to
BDalia, whic-h pal'sed U:;mmgh Bally,.Titalya and Murcha.
1 7 Renne!; Description of Roads in Bengal and Bihar,
p. 2G; R ... nnel's Journals. p 9P.
18
Bellitunghce, a town (·n the J alangi River, S.E. of
MurshidHbad, represented in the Atlas of India by two
small villHges. Ba:l ee and 'l'oor:igee.
1 9 "Bowyanygunge-would appear to be Bhabaniganj
in Begmara 'i'hana of the Rajshahi District map. Shown in
Rennel's map as an important place · from which a road
leads to Murshidabad. ··~B~ngal: Past and present, 1924,
Vol. XXVIII, p. 192.
20 At the foot of the Rajtnabal Hills; a place of note
in :Rennel~s time.-at present a mere village in the Pakur
Sub-division, a few· miles frDm the Mmarai E.I.Ry.·Station
atid near Mahespur. Rennel'81ournals, pp. 98-100.
··rJ ~ ~ :' ·'·
21
lbid, p. 104.
.-, ,.
16

~.
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were the following cross-roads in Birbhum :-(a)
from Nagore to Deoghur, 22 (b) from Nagore to
Comerabad (Koomrabad on the R. Mor), (c) from
Nagore to Maluti, 23 (d) from NagorG to Margong
(Mamgrama),2'l (e) three roads from Nagore to
Suri-(1) north road, passing through Bolio ghat,
Battua, Suri-(2) middle road, through Dulebpur,
Coddya, Suri,-(3) south road, through Buccesore
(Bakkeswar), 25 Serampurghat, Suri, (f) from
Nagore to Kistnagur and Elambazar, (g) from
Nagore to Supur ,2n (h) from Nagore to Lacara•
coddah and Ukhara, (i) from Nagore to Pacbet, 27
(j) from Suri to Boudgram, (k) from Suri to
Gomhi, (l) from Suri to Bahary (near Surul), (m)
from Suri to Surul and Supur, (n) from Suri to
Curnagore (E'arnngarla)/8 (o) from l..;ackanpur (a
small village on the Ajay River) to Jallyne, (p)
from Fatepur to Dyoucha, ( q) from Purchandpur
to Jummucandy (Kandi), {r) from Margong
(Margram) to Noagong (Noagrama). The road
22 Rennel's Journals; Description of Roads in Bengal
and Biha.r. Deoghur now included within the Santal
Parganas.
23 At present a village in the Dumka Sub-division.
2{ A village in the Rampurhttt Subdivision
of the
Birbhum Dist.rict.
25 Famous for hot-wells.
26 Near Raipur, birthplace oftbe late Lord S. P. Sinha.
2 7 Modern Ranig;mj and the surrounding places.
28 Another
road through Parbatipur, Manguldy,
Billetty, Rupur.
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from Nagore to Jangipur 29 lay through Boliogbat,
Carracoondy, Pnranflgrama, Purchandpura, Bilas
pur, Margong (Maragrama), Ningha, Badhur.,
Sonkoe, Mirzapur, Jangipur. 30
The most interior parts of the country were
also connected by roads with the distant capital
cities; these roads were constantly in use, and
have been carefully noted by Rennel. For
example, roads from Calcutta run to places like
Patchwary ui and Puccorcc Cutchery (modern
Pakur).
The interior of the Eastern part of Bengal,
especially the tract lying east of
Interior of Ea•tern
Bengal wad not proDacca,
was not provided with
V:i•ted with so many
good roarls as West·
so many good roads as the
ern Beugal.
Western part 32 owing chiefly
to the presence of numerous rivers and creekR.
But impcrtant pia·
The important places in that
ces in that par-t were
·part
were' however' connected
connected by roads
with cities of note in
by roads with cities of note
almost every direction.
in almost every direction. As
for example, there were two roads from Calcutta
A Sub-division in tbe Murshidabad District.
30
Rennel's Journals, pp. 104-105.
31
A tract of Santa! Parganas lying to the Northwest of Mahespur.
32
"After leaving Barraset, we seldom found the
roads good, they being excessive narrow, rough and crooked
and very frequently running n.cross paddy fields so that
when the ground is ploughed there are no traces of road to
be found. "-Rennel's Journals, p. 87,
29
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to Dacca ; 88 two roads from Calcutta to Bakarganj, the first road running. through Jessore·
Khulna and the second by Hohibgunge ; a' two
roads from Calcutta to fslamabad (Chittagong), the
second passing through Dacca ;: 86 one road from
Calcutta to Silhet via Dacca. 86 In the tract lyirig
east of the Meghna river the con•
· Condition of· roads
bad to the east of the
di tion of the roads was excessive~
Meghna river.
ly bad. The roads between
Luckipur and Chandergunge (which was 15 miles
distant from the former) were almost everywhere
broken, and those between Chandergunge and
CoJinda (about 15 miles distant from Chandergunge) were in general . very barl, · the country
being excessively low. 87 From Coli'nda towards
the Feny Hivcr the roads were worse. 88 r:l'he
roads , between the Feny River and Islamabad
(Chittagong) WC're inter~ected by . mnny nullahs,
.and as most of thes~ were without bridges, the
roads were almost impassable during thy ·rainy
season. The w4ole road was skirted by a range of
33

Rennel, Description of Roads in Bengal and
Bihar, pp. 23-24 .
. 34
Ibid, p. J5.
35
Ibid, pp 37-38.
36.
Ibid, p. 69.
7
3
Rennel's Journals, p. 75.
38
''From Assaropgunge or Meerjapur (five miles
.f:rom. Cossidya} to the banks. of the Fenny is near three
miles, the roads in general excessive. bad.~'.....-lbid, p. 76.
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sm~ll

hills to the eastward which sometimes came
within half a mile of the road. 89
From Rennel we can also get an. idea of the
" post-rOilds " of the time. 40
'Post-roads' of the
time.
These were six in number running towards different directions from Calcutta:-·
(1) ·From Calcutta to Buxar (through Chandernagore, Hugli, Culna, Plassey, Berhampur,
Cassimbazar, Murshidabad, Garreah, Sooty,
U dayanalla, Raj mahal, Terriagu11y, Bhagal pur,
Mongyr, Balgauda, Bar, Patna, Dinapore, Arrah,
Buxar) ; (2) from Calcutta, to Dinajpur, via ,Mriishidaba.d (through Bhogwangola, crossing the Ganges
at Godagarry, Nabobganj, Nishapur, Buxiganj,
Dinajpur) ; (3) from Calcutta to Dacca (through
Mullickpur, Moorley (Jessore), Mahmudpur, Hajiganj, Dacca) ; (4) from Calcutta to Burdwim; {5)
from Calcutta to Balasore via. Midnapur, N arangilt,
Je]asore, Balasore ; (6) from Calcutta to Kulpi.
e ·middle· of the 18th centui!y there
roa.tls from Calcutta towards the upcountry' through the western ·paft
of the Subah (i.e., through ·the
Cbotanagpur hills), used by

map in Rennel's Description of Roads
ihar. Post roads were roads on which
rest houses at regular io+ervals for
or carriages on which travellers travelcarried also the ' diik,'
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Q;rdinary traffic, althovgh military troops had during
the 16th and 17th centuries passed through .that
portion. Thit~ was because the limits of efficient
Mughal administration were reached with the present· districts of Birbhum and San tal Parganas,
and, beyond them to the West, the rest of the
country was in the hands of various· semi-indepeildent native chieftains. In the early days of the
East India Company this upland country was .referred to by various names indicative of certain
as 'Ramgu;r,'
portions of tl,e whole country, such
.
.
......
~

.'Nagpore;'' Shereg·hauty,' 'J3ellagaut,' '·Jarak~'!L4.'

etc., and up till ~he middle of the 18th century the
country between Sherghati and Pachet .(=Western
Regions, i;e., Raniganj and adjacenttracts) was a
blank on the map. 41 But the importance of "ascertaining the most practicable way. through the hills''
.was being gradually recognised. 42 In December 17 63,
B.engal: Past an?£ Present, V'OL XXVIJl,: 1924,
'The Grand Trunk Road-its Localities,: publhhed in Oalputta Revie.w, No. XLI, Vol. XXI, pp: 170224.'
-t 2 In this period, the East India Company's trade
through the Gangetic valley of Bihar and the bills of Santal
Parganas was exposed to unfriendly attitudes (of Mir
Kasim and the Maratbas); on the gther. band: a;. route
ctbr6ugh Oh6tahagpur tt> l3enar~ps region ~qulq pass the
~'st(l.tes · of Hindu pbie£tains . who might. f/~l~q:rne~ ar n~w
:outlet for their trade :w.d who might serve the intere~t
of the E; I. C. as the Hindl) Zaroindars and traderr;~: of
Bengal had juS.t done,
I ;
il

pp. 21-36.
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Lieutenant Nicholl (who ten months later showed.
his gallantry at the battle of Buxar) "we~:s sent to
survey the· line of road between the . Karamnasa
river and Calcutta and he executed the task to the
great satisfaction of his commanding officers, and
the manifest advantage of the Military service.'' 43
In November-December 1763 a considerable body
of British troops, in Major Adam's campaign
against Mir Kasim, marched across the Chotanagpur plateau. 44 In 1766 Dugloss (of the Engineers)
was deputed to South Bihar to examine the passes
through the hills. 45 The road from Patna
to Gaya passed via Futwah, through Parsura,
Rilsa, Islampur, Bunadiganj, Manpur, Muradganj
and it is important to note that in a JOurney
43

Caraccioli, Life of Clive, Vol. I, p. 1?38. This
military advantage consisted in the survey and establishment of an alternative, a more direct, shorter and easier
(owing to absence of big rivers) route to the frontiers of Bihar
and the Benares region,-which enabled the E. LC. to be prepared for any Afghan or Maratha invasion in future. In
this matter the KI.C. was doing what Sher Shah had done
in the 16th century.
44 BerJ,gal: Past and Present, 1924, pp. 21-86.
45
For further details, vide ibid, pp. 21-35. Renne!
in his Description of Roads in Bengal and Bihar mentions one road from Calcutta to J unohpass in Chotanagpur
(p. 40), one from Calcutta to Koondah (p. 41), one from
Calcutta to Palamu (p. 53), two from Calcutta to Pachet
(p. 52) and four roads from Calcutta to Singbhum (pp. 70·
71).
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from Patna to Gaya the travellers had to pay tolls
in twenty-four places.46
The Ganges and the Brahmaputra with their
numerous tributaries -were the
Communications
chief water~ays throughout the
th•·ou~>h rivers, cree!<a,
etc.-the Ganges and
country.
Rennel writes:-'' The
tl,e Bramhaputra.;
Ganges and Burramooter Rivers,
together with their numerous branches and adjuncts, intersect the country of Bengal (which
independent of Behar and Orissa is somewhat
larger than Great Britain) in such a variety of
directions, as to form the most complete and easy
inland navigation that can be
Rennel's remark ;
conceived. So equally and admiraNy diffused are those nat11ral canals. over a
country that approaches nearly to a perfect plane,
that, after excepting the lands contiguous to
Burdwan, Birboom, etc., which may be reckoned
a sixth part of Bengal, we may safely pronounce,
that every other part of the country, has, even in
the dry season, some navigable stream within 25
miles at farthest, and· more commonly within a
46 Vijayariima's 'l'irthamangala, pp. 73-74. Kr~:Qacan
dra Gho~ala who went on a pilgrimage in about 1767 A.D.,
had·to pay tolls at Muratlganj (for all the members of his
party) amounting toRs. 8 or Rs. 9 ; at Manpur the mem~
bets of the party had to pay 12 pice (3 annas) each. At
that time all this toll money went to the pocket of one
Madba.varama, who had perhaps taken the road in lease
for that term.
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third part of that distance. It is supposed, that
this inland navigation gives constant employment
to 30,000 .boatmen. Nor will it be wondered at,
when it is known, that all the salt, and a large
proportion of the food consumed by ten millions of
people are conveyed by water within the Kingdom
of Bengal and its dependencies. To these must be
added, the transport of the commercial exports and
imports, probably to the amount of two millions
sterling per annum ; the interchange of manufactures and products throughout the whole country ;
the :fisheries, and the articles of travelling.'' 47
There were two chief water-passages from Calcutta
Two chief water·
upwards.-(1) one .via the
ways from Calcutta
J alanghiRiver passing through 48
upwards ;
Ghyretty, - Chipsurah, Hugli,
Kumarhatta, Kanchrapara, Somda, _Niaserai, Patvagrama, Guptipara, . Gokulganja, _Har1nadi) 49
47

Memoir· of the Map of Indo stan, p. 245.
Between Hugli and Calcutta there were the following
ferry ghats :-(a) Candapalaghat near the High Court, (b)
Vanamali Sarakarera Ghat' (Vanaman Sarakara was a
very influential man and was the Kotwal of Calcutta at that
· time. He had then the biggest building in Calcutta.
We can compare the following :-Govindarama Mitrera
chaqi, V anamali Sarakarera baqi, Omicandera daqi, Huzurimalera kaqi=Govindarama Mitra's stick, Vanamali Sarkara's house, Omicand's beard, Huzurimal's wealth) ; (c)
Bagbazar Ghat, (d) Mali:r Ghat.-Vijayarama's Tirthamangala, pp. 18-21.
<t 9 This village was situated two miles from Bantipnr ~~
48
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Chogdah~

P,uheah Haut, Culna, Nadia, Krishnanagar, Rookpur Creek, Taegaree, Putimari"0 Natyputab, Jhinukghata,. Ballitunghee/'1 Kassibarya,
Buxipur, Peapur, Boynih Creek, Head Jalanghi,
Head Surda Reach, Cutlamary, Bogwangola,
Meankot, Head Cossi River ;"2 the other via the
Bhagirathi Hiver ;"2a up to Nadia as before and
then through Mertala, Kasthasali, Beldanga,
Sikiragachi, Gotpara, Ghoraiksetra, Kasipur,Oa
Agradvip, Dfiaihat, 54 Matiari/6 Barbazar, Katwah,
the Nadia District. Greater part of it has been swallowed
by the Ganges, the only remains being the village Bhatsala which also has been removed 1 mile from Ganges.
Tirthamangala, p. 27, footnote.
Ferry Ghats between Nadia and Putimari :-(a)
GowacJir Ghat (near Krishnanagar).
50

(b) Hi11idar Ghat (Hnada, a village to the north of
Krishnanagar).- Tirthamangala, pp. 30-31.
51 '
f>.2

52a

Tungibali' in Vijayarama's Tirthamangala, p. 34.

Rennel's Journals, pp. 118-20.
Ibid.

u3 Ghoraiksetra is three miles to the north, and Kasipur two miles to the south-east of Agradvip.
54 A famous place in the Indrfll;ti pargana of the Burdwan District.

A big village situated just opposite to Dfiaibat,
famous for the images of Ram a and Sita. Raghunandan
Mitra, the Dewan of Maharaja Kr~~acandra of Nadia, founded here twelve Siva images.-Tirthamangala, p. 194, foot·
nqte.
,
55
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Plassey, Mahata/5 Syamnagar, 57 · Chutnrig~fcha::tll
Kh1dirpur/9
Saydahad, Kassimbazar, · Daha~
pa-ra, Snaikuli, Murshidabad, Jiaganj, Sttddekha:d, 60
Bellyah, Laksipur; (modern Laksichar), J ung1:
pur, Durgapur (modern Fateullapur), 61 Sabebghat~~
Sooty. 62 From Sooty the route lay thropgh the
Ganges proper, passing by the fo11owing places.'~.-.. ·..
F;arakkabad, Khajuria, 63 Kasyaban, Udayariaia,'
Rajmahal,
Sakrigaly, Terri gully,
Piipaint~,
Sahabaj, Patharghatta, Colong, Bhagalpu'r, Sultan~
ganJ, Jahangera, Mongyr, Surajgara, Darri:arpur, fqnarak, . Barh, 64 Byku.:utpur~: Eutwah,
56 A big village in pargaila Fatesing of the Ml;!rshl<iab~d District, situated 5 miles to the south of ~yarrinagur ..·
!51 Situated 2 miles to the south of Satui.
58 Now known as Chowrigacha situated about 8 miles
to the South qf .Gorabazar in the Murshidabad .Distric~.;
59 Five miles to th~ south of Go;rabazar.
60 Vijayarama's Sadakbag '; it is now in th,e bed\)£ t~.(:l
BhagirathL . Perhaps thts place \vat; named· after· Sadali 'A1i
Khan (Miran, son of Mir Jatar) .
. , 61. Now known as Fatepur, situated two, miles tp the
south of Sooty.
.'
62 Rennel's Journals, pp. 118-20; Vijayarama's Tirtha:

mangala, pp. lSC-201.
6 \l At present there ia a ferryghat at Khajuria.
This
pla-ce falls within the Nayansuk Mahal. of th~ Pakur Raj
(S.P.).
64 Vijayarama refers to the heavy exaction of tolls in
the 'cho\\Tki ' at Barb,. which led. to a serioqs altercation
between the men of his party and the sepoys statiolled
there.-Tirthamangala, pp. 68-6(1.
;' ·
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Patna.65 . In the water-passage from Calcutta to
Dacca, one had-to go first to the Head Jalanghi (or
From Calcutta to Padma) river (as before); then
Dacca.
down the Ganges · to Pubna, and
through the Ichhamati river to J affarganj and along
Dhaleswari to Dacca. 66 From
From Dacca
to
Gwalpara; from Dacca Dacca to Gwalpara the water~
to t:lilhet.
route lay up the Lakhmia
(Luckya) river and along the old Brahmaputra. 67
The route from Dacca to Silhet was through the
Buriganga, IJittle Meghna, and Surma rivers. 68
Thelarge D!Jmher of tributary rivers, nulluh11
and creeks, running almost
Facility of communi·
cations 1hrou~h rivers,
through every part of the pronnlluhs, creeks, etc.
vince, especially East Bengal,
afforded excellent means of communications
through which even·· the interior villages· were
always within the· ea~y reach ~£ travellers or
mbrchants. Rennel obseryed~·-'' Tbe<K!ngd~m
er; Rennel's Journals, pp •.118-20 ; ·vijayara~a's · Tir·
thamangala, pp. 36-37.
6G

Rennel's Journals, pp. 118-20.

Ibid. " The Luckya River is the west-most Branch
of the Baramputy and falls into tbe Issamutey a fow miles
below Dacca after sending out a nav1gable Creek which
leads to Dacca and thereby allows a much shorter pa,sage
from that city to Chi! mary and Gwalpura than any of the
branches of the Meghna. "-Ibid, p. 46.
67

GS

Ibid.
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of Bengal, particularly the Bastern Front . is
naturally the most convenient for trade within
itself of any country in the world ; for the rivers
divide into just a number of
.Remark of Renne!.
Branches that the people have
the convenience of water carriage to and. from
every principal places.' ' 69 Stavorinus also made
a similar remark:-'' The country is everywhere
intersected, with large and broad channels, which
all.: run into the Ganaes.
All
Remark of Stavo~
rinus.
merchandise is conveyed, by
means of these passages, with great facility, from
one place to other, throughout the land, and the
chief branches of the river communicate hereby
with each other ....... ,. They are agreeably bordered
on either side, with many towns and villages, at~d
with pleasant fields, of arable and pasture-land;
which renders the face of the country very beautyful. Among these channels, there are some, which
are wide l.md deep enough, to be navigable for
large ships.'' 70 The numerous
The canals in tbe
canals in the ' Sunder.bans were
Sunderbam;.
"so disposed as to form~ complete
navigation throughout and across the lower part
of the Delta without either the ·delay of going
69
An unpublished Letter of Major James Rennel,
dated Bengal, August 31st, 1765, printed in Bengal: Past
and Present, July-September, 1933.
70

Voyage to the East Indies; Vol. 1, p. 399.

51
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round the head of it, or the hazard of putting to
the sea.'' 71 'l'he Budarashon creek was navigable
throughout the year for large boats and was a
"good track for boats bound from Sunderbund to
Jelenghee." 72 Another small creek running out
towards Rajanagore 7a and thence to Luricule, 74
and then the Meghna afforded a good passage for
large boa:ts from one river to another, but the
creek which ran out four miles farther down,
supplied a shorter passage. In the dry season
neither of these were navigable for large boats at
low water but ''the delay occasioned by that ''
was "of trifling consequence when compared with
the danger and risk of navigating Meghna, for
unless this creek existed, the boats for Sunderbund
to Dacca, Assam, etc., :must have gone up that
71

Renne!,

Mcmoi'r

of

'lhc Map

of

Indostan,

p. 259.
72
Rennel's Journals, p. 31. In course of his journey
from Calcutta to J alanghi, Rennel saw salt-boats (boats
carrying salt from the seaboard to Patna and other towns
on the Ganges) sunk near Gowgatty and Bickrygunge.
Ibid, p. 12.
73
Built by Raja Rajballabh, who flourished in the
second quarter of the 18th century. Ibid, Appendix ' A,'
p. 135.
74
" Lurricule, once a remarkable village lies almost
halfway betwixt the Ganges and Meghna, is about 28
miles S i W from Dacca, 3 ESE from Rajanagore,
Here are the ruins of a Portuguese Church and of many
brick houses." Rennel's Journals, p. 39.
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river. " 75 The Kobbatuck or Kobaduck river (an
offshoot of the Mathabhanga), which formed the
boundary between the districts of Nadia, the
24-Peraganas and J essore and was said to be a
branch either of the Comer or of the Icchamati river,
was navigable up to Sunderbans for large boats. 7~
The Burashee river, another branch of the Comer
(passing through the present Jessore district), was
also navigable throughout the year for very large
boats. 77 The common route from Kusthia to
J aynagore and Hobbygunge lay through the Lethydoman (or eastmost branch of the Kusthia creek) .78
The shortest passage from Haj iganj to Dacca
and Luckipur was provided by the Nawabganj
creek, which by joining the Ichhamati and the
Dhaleswari rivers about Feringybazar sent out
several branches, and was navigable throughout
the year. 79 The Ichhamati river was navigable
all the year for large boats. A small creek runing out of the Dhaleswari river at Sapur up to
the Ichhamati river was navigable throughout the
7

o Ibid. These creeks were almost due west of
Chandpur. Their position is now mainly occupied by the
united waters of the Ganges and the Meghna.
7e
Ibid, p. 89.
77
Ibid, p. 91.
7s
'!.'his route was of use only " when the river~
have rose enough to make it navigable which commonly
happens about the latter end d May." Rennel's Journals,
p.. 22.
7s
Ibid, p. 28.
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year for boats of a moderate size. The Karnaphuli river afforded a water passage from Chittagong for nearly 50 .miles up to R<lngarnati.
Opposite to the north-west point of Hajiganj a
large creek ran out to the southward and southeast making the shortest passage to Habiganj
from that part of the country. This creek was
navigable all the year for large boats. 80 The
Durgapur creek running opposite Barisal to the
eastward afforded the common route from Luckipur to Bakarganj 81 and the Buriganga river, on
which Dacca was situated, was navigable in the
dry season for large boats. 82 At Allynya83 a branch
of the Meghna turned off to the south-east and
fell into the great Meghna again at Chandpur,
after taking a course of about 24 miles ; this branch
named .the Pangbia was navigable all the year for
large boats. Two miles above Allynya a large
creek fell into the Meghna on the east side; this
was commonly called the little Meghna and
afforded. the shortest passage to Silhet and
From Baganbary 85 a small
Asmarygunge. 84
8o

81
s2

Ibid, p. 29.
Ibid, p. 36.
Ibid, p. 40.

8 :>

''A small village close to Daundkandi, where the
road.from Dacca to Com1llah leaves the river." Rennel"s
Journa,ls, p. 4.4.
84 . Ibid. Asmarygunge,
large village on the Surma
in the Silhet district, about 80 miles north-east of Dacca.
85
Baganbary,-spelt Bygonbarry in Rennel's map.

a
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creek fe11 into the Luckya river during the rainy
season, and allowed a much safer passage for
boats than the latter. 8n Besides the Ganges, the
Atri or Atrai river 87 afforded a passage from
Jalanghi to Dacca, but the passage through
the Ganges was 10 miles shorter. The breadth
of the Atri river was from 150 to 300 yards, and
" depth sufficient for the largest boats during the
dry season.'' 88 The passage by water from Hajiganj to Dacca was about 69 miles in the months
of February and March. The route was· through
Meggala creek and into the Ichhamati at Kardupur;
then by way of Nawabganj and Churan; through
Tulsi creek and into the Dhaleswari by Tagarpur
and Fatllylur and up the Buriganga to Daeca. 89
It is equivalent to Maimansingh or Nasirabad, the beadquarters of the Maimansingh district. Baiganbary is
mentioned by Hunter as a village with a large indigo
factory near Gobindganj about 5 miles N. W. of Maimansingh. Stat. Ace. Bengal, Vol. V, p. 415.
86

Rennel's Journals, p. 47.

87
" This Creek, which leaves the Ganges at Pubua
now goes by the name of the Ichhamati in some places
and of the Atrai in others." Rennel's Journals, p. 81,
footnote 8.

88
" In going against the stream this river is preferable to the Ganges, on account of their being good hacking ground all the way, and few sands; but in going down
with the stream the other is preferable." Ibid, pp. 81-82.

s9

Ibid, p. 193.
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Similarly, the northern part of Bengal was
also provided with water-routes
Water-routes
in
North Bengal.
through the Teesta river, the
90
Manas creek, the Ghagat creek, 91 the Purnabhaba
river, 92 and the Dherla or Durla river with their
branches. The 3-hagat creek was navigable
for boats of 150 maunds till the month of
January ; the Dherla river waR navigable all the
year for boats of 2,000 maunds between Kurigram 913 and the great river Brahmaputra. It
separated the paraganas of ' Baharbund ' and
90 " We passed the Teesta about 6 miles N. W. of Olyapour (spelt Oliapur in Rennel's map, plato 44, part 2, eq:ui·
valent to mode:rn Ulipur, head-quarters of a thana of that
name and still the seat of the principal cutchery of ~he
'Baharbund' Zamindar. Bengal: Past and Present, 1024.
Vol. XXVIII, p. 192) at a small village named Tytari
(probably the 'rotirea of the Rungpur district map); after
this its course is more to the North-west. About a mile and
half west from Tytari crossed the Monnas creek which is
now fordable, its qourse is to the ESE, joining the 'l'eesta
at Calygunge." Rennel's Journals, p. 54. 'rhe Manas
creek was one of the numerous branches of the Teestu and
not the larger Manas or Banas of Assam. Ibid, footnote 5.
91
The Ghagat, formerly a branch of the Teesta, but
now silted up at its head.
92
The Purnabhaba River lies considerably to the
west it the Dinajpur District, and was at that time one
)f the main branches of the Teesta.
- 93
Kurigram, on th~ right bank of the Dherla river
in the Rungpur District.
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joined the Brahmaputra
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Thus, there was no want of means of commu~
No want of means
Dication throughout the COUllof communications;try' 95 including even the most
interior corners. Perhaps it was this which led
94

Spelt Bugwah in the Rungpur District map.
R.ennel's Journals, pp. 54-55. It may be noted here that
the roads between Rungpur and Kurigram were very
rough, especially in the neighbourhood of the latter.
95
Time ordinarily required in travelling from one
place to another, by land routes or water-routes:(a) From Patna to J alanghi, 20 days by boats.
(b) From Maudapur (at the head of the Chandna or

Cbunnah river) to Bbusna on the Barasia, a little to the
east o£ Muhammadpur, 3 days through the Chuununah and
Comer Creeks. R.ennel's Journals, p. 123.
(c) ]'rom Moanpur on the Chunnunah to Habiganj,
4 days by land.
(d) From Calcutta to Kusthia, 6 days by land.
(e) From Kusthia to Culna, 10 days by boat.
(f) From Kusthia to J aynagore, 8 days by boat.
(g) From Hajiganj to Habiganj, 1 day by boat, 1! or
2 days by land.
(h) Mola (a small village on the Ganges above the
mouth of Chandna River), from Hajiganj 1 day by boat,
from Dacca 3 days by boat, from J alanghi '3 days by
boat, from Pabna 1 day by boat, from J alanghi 1! dtys by
land.
(i) Amidabads (Ahmirabads of the Bengal Atlas, a para•
gar:a of the Noakhali District), f~m Luckipur li days by
land, from Hajiganj 3 prahars (' Hind. Pahar or Pour is
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Mr. Dow to observe:-" The easy communication
by water from place to place, faciDow's remark.
litated a mercantile intercourse
among the inhabitants. Every village has its canal,
strictly a measure of time equal to a fourth part of the day
and of t.he night.' Hobson-Jobson, p. 736.)
(j) Bakarganj, from Culna 3 days, Sewtylewry from
Culna ~day, Govindapur from Culna 1 day, Buckinagore
from Culna 1~ days.
(k) }i'rom Sihenpur to Dacca, 1 day by land ; from
Lat.anagore to Dacca, 1 day.
(Z) From Habetnagore (probably Hybutnagar, close
to Kishorganj of Atlas of India, sheet 125) to Bangram
5 prahars : to Lilliedapur 1 prahar, to Asmanygunge 4
days, to Akra.sonda 3 days, to Silhet 5 days; to Dalal pur
.3 days.
(m) From Jangalbari to Adampur, 2 days by water,
1 day by land ; to o~unpur 1~ days; to Asmarygunge 1~
days, to Silhet 7 days.
(n) From Dollipara to Asmetygunge 3 prahars, to
Dalal pur 3 prahars ; bo Akarsonda 1 day; to Adam pur 1
day (by dingi boat); to Abdulpur 2 prahars by land and 1 day
by water ; to Silhet 6 days.
(o) From Kurigram to Chilmari one day's journey for

a cossid.
(p) '' Rungpur was 4 days cossid from Muxadavad
(Murshidabad)." Rennel's Journals, pp. 123·30.
(q) Vansittart left Patna on 5th January, 1763, arrived
at Mongyr on 9th January and reached Cassimbazar on
14th*January. Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, pp. 184-87.
(r) Vansittart proceeded in a light boat from Cassimbazar on 16th .January, 1763, and reached Calcutta on the
18th of that month .. Vansittart's Narrative, Vol. II, p. 194.
'

.
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every Perganah its river and the whole kingdom the
Ganges, which falling by various mouths, into the
Bay of Bengal lay open the ocean for the export of
commodities and manufacturers." 96 Now the usual
statement that the want of communications at the
end of the 1VIughal and the beginning of the British
period made the villages economically independent
and self~su:fficient units becomes
Explanation of eco·
nomic isolation of
irreconcilable with the foregoing
the villages;
facts, which clearly show that
the internal communications of the country were
not very defective. We have already seen that
there were roads connecting the important centres
of the province wi tb places in the extreme interior.
Rennel carefully noted many places of impor·
tance along these roads. 97 It is clear that the
villages of BengqJ, where nature was lavish in her
bounties and where the leisure of agriculturists
is recorded to have been given to manufactures, 97a
had surplus produce and manufactures over and
above their necessary consumption ; but even if
these surplus commodities be supposed not to have
been carried from one part of the country to

96

Dow's Hindoostan, Vol. I, cii.

Such places have now sunk into insignific~nce
and many of them are no better than ordinary villages,
e.g.,Lacaracondah in the 'Burdwan to Lacaracondah road,'
Birkity in the 'Calcutta to Patch wary Road.' Vide ante,
97

91 a

Vide later.

52
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another, the villages being economically isolated
from one another, it would be
-economic isolation
not due to the want of due not to the want of means of
means of comruunica·
communications, but to some
ti~ns;
oqwr factors which the unstable
and insecure political conditions of the time had
produced. If there was a self-sufficiency at all,
it was forced on them and was not a normal condition of their existence. rrhe weakening of the
central authority had increased the rapacity of the
Mugs 98 and the Portuguese pirates, and the
frequent incursions of the Marathas 99 into the
heart of Bengal had made commerce unsafe ; the
same weakening had led to the growth of numerous economic barriers set up by zamindars and
other local powers. Perhaps it was the necessity
for the defence against these dangers, the fear of
losing their merchandise in the hands of the
plunderers or brigands, and the dimensions that
the tolls had reached, together with the extortions
and corruptions in internal trade, that drove the
village within its shell and fostered internal cohesion
and unity within it.
Commerce came to. be
98

Letter to Court, January 27, 1748; Consultations,
December 4, 1752; Letter to Court, January 10,1758,
para. 97; Letter to Court, December 31, 1758, para. 84;
Bolts' Considerations, p. 163, footnote.
99
Mabaraf?trapura:t;~a, lines 230-44 (Vangiya Sahitya
Pari!i!ad Patrika, Vol. XIII, Part IV, p. 220). Vide the
chapter on '' Commercial Relations."
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monopolised by those only who could withstand
such dangers (like the European Companies and
their clients or up-country adventurers like the
Sikhs, the Ma.rwaris, the Rajputs, etc.) and the poor
villagers had to remain satisfied within the limits
of their villages accepting only 'dadans' and suffer~
ing for that. What was at first accepted out of
necessity at last grew into a habit, as the weak
government of the Nawabs, followed by the double
government's misrule, gave a free scope to the
growth of these evils. Thus, weakness of the
central authority, want of strong governance in
the country, the ravages of the
-probable causes of
Marathas, the Mugs and other
economic isolation of
the villages.
bandits and robbers, and the
avaricious habits of the Company's servants might
be regarded as probable causes for the economic
isolation of the villages from one another.
A few words may be added with regard to
the conveyances used at that
Conveyances.
time.
Bullock carts 100 and
{a) " He selected a few carts for carrying on his
articles." Vijayarama's Ti1'ihctmangala, p. 67.
100

(b} " Putting young lady (Lutf-un-nisa) with her
mother in his own Rutt or covered carriage he (Siraj)
had set out for that place (Azimabad) being drawn by an
excellent pair of these oxen, that make usually thirty or
forty cosses a day." Be r-ul-Mutakherin, Vol. II, p. 94.
Haji Mustafa, the translator of Seir-ul-Mutakherin, had
himself seen those oxen, when they were presented later on
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palanquins 101 were of very common use on land.
Sometimes, t,he palanquins were richly adorned and
were sold at high prices. In 17 57 the Council
in Calcutta resolved to purchase a palanquin set
with silver tassels, for the use of the Cassimbazar factory, on Rs. 400. 102 Besides horses 103
and elephants, camels were used for travelling
purposes in certain parts of Bihar. KrfilQ.acandra
Gho~ala, the hero of Vijayarama's Tirthamangala,
hired two camels for two hundred rupees in
course of his journey from Patna to Gaya. 104
Boats of various kinds were used in journeys
or transports through rivers. 10·~ In his journey
from Calcutta to Murshidabad in 1760 A.D.,
Governor Vansittart paid ' 3 budgerows ' at
Rs. 3 per day, 20 hoolucks of 6 oars at 28 rupees
by Mirjafar to Mr. Watts, and out of curiosity, be bad
measured their amazing bulk and height.
101 '' He went quickly on a palanquin."
Tirthamangala, p. 67. Long, op. cit., p. 64; Consultations, November, 1758.
H12 Proceedings, February 28, 1757.
10 3 Ramaprasada refers to coaches or carriages drawn
by a pair of horses:-" A pair of horses, attached to a carriage, jump and run quickly and can go ten miles a day."
Ramaprasada, op. cit., p. 69 B.E.
104 T'irthamangala, p. 67.
105 Stavorinus, Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. I, pp.
464-68. ''Price of Calcutta Boats of 90 mds. Hire per
month 4 d:mdies Rs. 12, one Mangey (majhi=steersman)
Rs. 4." Rennel's Journals, p. 123.
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per month, 22 hoolucks of 8 oars at Rs. 38 per
month, 12 hoolucks of 10 oars at Rs. 40 per month;
2 hoolucks of 4 oars at Rs. 24 per month. 106 We
find in the list of the Governor's travelling
charges in 1763 that he hired three budgerows of
ten oars at Rs. 10 each per month. 107
There were arrangements for daks or postal
Postal Communica·
COmmunications throughout the
tions.
country, and runners were
employed to carry letters from one part of it to
another. Those runners were of two classes, viz.,
tappies (ordinary dak-runners) and cassids
(mounted postmen). We have already seen that
there were six ' post-roads ' running from
Calcutta to six important directions, and through
these roads the runners usually passed. The
cassids could ordinarily run 25 to 30 miles a day/08
but sometimes they could manage to " travet
with great rapidity, and letters from Cassimbazar
sometimes arrived at Calcutta in as short a
time as 27 hours.
Accordingly Mr. :Watts'
letter of 2nd June (17 56), saying that the
Nabob had arrived at Cassimbazar reached
Calcutta. next day.'' 109 .Early in 17 58 cassids
were '' fixed at the different stages between .
Proceedings, November 25, 1760.
Proceedings, March 14, 1763.
los Renhel's Journals, p. 131.
109 Hill, Bengal in 1'756-5'1, Vol. I, p. 126.
106

107
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Calcutta and Murshidabad. '' 110 In 17 48 there
were dak-runners between Cuttack and Ganjam; 111
but they were exceedingly indolent and it was
proposed by the Company to substitute mounted
post~men for them 112 in the line of Madras.
But
we find that between March and September no
communications from Calcutta reached Madras for
which the Govemor of Calcutta remarked that it
was '' not worth while to put the Company to the
expense of Kasids (mounted postmen) '' when
they had " nothing to ad vise." 113 In 17 63 the
faujdar of Mir Kasim at Rajmahal obstructed the
dak-runners and thereby stopped for sometime the
communication between Calcut~a and Patna which
lay through the Calcutta-Benares post-road. 113 "'
rrhere were daily daks from Ualcutta to Patna,
to Murshidabad and to Dacca. In 1768, Mr. C.
Williams was appointed '' to superintend the
Kassids or mounted postmen to be sent to the
different factories. The same year a Kassid post
was established between Calcutta and Ballasore
via Midnapur and Jellasore bnt very bitter
were the complaints of the postmen of the
11 o Proceedings of the Select Committee, 18th February, 1758.
1 11
Of. Calcutta to Gun jam Road in Rennel 's Description of Roads in Bengal and Bihar, pp. 29-31.
112 Oom;ultations, February, 1748 A.D.
113
Long's Selections: Introduction, LIII.
usa Proceedin(J8, 30th June, 1763 A.D.
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difficulty in procuring oil and the almost impassable jungles they had to tread.'' Ordinarily letterr~
from Murshidabad reached Calcutta within 2 to 4
days, 111 though, as has been already noted, under
exceptional circumstances these could be sent more
quickly ; from Balasore letters reached Calcutta
within 7 or 8 days. 115 Rangpur was "four days'
cassid from Muxadavad (Murshidabad)." A
cassid usually took one day to run from Kurigram
to Chilmari (the intervening distance between
the two places being 30 miles) and from Hungpur
to Kurigram (the intervening distance between the
(a) "On the 20th we received a letter from Mr.
Luke Scrafton, dated the 18th inst ............ " Proceedings
of the Select Committee, 22nd February, 1758, Firminger's
Bengal Historical Records (17:58), p. 12.
(b) " In consequence of your letter of the 24th ult.
(i.e., September) which I duly received on the 29th at
Cassimbazar, I returned here the 5th inst." Letter from
J. Brohier to Drake, Proceedings, Oct. 13, 1757 A.D. It
would thus appear that a distance of about 150 miles was
covered in 2 days ; this would be impossible under any
other po~tal system, except regular relay and of borsepost
or post-coaches. Compare what has already been noted
about-, post-roads.'
I J li (a)
" We this day received a letter from John
Burdett at Ballasore, dated the 1st instant advising of
his ............ " Proceedings, December 8, 1759 A.D.
(b) '' Received two letters from Mr. Charles Stafford
Playdell at Ballasore, dated the 17th and 18th February.''
Select Committee's Proceedings, 24th February, 1758
A.D. Firminger, Bengal H. R., p. 16.
114
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two places being about 25 or 30 miles). u 6 The
Zamindars and the people of those parts of the
country, through which the daks or postmen passed,
had to supply them with provisions and other necessary articles. rrhe Nawab of Bengal wrote to the
President of the Council in Calcutta 1!ll 30th
'September, 1764 :-" Dawks have from of old
been stationed from Choonacolly to Jellasore to
bring news from these parts. At present, according to the ancient custom Bunmolly (Vanamali) is
appointed chief of the dawks, and I accordingly
wrote to you some time ago to desire that you give
orders to the Zemindars, fowzedars and other
officers of Burdwan and Midnapur, etc., to supply
the said dawks with necessaries.'' 117 Francis Sykes,
'Resident at the Nawab's darbar, wrote to tl\e
Secret Committee in Calcutta on 31st October,
1765 :-''Representations of late have been made
to me by the Zemindars of different villages, that
the King (the Mughal Emperor) is fixing Dawks
from Illababad (Allahabad) to this place, and
Calcutta ; that it will be a very great borthen
(burden) to the inhabitants in many parts of the
country if they are under a necessity of supporting
them with the nsual necessaries having already both
the Company's and the Nabob's Dawks to provide
for and request· they may be relieved from so heavy
. .a grievance.'' 118
Rennel'sJournals, p.131.
M inqapur District R eoords, p. 18.
11 s Bolts, Op. Cit., Appendix, p. 142.

llll
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SECTION

II: Manufacture, Industries and
Handicrafts.

Bengal being provided with many avenues for
trade, was also rich in the proBengal rich in the
duction
of commercial goods.
production and manufacture of .commercial
She produced '' cloth of all
goods.
kinds, most beautiful muslins,
silk, raw or worked.'' 1 It bas been already noted
in the chapter on 'Eng'lish Factories and Investments ' how there was a great demand for Bengal
manufactures in the rna rkets of England and other
European as well as Asiatic countries and in the
other provinces of India itself. The Select Committee in Calcutta wrote to the Court of Directors
on the 26th of September, 1767 :-"Its (Bengal's)
manufactures found their way
High demand for
Bengal manufactures
to the remote.st parts of Hindosin Europe, Asia and
tan
and specie flowed in by
other provinces
of
India.
thousand channels that are at
present (1767) lost and obstructed." Of course
agriculture formed an important occupation of
the bulk of the people, but '' the vacation from
agriculture," as Mr. Orme has remarked, left "a
1

Hill, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 216.

f, .113a.

53

Hadiqat-ul-Aqalim,
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much greater number of the inhabitants, than can
be spared in others, at leisure to apply themselves
to the loom. So that more cotton and silk are
manufactured in Bengal than in thrice the same
extent of country throughout the empire nnd
consequently at much cheaper rates. The greater
part of these manufactures and of the raw silk, is
exported ; and Europe receives the largest share ;
the rest goes by land and sea t6 diffe:rent parts of
the Empire.'' 2 'Jlhus in Bengal agriculture and
manufactures went hand in hand.
Agriculture
an rl
In different parts of the prom'anufactures
went
hand in hand in
vince the weavers produced silk
Bengal.
and cotton cloths of various
qualities (superfine, fine, etc.). Rightly did Mr.
Pattullo remark that the '' demands for Bengal
manufactures can never lessen, in regard that
their quality is so peculiar to that country, that

2
Orme, op. cit., Vol. ll, ~· 4. In modern times
the mf1in (h,f.ect of Indian agriculture is just the absence o{
this employment of leisure to manuractures. Our agriculturists are occupied only for a part of the year, the rest of
it being spent in idleness, intemperance and unthrifty
pursuits. Neither is there intensive scientific production
engaging all the time and energies of the cultivators and
their families for the whole year, nor is the leisure of all,
who live on the soil, devoted to textile industries li~e silk,
cotton, linen, etc. From this standpoint the muchabused ' Oarkii ' creed has in it an element of economic
sanity.
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no nation on. the globe can either equal or rival
them. ne
~e~_y!gg__ m~l!llf?:ctories __:' were disp!Jr~~~t .

*

throughout the country '' and a distinct kind was
woven in each district. 4 Some important towns
like Maldah, Haria!, Serpur, Balikushi and
Cogmari within the Zamindari of Ral).i Bhaval).I
of Natore were fa~ous for manufacturing the
following species of piecegoods :-(a) '' for the
gurope markets, cossaes (khas =cloth with diagonal patterns), elatches, hummums, chowtahs (or
chautanis =sheets folded four times),5 ootally,
Localisation
of
soosiess (susi or stripped finemanufactured goods.
coloured fabrics)' seersuchers ;
(b) for the markets of Bussorah, Mocha, Jidda,
Pegu, Acheen and Malaca, the different sorts of
cossaes, baftas ("woven" -cotton stuffs), saunoose,
mulrnulls, tanjebs (tanjib =a kind of fine muslin),
kenchees, etc." 6 From the aurungs at Rungpur,
Gomghat/ ~to_~~ J?!!_qdaL. all being situated
within the zamindari of the Raja of Santose,
the English East India Company was supplied
with sannoes, malmals (fine plain muslins),
~~.,.~~~-·'--'"' ----~""--"'-"-""

2

-

"--.

-·----"-'"+--''"'"~~--·--~---'+'--"-"'~~·-,--~"~-·--· .. ~~"·-·~---~--

Pattuloo, An Essay upon improving and cultivating
Bengal, p. 25. London, 1772.
4
Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 474.
5
Birdwood, Industrial Arts of India (1880), p. 246.
G
Holwell, I. H. E.,___IL---1937
'rhe author of Hadiqai-ul-Aqalim (f. 115b) refers to
the manufacture of silk cloths at Goraghat.
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and tanjibs. 8 The towns like Burdwan, Khirpai,
Radhanagore, Dewanganj and Balligissagur, all
situated within the zamindari of Raja Tilakchand of Burdwan11: manufactured the following.
sortmeQ.ts of piece-goods, .viz., dooreas (stripped
cloths), terrendams (tarandam), cuttanies, soosies,
soot romals, gurrahs, sestersoys, san ton coupees,
cherriderries, chilys
custas, doosootas (dosuti
=coarse cotton cloth), and ·several places of
lesser importance within his jurisdiction manufactured other inferior sortments of cloth, as
seerbunds, gullabunds, etc. 9 Silk and cotton
cloths of a rather inferior quality were manufactured within the Bankura district, specially near
Vishnu pur / 0 and the East India Company was
provided with a large quantity of gurrahs from
Elambazar, the " principal town of trade" within
the Birbhum district.U Various kinds of muslin
and other cotton cloths were manufactured at
Midnapur. We find the following species of piecegoods in the list of goods to be provided at
Midnapur for the year 1763 :-(1) charconnaes
(carkhana)-chequered muslins, 500 pieces; chucklaes (caklas)-mixed silk and cotton-1,000 pieces ;
no piece . of gingham ; niallaes (blue cloth)8
9 •

1o
11

·

Holwell, I.H.E., p. 194.
Ibid, pp. 195-96.
Ibid, p. 200.
Ibid, p. 202.
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(a) ordinary, 2,000 pieces, (h) fine and (c) supf)r-

fine, 2,,000 pieces ; peniascoes (according to Bird~
wood made. of pineapple fibre) 12-1,000 pieces;
sannoes (' sa'IJ,,' i.e., flaxen or linen .cloth)13(a) Ballasore, 500 pieces, (b) of midling prices,
500 pieces, (c) fine and thick, 500 pieces, sursue hers (turbans=sira-sekhara), 200 pieces; shalbasta (sala-prastha, shawls), 600 pieces. It was
further written : "If you have any other species
of goods not mentioned here you may send us two
or three pieces of them for a sample. You must
take care in all coloured goods that the colours
may be light and lively. Gurrahs and other
calicoes for printing, hummums excepted; are in
good demand for want of long cloths. We, therefore, recommend it to your particular attention
for a supply of these articles over beyond what we
have ordered till you hear from the choramandel
(Coromandel) of that we can be supplied with a
large quantity of long cloths, by which information
you are to govern yourself.'' 14 At Balasore and
Pipli were produced " manufactures of cotton in
12

Cactus fibres were used for coarse cloths even in
19th century in Hijlt coast (Midnapur) and elsewhere,
where cactus of different varieties grew wild. 'Paniasco '
apparently represents a Bengali or Oriya original
' Panasika ' or ' Panaska,' meaning ' woven out of panasa
or pine-apple fibres (of the cactus class).'
13
' Sa:Q.i,' linen, is known as eariy ~s Vedic literature.
14
MidnapurDistrict Records, I?P· 8-9.
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sanis (san us), casses (khesis-= wrappers or robes),
dimities, mulmuls, silk romals, and rmnals of
silk and cotton; gurrahs anc1 lungies ('' lwad and
waist cloths '' according to Bird wood)."

15

Radbanagore was " famous for manufacturing
cotton cloths and silk romals and handkerchiefs.'' 10
Coarse blue handkerchiefs were manufactured at
Baranagore, near Calcutta. 17 Certain places· in
Birbhum (the most important being Elambazar)
were centres of cloth manufacture. 18 Nadia and
Murshidabad were especially famous for the
manufacture of various kinds of cotton and silk
cloths. Malmals, cossaes and other species of
cloths were manufacLured in places like Santi pur,
Ba:rran, etc., within the zamindari of Raja Kr~pa
candra of Nadia, for the markets of Europe. 10
Grose remnrl{s that "the country about it (Cas&imbazar) \\as very fertile, and the inhabitants remarlmbly industrious, being employed in many
useful manufactures. They generally furnish
22,000 bales of silk a year, each bale weighing
100 lbs.
They have also tassaties, and the
most beautiful cotton cloths of the country.'' 20
Abbe de Guoyn, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 496-97.
Grose, Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. II, p. 236;
Abbe de Guoyn, op. cit., Vol. 11, p. 498.
17
Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 619.
1s Rolwell. I. H. E., VP· 201-:d02.
l 9
Ibid, p. 202.
2o
Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. II, p. 240.
l5

16
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Stavorinus also gives a similar description. 21 We
find in the letters from the gentlemen at the Cassim,.
bazar factory to the Council in Calcutta, dated the
8th and the 13th of December, 17 59, that the
former required two lacs of rupees only for pur,.
chasing 'November Bund ' raw silk. Similarly
in the year 17 63 they asked for 9 lacs of
rupees as advances for puchasing silk. Renne!
wrote about Cassimbazar :-" Cossimbazar is the
general market of Bengal silk and a great quantity
of silk are manufactured here, which are circulated
throughout great part of Asia; of the unwrought
silk, 300,000 or 400,000 lbs. weight is consumed
in the European manufactories."
Stavorinus.
notes that " printed coLtons, commonly called
chintzes (chits)" were " not manufactured " in
Bengal "e.xcept near Patna, in the province of
Bahar," which were called "fron;I the name of the
place ~ Patna chintzes.'' 22
But of all the places in Bengal, Dacca occupied
the premier position in the
Premier position of
Dacca in the manumanufacture of fine muslins and
facture of fine muslins
and cotton cloths of
cotton cloths of different species. 28
different species.
Rennel has remarked that Dacca
had "a vast trade in muslins; and manufactures
the most delicate one, among those that are so
21
22

23

Op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 472-73.
Ibid, p. 464.

Stavorinus, op. oit., Vol,, I, p. 474,
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much sought after in Europe.'' 24 'l'he author of '·
Hyaz-us-salatin has noted that ' white muslin '
was ''excellent I y manufactured there.'' 25 Weaving
work was carried on, more or less, in almost every
village of the Dacca district but the important
places where muslins were manufactured were the
cities of Dacca, Sunargong, Dumroy, Teetbari
(situated on the eastern side of the river Luckia),
Junglebari (lying on the eastern side of the
Bramhaputra river) and Bazetpur 26 (about 18
miles from Junglebari)
Sunargong was famous
for muslins of thin texture and also for flowered
fabrics. 'l'he author of Ryaz-us-salatin has remarked:-" A species of very fine muslin is
manufactured there. And m the Mouza of
Kathrahsunder there is a reservoir of water ; whatever cloths are washed there are turned into white
linen." 27 Dumroy which stood on the river
Bunsi, a branch of the Bramhaputra, about 20
miles west of Dacca, supplied the weavers with the
greater part of the fine thread required for the
I)acca looms. 28 Besides those places. muslins of
various kinds were manufactured in Moorapara,
Babapara and other villages on the banks of the
Memoir .of the Map of Indostan, p. Bl.
p. 40.
26
A Descriptive and Historical Account of the Cotton
Manufacture at Dacca by a Resident, p. 4.
27
p. 40.
28
A Descriptive and Historical Account, etc., p. 8.
24
25
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Luckia river and mixed cotton and silk cloths at
Abdullapur in Bikrampur paragana. 29 Coarse
fabrics were produced at Kalokopa in Dacca, and
Jalalpur, Narainpur, Chandpur and Serampur in
Tipperah. 30
The looms at Dacca produced cloths of various
degrees of quality, "ranging from the fine gossamer muslin, the attire of the inmates of the
zananas of native princes, down to coarse thick
wrapper worn by the poor ryot.'' 31 Stavorinus
remarks: " Muslins are sometimes wove so fine,
that a piece of twenty yards in length, and longer,
can be inclosed in a common pocket tobacco box.
The whole is done with a very trifling apparatus
and Europeans are surprised to behold the perfection
of manufacture, which is exemplified here in almost every handicraft, effected with so few and
such imperfect tools.'' 32 In the letter from the
Court of Directors to the Council in Calcutta,
dfl,ted the 19th of December, 17 55, the following
species of cloths are referred to as being manufactured at Dacca : sarbatis (semi-transparent like a
glass of ' serbat, '-fruit-juice), malmals, alaballies;
Ibid, p. 9.
Ibid.
31
Ibid, p. 41.
32 Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 413.
"A common sized Dutch
tabacco-box, such as they wear in the poket, is about eight
inches long, half as broad, and about an inch deep." Ibid,
p. 413, foot-note.
29

30

54
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tanjeeb, terrindams, nainsoolcs ('pleasure of the
eyes,') seerbandeonnaes, dooreas (striped muslins),
jamdanies (figured muslins), etc. In the letter to
the Court of Directors from the Bengal Council,
dated the 27th of January, 1749, we find
the names of the kinds of cloths manufactured in different places in Bengal ; these have
been duly noted in connection with the respective
·places in the chapter on ' English Factories and
Investments.' It may be added here that Islamabad (Chittagong) also supplied the Company with
cloths. rrhe Council in Calcutta wrote to Mr.
Verelst at Chittagong on the
Cloths supplied from
Chitt.agong and Col28th of September, 1761: "We
linda.
with pleasure observe the· good
qualities of the cloth you have sent us the care you
have taken in the improvement of our manufactures." 53 ' A prodigious quantity ' of coarse cloths
was manufactured near about the English factory
at Collinda. 84
Each variety of muslin was manufactured at
Dacca by "fabrics of three or
Dacca mnslins,'fine,' 'superfine,' 'fine
four assortments or degrees of
superfine,' plain, striped, chequered, figured
quality," which were distinor coloured.
guiohed at the Company's factory by the "terms 'ordinary,' 'fine,' 'superfine,'
and 'fine superfine.' " 35 The muslins were plain,
33
34

35

Bengal: Past and PTesent, Vol. XXVII, p. 20.
Rennet's Journals, p. 75.
A Descriptive and Historical Account, etc., p. 42,
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striped, chequered, figured or coloured. 36 Dacca
was famous for embroidery and flowering works on
cloths. vVe have already seen 37 that there are
many references in the contemporary records about
Embroidery
and
cloths being sent by the Comflowering works on
pany
from Calcutta to Dacca for
cloths.
embroidery and flowering work.
"From Dacca," wrote Abbe de Guyon in 1744,
" come the best and finest Indian embroideries in
gold, silver, or silk, and those embroidered neck
cloths and fine muslins which are seen in
France.'' 38
So prodigious was the quantity of cloths manufactured and so many looms were
Cotton imported from
outside Bengal,worked in Bengal, owing to
the growth and continuance of
an almost world-wide demand during the 16th.>
17th and 18th centuries, that besides the large
quantity of raw cotton produced within the province, 39 cotton had very often to be imported from
Bombay and Surat. Certain references on this
point have been already noted ; 40 a few more rnay
be added here. It is stated in Fort William
Ibid, p. 41.
Chap. on" English Factories and Investments."
38 Quoted in Taylor, op. cit.
39 For references to the production of cotton in Bengal
districts and their use for manufactures, vide Sections on
'Agriculture' and 'Asiatic and Inter-provincial Trade.'
4
Chapter on 'English Factories and Investments.'
36

37

·'

°
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Consultations of the 4th of December, 17 52 : ''Agreed that we write by her (that is the ship
Hector) to the gentlemen there (i.e., Bombay),
advice them of the disposition of our tonnage, and
desire them to provide a cargo of the best Broach
cotton for the Durrington that she may be returned to as early in the season ....... '' Referring to
Natore, Holwell remarks:-'' rrhis country produces also coposs, or Bengal cotton, with which
the~above sortments of goods are in part manufactured, ~buf the produce does not bear any proportion to the consumption, so that they are indebted
to foreign markets for this article, and chiefly to
the port of Surat." 41 Stavorinus also refers distinctly that the Bengal looms required the importation of cotton from outside the province, chiefly
from Surat. 12 The Dacca district produced the
finest cotton 1:3 out of which the greater portion of
the Dacca muslins were manufactured. r:I.'he Commercial Resident of Dacca in the year 1800
remarked:-" A tract of land extending from
Feringybazar, twelve miles south-east of Dacca,
along the banks of the Megna to Edilpore, twenty
miles north of the sea, occupying a space of about
forty miles in length, and in some places as far as
three in breadth, and situated in the pergunnahas
41
42
43

I. H. E., p. 193.
Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 473.
Ibid, p. 474.
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of Kidderpore, Bickrampore, Rajenagur, Cartickpore, Serampore, and Edilpore, is allowed to produce the finest cotton (kapas) grown in the Dacca
province, and, I believe, I might add, in any part
of the world since no cotton that has yet been
compared with it, whether the produce of India,
or of the islands of Mauritius or Bourbon, whose
cotton is celebrated for its supeFinest cotton producrior quality, has been found
ed in the Dacca
disirict ;
important
equal to it.'' .u The other cottoncotton-growing tracts.
growing tracts noticed by him
were ''the banks of the Luckia from the Dulaseree
river to a little above Roopgunge, about sixteen
miles in length, and a few miles on the banks of
the Brahmaputra, north of the Dulaseree" which
together with the country mentioned above furnished " the greater part of the kapas used in the
Dacca province.'' Of the rest, some was grown in
Buldecal, Bowal, and Alephsing, and some imported from Bussora in the adjacent district of
Rajeshye ·(Rajsahi). '' 45

H

A Descriptive and Historical Account, etc, pp. 11-12.

+5 Ibid. Right up to the beginning of the 20th century the tradition amongst Dacca weaving families was
that the cotton (tree-cotton) grown for earlier Dacca muslins was grown in the black soil of the districts adjacent
to Dacca town in the north of it, of which area ' Bowal '
(Bhowal State) was a part ; the black soil extends into
North Bengal.
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It would be interesting to note in this connecSubsidiary manufaction the available details about
tures and handicrafts.
the subsidiary manufactures and
handicrafts of Bengal at that time. Carpets of
various patterns such as sutaranci, dulicii and
Weaving of carpets,
galica were manufactured in
and jute-cloths.
certain places. 46 Weaving of
jute-cloths was also common ; there are references
to gunnies (jute-cloths) in the lists of the East
India Uompany's investments 17 from Bengal, and
the author of Hadiqat-ul-Aqalim writes about the
manufacture of jute-carpets (tats) at Goraghat. 48
Bengal exported sugar to the different Asiatic
countries 40 and was an important centre of that
industry. Stavorinus notes how sugar was manufactured there:-'' They bruise the cane, between
Manufacture
of two chamfered rollers of hard
sugar.
wood, two and a half feet long,
and of about six inches in diameter. These lie
horizontally, one above the other, in two rests, so
:fixed, that the rollers cannot be moved, out of
their relative position to each other, and leaving
a space of a quarter of an inch between them.
Each roller has four spokes or handles, at the end
by which they are turned in opposite directions by
46
H

48
49

Vijayarama's Tirthamangala, pp. 106 and 108.
Vide ante.
F. 116 B,
Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, para. 19.
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two men. The sugarcane being put between the
rollers, is thus bruised, or flattened, to the thinkness of a quarter of an inch, and its sap is pressed
out, and received in a large earthen pot, placed
for that purpose, under this simple machinery.
About eight or ten feet off, are eight other pots,
:fixed in holes, into which they :fit exactly, and
which are made in the earth in a longitudinal
direction. The dried canes, from which the sap
has been expressed, are used as a fuel under these
pots, into which the sap is put, and boiled into
sugar.'' 50 He also describes 51 the processes of
Saltpetre, opium,
manufacturing saltpetre, opium
gumlac.
and gumlac, which were impor~
tant articles of commerce. 52
Excellent guns were manufactured in different
parts of the province. We :find in the Seir-ulmutakherin that Mir Kasim " was amassing and
maufacturing as many guns and flint-muskets as
he could, with every necessary for war." 53 Haji
Mustafa, the translator of that work, remarks : " the European reader may possibly hear with
surprise, that these :firelocks manufactured at
Mongher proved better than
Manufacture of guns.
the best Tower-proofs, sent to
50

Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 140.

51

Ibid, pp. 474-80.
Vide ante, Chapter 3, Sections 1 and 3.
VoL II, p. 9.

52
53
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India for the Company's use ; and such was the
opinion which the English officers gave then,
when they made the comparison by order of the
Council of Calcutta. Their flints were all Rajmahal agates, and their metal more mellow. And
even to-dJy, 17 86, Colonel Martin, a Frenchman,
who has greatly distinguished himself these twentytwo years in the English service, has at Lucknow
1 manufactory where he makes pistols .and fuzils
better, both as to lock and barrel, then the best
arms that come from Europe. 'rhe comparison
has been repeatedly made and Sir Elijah Impey,
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Calcutta,
carried to Europe one pair of these pistols.'' 54
Renne] noticed a great gun at Dacca 55 and three
others at Murshidabad. We find in Consultations,
dated the 4th of December, 17 52, that gun
carriages were made both in Calcutta and
Cassimbazar, but in the former place these were
made cheaper and better than in the latter. 56
54

Ibid, footnote.

55

Memoirof Map of Hindustan, p. 61.

56

Long, op. cit., p. 39.

Northern and North Eastern India
had a tradition of efficient fir0-arms manufacture since
at lenst the 15th century, and it was not now for the first
time that Indian-made fire-arms competed with the
European-made article: thus the Rumi artillery of Gujrat
was fully met by Sher Shah. J aunpur in the first half of
the 15th century specialised in fire-arms ; Assam has a
tradition of an earlier manufacture of them.
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There is a reference to the manufacture of gunpowder in the letter from the Court of Directors
to the Council in Calcutta, dated the 3rd of
March, 17 58 : - " As you have all the materials
on.the spot and cheaper than in any other part Of
India, we are well satisfied that, with __ proper
management, sufficient quantities may be produced
not only for our settlements in Bengal but for our
other settlements.'' 57
Rennel 58 has noted several places in Birbhum
where iron manufactories existIron manufactories
)
in Birbhum.
ed. He writes :-(a "Forges
for iron are wrought at Dyoucha
(Deocha) and Muhammad Bazar (a village
between Suri and Deocha). The ore is brought
from the Mullarpur Purgannah ;" (b) " Iron
mines are wrought near Damra (16 miles from
Suri) arid forges at Damra and Mysara ; '' (c) ''Iron
mines are wrought at Kistnagur." We have
descriptions of the works of the silversmiths,
blacksmiths and other mechanics in certain
contemporary accounts like Ives'
Skili and
workmanehip or the mechaVoyage/ 9 Cranfurd's ' Sketches
nics.
of the Hindus,' 60 and Stavorinus'
57
Ibid, p. 120. The reference is to the great s~ltc
petre supply of Bihar, which, as we have already note~,
the oth~er European powers greedi!y tapped.
58
Journals, pp. 109-ll.
59
Ppw 62~53.
so Vol. II, pp. 98-99.
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Voyage,S 1 which testify to their superior skill and
workmanship. Members of each class of mechanics confined themselves to "one sort of work, so
that a goldsmith will not work in silver nor a
silversmith in gold. In the aurungs or looms, a
weaver will only weave one single sort of stuff
during his whole life, unless he is compelled to
take another in band.'' 6 ~
Huge and well-fashioned boats were constructed in different parts of Bengal,
Boat· making.
and
boat-building
industry
formed the occupation of many carpenters. These
boats 68 were of various kinds, as for example,
(a) bajra, 64 (b) mayurpardchi, 65 (c) koshkhan,
61
62

Vol. I, pp. 411-13.
Ibid. This specialisation improved quality of the

articles.
ll!3
Vijayariima's Tirthamaxigalu, p. 9. We have a
descript.ion of ship-building in Dvija Varhsivad<tna's
'Manastimahgala,' a Bengali work o£ the 16th century.
Typical Selections from Old Bengali Literature, Part I,
p. 220.
64
Such boats having arrangements for convenience
were used by the Europeans and the rich Indians for
travelling purposes. These were of various sizes, " from
twenty-five to sixty feet in length and longer." Stavorinu:::, op, cit., Vol. I, pp. 465-66.
65
These were " very long and narrow, sometimes
extending to upwards of an hundred feet in length, and
not more than eight feet in breadth ; ............... these boats
~r~ very expensive owing to tb~ bea1,1,tifu,l qecOJ:ations qt
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(d) palwara (long, low and narrow boats with
sails fit for moving in shallow waters), 66 seringas,n1
and paiicways (small boats). 68
Haji Mustafa, the translator of Seir-ul-mutakherin, has referred to the manufacture of ice in
Den gal. He writes :- " The mountains of, or ra tber
hills of Rajmahal, at three or four days' north-west of
Murshidabad, prod11ce natural ice to the thickness
of a shilling ; but besides such ice, the Indians
have a method of manufacturing artificial ice with
boiled water (and no other) exposed the whole
night to a still weather, where it congeals in
plates of earth to the thickness of a crown. But
(singularity!) this boiled water
Ice manufacture.
needs be sheltered from the wind
not only by sinking the plates in an excavation
two feet deep, where they are ranged in rows but
also by screening it with mats of straw. IJ.'his ice
is manufactured from November to February and
painted and gilt ornamsnts which are highly varnished and
exhibit a considerable degree of taste." Ibid, p. 468,
foot-note.
66
Ibid, p. 467.
fi 7
Renne1's Journals, p. 68. For full description of
' seringlis,' vide ibid, foot-note. In the evening of 27th
May, 1464, Rennel "c.mnted no less than 400 fishing
boats " in the space of 2~ miles between the '' villages
(on the Jalanghi) of Malacola and Sela (probably a corruption of Sara)."-Ibid, p. 14.
68
Stavorinus, op. oit., Vol. I, p. 468, foot-note.
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when a sufficient quantity has been procured, it is
thrown in heaps, and rammed down in a closet
made up of thick walls with a door made fast, and
thick covered with straw ; nay tho closet itself is further defended from the heat by an
additional roof of straw rising some feet above the
other.'' 09
Cotton and silk industries were by far the most
important of all mentioned above. The decline
of these industrie8, once so famous, is indeed a
Decline of cotton
pathetic story in the economic
and silk industries,-a
history of the province.
It did
process
continuing
through many years.
not begin ~ at any --~~e
day,_____
but was a long process continuing thro~h
many year§. Much has alreaqy been said on this
subject by such eminent writers n.s Mr. R. C. Dutt,
Mr. C. J. Hamilton and Dr. J. C. Sinha. But
we have to note that, just as in other spheres of
economic life, the influence of the Maratha invasions on the manufactures of Bengal was also
4ighly disastrous. "Insecurity of person and property overwhelmed the merchants and weavers, and
Influence of the
the manufacture of the country
Maratha invasions.
was thereby greatly . affected.
Many of the inhabitants, weavers, husbandmen,
fled, the Aurungs were in a great degree deserted,
t,b.e lands untilled, and the wretched fugitives ·who.
""

.

--------·---~---~--........---~·--....--------~

69

Vol. II, p. 158,

foot-note~
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had escaped "\"Vith nothing but their wives and children, and whatever they could carry in their hands,
thought there was no safety for them until they
arrived on the eastern shore (of the Padma
river).'' 70 Even gurrahs and similar other piecegoods were available with great difficulty. 71 'l'he
ruinous effect of the Maratha ravages was felt on
the si:lk manufactures also ; thus we are told that
the " weavers and inhabitants fled, silk (was) often
carried away wett and on the Heels, and piecegoods
before (being) manufactured-the one wound off
and the other finished in utmost hurry and confusion." 72 In 17 51 a letter from the Cassimbazar
factory to the Council in Calcutta stated : " The
dearness of raw silk and silk piecegoods for some
years past, they find, is owing to the Mabrattas
constantly entering Bengal, plundering and burning
the people's houses and destroying the chief
Aurungs, from whence the workmen have fled to
distant places, and not to any malpractice in the
gentlemen there." In the same year Mr. Kelsall
wrote from Bulrumgurrhy that the disturbances
70

Holwell, I. H. E., p: 123.
Letter to Court, dated 13th August, 1743 1 para.
10 ; ibid, dated 3rd February, 17 43, para. ~n ; ibid, dated
4th February, 17 46, paras. 16 to 34 ; ibid, dated 22nd
February, 1746, para. 13 ; ibid, dated 30th November,
.
1746, paras 7-9.
72
Letter to Court, dated 8th January, 1742, para. 61;
ibid, dated 30th November, 1746, para. 15,
71
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occasioned by the return of the Marathas had prevented him from being able to purchase any readymoney goods as most of the weavers had been obliged
to abscond. 73
rrhu:::;, in the light of these foregoing facts, it
may be asserted that, the economic degeneration of
Western Bengal began si nee the days of Allahvardi
(if not earlier, from Murshid Kuli 's time). To
hold that the oppressions of the Company's servants
and goma,stas were alone responsible for the de~
cline of Bengal's mn.nufactures and industries, and
that this began immediately after Plassey, is to
look at the thing from only one side of it. No body
will deny that their condnct exercised a destruct.ive
influence on the industries and manufactures of
Bengal, and that their oppressions increased as a
result of the power gained by them after Plassey.
But this also is to be admitted that there were already certain cankers eating into Bengal's economic
vitality. Her capital, manufactures and agriculture had been disturbed and had lost respectively,
their original strength, purity and productivity,
when the dreadful storm of the Maratha invasions
had blown over her soil. What the Company's
servants did was that they carried this bad state of
things to a worse one by their unjust and cruel
treatment of the native traders, manufacturers and
weavers. In fine, it may be· fairly asserted that

73

Letter to Court, 4th F'ebruary, 1761 A. D.
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the economic decline was a natural sequel to the
general political disorders which
Economic decline,a seq•Je! to the general
had begun many years before
political disorders.
17 57 but which were certainly
aggravated after that date due largely to the intervention of the East India Company. Referring to
the economic decline of Dacca, Rennel wrote in
August 1765 :-" Vve may easily aceount for its
decline, by the continual wars which have of late
years wasted the whole country, and in the fomenting of which we have had too large a share." 74
Similar was the case in other parts of Bengal.
14 An unpublished letter of Major James Rennel,
Bengal, August 31, 1765, prinbed in Bengal: Past and
Present, July-September, 1933.

SECTION

III.-A gricultuTe.

Agriculture has al wa:vs formed an important
element in the economic life
Agriculture an imthe people of Bengal. Mr.
of
portant element in the
economic life of the
Dow remarks :-. " Agriculture
people ,-Beng:1l 's advantageous poHition ;constitutes the wealth of every
state not merely commercial.
Bengal, a kingdom six hundred miles in length
and three hundred in breadth, is composed of
one vast plain of the most fertile soil in the
world. Watered by many navigable rivers,
inhabited by fifteen millions of industrious people,
capable of producing provisions for double the
number, as Rppears from the deserts which
oppression had made ; it seems marked out by
hand of nature, as the most advantageous region
of the earth for agriculture." 1 Dow's observation
is supported by an almost similar statement of
another contemporary European writer, Mr. Orme,
who
writes:-" Rice which
an/o~~:~s of Dow makes the greater part of their
food is produced in such plenty
Dow's Hindoostan, Vol. I, cxxxvi. It would
appear from this that in Dow's time (c. '67-'69) half a
century's
disorders affecting zamindars and
ryots
had brought down the area under cultivation and the
population to abo1,1t half its normal extent,"
1
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in the lower parts of the province, that it is often
sold at the rate of two pounds for a furthing;
a number of other arable grains, and a still
greater variety of fruits and culinary vegetables,
as well as the spices 2 of their diet, are raised as
wanted, with equal ease : sugar, although
requiring more attentive cultiChief agricultural
vation,
thrives everywhere ... " 3
products.
The chief agricultural products
were paddy/ wheat, rabi crops, sugarcane,
2

Hadiqat-ul-Aqalim, fs. 113a and 115a.
Orme, Military Transactions of the British Nation in
Hindoostan, Vol. II, p. 4. A contemporary description
(27th January, 1770) of manufacture of sugar m the villages
is given in Stavorinus' Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. I,
p. 130; the same process has been in use for centuries
in the country; a noticeable point there is the use of the
byeproduct of the cane fibres as fuel for the manufacturing
process. Abbe de Guoyn notes (A New History of the
East Indies, Vol. II, p. 498) that places like Bussundri,
Fresindi or Goraghat produced " vast quantities of the
finest sugar in Bengal."
4 We may lncidentally
take note of the different
kinds of paddy mentioned in contemporary literature of
Bengal: Harisailkara, Hati-paiijar, HarakuJi, Hati-nad,
Hiiici, Halud-giiuqa, Kele-kanu, Kele-jiqa, Kalia, Kartika,
Kayakacchas, KMi-phul, Kapota-Kanthika, Kalindi, Kataki,
Kusuma-sal!, Kanaka-cuqa, Dudha-raja, Durga-bhoga, Paradesi, Dhustura, Krif:_;I;la-sall, Kofiar-bhoga, Konor-p,uri;lima,
Kalmi-lata, Kamodagarima, Khejur-thupi, Kha)'er-sali,
K9erna-gang.ajala, Gaya-bi:1li, Gopala-bhoga, Gauri-kajal,
Gandba-malati,
Guya-thiipi, Catnara-dhali, Candana3
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tobacco, cotton, 5 betel, etc.
It is generally
supposed that Bengal uever produced wheat.
Stavorinus, however, states clearly that besides
rice Bengal produced '' also very good wheat,
which was formerly used to be sent to Batavia."
But this wheat-growing and export were discouraged " in order to favour, as much as
possible, the corn trade of the Cape of Good
Hope." 6
We may try to localise the agricultural products in different parts of the
Their localisation;
province. Beginning from the
north we :find that Rangpur was a well-cultivated
region, its chief products being wheat, sugarcane,
and tobacco. 7 The country round
Rangpur,
Cochymeda (a, large village and
ganj) was planted with tobacco in many places.
The road from Cochymeda to a small village
named Luckypur, seven miles along the south-west
sali, Chatra-sali, J ata·sali, J agannatha-bhoga, Jamai-laqu,
Jalarih'l.gi, Jhinga-sali, Balai-bhoga, Dhunya, N1mui,
Nandana-sali, Rupanurayat;~.a, Patsa-bhoga, Paira-rasa,
PipiQa-banka, 'ril-f'agari, Bnhk-sali. Bakai-buyali, Darvangi, BrHik-cuqa, BuQ.a-matra. Rama-sali, Ru:riga-mete,
Rama-gada,
Lak~mi-priya,
Lau-sali:,
Sarikara-jata.
Ramesvara's Sivayana, Typical Selections, Part I, pp.
136-37.
5 Parker, The War in India, p. 2. London, 1772 A.D.
6 Stavorinus, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 391.
T Rellrl.el'!! Jo~rnals, February, 1766, p. 68,
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ank of the Sanalota Hiver, was mostly through
paddy-fields. Much tobacco was also cultivated in
the neighbourhood of Dewanganj, a large village
and the limit of Rangpur toMymensingh.
wards Kuch Behar. 8 'l'he country
between Baganbarry (Bygonbary or Mymensingh)
and Chilmari was quite flat on the west side of
the river Brahmaputra and was covered mostly
with paddy-fields; 9 the country on both sides of
the river Bramhaputra between Baganbarry and
Mobaganj was full of paddy-fields, interspersed
with groves of betel and other trees. 10 The
country round Olyapour 11 was well-cultivated,
'' every spot of ground being either sown with
or planted with betel trees.'' 12 The country from
Olyapour to Kaliganj (on the Bramhaputra), a
few miles below Olyapour, was full of paddyfields and betel groves. 18 In
Purneah.
Purneah, paddy, wheat, pulse
8

Ibid, p. 66.
Ibid, p. 48.
10 Ibid, p. 63.
·Il " Spelt Oliap~ur in Rennel's map (plate 44, part 2).
The modern Ulipur, headquarters of a thana of that
name and still the seat of the principal kutchery of the
Baharbund Zemindars." Bengal: Past and Present, 1924,
Vol. XXVIII, p. 192.
12 Rennel's
Journals, p. 54. The country round
Olyapur belonged to the Baharbund paragana.
1s Ibid.
9
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and mustard seeds, and other food-grains, all
kinds of corn and pepper, grew in abundance. 14
Ronnel calls it '' a fine wheat country ~nd
exceedingly well-stocked with cattle.'' 15 Pepper
grew in abundance in Sarkar Mahmudabad, 16 which
comprised north-eastern Nadia, north-eastern
Jessore and western Faridpur. Wheat and opium
were produced 17 in the borderland between Purneah
and Rangpur .18 The tract from Barasat to J essore
was open and well-cultivated, the
Jess ore.
products being paddy, gram, etc.
The road from Calcutta to Hajiganj lay mostly
through paddy-fields.
Hennel noticed a great
number of tanks on the roads, and a fine ' topa ' of
cocoanut and betel trees at Chaldibarya, six miles
from Barasat. 10 Much paddy and cotton were
sown in the neighbourhood of the nullah Mahespunda,20 five miles south-east of the Jalangbi. The
Byaz-us-salatin, p. 38.
Rennel's Joumals, p. 71.
16
Ryaz-us-salatin, p. 43.
17
Stavorinus describes the process of opium production in Bihar, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 464-77,
ls
Rennel's Journals, p. 73.
19
Rennel 's J oumals, pp. 86-87. " The country in
general (round Jingergatcha) is open and well·culivated ; in
the groves there are great numbers of cocoanut trees, and a
kind of trees namsd Cazir-Gatch (the bastard datepaltn)
from whence they made a coarse kind of sugar." Ibid,
p. 89.
20
'This creek was the head of the Mathabhanga, also
H

liS
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country round the villages of Serampur and Gurgoree (in the Nadia District) was
Nadia.
well-cultivated and produced
21
much paddy.
Extensive lands were cultivated on both sides
of the Ganges in the Pubna dis·
Pubna.
trict, particularly on the west
side, where much paddy was grown, 22 e.g., the
territory adjacent to Habbaspur on the Ganges,
south-west of Pubna, was an important paddyproducing centre. Betel was produced abundantly
in the neighbourhood of Sunapara (Sonapara),
about nine miles down the Chunnunah Creek, 23
and in the village of Bandorse or Gopalpur, lying
a mile below the head of the Eastern Comer. 24
The country on both sides of the Arti river was
well-cultivated and produced much paddy and
cotton. 25 Cotton and paddy, sufficient for local consumption, were also cultivated in many places between Dacca and Jafarganj. 26 Much paddy was
Dacca.
grown in the Binetty island above

known for the first forty miles of its course as the Kumar,
Comer or Comare of Renne!. Rennel's Journals, p. 13,
21
Ibid, p. 15.
"2 2 Ibid, p. 17.
23
Ibid, p. 18.
24
Ibid, p. 19.
25 Ibid, p. 82.
26
Ibid, p. 27.
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Hajganj .27 The portion of the eountry from Binetty
island to the head of the N a wabganj creek (seven
miles below Hajiganj) was sown with paddy
and cotton. 28 The land round Azimpnr (a village
in the present Faridpur district) was well-cultivated and produced sugarcane, tobacco and betelnut/9 and betels were grow01 near Gaurnadi.:30
Those parts of country lying between Doycalley, 31
and Rajabary, Chandpur and Luckipur, 32 about
Luricule, 33 in the neighbourhood of Adampur, and
27

"Binetty island is about five miles long and near
two over, and lies in aN. W. 13. N. and B. E. S. S.
direction; it has 11 villages on it, but scarce a single tree.
Being low it is mostly sown with paddy, of which I judge
there is at least 3t square miles. The banks of the river
opposite to this island are mostly sown with paddy and
have a great number of villages on them." Ibid.
28
Ibid, p. 28.
2o
Ibid, p. 35.
30
Gaurnadi lay nine miles below a creek running
from Habiganj. According to Renne!, betel-leaves were
the chief products here.
31
Rennel's Journals, p. 37.
::!2
"Chand pour (Chand pur), a small but remarkable
village, lies on the south bank of the Niagonga near the
point of its conflux with Meghna. It is situated about 31
miles from Dacca, 11 from Rajabary, and 23 or 24
for Luckypur." Ibid, p. 38.
33
Ibid, p. 39. "Luricule, once a remarkable village,
lies almost half way betwixt the Ganges and Meghna, is
about 28 miles S. E. from Dacca and 3 miles ESS
from Rajnagore.
Here are the ruins of a Portuguese
church, and of many brick houses." Ibid.
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at the head of the Luckya river, produced a large
quantity of betel-leaves. 34
Five miles above
Feringybazar, where the Buriganga river fell into
the Icchamati, the country was well-cultivated and
produced paddy and cotton, 3'' and similarly the
part about Sultansuddy (Sultan Shahadee), situated
about 16! miles trom Dacca on the western bank
of the Meghnrt, was also an important paddyproducing area. 36 The part of the country about
Osunpur, fifty miles north-east of Dacca, produced
betel-leaves. 37 These were also produced in the
lands about Chanderganj, lying fifteen miles southeast of Lucki pur. 38 The lands stretching for 14-!
miles between Chandergaoj 39 and Colinda were
extremely fertile and produced much paddy,
and a little quantity of cotton ; the immense
quantity of cotton required there for the manufacture of cloths was brought from distant places. 40
Betel-leaves were grown in an abundant quantity
34

p.
p.
p.
p.

3S

Ibid,
Ibid,
Ibid,
Ibid,
Ibid.

39

" ......

35
36

37

46.
40.
45.
47.

this village (i.e., Chanderganj) is situated
in Puruguna of Amidabad which is an extensive and fertile
province." Ibid, p; 75.
40
Ibid. Rennet remarks:-" I saw but little cotton
growing, so that the immense quantitie8. of cotton used in
the manufacture of their cloths must be brought from
distant vlaces."
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in the locality round Cassidya. 41 Much cotton was
produced in certain parts of Birbhum, e.g., in
paragana Barbucksing (Barbaksing), that is, the
country round the Surul Factory, and in paragana
Surroofsing (Swarupsinf!h), nineteen miles east of
Suri. 42 Lands round Suri produced much paddy. 43
Bankura H and Burdwan 45 produced capas (cotton)
sufficient only for local consumption. Indigo was
cultivated in certain parts of Maldah. 40
Various kinds of rabi crops, such as, rnaslcalai,
moog, chola, araham, masuri, barabafi, matara,
mii/lua, bhura, yava (barley), khesari, etc., are
Agricultural
imreferred to in contemporary 1iteplements,- cultivation
rature.47 There we get also some
and field works.
idea of the chief agricu1tural
implements and of cultivation and field work. The
following 'ca~aslras' (agricultural implements) are
mentioned in Rtirncsvara' s Sivayana,-codtily, k ste, lMzgal (plough), jowal, jal, bide, mai. 48 Bo h
buffaloes and oxen were yoked to the plough,

Holwell, I. H. E , p. 200.
Ibid, p. 196.
4 6 Ryuz-us-salatin, p. 46.
43 Ibid.
47 Mahara?trapuriil}a, lines
235-36 ; Bharatacandra,
chap on ''Dillite Utpiita-varl)-ana''
48 Ramesvara's Sivayana, p. 44 (B. E.)
49 " Yamera nikata hate mahitjere ani I
Tamara ei'iif,ete diio jute Sulapani " II
(''Get a buffalo from Yama and yoke it along with
your ox." (Ibid, p. 4:5.)
4t

Ibid, p. 76.

44

42

Ibid, pp. 109-11.
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<and cowdung was used to manure the fields.0°. The
owners of the fields regularly inspected the work of
the labourers, and occasionally sat by the fields
until the labourers finished their day's work and
<plodded their weary steps homewards. This is evi, derit from a passage in Ramesvara's Sivayana,
which further describes the process of rooting out
weeds .from the fields U.e., bow the labourers sepa, rated the weed from the paddy-plants and finished
their work in one tract after another as quickly as
possible). 51 Irrigation formed an important part
of the field-work and the preservation of water was
a principal object, " for which the high lands "
were '' moulded in by great banks to collect the
water that falls from the mountains ; " and these
reservoirs were '' kept by the government for the
public benefit, every man paying for his portion of
a drain." 52 vVater preserved in tanks was also of
much use in this respect. 53 Sometimes the proprietors of lands came into collision with one. another
for enjoying precedence in the matter of
taking water for their fields from a particular
.5o "

Vr~?a

o simhera nada ache ta jamia I
Sara kari mii\;he taha dao cbaraia.'' II
" There is much of animal dung collected tbere,scatter it in the field as manure." Ibid, p. 415.
51 Typical Selections, etc., Part I. p. 131.
52 Parker, The War in India, pp. 5-6.
as Stavorinu~, op,. cit" Vol. I, p. 396.
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There is a passage in Ramesvara's Sivayana, which describes how water was sometimes
drained off from overflooded fields. 155
rrhe Maratha invasions and the ravages of the
Portuguese and the Mugs, affectAgriculture affected
by the mdamities of
ed agriculture for the time being
the timeto some extent. 5" The Maratha
irruption of the mid-eighteenth century was indeed
a great calamity ; it did, at least for several years,
disturb the even tenor of life of tho bulk of the
people in Western Bengal. Under the pressure of
the repeated incursions of the Marathas and the
ravages of the Portuguese and the Mug pirates, the
villagers experienced great difficulties in following
their peaceful vocations and activities. After
17 57 the oppressions of the revenue farmers and
aumils added to the miseries of the agriculturists,
tank. 54

54
55

t">ll

Oraufurd, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 74.
P. 53.
'·Ohaf?a kaivarta yata yaya palaia 1
Bichana baladera pi~he langal"a laia" II

(" The agriculturists of the Kaivarta caste took to
their bPelR with their ploughs, and with paddy seeds on
the back of their bullocks.") Maharastrapurai).a, lines
305-306. Compare:" Chele ghumalo pac;la juralo bargi elo dese 1
Bulbulite dhana kheyecbe kbajiina diba kise! " If
" 'l'he children have fallen asleep, the quarters have ·
become quiet (but) the Bargis have entered into our
land,-the bulbuls (a kind of bird) have eaten up paddy
grai~s;-how to pay the rent I "
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till they had their cup of distress filled to the brim
in the great famine of 1770 A.D. About the year
1772 Mr. Pattullo observed:-" rrhc unwise practice of pushing up the rents every year in Bengal,
has afforded a full demonstration of the destructive
consequences, by having rendered many of these
lands desolate." 57
The East India Company did not at first care
about agriculture and their trade in agricultural
products was limited. The factories in the interior
of the country bad all been established in the
manufacturing centres ; and nowhere do we meet
with instances of their having any arrangement
for stocking agricultural goods. But in the
year 17 58 the Council in Calcutta wrote to the
Court of Directors that they would encourage the
planting of cocoanuts, betels and
Attention of tbe
Company to agricultobacco, according to the inture.
structions they had received in
their letter of 3rd March, 17 58. Sometimes the
agricultural products were exported to different
parts of India, and to various other countries outside India. 59 Thus Bengal rice and wheat went
57

58

Op. cit., p. 7.

Letter to Court, 31st December, 1758, para. 119.
'' The rest goes by land and sea to different parts
of the Empire, and other countries to which fhey likewise
send rice, sugar, betelnut, ginger, long pepper, turmerick,
and variety of other drugs and productions of the soil."
Orme, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 4. Also Stavorinus, op. cit.,
Vol. I, p. 391~
59
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to Kashmir and Tibet in exchange for musk, gold
and woolens, and Bengal wheat
Export of agricultu·
ral products;
also competed with Cape of Good
Hope corn trade.
In this connection it will be interesting
to know something about the
Forest products.
forest products of Bengal at
that time. Sarkar Bazuha 60 had a large forest
containing ebony trees, which were used in
the construction of buildings and boats. In
Sarkar Silhat (roughly modern Silhet),61 delicious fruits such as oranges, etc., were obtained;
" China-root " 62 was produced there and much
of aloe-wood was grown in its mountains. 63 Large
quantities of cardamom and cassia leaf, and very
large trees of ebony, were grown in Purneah, and
GO
Ryaz-us-salatin, p. 43. " Sarkar Bazuh~ extended
from the limits of sarlwr Barbakabad and included portions
of Rajshahi, Bogra, Pabna, Maimansingh and reached in
the south a little beyond the town o£ Dacca. 32 mahals;
revenue 987, 921." Ain-i-Al£bari, Vol. II, p. 137.
61
Ryaz-us-salatin, p. 43.
62
" An once famous drug known as ' Radix Chinae '
and ' Tuber Chinae ' being the Tuber of various species
of Smilax (N. 0. Smilaceal, the same to which Sarsaparilla
belongs). It was said to have been used with good effect
on Charles V, when suffering from gout, and acquired a
great repute. It was also much used in the same way as
Sarsaparilla. It is now quite obsolete in England, but is
still held in esteem in the native pharmacopoeias of China
and India." Hobson-Jobson, 153.
63 Ryas-us-salatin, p. 38.
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the mountains of the Murang (at six days' journey
to the north of Purneah) supplied the murtilig~
wood, also called bahaduri. 64 The jungles on the
eastern side of Bateese Hazary (modem J alpaiguri) 65 gave a large supply of timber, much of
which was brought down from the Bhutan mountains by the freshets.

6

4

65

Rennel's Journals, PP·~ 69-70.
Ibid, p. 68;o)

SECTION

IV .-Markets and Prices of Articles.

Generally every important city 1 or village had
a market
within its boundary .
.,
Markets in the cities.
Bazars existed even in places
Biimuprasiida's
des·
cription of the market
which were not trade-centres. 2
in Burdwan.
The markets in the cities contained shops of almost every article of necessity
as well as luxury, e.g., sweetmeats, sugar, bhura
(unrefined sugar), milk, ghee, betel-leaves, betelnuts, mace, cloves, nutmeg," sandal, saffron, firewood, etc., etc. 3 Ramaprasada's description of
the market in the city of Burdwan, which was
then '' for populousness and plenty of provisions
superior to most cities in Bengal,'' 4 deserves notice
in this connection. He writes, " Beyond these
the poet (Sundara) saw the king's market with
1

This is clear from the description of cities in
Vijayarama's Tirthamahgala, where the author has
carefully noted the market places visited by him and his
master Kr~:.;tacandra Ghofi!ala. Also Stavorinus, op. cit.,
Vol. I, pp. 113 and 513.
2
"Nattour has a large bazar but is a place of no
trade." Rennel's Journals, p. 83.
3
Bharatacandra, Chap. Miilinira besiitira hisiib.' From
this chapter we can also get an idea of the articles of daily
consumption in a middle-class family.
4
Seir-ul-mutakherin, Vol. II, p. 377.
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thousands of foreign merchants sitting there.
There were hundreds of traders and shop-keepers
and countless gems, pearls, and rubies. There
were various kinds of fine and beautiful cloths
such as vaniit (felt-cloth), makhmala (velvet), pa((u,
bhu?1J-iii, 5 batadiira, diiciiiii/ *'maldai,1 and various
other kinds, much liked by the A mirs (the rich).
There were many biliiti (foreign) articles of fancy
price or of fashionable designs, 8 which were,
however, heaped together for want of customers.
Everything was cheap and easily available ....... ..
Baghai Kotwal, with pride equal to that of the
Lord of Death and with red eyes, was present
there on an elephant's back." 9 This is a descrip~
tion of the jewellery and the cloth departments
of the market in Burd wan, but a city market also
contained various other shops dealing in different
articles, e.g., grain galas (barns), grocers' shops,
shops of the craftsmen like snakhar'is (shellworkers), knasiir'is, etc. / 0 as we find from several
5

Refers to cloths manufactured in Bhuf?Jt.a Pargana.
Cloths manufactured in Dacca District.
7
Cloths manufactured in Maldah District.
8
According --;;-~-- read -beTkimmater or bes
kismater ; the latter is more probable since in the next
sentence the writer speaks of the cheapness of all goods.
Vide Appendix.
9
Ramaprasada's Vidyasundara, p. 6.
1 0 " The
boats soon reached the market-place at
Bhagwangola, and all shouted out 'Hari, Hari!' 'I hey
were highly pleased to see the market, and W<tlked through
6
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contemporary descriptions left by Vijayarama.
The ~_wnt;J__oj__J3owanganj,__ __§lillJ_ga~_ SoruJ2·
galij, ---~~-_ljl,~i}g5\_!lL_ sitl}ated __witlrin_ the

§~_9ari_pf: 1-iaoiBhayallJ_!~e~~~La:.~

for grain ; as their nal!!_~j~'' 11 Bhagwangola,
near lVI~rslild~-ad, 'Yas an important market for
grain, oil and ghee ; there the customs duties on
grain only amounted to three lacs of rupees a
year. 12 Ponjelli, standing on the eastern bank
of the Hugli river, had a market for corn and
ex:ported a great quantity of rice. 13
At that time Calcutta had about ten or eleven
such bazars, viz., Sobha Bazar,
Markets in Calcutta.
Dobhapara Bazar, Hatkhola
Bazar, Bag Bazar, Charles Bazar,
Shyam Bazar, New Bazar, Begum Bazar,
the whole city on foot,. The mnrket, beauWul to look at,
extended 4 leas (eight miles) and was full of numerous
BfUikharis (shell-worker~), ldtasar'is and weavers.
The
streets were full off grocers' shops, and they all spoke
highly of the market. There were also innumerable grain
galas (rice and paddy barns) there. They left the place
after halting there for two days." Vijayarama's Tirtharnangala, pp. 39-30. Almost similar descriptions have
been given of markets in other cities also, e.. g., Rajmahal
· (ibid, p. 43); Kaliganj (ibid, p. 40); Futwah (ibid, p. 62) ;
Oassimbazar (ibid, p. 190); Out wah (p. 193); Nadia
(p. 203).
11 Holwell. I.H.E., p. 193,
12 Ibid, P! 194.
13 Grose, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 236,
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Gasthola Bazar, John Nagore, Gunge or Mondy
Bazar situated in the district of Govindapur. 14 The
several articles on which duties were levied at the
Gunge or Mondy Bazar were : rice, paddy, gram,
and all other kinds of grain, and also on tobacco,
ghee, cloth, oil, gunnies, canas, seeds, betel-nut
exported ;-" in short on every article that comes
within the denomination of common food, or the
common necessaries of life.'' The duty collected
by the farmer of the Gunge on rice, at 1 maund a
rupee, was the nearest 8 per cent. and on every
other article 3 pies sicca a rupee, or 1 rupee 9
annas per cent. 15 The several articles 16 brought
for sale in the Sutanuti market and Sobha Bazar
had an established charge or rate, from one gonda
4

Consultations, October 9, 1752 A.D. 'Calcutta jn the
olden times-Its localities' in Calcutta Review, 1852.
15 Holwell, Indian Tracts, pp. 210-16.
The income
from the farming of the Gunge from 1738 to 1752 were, as
follows:Year.

Amount.

1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745

6,501
6,505
9,025
6,655
6,6155
7,600
8,500
11,200

16

For the different
Tracts, pp. 210-16.
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articles,

Year.

Amount.

1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

13,201
17,002
18,203
14,004
10,100
12,010
22,760

vide Holwell, Indian
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of cowries to 6 pun per diem, on each shop, bundle,
bag, or piece according to the different species
of goods. Gram, mustard seed, wheat imported
from HugH and other places paid 6 gondas of
cow1·ies on each sicca rupee, sugar on each bag
2 annas, ghee on each dupper 6 annas, and honey
on each dapper 2 annas. 17 The duties levied in
other markets, as well the articles on which they
were levied, greatly resembled those in the abovementioned two bazars. The great Bazar, under
the district of Dee(?) Calcutta, was fnrmed out
in three partitions under the heads of-(i) Jow
Bazary, or where duties were levied on greens,
fish, rootR, pan (betel), etc.,-common necessaries
of life, (ii) where duties were levied on iron, ghee,
17

Holwell, Indian Tracts, pp. 210-16. Sutanuti
market and Sohha Bar.ar yielded from 1738 when these had
been first farmed tilll752, as follows:Year,

Amount.

Year.

Amount.

1738

3,504

1746

4,172

1739

3,589

1747

4,370

1740

3,397

1748

4,422

1741

4,012

1749

4,599

1742

3,532

1750

4,849

1743

3,758

1751

5,000

1744

3,991

1752

7,510

1745

4,332
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sugar, betel-nut and merchandise, 18 (iii) where
were collected duties of koyally or jouldary
(weighing). The first of these was farmed in
November ; the second and the third in ApriiY
Iron paid a duty of Rs. 1-15-3 per maund, when
both exported and imported ; Balasore stone dishes
Rs. 16 per 100 dishes; Balasore stone cups Rs. 8
per 100 cups, betel-nut Rs. 1-15-3 per cent. both
on imports and exports ; pepper, copper, tootenague,
!~

18 Ibid.
The Jow Baz11ry produced from 1738 when
it had been first farmed till 1752, as follows : -

Year.

Amount.

Year.

Amount.

1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745

1,650
2,02\::l
1,980
1,765
1,804
1,994
2,007
2,307

1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

2,185
2,185
2,285
2,400
2,400
2,600
3,500

19

This produced, from 1738 when it had been first
farmed till 1752, as foilows : Year.

Amount.

Year.

Amount,

1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745

1,101
1,155
1,156
1,156
1,250
1,150
1,200
1,320

1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

1,347
1,345
1,345
1,367
1,662
2,100
2,100
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lead, dam mer, cotch, chanks (sankha =conchshells), 2 per cent. ou imports and exports ;
sugar 4 annas per each ox-load of two bags ;
honey, wheat and wax, 2 per cent. on imports and
exports. Rice and grain imported paid 2 seers and 8
chattaks per each ox-load; rice and grain exported
paid 1 seer 4 chattaks a rupee; gram imported paid
G JJuns 1 cowr'ie a rupee; turmerick, ginger,
sandal wood, red lead, long pepper, saltpetre, lac,
gunnies, etc., paid 2 per cent.; tobacco imported
paid 2 annas 3 pies per ox-load ; tobacco exported
2 per cent. and 2 puns of cowries for each ox ;
brass plates paid 8 annas per maund on both
imports and exports. In the third partition of the
great Bazar was collected the jouldary or weighman's duty of 1 seer 4 chattaks a rupee, levied on
all rice, paddy, gram, wheat, etc., imported in the
whole markct. 20
The farmer of the Sutanuti
market in Calcutta (which was held twice a week,
20

'l'bis farm produced for the Company from 1738 to

1752, as follows:Year.

Amount.

1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745

726
717
718
731
1,108
700
1,036
1,139

Year.

1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

Holwell, Indian Tracts, pp. 210-16.

Amount.

1,164
1,164
1,180
1,219
1,727
1,900
1,900
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on 'l1hursdays and Sundays) collected duties from
retailers of cowries, cotton, thread~ apothecaries'
shops, oil shops, hardware shops, tyar shops, milk
shops, jaggree shops, weavers' shops, braziers'
shops, potters' shops, shoe-makers' shops and
from shops dealing in sweetmeats, betels, cucumbers, trees, roasted rice, tobacco, firewood, straw
mats, bamboos, betel-nut, greens, sugar-canes,
plantains, tamarind, salt, cloths, rice, venison,
paddy.21
Mr. Holwell writes that, for a few years since
17 38, the method of farming the Company's
bazars in Calcutta had been greatly corrupted in
the hands of Govindaram Mitra. The farms were
not sold at a public action or by outcry in
presence of the Zamindar 'but the prices were
settled in the house of Govindaram Mitra, who
under fictitious names took most of the good
ones for himself and disposed of the rest that
were more precarious, to his friends and relatives ;
he reported the prices to the Zamindar for con~
firmation and several " pattas '' were ordered to be
drawn out accordingly. 22 Govindaram Mitra was
definitely accused of frauds in connection with
farming of the bazars for the years 17 49, 17 50
and 1751. He was most violently accused by Mr.
Holwell, but Mr. Cruttenden and Mr. Manningham were of opinion that Govindaram Mitra was
21
22

Ibid.
Ibid, pp. 180-82.
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not guilty of frauds, '' as the farms had been sold
at a public cutchery, due ~ntimation being given
beforehand, and as there was no order that did
not entitle the said Mitra to an equal right to
purchase as well as any other.'' The majority in
the Council in Calcutta were of opinion that
Govindaram was not accountable for any gains
or other advantages that he had gathared on the
farms for these three years. 21l
Strict order was maintained in all the citymarkets by the Zamindars' offiRegulation of t.he
cers. One of the important
markets.
functions · of the Kotwals (the
Police Inspectors) was to look after the markets
and to prevent all sorts of disorders in such places.
One of these officers, who remained in charge of
the markets, examined the weights and measures,
as well as tho quality of the provisions sold, and
regulated the prices of articles. Anybody violating
these regulations was subjected to a severe punishment.24 Thus we see that the markets were
Public ProceedingR, dated 11th October, 1752.
(a) •· Being sensible that iron and leaden weights by
frequent. use will lose considerably, we therefore now send
you a seb of brass st.andard weights with proper scales and
triangles by which you are immediately to regulate the
weights at your Pretlidency, and you are carefully to preserve the said standard weights for the same purpose at
all times heraafuer." Court's letter, February 11, 1756

'

\

'""

23

2+

.•

A.D.
(b) " Neither could anybody sell anything in less than

..
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definitely organised and controlled by the Zamin~
dars in their respective localities, to the convenience of the people in general. For retail
purchases cowries, which formed the lowest
medium of exchange in Bengal, were more m
prevalence than coins. 25
In 1729 the prices of the necessaries of
life in Murshidabad were as
Price of Articles.
follows :-(a) bansephool fine
rice, first sort, 1 md. 10 seers.. a, rupee ; second
s9rt, 1 md. 23 seers a rupee, and third sort 1 md.
35 seers; ( b) coarse desna rice, 4 mds. 15 seers a
rupee ; (c) coarse poorbie rice, 4 mds. 25 seers a
rupee ; (d) coarse munsarah, 5 mds. 25 seers a
rupee ; (e) coarse kurkashallee rice, 7 mds. 20
seers a rupee; (/) wheat (first sort) was sold
3 mds. a rupee; (second sort) 3 mds. 30 seers a
rupee; (g) barley was sold 8 mds. a rupee;
(h) bhenot (a kind of grain for feeding horses)

the proper weight nor could anybody cheat o~hers by increasing the price. The Gaji punished him, who violated
the reuglations; the customers as well as the shopkeepers
were all under his orders. ' Vira8i ojan' (82 weight) was the
standard weight in the market ; nowhere was the weight
more or less than this standard." Sa mas era Gajira P1iuthi,
Typical Selections, etc., Part II, p. 1853.
25

These being insufficient, I took some cowries from
others." Bharatacandra. op. cit., Chap. ' Miilinir besatir
"
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4 rods. 35 seers a rupee; (i) oil (first sort) 21 seers
a rupee second sort) 24 seers a rupee; (j) ghee
(first sort) 10~ seers a rupee, (seconu sort)
llt seers a rupee. 26 In 1738 rice was sold
from 2 mds. 20 seers to 3 mds. a rupee and
ciipiis 1 md. for 2 to 2~ rupees. 27 But by the
year 17 51, 28 the prices had risen nearly 30 per
cent. more. In that year rice was sold 1 md.
32 seers for 1 rupee 4 annas, grains 1 md. a rupee,
wheat 1 md. 32 seers for 1 rupee 4 annas, flour
1 md. 3 seers for 3 rupees, oill md. for 5 rupees.
Just the next year, the prices had gone further
up,-rice being sold 1 md. 16 seers for 2 rupees
8 annas, grain 1 md. 12 seers for 3 rupees 5 annas
6 pies, wheat 1 md. 6 seers for 4 rupees 11 annas,
flour 1 md. for 8 rupees, oil 1 md. for 11 rupees. 29
hisab;' Stavorinns, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 461-62. He notes
that in Bombuy, badams (almonds) sometimes formed
the lowest medium ,,f exchange. The value of cowries
in Benge-l varied ; according to Bolts, 4,000 to 4,800
cowries made a rupee ; according to Stavorinus, 4,800
to 5,200 ; and according to Bickard, 2,560.
2 G Fort William Revenue Consultations, dated November 29, 1776, quoted in Appendix 15 to the Sixth Report,
1782.
27
Consultations, December 11,1752.
2s Ibid.
29
Letter of Govindaram Mitra to the President and
Governor, dated 20th November, 1752.
Vide Long's
Selections from the Unpublished Records of the Government, Record No. 99.
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In Consultations, November 9, 1751, we find that
the Company's Government in Calcutta did not
duties
on
realise that year the annual
rice and oil, amounting to nearly Rs. 500, in
consideration of the great distress and hardship
of the people owing to the dearness of those two
articles. 3° Further, the price of rice was lowered
and fixed by the Government in the following
way : for good November bund rice 35 seers a
rupee, and ordinary rice 1 md. 10 seers a rupee. 81
The Zamindar was directed '(to give public notice
in all the market places that no person should
exact higher prices than hereafter specified under
a severe penalty." In 17 54 fine rice; was sold in
Calcutta at 32i seers a rupee, and coarse rice 40
32
,)~/seers.
The prices of cotton 33 and raw silk 34 had ,
also increased considerably b,Y that time.
This increase of prices was due principally
to four, factors :-(i) the ravages
Factors enhancing
.
prices.
an d p}un denngs
of th e M arathas,
(ii) the imposition of heavy
so Long, op. cit., No. 69, p. 27. The Zamindar was
asked to give public notice thereof. Mr. Holwell, who was
the Zamindar at that time, was however opposed to the
remission of duty on the ground that the money would not
go to the poor but to the dealers.
3l
Despatch to Court, January 2, 1752 A.D.
32
Consultations, June 10, 1752 A.D.
33
Consultations, December 11, 1762. Vide ante,
Chap. on '' English Factmies and Investments."
34
Consultations, December !J, 1751.
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duties on gross sales of the articles of prime necessity,35 (iii) competition among the foreign merchants, (iv) occasional floods. As an example
of the last factor, we find that Govindaram
Mitra wrote to Mr. Drake, President of the
Council in Calcutta, on the 20th of November,
17 52, that the rains of April, 17 51 " having
overflowed the country enough to drown whatever
was planted in tho low grounds" caused a 'great
famine' the like of which had not been known
''for these sixty years past, for it rose to so
dreadful a height'' that many of the inhabitants
had ''perished within the town with hunger, a
truth well-known to every one.'' 86
The Maratha irruptions fell upon Bengal as a
calamity of an exceptional kind.
The Maratha inva
'
d
sions.
'·
' Every evil, atten ing a de~
structive war, was felt by this
unhappy country in the most eminent degree ; a
scarcity of grain in all parts, the wages of labour
greatly enhanced ; trade, foreign and inland,
labouring under every disadvantage and oppression." 37 The Council in Calcutta wrote to the
Court of Directors on the 3rd of February, 17 46 :
"Rice so excessive Dear, 30 seers only for a rupee,
ordered the coarse not to be sold in the Buzar

35
36

137

Consultations, November 9; 1751.
Letter of Govindaram Mitra, eto.
Holwell, I.H.E., p. 151.
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under a maund per rupee, land Duty on Grain and
Rice taken off.'' 38 About the same time the
weavers at Balasore " could get only 10 seer
of rice per rupee " 39 and this state of things
continued there for several years. In January
1753 Mr. Mcguire, Chief of the Company's
factory at Balrumgurrhy, wrote to the Council
in Calcutta : '' Weavers at Balasore complain of
the great scarcity of rice and provisions of all
kinds occasioned by the devastations of the
Mahrattas, who, 600 in number after plundering
Balasore had gone to the N ellegreen hill (Nilgiri
hills) ; several weavers have brought their looms
into the factory, and the few who remain declare
they shall be obliged to throw in theirs and to
quit the place.'' 39" In contemporary literature
also we find a graphic description of the state of
destitution to which the people were reduced as a
result of the devastations carried on by the
Maratha invaders. Gangarama writes : " The
Bargis plundered and murdered all whom they
could lay hold of with the result that no provision
could be had ; rice, pulses, 'diil ' of all sorts, oil,
ghee, flour, sugar, salt, began to be sold at one
rupee a seer. The misery of the people was indescribable. Numbers died of starvation. 'Ganja'
3s
39

39a

Para. 105.
. Ibid, para. 67.
Con.s ultations, Febrl).ary 1, 1753 A.D.
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and tobacco could not be purchased ; so also vegetables of all kinds. All of them from the lowest to
the highest, inc Iuding the N a wab himself, had to
subsist on boiled roots of plantain trees.'' 40 This
account is corroborated by the Hyaz-us-Salatin
which uses almost similar words : " to avert death
by starvation human beings ate plantairu roots.'' 41
We can very well note here the extraordinarily
high prices of articles in Burdwan, as. mentioned
by Bharatacandra in his description of tbe
Malinl's marketing for Sundara, to whom she
rendered a detailed account of the purchases
made by her. She had purchased sweetmeats at the
rate of 1 seer per 1 kahan (i.e., 1 rupee); l a seer of
sugar at 8 panas (annas); sandal wood, cloves and
nutmegs were very rare in the market ; she had
purchased ghee with great difficulty after searching throughout the whole market, and a 'pun'
(20 gandiis) of betel-leaves had been purchased by
her at 2 panas (2 annas); eight bundles of firewood had been purchased at 8 panas (annas);
this rate was regarded as rather extraordinary,
and it was apprehended that the rate would increase day by day. 'rhis apprehension was not
unfounded. Bharatacandra completed his work in
17 52,. and it may be reasonably supposed that the
high prices he described were due to the Maratha
40

Mahara~trapura:t;ta,

41

Ryaz-us-salatin, p. 342.

lines 234-42.
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invasions in Burdwan, which city had been most
severely affected by these.
The imposition of heavy duties on the neces~
saries of life became a source of
Imposition of heavy
duties.
great hardship to the people.
'rhe consumption of the absolute necessaries of
life must at all times be more or less equal, inspite of variation in prices. A poor man may put
off buying a new coat until the price of cloth
falls, but pressed by hunger every one must buy
victuals if he has money to do so. In order to
meet the demands of heavy duties the merchants
enhanced the prices more and more and the people
were compelled to meet these high prices.
The competition among the foreign traders
~was also greatly instrumental in
Competition among
h
·
h
.
T fil
the foreign merchants.
en ancmg t e pnces. -~····'"~
up their investments quickly,
the people of the European factones offered high
prices for cloths ana; cotton goods to the business
men and weavers. The native mhabitants of
Bengal had in the long run to suffer and pay
these high prices for their clothings. It may be
noted as an instance that the competition between
the French and the English Companies increased
the prices of cotton goods and cloths at Dacca in
1752 A.D. 42
42

'' That they now labour there and have done for
these two years past under the inconvenience of a French
Factory continually emulating the Hon'ble Company's
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Since 17 54 onwards we find a gradual rising up
of prices of almost every article of necessity. In
Public Proceedings, January 15, 1759 A.D., it is
noticed that the Company bought for the gentoo
(Hindu) scpoys 49 mds. and 8 seers of rice at 86
Arcot rupees. About the same time cloves were
selling at Hs. 16 a seer, mace at Rs. 12-2 a seer,
nutmegs at Rs. 6 a seer, pepper at Rs. 25 a maund,
cinnamon at Rs. 5 a seer, almonds at Rs. 25 a
maund, raisins at Rs. 60 a maund. 43 In 171)0
the prices of some articles were as. follows : nne
rice Rs. 1-15-0 for a maunrl, coarse, Rs. 1-10-0
for a maund, stick lac, Rs. 5-10-0 for a maund,
dam mer, Rs. 2-9-0 for a maund, lump lac, Rs.
7-2-0 for a maund, loth wood, at Rs. 1-9-0 a
maund, iron, Rs. 7-5-0 for a maund, cotch, at Rs.
8-4-0 a maundY

trade, and have advanced the price of all cloths, both
coarse and fine, and obliged them to be Jess severe with
their dulals in pricing their cloth. They have frequently
told them that they were quite indifferent at their ferreting or rejecting their cloth, being sure of disposing of it
advantageously to the French, that they have been as
strict in examining their cloth as possible, and have returned great quantities, even considerably more than they
have tn,ken " Consultations, .December 11, 1752 A.D. For
further details on the point vide the chapter on English
Factories and Investments.
~3
Proceedings, November 1, 1759.
H
Proceedings, March 20, 1760 A.D.
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In view of the scarcity of grain of every kind
in Calcutta, and of the inhabitants being reduced
to great distress, the sea and land customs-masters
proposed in 1760 A.D., that the "Company's
duties be taken off on grain imported, till the
present scarcity is over." It was consequently
ordered that "all duties whatever on the importation of grain be struck off till further orders." ~
In the same year the Grand Jury of the Calcutta
Mayor's Court presented to the Justices •of the
Sessions '' as a grievance to the public, the collection of duties on all provisions and necessaries of
life brought into Calcutta by land, whereby the
price of every article of subsistence was enhanced
to a most exorbitant degree, and the hardship
was most severe on the lowest class of people."
Taking this into consideration, the Council took off
the land customs duties and abolished the Chowkeys employed in levying them ; the collector's
tithe was a]so taken off. 46 In July 1761 the
Council proposed to send a sum of money to the
markets in the interior parts of the country for
the p!.lrcbase of a quantity of grain to be sold at
an easy rate. Babu Hazarimal, a rich merchant of
Calcutta,47 offering to advance a quarter of the
amount, the Council resolved to send the sum apd to
take the management of the purchase. Accordingly
5

45
46
47

Proceedings, June 26, 1760 A.D.
Proceedings, September 4, 1760 A.D.
Calcutta Review, 1852.
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Rs. 50,000 (the Company's 37,500 and Hazarimal's
own quarter, : 2,500) were advanced to Hl'!zarimal
for that purpose. It was further resolved to write
to the Chief of the factory at IJuckipur directing
him to furnish all the grain he could procure until
the bjginning of October ; Cassimbazar and Dacca
factories were also asked for funher supplies.{8
In 1762 tbe standard prices of various articles in
Calcutta were fixed according to the following
rates:\To. per.

Cokenill
(Cochineal}
20-0-0 per seer.
Cofee, Batavia 8-0-0 per maund
Coffee, Mocha 17-0 0
Do.
12-0-0

Do.

Copper, Persia 40-0-0
31-0-0
Plate
(irl-0-0
Jappon

Do.
Do.
Do.

8-0-0

Do.

2!-0-0

Do.

Coir rope

Coir
Cotton

(a)

rupee.

Cowries, /j(;
u
· er. cent
Dry dates
Do.
1-0
Dates net
Dammer burning- 4-0
Do.
(a)
3-12 per
maund.
Raw
5-0
Do.
Boyl
Elephant teeth
1st sort
70-0 Do,
Elephant teeth
2nd sort
40-0 Do.
Elephant teeth
3rd sort
25-0-0 Do.

~s
Proceedings, July 20, 1761 A.D. Mir Kasim also
complained of the dearness of grains in his letter to V ansittart, received 16th June, 1761, Vansitta1·t's Narrative, Vol.
I, p. 204.
(a) Coir rope=rope made of cocoanut fibres. Stavorinus
refers to the manufacture of cordage or coir rope, op. cit.,
Vol. I, p. 394. Chank=sailkha conch-shell ; Dammer=
resin used for pitch; Gogull=gum-resin ; Hurtall=yellow
Arsenic, used for yellow paint.
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Chank (<J)
1st sort
2nd sort
3rd sort
4th sort
Small'

No. per. a Rupee.
45-0 0 per cent.
Do.
15-0-0
12-0-0
Do.
Do.
9-0-0
4-0-0 per maund

Hinge (a)
100-0-0
Do.
Ainggrah
'10-0-0
Do.
Iron, Europe 9-8-0
Do.
Kiss misses
15-0-0
Do.
Lead
9-8-0
Do.
Mace
8-0-0 per seer
Nutmeg
4-0-0
Do.
Pepper
40-0-0 per maund
Pistacha nut 2-0-0 per seer
Pistacha
Flower
1- 0-0
Do.
Qicksi!ver
2-12-0
Do.
Rose water 25- 0-0 per chest
,Read lead
6- 8-0 per maund
12,0-0
Raisin.
Do.
Ratten
0-12-0 per bundle
Sandal wood 12-0-0 per maund
Senna leaves 15-0-0
Do.
Sugarcaudy 16-0-0
Do.

Frankincense
Gold thread
Gum Arabic
Gaul!
Gogull (a)
Hurtall (a)
1st sort
2nd sort
Steel
Japan wood
Salt, Persia
Madras
Sindia
Ingeley
Silver thread
Tobacco
Tin
Tootinague (a)
Tea in catty
1st sort
2nd sort
8rd sort
Toze
Vermillion
V ordegreaze
White lead
Wax Pegu

8-0 per md.
8-8 per oz.
2-0 per md.
12-0
Do.
4-0
Do.

"'

20-d Do.
13-0 Do.
15-0-0 Do.
4-0-0 Do.150-0-0 Do.
100-0
Do.
200-0
DG.
150-0 Do.,
8-0·0 per oz.
10-0 per rod.
24-0 Do.
15-0-0 Do.
8-0 per catty
4-0
Do.
1-8
Do.
25-0-0 per rod.
4-0 per seer
2-8 per rod.
8-0
Do.
Do,49'
32-0

Thus the prices of articles went on increasing
day by day to the great distress of the people
till the catastrophic famine of 1770 appeared as a
terrible scourge. Just after that famine the prices
became extraordinarily high 50 and in 177 6 some
49

M idnapur Records, No. 5, pp. 3-4.
5o
Stavorinus wrote in 1770 that owing to the high
price of rice, the inhabitants of Bengal '' most of whorQ

60
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·articles of necessity were sold as follows : fine
bansepool rice, first sort, 16 seers a rupee ; second
sort, 18 seers a rupee, and third sort 21 seers ;
coarse desna rice 3:; seers a rupee, coarse poorbie
rice, 37 seers a rupee, coarse munsurah rice, 1 md.
a ru:Qee, coarse kurkashallee, 1 md. 10 seers a
rupee ; wheat, first sort, 32 seers a rupee, second
sort 35 seers a rupee ; barley, 1 md. 13 seers a
rupee; bhenot, 20 to 22 seers a rupee ; oil first sort
6t seers a rupee, second sort, 6! seers a rupee; ghee,
first sort, 3 seers a rupee, second sort, 4 seers a
rupee. 51

..

could earn no more than one, or one and a half silver
(penny) per day, out of which they had to maintain a wife
and children, could not buy, for this trifle of money, the
tenth part of the riqe they wanted ; the consequences of
which were, that whole families perished miserably."
Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. I, p. 153. Vide also
Ohahar Gulzar Shujai by Haricharan Das ; Elliot, Vol.
Vlll, pp. 228-29.
!il
Fort William Revenue Consultations, November 29,
1716, quoted in Appendix 15 to the Sixth Report, 1782.

SECTION

V.-Classes and Condit-ions of Labour:
and Slavery.

In contemporary works like those of Edward
Ives 1 and Stavorinus 2 the following classes of
servants are referred to as being employed by the
Europeans, the Anglo-Indians and also probably
by tbe rich Bengalees :-a chief 'dubash,' a
'dub ash boy,' a 'conucopola,' 'a roundel-boy ,' a
peon, a 'demar-boy,' 'palanquin-boys,' a 'compidore,' a 'derwan.' The duties and remuneration
varied among the different classes. The functions
of a 'dubash' (interpreter) 3 were
Servants,-their
duties and pay.
"to usher in the company of his
master'' and to receive messages
and give answers at his door. He was always a
Hindu and was usually called a banian in Bengal.
A 'dubash boy' always remained about his master
to assist him in dressing, and accompanied him in
his journey. He also belonged to the Hindu
community and his pay in Bengal was Rs. 8 a
month. 4 A 'conucopola' was the chief servant of
Ives' Voyage, pp. 48-52.
2
Op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 522-23.
3
Dubash or Dobhash (literally 'a man of two
languages'). Hobson-Jobson, p. 252.
4
His pay at Madras was 1 pagoda and 21 sanams
a month.
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his master's household and he was paid Rs. 10 a
month. 5 His duties were to keep the accounts of
his master's household and to arrange for the
payment of the other servants' and the shopkeepers' bills. He possessed some knowledge of
:accounts, knew how to read and write, and always
carried some cajan( ?) leaves (for writing on) in
his left baud and his iron pen in the right hand. A
troundel-boy' 6 carried a roundel (umbrella) over
the head of his master to protect the latter, when
he walked out of his palanquin, from the sun. A
peon's 7 function was to carry messages from
5
At Bombay he was styled 'purvo.' There his pay was
Rs. 5 a month and at Madras 8 pagodas.
6 (a)" Some years ago before our arrival in this country
they (the E. I. Company) f,mnd such sumptuary laws so
absolutely necessary,, that they gave the strictest orders
that none of these young gentlemen should be allowed
even to hire a Boundel-boy, whose business is to walk by
his master and defend him with his Roundel or umbrella
from the heat of the sun. A young fellow of humour,
upon this last order coming over, ,altered the form of his
umbrella from a round to a square, called it ' Squaredel '
instead of a Roundel and insisted that no order yet in
force forbade him the use of it.'' Ives' Voyage, p. 21.
(b) " He (i.e. Clive) enforced the sumptuary laws by
severe penalties, and gave the strictest order that .non,e of
these young gentlemen should be allowed even to have a
ll,oundel-boy whose business is to walk by his mast~r. and
de'fend him with his roundel or umbrella from the heat of
the sun." Carraccioli,· Life of Olive, p. 283.
· ·' f' '' He also walks before your palanquin, carries chits
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place to place ; his pay was Rs. 2 a month. 8 The
function of a ' demar-boy ' (or musalchi) was
chiefly to run with a ' demar ' or torch before his
master's palanquin in dark nights, but belonging
to a low caste, he performed also various other
servile works, such as cleansed his master's shoes,
swept his ho~se with br?oms, etc., 'Palanquinboys' (bearers), as their names suggest, were
employed to carry palanquins. They also belonged
to the lower Hindu castes and their pay in Bengal
was Rs. 12 each for a mont:Q.. 9 A ' compidore' s '
function was to go to the market for purchasing
such things as fruits, vegetables, etc. He was
always , ot a low caste and his pay in Bengal was
Rs. 2t a month. 10 A 'derwan' or porter used to
sit at the gate of his master's house to receive
messages. In Bengal a Mussalmau was generally
employed in this office and was payed Rs. 2-! a
month. Besides these, various other male and
female servants were employed for different
or notes' and is your body-guard.
The more of these you
keep, the grander you are thought to appear. Some
gentlemen have at least 40 o£ them in their service.''
Ives' Voyage, p. 50.
s At Madras 1 pagoda and 20 sanams; at Bombay
Rs. 4~ a month. At Bombay they were called sepoys.
9 At Bombay they were called palanquin coolies and
were allowed Hi rupees a month; and at Madras 6 pagodas
6 sanams.
10 At Madras' Lpagoda.
Compidores were not engaged
in Bombay.
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works.
These were kansamas, 11
chabdars / cooks, coachmen, jamadars, khedmutgars, 13 grooms, crutchpurdors (?),grass-cutters,
harry wench, wet-nurses, dry nurses. 14
There was a strict division of functions among
the different castes in the society. Stavorinus
writes:-·-'' A cooley, or labourStrict division of
er, cultivates the soil, as his
function<,-remarks of
Stavorinus and Ives.
ancestors did before him. The
son of a Berra, or palankeen
bearer, continues to carry palankeens all the
days of his life." 15 In Ives' Voyage, we have
the following interesting passage describing
the habits of the Indian servants :-" ... for
though each of these servants coulil earn double
the wages in the intervals when his master
has no occasion for him, yet conscious that he
has a suffiCiency, though i>are, he sits down contented therewiLh chasing (choosing) rather to trifle
and sleep away his time, than to enrich himself and
his family by taking pains. These servants have
household

2

1 l " Consumah, Khansama, =a hom;e steward.
'l'he
literal meaning of the word i" '' Master of the householdgear." Hobson-Jobson, p. 190.
12 Stavorinus, op. oit., Vol. I,
p. 505. ''Sari sari
cabdar hate hemachaQ.i " (" the ohubdars were standing in
rows, with beautiful stick::; in their hands "). Bharata·
candra, p. 99.
13 Seir-ul-mutakherin, Vol. II, p. 315.5.
14 Proceedings, 21st May, 1759 A.D.
15 Op. cit., Vol. I, p. 411.
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a variety of tricks also which they are sure to play
upon new~commers; and where two or three of
them are concerned in a knavish one they never
fail to puzzle the master so as to make it almost
impossible for the master ever to get at the truth.
The palanquin bearers are cunning dissemblers
for they will be sure to groan sadly under the
weight of their new master or mistress, let them
be ever so light. This is done with the views
of exciting in the human breast a compassion
towards themselves, and thereby acquiring some
Buxie (remuneration) money............ After the
servants have filled their bellies, they always
betake themselves to rest on the ground, or in
a window or on a table, or most commonly on
the land which they prefer before anything else,
because of its retaining the heat of the preceding
day's sun. Upon the whole the Indian servants
have both their bad and good qualities." 16
In 17 51 the wages of the coolies in Calcutta
were raised to 2 puns and 12 gondas of cowries
each for a day. 17 It is noted in Consultations, dated
31st July, 1752, that the banians, weighmen,
coolies, and peons in Calcutta were paid by the
Company in that year according to the following
rates :-two banians, Rs. 20 each per month ;
16

Pp. 51-52.
Letter to Court, 2nd January, 1752, para. 63. Thus
it is evident that before 17 51, the coolies were paid less
than 2 puns 12 gondas a da,r in ordinary circumstances,
17
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u,uiighman, Rs. 2-8 each per month ; . coolie,
Rs. 2-8 each per month, and peons Rs. 2-8
each per month.
At the beginning of the
next year the pay of the brick-layers· was
raised to ten gondas of cowries each for a day .18
Towards the beginning of July 17 53, a brick-layer
mistry demanded Rs. 14 per month, a mate
Rs. 10 and brick-layers Rs. 7 each for going
to work at Negrais. 19 They also insisted on
getting rice, dal, ghee and salt for their daily
food. But for working in Calcutta proper
they demanded much less.
The employment of a large number of men
by the Company in building the new fortifications in Calcutta, and also the engagement
of some of them wi,th the Company's Sepoy
army, greatly enhanced the
demand for labour in that city
Gradual rise iu tho
wages of the !ttbourby the year 1757.
Taking
ers, etc., in Calcutta;
its causes; complaint
advantage of this, the menial
of the native inhabitants ; rates fixed.
servants there began to demand
higher wages to the great
inconvenience of the Indian inhabitants, who
consequently complained " with respect not
only to the insolence but exorbitant wages
exacted by the menial servants of the settlement.''
As a remedy for this complaint the rates of
monthly wages of the servants were fixed at a
IS

J9

Consultations, 8th January, 1753.
Consultations, 3rd July. 17,53.
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meeting of the quorum of the Zamindars of
Calcutta in 17 59, Richard Becher, William
Frankland and Mr. Holwell being present there. 20
It was decided (A) that if any servant refused
to comply with the terms of this settlement
then his possessions in lands would be sequestered
but if he had no possessions in land, then "'on
conviCtion of such refusal, do suffer such fine,
imprisonment, or corporal punishment as the
Court of Zamindary shall judge meet, and be
obliged to serve"' or quit the settlement,'' (B)
that if any master presumed to exceed the
established rate of wages on any pretence whatever, then he '' shall be debarred all redress from
the Court of Zamindary," (C) that if any servant
presumed to " quit his service without one
month's warning he shall, on c~:mviction, be
liable to :fine, imprisonment and corporal punishment at the discretion of the Court of Zamindary ," (D) and that any servant ill-treated by his
master would be entitled to " redress and
releasement from his service on regular complaint
made and proved before the quorum of sitting
Justices or Court of Zamindary ; provided,
nevertheless, that no plea of ill-usage shall be
deemed to exculpate any servant quitting his
service before regular complaint made of such
~ 0 Proceedings,

,Vol. I, pp. 181-84.

61

21st May, 1759 A.D. Long, op. cit,
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his ill-w:mges.'' 21 According to the fixed scale
a khansama (Christian, Muhammadan, or Hindu)
was to have Rs. 5 a month, a chabdar Rs. 5, a
a chief cook Rs. 5, a coachman Rs. 5, a jamadar
Rs. 4, a lchidmatgar Rs. 3, a chief bearer Hs. 3,
a peon Rs. 2-8-0, a washerman to a family Rs. 3,
a washerman to a single man Rs. 1-8-0, a
syce (groom) Rs. 2, a mussalchi Rs. 2, a shaving
barber 22 Rs. 1-8-0, a wig bearer Rs. 1-8-0,
a crutehpurdar (?) Rs. 2, a mali (gardener) Hs .
•
2, a grass-cutter Rs. 1-4-~, a maid-servant
to a family Rs. 2-0-0, a maid.servant to a single
man Re. 1-0-0, a wet nurse Rs. 4-0-0, a dry
nurseRs. 4-0-0, a family tailor Rs. 3. A family
tailor 23 was to attend at seven (from April
One Mr. Johnson was fined for striking one of his
servants ; he did not appear in Court and was, therefore,
thrown into jail, and " after rotting in a loathsome jail "
for three months, he prccseuted a petition that he was
unable to pay the fine or provide the common necessaries
of life.
His petition was granted.
Proceedings, 21st
March, 1763.
22 Ives' Voyage, p. 63.
2 3 " It is also t.he custom iu this part of the world to
oblige the taylor to come home, and work at your own
house; but on viewing the miserable condition of some of
this tradesman's too]8, his rusty scissors in particular,
and how loosely riveted, you would think it impossible
for him ever to cut out a coat with them. It is much
the same with his other implements; but inspite of every
inoo?t-Venience he laboura under, the Indian taylor is so
21
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to September) or at eight (from October to
March) in the morning '' on pain of corporal
punishment." These rates so fixed were announced
by beat of drums and by notices, written in
English, Persian, Bengali, Nagri, being affixed in
public places of the city .24 In 1760 the charges
of tailors, washermen and barbers were limited,
with regard to the menial servants, according to the following rates :-no tailor was to
demand for maki:p.g a jama more than 2 annas and
for 1 pair of drawers 7 puns of cowries ; no washerman was to demand more than 7 puns of cowries
for 1 corge of pieces and no barber more than 7
gondas for shaving a single man. 25 In 1766 it
was resolved by the Company's Government in
Calcutta to have an office established for keeping
a "register of all servants of every denomination in
exact an imitator, that he seldom or ever fails to give any
entire satisfaction." Ibid, p. 52.
2 "' About thirty years later the rate was ;_,a khansama
from 10 to 25 rupees, a chabdar 6 to 8 rupees, a chief cook
12 to 20 rupees, a chief female servant 10 to 16 rupees,
a jamadar from 8 to 15 rupees, khidmatgar from 6 to 10
rupees, a cook's first mate 6 to 10 rupees, a chief bearer 6 to
10 Rs., a peon 4 to 6 Rs., a bearer from 3~ to 4 Rs., a
was herman to a family from 10 to 20 Rs., a was herman to
a single man from 4 to 8 Rs., a syce from 5 to 6 Rs., a
shaving barber 2 to 4 Hs., a grass cutter 2 to 4 Rs., a wet
nurse from 12 to 14 Rs., a dry nurse from 12 to 14 Rs.
Long, op. cit., pp. 183-84.
25 Proceedings, 27th March, 1766 A.D.
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Calcutta." 26 But no defrni te measures were adopted in pursuance of this resolution. The servants
in the mofussil towns demanded lower wages than
those in Calcutta because there the demand
for labour was not generally so high and prices
of articles were comparatively cheap. Sometimes
the servants of the native landholders rendered services to their masters on tenure of lands, known
as 'ciikran' lands. 27
The coolies were ordinarily paid in cowries;
but occasionally, those engaged along with bricklayers or artizans, received their wages in coins.
When in 17 53 the Company had
Coolies were ordinato send artificers and coolies to
rily paicl in eowries
but occasionally in
Negrais, n, head cooly demanded
coins also.
7 and other coolies 4 Arcot
rupees each for a month. 2R 'rhis rate was regarded as rather exorbitant and it was probably so
because they were being sent out of their homes
to a distant place. In 17 55 the families of the
coolies sent to Negrais were paid Rs. 5 each in
advance. 29 Similarly, the families of the coolies
and moo(eas (load-bearers), wounded and killed
Proceedings, 20th June, 1766 A.D.
These 'ciikriin' lands were of two kinds-(1) Khfmti
and (bekhnutl,-those holding khnuti 'ciikriins' had to pay
rents, while the holders of belchnuti 'ciikriins' held them
free of rent. Kshit1,8avain8iivalicarita, pp. 11-13.
28 Consultations, 3rdJuly, 17,53 A.D.
2 -9 Consultations, 6th January, 1755 A.D.
26

27
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during the siege of Chandernagore (March 1757),
were rewarded with Rs. 8 or Rs. 10 each. 30 Sometimes, advance payments were made to the coolies
themselves, on the security of some man of position
and influence. In March 1760, the Council in
Calcutta while considering the report of the Committee of Accounts under date, 1st December,
1759, observed that there was a balance of
Rs. 7,257-7 due from the coolies formerly employed
on works. The Council consequently decided to
write to Mr. Howitt, the then Resident in H aja
Tilakcand's country (Burdwan), to demand of that
Raja the sum of rupees 1,237-10-3 for which he
was in security and at the same time to write to
the gentlemen at tbe Cassimbazar factory to
demand from one Satubdy Bildar (Sitabdi beldar)
the sum of Rs. 2,326-6-3 advanced to him on
account of the coolies. 81 We should note here tbat
the Company thus imported coolies from the
mofussil places and engaged them in their works
in Calcutta.
The method of paying the coolies in cowries
began, in course of time, to proAbuses of the method
of paying in cuu;ries:
duce various abuses. The bani~
ans and the headmen combined
to deprive the poor coolies of a part of their pay by
30 Proceedings, 7th April, 1757 A.D.
The reward was
given for encouraging tbe coolies to serve tbe Company on
s1milar occasions in future.
81 Proceedings, 20th March, 1760 A.D.
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taking a small number of cowries out of each
man's share under the plea of realising what they
called dusturi. In 17 57, the coo lies at Fort
William were cheated out of their pay by their
headmen, who, instead of distributing the cowries'
shares to the coolies, had themselves misappropriat~
ed these :jointly with the banians. 32 As a protest
against this a large number of coolies walked off
and complained to the authoriBrohier's plan t,o pay
in annas instead of ties.
In order to get rid of these
cowr-ies;
abuses, which day by day grew
extremely tedious and obnoxious, Engineer Brohier,
while laying out his plan for the construction
of a fort at Berhampore in 17 57 , wrote to
Mr. Drake, President and Governor of the Council
in Calcutta, proposing that the coolies might be
paid in annas (silver or copper) instead of cowries. 38
This method of payment in coins was not,
Defects of the new plan.
however, absolutely free from
Proceedings, 13th June, 1757.
" The payment of the artificiers and coolies in
cowries being extremely tedious, it would be necessary
absolutely to coin annas either in silver or copi.>er, and to
facilitate the exchange of them a shroff or two of the
Company's should attend upon the works with cowries for
that purpose, who should be forbid gaining anything by
that exchange that these people may not be losers on the
money they receive for their hire. otherwise it will be such
a discouragement as will hinder them from coming to the
works." Brohier's lette.r to Drake, Proceedings, 13th
32

33

October, 1757 A.D.
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drawbacks. The poor coolies were not exempted
from paying batta on the Sanat rupees in the
hazar; and by this they sustained heavy losses. On
account of this 5,000 men withdrmv from their works
in Fort William in 17 58: and many of them demanded three rupees each per month. 84 In 1760,
Mr. Brohier informed the Council in Calcutta about
the coolies' and the artificers' complaint that they
did not get at the hazar the real value of the
copper money they were paid in. He requested
the Council that the shroffs and the market-people
might be ordered to receive the copper coin for the
value they were paid by the Company at their
works, and that in the exchange the workmen
might receive 54 puns of cowries for 18 copper
annas and the same proportion for the lesser coins. 85
The Council accordingly gave a notice that the
copper coins would be received back into the
treasury without any loss. In 1760 the Company
Consultations, 21st February, 1758 A.D. Col onel
Clive wrote on the subject:-" He begs leave to represent
in the strongest terms the great stake the Company
have in Bengal and how much it is exposed for want of a
fortification that 1t gives him concern beyond what he can
express to hear from all hands the works go on very slowly,
and if the want. of hands arises from the want of a few pice
more he thinks such a saving does not merit a moment's
consideration, or that such economy can meet with the
Company's approbation at this juncture."
35
P1·ooeedings, 15th April, 1760 A.D.
34
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passed the following regulations
for the coolies employed in
works in the Fort:-- "That
all coolies, employed in works, were to be divided
into hundreds, and a banian was to be appointed
to every hundred to take their names, and that the
name of every person who did not respond at the
' afternoon's muster' was to be struck off the roll.
It was thought necessary to appoint one European
to every thousand consisting either of brick-layers,
builders and coolies, as a sort of check on the
power of the banians. It was settled that instead
of numbers of dafadars being kept at a great
expense, there were to be appointed only six ; they
were to provide at any time six hundred
builders wbo "ere thonght to be sufficient for Rix
thousand coolies nllowing 2,000 to be employed
in serving the brick-layers with materials. .Each
of these dafadars was to have a sarlwr for keeping his accounts. One of the sub-engineers was
to attend com;tantly the musters, to receive all the
returns and to make a general return of the whole
including the daily disposition of all the people on
the works. Payments were to be made daily j'tnd
no deduction was to be made in the exchange of
copper money into rupees, or such copper money
has to be taken according to the value fixed on it
at a bazar set up in the Fort for the convenience
of those who choose to reside there, which
doubtless would be many who came. from a great

The Company's regulations for tbe coolies.
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distance, when sheds were erected there for them.''
Any person '' failing or neglecting to produce at
the evening muster, his basket or any other thing
delivered him to work with in the morning, was
to be deprived of his day's pay. Sepoy sentries
were to·be placed over all the stores, etc., and one
sepoy at every salient angle of the glacis, or that
in proportion all on the land side of the fort, to
prevent ·a single black fellow to come in or go out
of the fort between the time of mustering without
a pass,'' and these sepoys were to take up any
person who was seen carrying away either planks,
bamboos, rope, kodalis, baskets or any other kind
of stores, implements, etc. 36
Though labour was ordinarily paid, yet in
exceptional circumstances the zamindars compelled
the poor ryots to work for them without any remuneration.37 In the Proceedings, dated lOth
March, 1760, we find that the collector was ordered
to send peons into the paraganas and to bring up
by force 8,000 coolies, because the works in the
Fort were being much retarded for want of coolies,
and the farmers were not complying with their
36

Proceedings, 25th April, 1760 A.D.
s 7 '' The poor ryot also is forced to labour for his
lordly master without any reward, while perhaps his own
farm at the same time remains uncultivated." Verelst,
View of Bengal, p. 7.
" The Kotwal passed his orders for digging the hole and
a large number of people were pressed into the work without any reward." Ramaprasada, p. 31, B. E,

62
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agreement. The coolies hired for carrying on
bag and baggage during one's travel were generally laborious fellows, capable of bearing extreme
fatigue. It is noted in the list of the travelling
expenses (in 1763) of the Company's Governor that
he paid Rs. 5 per month to each of the 400
coolies that he had then engaged. as Ives makes
the following remarks about such coolies :-'''flo
cooleys or servants whom you hire for this purpose,
you pay so much by the day, and they find them·
selves in victuals. Their chief food is rice and
their drink toddy (tari) both of which are easily to
be procured in any part of the country and at a
reasonable price. The coolies are very extraordinary fellows for bearing fatigue; and are very
impatient either of hunger or thirst. Their common rate of travelling is four miles an hour and I
have known them walk four and twenty hours
without once breaking their fast." 89
In 1757 the Couneil in Calcutta devised the
plan that "all weavers, carpenters, Bricklayers,
Smiths, rraylors, Braziers, etc., Hand-eraftsmen
shall be incorporated into their respective bodies
one in each district of the town, each body to c lect
a 1 Chowdree ' or head person to represent them,
the Mundells (mandals) of every district to deliver
m au account monthly to the Jemindar of every
38

3\l

Proceedings, 14th March, 1763 A. D.
Ives' Voyage, p. 68,
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arti:ficier residing within his limits, as well tenants
as lodgers and sojourners, and shall make a report
immediately to the Jemind:1r of any stranger of
importance coming within his district and the
place or house of his abode, and of any new ryots
or inhabitants, as also of any persons removing
from their place of habitation (without) outside his
district and every person's name under their respective bodies shall be entered in the Jemindar's
books, t,~1e Giwwciree oi every respective body shall
lay before the Jemindar the just and true rates of all
kinds of labours and work, what the labourer shall
be allowed per day, and the artificier be paid for
his work in every branch of his trade, those rates
to be laid by the J emindar before the Governor and
Council and to be regulated by them and entered
in the Jemindar's books. Every artificier shall
take out a license from the Jemindar for the free
use of his trade within the Company's limits, who
shall pay one quarter of a month's wages for his
license, which shall continue in force one whole
year and no longer, and in case any person shall be
found exercising his trade or employment without
license he shall be fined a month"s pay or if an arti:ficier, at the discretion of the ' aridge duckle.'
The Mundells of each district shall bring an
account to the .Temindar of the several ' duncandars ' (shop-keepers) within his district of all sorts
and all kinds whatever, each ranked under their
respective denomination, and the J emindar is to
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lay this report before the Governor in Council, who
will order them licenses under such restrictions as
they shall think proper. The Jemindar shall keep
books where every farm, their several duties,
ground-rent collected and every charge shall be
minutely inserted, which accounts shall be delivered to the Board monthly, and he shall deliver to
the Board a set of books of his transactions to be
transmitted annually to the Company." 40 This
shows an attempt to put the mechanics and the
artisans under a definite and coherent organisation
similar to those which prevailed in the village communities of Bengal. In the villages there was
always a body of artisans, of carpenters, and of
handicrafts, etc., who were servants to the village
community .41
It is proved by certain contemporary documents
that various types of slavery
Slavery.
were prevalent in Bengal in that
age. W c find instances of a poor man selling
himself in perpetual bondage h a rich man of his
village, of one selling his children or of
one selling his servant to another in lieu
of a certain amount! A Bengali document, dated
1125 B.S. (1729 A.D.) states that a woman, whose
husband's name was Bodai and
Types of slavery.
who was an inhabitant of paragana Bengaduva in sarkar Majkura, transferred,
40
H

Proceedings, 7th April, 1757 A. D.
Gadgil, Industrial Evolution of India, pp. 11-12.
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for a long period, her daughter of 11 years to the
service of one named. 8ailkara Dasa of paragana
Vejoqa for Rs. 3 only .42 It was arranged
that she would serve her master till her 70th
year, and if she wanted to get herself free
during that period, then she would have to pay
10 maunds of copper. In 1126 B.S. (1730 A.D.)
one Parvat'i Dasi, an inhabitant of Mangalpura
in paragana Kachimanagara of sarkar l!d:ajkura,
being subject to extreme poverty and failing to
provide her subsistence, sold for ever her daughter
of the age of six to one named Ramanatha Deva
of paragana Vejo<Ja in the sarkar 8rihatta (Sylhet)
in return for Rs. 3 only. The deed of sale further
conferred on the latter and his descendants the
right of s0lling the children that the girl would bear
during her stay in their house. 43 A document
was executed on the 16th of Fa1gun 1125 B.S.
(1729 A.D.) to the effect that one Mucirama Cap.ga
sold himself for ever, with his wife and children) to
one Jayakr~~a Guha for Rs. 11 only, on the condition that his descendents would be likewise bound
to serve his master's descendants for all generations
to come. 44 It is mentioned in a similar document,
dated the 25th of Falgun, 1166 B.S. (1760 A.D.),
that one Vasivara Sudra sold himself for ever, with
42

S. R. Mitra, Types of Early Bengali Prose, p. 87.

43

Ibid.
Ibid, p. 8 ; Navyabhiirata, 1327 B.S., pp. 181-83.

H
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his wife, children and sister, to one Sobhadima Guha
for Rs. 21 only ; 45 the latter also got the power of
selling or transferring his slaves to some one else.
Similarly in the year J177 B.S. (1171 A.D.), the
year following the great famine, a woman named
Ci1ru Bewa sold herself to one LaJa Gurudasa
Ray a for her maintenance only, with the conclition that he could punish her properly, if she ever
attempted to escape. These practices continued
to exist in the society for a long time, at least up
to the middle of the 19th century. A document,
dated 1212 B.S. ("1806), states that one Ratnavallabha Sarma sold a daughter of a servant of his
father to one Raghavendra Cakravarti for Rs. 3
only with the conditions that the latter could
marry her to a son of a servant of his father and
could sell or transfer their children in any way be
liked.46
Hi

Types of Early Bengali

Prose, p. 17; Bharata-

VM?a, First year, No. 3, p. 403.

Types of Early Bengali Prose, p. 101; Srihattera
Itivrtta, Vol. 2, Part II, r. 91. In the " Va8umati" o£
Agrahiiyary,a, 1332 B.S., pp. 233-34, Babu Surendramohana
BhaWi.carya published a khasqa (draft) of an old document,
dated 1231 B.S. (1825 A.D.), which proves that in those
parts of Dacca known as Vikramapura and Maheswardi,
servants were then transferred from one hand to another
along with properties. The purport of the dcoument is
as follows:-" One Sivaprasada Sarma was giving up a
property belonging to his grandson, to one named Rajamadhava Sarma with the object that his parents might
46
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The actual position of those slaves in the
society of Bengal was better
than that of the slaves of ancient
Greece or of the present-day
child slaves in Colombo. 47 The treatment meted
out to the former was somewhat similar to that

Position
of
Bengal slaves.

the

enjoy bliss in heaven. He bad consulted the Sastras and
the Brahmins for this and transferred along with the
property, the servants and the slaves attached to it." Sivaprasada Sarma was an inhabitant of. the village Fursail in
paragana Vikramapura o£ Dacca. A _part o£ thi,; village has
been destroyed by the course of the river Dhaleswari.
4 7 The Statesman, March
29, Hl29. The speech
of Mr. H. F. Newnham, Mayor of Colombo, and President
of the Colombo Friend-in-need Society, at the annual meeting of the Society on 27th March, 1929:-"It is known that
small children are obtained from the villages in comideration of monetary payment. Their parents and these children
are taken far from their homes and used as domestic
servants in return for the mere provision of food and
clothing. Undcubtedly tbe majority are well treated ; but
in tbe last year there have been 13 cases brought to the
courts in which children have been grossly and cruelly
ill-treated by those who have no excuse whatever for such
brutality. The average age of these suffering children was
eight years.
S1x were burnt with flrebrands and t.bree with other
heated substances. One child of 10, t>uspe>cted of theft by
her employer, was beaten until the cane broke. She was
then burnt with heated oil and tbe sores rubbed with a
substance causing severe irritation to the skin. Finally a
nest of red ants was let loose on the cb1ld's body."
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which the menial servants received at the hands
of their master. In fact, the difference between
the slaves and the menial servants lay" in the
relations which they respectively bore to their
masters. The former were generally in perpetual
or long-lastiug servitude, while the latter could
leave their masters' hou~es much at their own discretion. The Bengal slaves were allowed to marry
and to have families of their own.48 We do not
meet with any instance of a slave being subject to
an inhuman treatment or of his being compelled to
undertake unnatural and extra~ordinary duties.
Female slaves were generally employed in such
works as fetching water, threshing paddy grains,
etc. 49 There is aho no instance of forced slavery ;
in all cases we :find the slaves selling themselves
and their children voluntarily owing to their_':
inability to earn their bread in critical times. 60 It
(a) "Marry her to Katusudra, son of Sunasudra,
You will become the rightful ·
owner of the children that she will bear." Types of Early
Bengali Prose, p. 101.
(b) "You and your descendants will have the right
to sell or transfer the children belonging to her and to her
family." Ibid, p. 87.
49 ''Being provided with necessary food and clothings,
she will do such works as fetching water, threshing paddygrains, etc.'' Ibid.
50 " Suffering from want of food and being unable to
make two ends meet, I, out of my own free will, sell to you
my daughter Sri Ma:Q.idasi of six years age by taking from
youRs. $(three rupees only) in full weight... Ibid.
48

a servant of your father.

~
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was indeed pathetic that a man bartered himself
away along with his family for Rs. 11 or Rs. 6 or
Rs. 3 only or simply for food and dothing ; but
this state of subjection to which he voluntarily
threw himself mitigated to some extent the stings
of his cruel destiny by protecting him from
starvation. 51
Besides such native slaves, Abyssinian slaves 52
were sometimes employed by
in ~:J;:\~ian slaves the rich men in their services.
It is noted in the list of expenses incurred by the Company for the entertainment of the Bengal Nawab in 1759 A.D. that the
former spent Rs. 500 in purchasing a Ooffre
boy. 53 These Ooffre boys were employed later on
also. Busteed has noted that, in the newspapers
of 1781, '' many arlvertisements occur as to the
disposal by saJe of Coffrees. One is· offered for 400
rupees who understands the business of butler and
cook. Some seem to be valued for their musical
skill and dexterity in shaving and waiting at table.
There is an advertisement also for three handsome
African ladies of the true sable hue commonly
called Coffreesses between .fourteen and twentyfive for marriage with three of their countrymen ...
51

I sell myself to you, Sir ; please supply me with
subsistence and enroll me in your service." Ibid, pp. 89-90.
52 " The Havesi
(Abyssinian) slaves for moving
chowries on both sides." Ramaprasada, p. 6 (B.E.).
53 Long, op. cit., p. 194, footnote.
"

63
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In all probability it means this, that there were
Englishmen in Calcutta little more than a hundred
years ago who not only bought and sold African
slaves but went in for the breeding of them for the
slave market.'' M
During the 18th century, the European Companies in Bengal, the Portuguese and the Mugs of
Arracan carried on a regular
Traffic in sjaves by
traffic in slaves. In 1721 A. D.
the European Companies, the Portuguese
an Armenian merchant named
and the Mugs.
Coja Daniel, ordinarily a resident of Ohinsurah, renounced all rights in his
slave girl Marie.M In April 1728, one Lwrens
Argans sold for Rs. 51 (Madras) a slave girl
named Murielle (Murali), aged about 19 years,
to M. De la Blanchetiere, Director General for
the Company of France. 56 In a list of personal
effects, both movable and immovable, prepared
by one Pelieienoe Cabate m course of her
marriage contract with one John Basspool,
the former mentiorvxl 18 slaves, mostly females
Calcutta, a slnve· Who~e age varied from 8 to
market at that time.
35 years. 57
The City of Calcutta was itself a slave
market at that time. Among the items of the
54

Echoes from Old Calcutta, 4th Edn., p. 136, foot-

note.
55

Bengal:

56

Ibid,
Ibid,

ll 7

Past and Present, HllO, pp. 261-64.
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Company's revenue for April 1752, one item is
'sale of slaves.' 58 The Portuguese and the Mugs
propagated the practice of slavery and bands of
Portuguese and Mug pirates gathered in the
Sunderbuns and frequently haunted the neighbourhood of Akra, Budge Budge and Calcutta. 59 We
read the following account in the East India
Chronicle:-'' February, 1717, the Mugs carried
off from the most southern parts of Bengal, 1,800
men, women and children ; in ten days they
arrived at Arrakan, and were conducted before the
sovereign, who chose the handicraftsmen, about
one-fourth of the number, as his slaves. The
remainder were returned to the captors, with
ropes about their necks, to market and sold,
according to their strength, from 20 to 70 Rs.
each. They were by their purchasers sent to
cultivate the land, and 15 seers of rice each,
allowed for their monthly support. Soon after
this the Sovereign, Duppung Geree, was deposed
by his Cutwal, Kuddul Foree ; 25 men and women
of the captives took advantage of the disturbances,
fled, and arrived at Chittagong in the following
June. Almost three-fourths of the inhabitants of
Arrakan are said to be natives of Bengal, or
descendants of such, who pray that the English
58

Oonsutlations, 9th October, 17,52 ; Long, op. cit.,

p. 34.
59

Bengal: Past and Present, Vol. II, p. 271.
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may deliver them, and they have agreed among
themselves to assist their deliverers. From time
immemorial, the Mugs have plundered the
southern parts of Bengal, and have even been so
hostile as to descend on the coast of Chittagong,
and proceed into the country, plunder and burn the
villages, destroy what they could not carry away,
and carry the inhabitants into slavery. But since
the cession of the province to the Company, the
place for the most part has enjoyed quiet." 60 In
Bihar 'numbers of boys of tender age were
brought' by dealers, and mutilated so as to grow
up as suitable servants for the harems of rich lords,
and little girls were disposed of to evil characters,
to be brought up to lives of shame and vice." 01
Sometimes, the Company's people in Bengal
imported slaves from foreign countries. In 17 59
some of the Armenian inhabiSlaves
imported
tants of Calcutta made a petition
from foreign countries
by the
Oompaoy'B
to Lord Clive against Captain
people.
Lang, who had brought an
Armenian girl as a slave from the Persian Gulf
and was unwilling to give her back to them
inspite of their repeated requests. The petitioners
wrote that ''never such an instance was known
since the settlement of this place by the English,
nor the Armenian nation so much disgraced by
having either of their males or females made
60

Quoted in ibid.

61

Ibid.
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slaves." 62 About that time the Company's Government in Calcutta was investigating into a
charge brought against one Lieutenant Perry for
unlawfully buying an Armenian girl and taking
her to Patna. 63 In 1761, when an expedition
was directed to Mauritius and Bourbon, the expeditionist.s were orderd to procure there as many
slaves as possible.M
Slavery did not disappear when the Company's
rule was established, but became widespread
towards the latter half of the 18th century and
continued to exist later on. 65 Compared with
the position of the slaves employed by the Hindu
families, 06 the condition of the slaves in European
and Anglo-Indian families was miserable. A
modern writer has quoted the following from
an eighteenth century source : "slave girls, 66a
for the slightest offence, and on the most
trivial occasions, receive corporal punishment,
entirely at the will and pleasure of their
owners and I know many instances where punishments have been inflicted in a greater degree and
by a more severe method than the criminal receives,
who has offended the laws of his country." 67
62

63
G4

Proceedings, 22nd October 17159.
Long, op. cit , p 188.
Select Committee's Proceedings, 28th December,

1761.
G5

66

66a
67

Bengal: Past and Present, Vol. II, pp. 272-73.
Vide ante.
Evidently in European and Anglo-Indian families.
Bengal: Past and Present, Vol. II, p. 274.

APPENDIX A.
INvESTMENTS.

(1) January and February, 17 42 : (a) "Now send the Marlborough having
laden the amount of current rupees 5D,640. Also
143 bags Cowries shot loose on half freight. 1
Supplied St. Helena with stores amount current
rupees 979~4-3. Have Loaden 260 tons saltpetre
on the Marlborough. 3 Shall put 260 tons also on
the Shaftesbury to enable them to Dispatch her
so soon as in February as not to hazard her
passage. 4 Princess Augusta refited and is now
loading with saltpetre for Madras and shall send
more on the Company's sloop. 5 Send some samples
of New Sortments of goods from Cossimbazar
and Dacca and in a bundle delivered to Captain
Smith's particular care.r. Send a Bale of the
lowest priced Gurrahs ...... ''
2

(b) On Shaftesbury have loaden to the amount
of current Rupees 5,60,000. 7 Also 195 bags Turmerick at half freight. 8 And sundry stores for St.
Letter to Court, 30th January, 1742, paras. 2 and 4.
3 Ibid, para. 9.
4 Ibid, para. 10,
Ibid.
6 Ibid, para. 12.
5 Ibid, para. 11,
7 Letter to Court, 15th February, 1742, para. 3.
s Ibid, po.ra. 4.

1

2
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Helena amount Rs. 1,106-4-9. 9 Have laden on
the Princess Augueta 2,300 Bags l2altpetre for
Madras shall send per sloops 1,400 bags more. 10
Send another bale of new goods from Cossimbazar
and Dacca. 11 Now send another Bale of the lowest priced Gurrahs." 12
(2) At the beginning of the next year (17 43) : (a) " The Company's ship Augusta ........ .
Dispached back to Madras with some Sannoes,
2600, Bags rice, she returned 14th October, and
was sent again with Sannoes, 2,500 Bags Rice,
25 Jars oyl (oil) and 4,000 Gunny ; 13 ' ' (b) ''On
21st February sent the Port Bello and Bombay
sloops to Madras with 140 Bales and 1,500 Bags
saltpetre,'' 14 (c) "On 2nd instant (January) dispatched Fort George for Surat consigned first to
Bombay with freight to the amount of Hupees
20,779-14-3, 2,108 Bags sugar, "131 Bags Ginger,
200 Bags rice, and 2,000 Maunds ·copper it yielding 46 rupees a maund at Bombay, and the
Bengal market over-burthened, put on her also
600 Bags Refined saltpetre, and 20 Maund oyl
(oil) ;" 15 (d) " Now Dispatch the Princess Amelia
to England having Loaden 9,08,500 rupees, also ten

9

11
IS

l4

10 Ibid, para. 8,
Ibid, para. 5.
12
Ibid, para. 9.
Ibid, para. 11.
Letter to Court, 3rd February, 1743, para. 10.
1 5 Ibid, para. 19.
Ibid, para. ll.
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'fons Turmerick 25 Tons Cowries and 30 Tons saltpetre at half Freight," 16 (e) " And stores for St.
~Helena with 5 Tons rice Extra-ordinary,'' 17 (f)
'' Have loaden 001 the Exeter to the amount of
Rupees 64,87,000; Twenty tons Cowries goes on ... "
(3) End of the year 17 43 and the beginning of
1744:(a) " This comes by the Duke have loaded on
her Rupees 5,95,800, 25 rrons cowries and 68 tons
13 cwt. saltpetre at half freight and for St. Helena
Rupees 790-5-6. Filled up her Tqnnage with
rice for Madras ...... '' 18 (b) "This comes per Mont
fort have loaden on her RR.6,15,400, 25 tons cowries
and 1,000 Bags saltpetre nt half freigbt. And for
St. Helena Hupees 790-5-6 compleated her Tonnage with Hice for MadraR ;" 19 (c) "Have loaden
on the Heathcote Rupees 6,37,540 also 2,400 Bags
saltpetre, the Captain refused cowries ...... And
for St. Helena Rs. 750-2-6" 20 ; (d) "Sent to
St. Helena one hundred Blue Doosooties" ; 21
(e) "On the 14th instant (Ji'~ebruary, 1744) ship
princess Augusta dispatched to Fort St. George
with what saltpetre and stores the Captain said

16

I~
19
20

21

1 7 Ibid, para. 24.
Ibid, para. 23.
Letter to Court, 14th December, 1743, para. 17.
Ibid, 14th December, 1743, paras. 4-7.
1bid, 27t,h December, 1743, paras. 6-8.
Ibid, 9th F.'ebruary, 1744, para. 132.
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he could take in ...... " ; 22 (f) " Have load en on
Godolphin Goods to the amount of Rupees
8,73,500,'' "40 tons saltpetre requested by the •
Captain," " 10 tons Turmerick," "stores for St.
Helena Rupees 732-11-9." 23
(4) End of 17 44 and beginning of 1745 : " Now dispatch the ships St. George and
Winchester to Tellicherry with Red Wood, saltpetre and cowries. " Montagu was dispatcht from
Ingellee 14th November last, send 86 ton. 13 cwt.
saltpetre on •those ships to Tellicherry, Prince
vVilliam follows in a few days.
"Loaden on Beaufort current Rupees 3,02,000
also 40 tons saltpetre at the low freight requested
for by Captain Stevens.
"Laden on Durrington current Rupees 3,04,600
also 50 tons saltpetre requested. 24
"Lapwing left Ingellee 5th December with
50 tons saltpetre 10 tons Red wood and stores.
'' Now dispatch Winchelsea Invoice Rupees
11,43,000 ...... £1,42,87 5.
'' And Duke of Dorsett Invoice Rupees 10,05,000
... £1,25,625.

22

23

Ibid, 20th February, 1744, para. 7.
Ibid, paras. 10, 11, 12.

Letter to Court, 7th December 1744, paras. 1-2 and
31st December, 1744, paras. 1-4.
24

64
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'' And at half freight on .Winchester 18 ton
cowries and 50 tons saltpetre. Turmerick refused
.. by both captains.
"Stores for St. Helena on Winchelsea 1,009-8-6
Duke of Dorset 1,236-9-0." 25
(5) Towards the close of l7 45 and the begining of 1746 : "Have 1oaden per Scarborough Rs. 9,51,900.
Also 585 bags of saltpet.re and 12 bags cowries
at the low freight.
And for St. Helena current Rupe~s 794-2-9.
On the Royal George have Loaden rupees
9,30,500.
Also 456 bales r:;altpetre at Low Freight.
For St. Helena stores 820-10.
Sent 5 planks per each sawed in half.
The captains refused surplus Rice for St.
Helena.'' 26

25

Ibid, dated 9th F'ohruary, 1745, paras. 12, 20, 27-31.

26

Letter to Court, 22nd February, 1746, paras. 33-41.

APPENDIX B.
THE EAST INDIA COMPANY' 8 TRADE.

" 1. To the first, viz., whether t'he Firman
granted a right to trade in all articles custom free?

In the affirmative ..................... Ten voices.
In the negative, with respect to the inland
trade ..................... Two.
2. To the second, viz., whether any customs
should be paid on some articles ?
In the affirmative ........................ Seven.
In the negative ........................... Five.
3. To the third, viz., whether the Company's
Dustuck should be granted for inland trade?
In tbe affirmative ....................... Nine.
In the neg:=ttive ........................... Two.
Major Adams, silent.
4. The fourth question, being altered by the
determination of the second, stands thus:As it is determined, that duties shall be allowed
on certain articles, whether certificates shall be
granted to those who pay that duty, but are not
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Company's servants? and it being accordingly
put, the sum of the opinions stands as follow :In the affirmative. Messrs. Hay, Cartier,
Amyat and the President.-Four voices.
In the negative. Messrs. Watts, Marriot,
Johnstone, Hastings, Billers and Batson.-Six
voices.
Majors Carnac and Adams, silent.
5r.1 To the fifth and sixth questions, viz.,

whether the English Gomasthas should be subject
to the control of the officers of the Government ?
and how disputes between them should be settled?
The opinion of all the Board, excepting Mr.
Hastings, imports, that the English Gomasthas
shall not be under any actual control of the officers
of the country government, but be restrained by
such regulations as may be laid down."
(Consultations, 1st March, 1763.)

APPENDIX C.
PRICES OF ARTICLES.

(I) " The import warehouse-keeper delivers in
his account of goods sold by retail in August.

Particulars, viz. : Y.

Broad cloth, fine.
do. ordinary

Do.

44-2

10-8

Perpets, ordinary

1-4

White flannel

C. Rs.

As.

P.

6

0

23 10

0

275

1

1

6

11

12

6

0

Aliapeen

9-8

19 0

0

Velvets

8

77

4

9

Broad cloth, fine in pieces

48 pieces 3, 933

0

0

24

1,200

()

0

31

868

0

0

19 0

0

do.

Do.

ordinary yellow

Perpets, fine scarlet
Do.

ordinary green

1
Total

6,428 12 3 "

(Consultations, 25th September, 1752.)
(II) Broad cloth by retail

98-8

681

11

0

Ditto aurara by retail

5-12

19

6

4

Ditto ordinary

38-8

88 14

0

do.
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Yds.

Velvets

by retail

C. Rs.

As

P.

11-14

99

lB

0

5

12

0

'fricre

do.

3-0

Brocade

do.

3-12

84

5

0

Perpets, Broad

21·14

27

5

6

Scarlet dussil

12-0

60

0

0

Perpots, ordinary

4-1

3

8

8

All a peen

15-0

30

0

0

Flann ell

23-4

20

2

5

34

0

0

1,242

11

9

866 15

6

Duroys in PS. 4
Broad cloth, fine, in PS. 15
Do.

ordinary, in PS. 18

Perpots, ordinary in P. I.

19

0

0

3,290

9

9"

2

0

(Consultat-ions, 18th January, 1753.)
"Broad-cloth, fine, by retail 70-12
Broad-cloth, ordinary

575

6 0

5-8

12

Velvets

150-14

1,300 11

Brocade

0-8

20

0 0

Broad Perpets, fine

8-0

16

0

0

Broad ditto, ordinary

37-0

46

4

0

Flannel, by retail

17-10

20

5

3

FTieze

2-8

5 10

9
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(IV)

12-0

Perpets, fine

P.

As.

C. Rs.

18

0

0

Duroys, 3 Prs.

48 0 0

Carpets, I

65' 0

254

Broad cloth, fine, 4 prs.

0

8

0

15 0"

2,381

(Fort William Consultations, 5tb Feh., 1753.)
" Broad-cloth, fine

22.

8.

166 3 6

ordinary 6

Ditto
All a peen

7

White flannel

3.
\

40.

Velvet

Broad-cloth super-fine 55 pieces
Ditto

ordinary

13 8

0

14

0

0

3

6

0

348 7 6
5,197

8

0

5

do.

250

0

0

Broad perfect, fine

1

do.

50

0

0

Perpets, fine cloth

·1

do.

334 .0

0

Flannel shawls

3

do.

Carpets, small

9

do.

25 8 0
90 0 0

------C. Rs. 6,632
8

6"

(Fort William Consultations, 30th October, 1752.)
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CoNTEMPORARY BEN6-ALI LITERATURE.

(A) Bh~ratacandra's Granthava.JJ.:-Bharatacandra occupies an important place in the history
of Bengali Literature and his works are full of
many valuable incidental references regarding the
social, economic and political conditions of Bengal
during the mid-eighteenth century. He was born
about the year 1712 A. D. in the village called
l?iieQ.o-Vasantapur in the Hugli district and died
in 1760 A.D.; thus he is a contemporary authority
for our period. He was well-read in Sanskrit and
Persian and was for several years the court-poet
of Maharaja Kp:n,1acandra of Nadia on a monthly
allowance of Rs. 40 ; and thus being connected
with court-circles he was acquainted with many
contemporary political movements also.
(B) Ramaprasada Sena's Granthlivali.-Like
Bharatacandra, Ramaprasada was a contemporary Bengali poet; he was born somewhere
between 1718 and 1723, in the village Kumarhatta
J
near Halisahar and died in 1775 A.D. In his
writings also we :find valuable incidental references
to the facts of contemporary social and economic
life. He was acquainted with Maharaja K:r~Qa
candra of Nadia and with several other rich men
living near about Calcutta, but being rather of a
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religious turn of mind he did not care much about
worldly prosperity.
(C) Tirthamaizgala by Vijayarama
SenaVisarada. It is a contemporary book of travels
in Bengali of much historical value. We know
from internal evidences in the book, that it was
completed in 1177 B.S. (1770 A.D.). A MS. copy
written by the author himself four months after
its completion has been edited by Srijut Nagendranath Vasu and published by the Vangiya
Sahitya Pari~ad, Calcutta. The author Vijayarama joined KnQ,acandra Gho~ala on a pilgrimage
in the year 17 69 to the holy places of Northern
India and he has given very valuable descriptions
regarding the routes followed and the places visited
by them. The descriptions being accurate are oi
much importance for a student of history. Kr~l)a
candra Ghof;lala was the elder brother of Gokulacandra Gho~?ala, who was the Company's dewan
from 27th January, 1767, to 26th December,
1769.
(D) ]}i1:ale8vara's
Sivayana, written about
17 50 A.D. Here also we find important references to the facts of social and economic history of
thetime. The writer lived under the patronage of
Raja Yasovanta Singh of Karl)agaqa in Midnapur
in a village named Ayodhyabarh, in the same
area.
(E) Harilila by Jayanarayal)a Sena. Jayanarayal)a was a poet of East Bengal, being
__

.,.......,,,,..,_"~'"'-'"-~~--==---~···=·=-'~=-

~
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a relative of Raja Rajballabh of Dacca, and he
was a contemporary of Bharatacandra and
Ramaprasada Sena.
He compo,;ed ' Haril'ila'
in collaboration with his ,niece Anandamayi in
the year 1772. This work being an important
literary production of Bengal during the mid~
eighteenth century contains many valuable information about contemporary conditions of
life in the country. It has been recently pub~
lished by the University of Calcutta.
(~.,) 1\'I.ahara~trapura,I}a by Gangarama (published in the Vangiya Sa hi tya Pari~ad Pa trika, 1313
B.S., Part IV). It is a highly valuable piece of
historical writing, the surviving manuscript of
which was completed on Saturday, 14th Pouf?, 1158
B.S. (December, 1751 A.D.). Gangarama was an
eye-witness of the J\llaratha ravages in Bengal ;
he supplies us with many valuable details ragarding these.
(G) Samasera Gajira Pnuthi.-Samasera Gaji
was a contemporary of Nawab Allahvardi of Bengal.
The writer of this tract was Gaji's friend and he
refers carefully in his work to many contemporary
historical facts. This work was published sometime ago in Chittagong.
"
(H) BhaviitL'imangala by GanganarayaQ.a. An
important Bengali manuscript of mid-eighteenth
century containing references to contemporary
social life. It has been preserved in the Ratan
Library, Suri, Birbhum.
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(I) B?'hatsaravali by Radhamadhava Gho!ila,
written during the middle of the eighteenth
century. It is a v~ :work _h~ving_.fi.y.e.
parts. Srijut Sivaratan Mitra, the famous littera-te;;--of Birbhum, has .in his library a copy of it,
which I could utilise. The author was an inhabit~
ant of the village named Dasghara in the Bankura
District, and be refers in his work to many facts
of contemporary social life.
(J) Songs of Ramanidhi Raya (1741-1834),
popularly known as 'Nidubabu's tappa,' and also
songs of the Kaviwalas like Haru Thakur (1738~
1813), Nityananda Vairagi (17 51-1821) and
others, incidentally refer to certain features of
contemporary society.
(K) Extracts from certain contemporary works,
such as 'Devt-simhera Utpt-dana' ; 'Gandrakanta' ;
Anandamayl's "Umara Vivaha" ; Jayanatha
Gho~a's Rajopakhyana; 'Dvija Kalidasa's Kalikamangala' ; Kavijivana Maitra's 'Sivayana' ;
Narasimha Vasu's Dharmarnangala ; Adbhutacarya's Ramayar.w ; Dvija Bhava:t;~.i's Ramaya1J,a,
etc., in Dr. D. C. Sen's Typical Selections from
Old Bengali Literature, Parts I and II.
· (L) S. R. Mitra's Types of Early :Bengali
Prose (published by the University of Calcutta).
It is a collection of old prose writings in Bengali,
some of which are of much historical value.
2. PrmsiAN SouRcEs.
(A)

Seir-ul-mutakherin.

A highly important
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history of India from 1707 to 1780 with a detailed
account of the affairs in the Bengal Subah from
1738 to 1780 A.D.
The author Gulam Husain
Tabatab'ai belonged to a distinguished family of
Bengal; his grandfather, Sayyid Alimullah, and
his father Hedayet Ali Khan Bahadur Asad Jang,
held high offices in the Muslim government (imperial as well as provincial). He himself took
part in the political afiairs and military campaigns
of the time, served as a representative of Nawab
Mir Kasim with the Company in Calcutta and was
later on engaged under the Company in various
capacities (vide Asiatic Annual Register for 1801
pp. 26~27).
He was a man of good education
and was thoroughly acquainted with the history of
his time. An English translation of this work by
a French renegade to Islam, Haji Mustafa,
was published in Calcutta in 1789.
(B) Muzaffarnamah. A detailed history of
the Bengal Subah from the time of Nawab Allahvardi to 1772 A.D. when Muhammad Reza Khan,
also known as Muzaffar Jang, was deposed by the
English. The author Karam Ali states in the
preface that he belonged to the family of the Nawabs
of Bengal. He was employed under Muzaffar
Jang ; he notes that he wrote the present
work in 1186 A.H. = 1772 A.D. in order to
remove his grief due to the fate of his patron to
whom he dedicated it and after whom it was
named. A copy of this manuscript is noticed in
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Rieu, Vol. I, p. 313, one in India Office Library
Catalogue, No. 47, and another in the Catalogue of
Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal. I have utilised the copy preserved in the Oriental Public Library, Patna.
(0) Ryaz-us-salatin, written in 1786-87 by
Gulam Husain Salim of Maldah at the request of
Mr. George U dni who had employed him as his
Munshi. It is something like a compilation and
is therefore less valuable than the two independent
histories noted above.
An English translation
of this work has been published by the Asiatic
Society of Bengal.
(D) Tarikh-i-Bangala by Salimullah. This
is a history of Bengal from 1107 A.H. to the death
The author
of Allahvardi Khan (1169 A.H.).
states that he wrote this work by order of Henry
Vansittart, Governor of Bengal from 1760-1764
(vide Rieu, Vol. I, p. 312). An incomplete and
rather incorrect translation of it was published
(1788 A. D.) by Francis Gladwin in Calcutta
under the title of 'A Narrative of the Transactions
in Bengal.' A copy of this manuscript is preserved
in the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
(E) Khula~at-ut-Tawarikh by Kalya:n Singh.
The second bab (part) of this work contains a
detailed account of the events of Bengal from the
accession of Mir Kasim to the nawabship of Bengal
(1760) till the time of the author's deposition from
the Deputy-Governorship of Bihar (1783 A.D.).
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The work though completed in 1227 A.H. = 1812
A.D. is valuable in the sense that the author's
father Shitab Ray was Deputy-Governor of Bihar
(1765-1770) and the author himself took active
parts in many of the political events of the time.
A copy of this manuscript is preserved in the
Oriental Public Library, Patna ; vide also Rieu,
Vol. I, p. 313.
(F) Waqai-i-Fath Bangala or Waqai-i-Mahabat Jang by Muhammad Wafa. Manuscript No.
1776 in the Oriental Public Library, Patna. A
very important and interesting work, which gives
an account of the events which took place
immediately before and after the accession of
Mahabat J ang Allahvardi to the throne of Bengal
brought down to 1161 A.H. = 1748 A.D. From
internal evidences in the book we gather that the
author, a panegyrist of Allahvardi, dedicated the
work to biro. The State Library of His Highness
the Nawab of Rampur contains a copy of this work
and we have got a transcript of it through the
kindness of His Highness the Chief Minister of
that State.
(F 1) Ahwal-i-Ali-Wirdi-Khan (as mentioned
in ' Descriptive Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts'
published by A. S. B., Bibliotheca India Work
No. 248) or Tirikhi Mahabat Jang (British
Museum Additional MS. No. 27316, Rieu, Vol. I,
pp. 311-12). This work gives a, very valuable
and detailed description about the history of the
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Bengal Subah during the mid~eighteenth century!
especially about the administration of Allahvardi.
I have consulted a copy of it preserved in the
Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ; this
copy is rather defective as it lacks the first and
the last few pages. The name of the author has
not been disclosed anywhere in the book ; but
it is clear from his personal references in several
places (f. 8 ; f. 12 of our copy) that he was connected with the political affairs of Bengal since the
time of Sarhraz Khan. He writes in one place (f.
42) that he had to suspend the work of completing (first 4 folios had been apparently written
before) this book till 1177 A.H. (1763 A.D.). He
accompanied Mir Kasim to Allahabad where his
father died and he himself fell ill ; but he resumed the work of writing out the remaining portion
during the third quarter of the month of Shahan
1177 A.H. when it was completed. The author
is modest enough to crave the indulgence of the
reader for inaccuracies or exaggerations. Mr. J.
Hindley has ascribed the authorship of the work
to Yusuf Ali Khan (a), son of Gulam Ali Khan,
an intimate friend of Mahabat Jang Allahvardi ;
there are of course strong grounds in favour of
this opinion. Gulam Husain, the author of the
Seir-ul-rnutakherin, writes that (b) he describes the
(a) Rieu, Vol. I, pp. 311-12.
(b) Vol. I, PV· 388 (English Translation, Cambay Eqn.)
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sufferings of the N a wab' s troops in their journey
from Burdwan to Katwah on the authority of a
contemporary memoir writer, Yusuf Ali Khan.
It is found that the description that Gulam Husain
has included in his work is exactly similar to .that
given in this manuscript (fs. 34-05). Further,
this work seems to have been the principal authority of Gulam Husain for his account of the
Maratha invasions of Bengal and also of the
Afghan rebellions. The author gives us many new
faets and dates as well which are not mentioned
by any other contemporary writer. Late Sir H.
Elliot, K.C.B., had a copy of Tarikh-Ali-WardiKhan (c) i.e., a copy of this manuscript.
(G) Sagarfnarna-i- Wilyat by Itsamuddin, son
of Tajuddin, an inhabitant of Kasba in paragana
Piiacnar in Nadia district (Bengal). r:rhe work is
an account of a voyage from Calcutta to London
undertaken by the author in the ship of Captain
Swinton in the year 1766 with the object of
carrying a letter of representation regarding the
Dewani from Emperor Shah Alam II to the
then King of England. The author who had a
long official career in Bengal and Delhi, spent
two years and nine months in his journey to
England but returned unsuccessful in his mission
for reasons which he has narrated in an interesting way. I have utilised the copy preserved
(c) Jo1;1rnal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, ,1854,, p. 248.
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in an old W akf Library of Dewan Nasir Ali
of Kujhua in the district of Saran through the
help of my friend Prof. Sayyid Hasan Askari,
M.A., B.L. It had been presented as one of our
exhibits before the Indian Historical Records
Commission at Patna in December, 1930.
(H) Bayan-i- Waqai by Khwaja Abdul Karim,
who accompanied Nadir Shah and travelled in
India, Persia, Arabia and Ceylon, between 1151
and 1156 A. H. (1738-43 A. D.). This manuscript also was obtained by me from the Kujhua
\Vakf Library and was presented before the
Indian Historical Records Commission, December, 1930. An incomplete Engligh translation
of it is preserved in the Imperial Library,
Calcutta.
(J) Hadiqat-ul-Aqualim by Murtaza Husayan
known as Allah Yar U smani Balgrami (manuscript No. 637 in the Oriental Public Library).
This is an extensive geographical work containing
detailed historical, biographical and literary information.
The author, who was born at
Balgram in1719 A.D., writes in the preface that in
1729 A D. he entered into the service of Mubarizul-inulk, · the Subhadar of Gujrat and till 1773
served successively in the courts of Sadat Ali and
Safdar Jang of Oudh, Mir Kasim Khan, Nazim
of Bengal, and Ahmad Khan Bangash of Farru¥kabad. In 1776 A.D. he was introduced to
Captain Jonathan Scott, who employed him as on~
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of his munshis and requested him to write this
work. This work was lithographed in Lucknow
in 1879 A.D. Vide, Elliot, History of India, Vol.
VIII, pp. 180-83.
3. Records of the E. I. C. containing a vast
mass of data for a correct Social and Economic
history of Bengal from the middle of the 18th
century onwards. These have appeared to me to
be the most valuable of all the. sources cousulted
for this thesis.
(A) Unpublished : (i) Letters to the Court

of Directors from
Bengal Nos. 10-14 (17 40-48 A. D.), (ii) Nawab
of Bengal, 175.2. mxtract of a letter from Robert
Clive dealing with certain monetary transactions,
cases of death among the Company's civil servants,
the necessity of beating the Nawab of Bengal, etc.,
(iii) B,ecords of Public Department ; these include
Consultations, General Letters to and from the
Court of Directors and various other papers and
correspondence, (iv) Letters from the Court of
Directors, 1740-G4, (v) Bengal Secret Consultations, 1760-65.
(B) Published :-(i) Rev. J. Long, Selections
from unpublished Records of the Government of
India, (ii) S. C. Hill, Bengal in 1756-57, Vols.
I, II, III. (Indian Records Series), (iii) Bengal
and Madras Papers, Vols. II, III (Government of
India Publication), (iv) Midnapur and Chittagon9
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District Records (Bengal Secretariat Press
Publication), (v) Original papers relating to the
disturbances in Bengal from 1759-63, Vols. I, II,
published in London in 1765 A. D. (Imperial
I.. ibrary, Calcutta), (vi) W. K. Firminger, Fifth
Report, Vols. I, II, III, (vii) Select Committee's
Proceedings in the year 1758 edited by W. K.
Firminger (Bengal Secretariat Press Publication),
(viii) Calendar of Persian Correspondence, Vol.
II, and (ix) S. 0" Hill, An abstract of the Early
Records of the Foreign Department, Part I, 17 5662 (published by the Imperial Record Department, Calcutta, 1901), (x) Wheeler, Early Records
of British India, (xi) A letter from certain gentlemen of the Council at Bengal, to the Hon'ble
the Secret Committee for affairs of the Hon'ble
Limited Company of Merchants of England
trading to the East Indies containing reasons
·against the revolution in favour of Cossim Ali
Khan, which was brought about by Governor
Vansittart soon after his arrival in that province,
London, 1764, (xii) Diaries of three Surgeons of
Patna, 1763, edited by W. K. Firminger, 1909,
(xiii) Letters relating to East India Company,
1754 (Imperial Library, Calcutta), (xi11) The East
India Examiner Nos. 1-9, 11, London, 1766,
(xv) Indian Records, with a commercial view of
the n~lations between the British Government and
the Nawab Nazims of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa,
J_~ondon, 1870.
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4. Works of contemporary European writers
··and travellers
(histories,
travels, memous,
, etc.):-

'-(a) Orine, History of the Military Tr~nsactions
of the British Nat ion in I ndostan, Vol. II .
. (b) Capt. Cope, A New HistMy of the East
Indies, London, 1758.
(c) Stavorinus, Voyage to the

East Indies,

(1768-1771), Vols. I, II, III.

Voyage from England to
· India in the year 1754. London, 1773.
(e) Indian Tracts by John Zephaniah Holwell
(d) Edward Ives'

London, 177 4.

Interesting H islorical
Events 1·clat,in(J io the Provinces of Bengal and f,he
EmrYire of Indostan, 3 parts.
""-g) Vansittart's Narrative, Vols. I, II, III.
London, 1766.
(h) Verelst, A View of the Rise, Progress and
Present State of Lhe Eng·lish Government in Bengal.
(f) J.

Z.

Hoi well,

London, 1772.
(i) Bolts, Considerations

on Indian

Affairs,

London, 1772.
(j) Reflections on the Present Commotions m

Bengal.

London, 1764.

(k) Pattullo, An Essay upon the cultivation of
the Lands, and improvements of the Revenues of
Bengal. London, 1772.
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(l) Scrafton, Reflections on the Government of
Indostan. London, 1763.
(m) Scrafton, Observations on Vansittart' s

N aTrative.
(n) Parker, The History of the War in India,

between SeTajdowlah, Nawab of Bengal, and the
English. With an account of the customs and
manneTs of the inhabitants of India. London,
1789.
.
(o) Abbe de Guyon, A New History of the East
Indies, 2 vols. London, 17 57.
(p) Renne!, Description of Roads in Beng'al and
Bihar. London, 1778.
(q) Rennel's Journals (Asiatic Society of
Bengal, 1910). Edited by T. D. LaTouche.
(r) Abbe Raynal, A Ph·ilosophical and Political
History of the Settlements and Trade of Europeans
in the East and West Indies. 6 vols. 1782
edition.
(s) Rennel, Memoir of the Map of Hindostan.
London, 1788.
(t) Lieut.-Col. Alexander Dow, Hindostan
(translated fraiL) Origin a i Persian with dissertations of Dow), 1768.
(t.a) Stewart's History of Bengal.
(u) Craufurd, Sketches chiefly relating to the

history, religion, learning and manners of the
Hindoos. London, 1790.
(v) Gonsidemtions on the present state of the
East India Company's affairs: by a person, now,
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and for a long time past, interested in them.
London, 1764.
.~
(w) Grose, Voyage to the East Indies, Vols. I
and II. London, 1772.
(x) A J:Presh Complaint lately exhibited to the
states of Holland and West-Friezland by the
Dutch East India Company against the servants
of the English East India Company in Bengal.
London, 1762.
(y) Pacts relating to the Treaty of Commerce
concluded by Governor Vam:;ittart with the Nabob
of Bengal, etc. T_jondon, 1764.
(z) The Memoirs of Gentil published by Sir
Evan Cotton in Proceedings of the Indian Ristorical Records Commission. December 1927.
(zi) 21he Journals of Archibald Swinton (published in Bengal: Past and Present, JanuaryJune, 1926).
(zii) Voyage of H.M.S. Harmich to India in
1745-1749 (published m Bengal: Past and
Present, April-June, 1933).
5. Secondary Works:(A) English (i) H. T. Colebroke, Remarks
on the Husbandry and internal Commerce of
Bengal, Calcutta, 1806; (ii) A Descriptive and
Historical account of the cotton manufacture of
Dacca. By a former Resident of Dacca. London,
1851; (iii) Busteed, Echoes from Old Calcutta ;
(iv) W. H. Carey, The Good Old Days of the
Honourable John Company, 3 vols. Simla, 1882;
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(v) R. C. Dutt, India under Early British Rule;
(v~) J. C. Sinha, Economic Annals of Bengal ;
(vii) Hamilton, Trade Relations ; (viii) Walsh,
History of Mu,rshidabad; (ix) Sir George C. M.
Birdwood, The Industrial Arts of India, London,
1800; (x) William Milburn, Oriental Commerce,
2 vols. London, 1873, (xi) Robert Montgomery
Martin, The History, antiquities, topography and
statistics of Eastern India, etc., London, 1838 ;
(xii) By the same author, 'Fhe Indian Empire,
London, 1858-61; (xiii) Ward, History of the
Hindoos, 3 vols., Serampore, 1818; (xiv) Nagendra
Nath Ghosa, Memoirs of Maharaja Nabkissan,
Calcutta, 1901; (xv) Rameschandra Dutt, The
Literature of Bengal. Calcutta, 1877; revised
edition in London, 1895; (xv'i) Mill, History of
British India, vols. 3 and 4; (xvii) Auber, Rise
and Progress of the British Power in India, 2 vols.
London, 1837; (xviii) Henry Beveridge, A Comprehensive History of India, 3 vols. Edinburgh
and London, 1858-1862; (xix) Captain Arthur
Broome, History of the Rise and Progress of the
Bengal Army, Vol. I, Calcutta, 1850; (xx) Asiatic
Researches, Vols. 1-20, Calcutta, 1788-1836;
(xxi) Edward Thornton, The History of the
British Empire in India, 6 vols., London, 1841.
(B) Bengali :-(i) K~ifisavainsiivaticarita; (i.a)
Rajibalocana, Kr~nacandracarita ; (ii) Srihattera
Itibrtta by Acbyuta Charan Cbowdbry ; (iii) K P.
Bandopadbyaya,
Nababi Am:alera Bangalilra
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Itihasa; (iv) Nikhil Nath Roy, Mu,rshidabad Kahini;
(v) Kailash Chandra Sinha, 'l'ripuriira Itihiisa;
('vi) D. C. Sen, BMtgal>hii§ii o Siihitya.
6.

Magazines and Journals:-

(A) English :-Bengal :

Past and Present;
Galcui:t(L Review; Journals and Proceedings of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal; Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society; Bihar and Orissa Research Society's
Journals; Modern Revicto.
(B) Bengali :-Navyabharata; Sahitya; Praviisi;
Basumat~ ; Bharatavar§a; Vangiya Siihitya Pari§ad
Patrika; Bicitra.
7.
(A)
(B)
(C)

Maps:Rennel's Map of Rindostan.
Maps in Lhe District Gazetteers.
Government of India Survey Maps.

8. (A) Hobson-Jobson.
(B) Wilson,

Terms.

Glossary

of

Anglo-Indian

INDEX
A

rise in the prices of,
464.
Abbe de Guoyn, on sugar, Agriculture, Section III, 432
441n.
place of, in economic
life, 440
Abbe Raynal, 368n
Dow on, 440
Abdul Karim, 98n
Orme on, 440, 441
Abhimunyu Samanta Simha,
area under cultivation,
1<5-16.
Abyssinia, slaves of, 497
440n.
as affected by MaraAdam, W., survey of educathas,
Portuguese
tion, 6.
and Mugs, 450.
Adampur, 446
Adams, Major, 508, 509
decline of, causes, 451
Adbhutacarya,
76n, 89n,
not attended to by E.
I. Co., 451.
90n
attention of E. I. Co.
Adhivasa, 55
on, 461,
Afghans, leader of, 190
influence on the Eng- Ahalya Bai, 26
lish of the rebellion Ahwal-i-Ali-Wirdi Khan of
Yusuf Ali Khan, a note
of, 293-94.
on, 519.
Agni:;;;toma, 26
Agricultural implements, 448 Ainggrah, price of, 473
Bharatacandra
and Ain-1-Akbari, referred to,
452n.
Mahara~trapuraJ;ta
Ajodhyarama Sena, 25, 26
on, 448n.
Agricultural processes and Alamcandra, 36
Alam Khan, lOOn
practices described, 449
Agricultural products, 441, Alankara, 4
Albert, Mr., 233n
442.
Alexander, lOOn
localisation of, 442
Ali, Baquir, 273
of Rangpur, 442
Muhammad, Collector
of Purneah, 443, 444
of Dacca, 314.
of J essore, 444
description of trade
of Nadia, 446
abuses, 314-Jr5.
of Pabna, 445
adopts strong measures
of Dacca, 445
towards Co.'s serexport of, 451, 451n
vants, 323.
prices of, 463, 464
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Armenians, 228
their
complaints
against the English, 278, 283.
their refusal to compromise with the
~cfinagar, 94
English, 284-85.
/Allahvardi, 18, 19, 20, 37,
slave trade and, 498
94; 98, 99, 101, 102, 272, Arti River, paddy on the
sides of, 445.
438.
cotton production, 445
effects of his usurpation on British Co.'s Asiatic countries, disorder in
the, 259-60.
trade, 272-78.
Allapeen, price of, 509, 510, Af}maviveka, 11
511.
Assamee, oppression on them
Almonds, 470
by the Co.'s gornastas,
Aloe-wood, 452
213n, 318-19.
Alta, 85
Astrology, 4, 21, 98
· Altham, Mr. James, 251
Atara, 90
Alum, Kutub, faujdar of AurniLs, oppressions of,
Rajmahal, 323
Aunoopanian, Raja, 294
A.lwul, H3
Aurangs, 108, 139, 140, 186,
Aly Ibrahim Khan, 77n
296, 319.
Aly Verdy, soe Al!ahvax-di
starting of new, to
Amlaki, 83
meet high demands,
A.mbhi, lOOn
127.
Amidabad, 4<17n
advance to the differAmphlett, 323
ent, 131.
Amyatt, Mr., 213, 331, 508
committee formed to
A.nandamayi, 4, 25, 26, 39,
manage, 135.
85n, 87n, 514.
quantity of goods purA.nandiram, banker, 202
chased at the differAnantarama Sarma, 1, 8
ent, 136.
Andula, 15
at Buddal, 137
Annadi:imaitgala, 3, 46
at Haria}, 137
Antoon, Coja, punishment
at Maldah, 137
of, 311.
at Dhaniakhali, 138
.!ptabuddin, 96
at Khirpai, 128
Arabic, 7, 22, 23, 84
at Baranagore, 140
Aracan, 93, 244
at Haripal, 141
captives carried to, 499
at Santipur, 141
Arahara, a kind of rabi crop,
at Sonamukhi, 141
448.
increased activity of
the, 145-4t).
Arcot rupees, 206
Arithmetic, 5, 9
for putton, 140
Armenia, 259
for Gurrah, 196
Alit: Sayyid Rajab, his description of the evils and
anomalies in trade, 31516.
, Sbijr, faujdar of Jangi./pur, dismissal of, 326.

INDEX

Stavorinus' view on
the
working of,
434.
deserted
owing to
M:aratha invasions,
436, 437.
Aurangzeb, 93
Ayer Noody, 105n
Azimabad (Patna), 19, 20,
21, 23, 95.
Azimganj, products of, 446

B
Babar, lOOn
Baftas, 236
Baganbarry, 443
Bagbazar, 456
B aghai Kotal, 455
Baghdad, Basha of, 259
Biihiiduri,
see
Murdngi
wood, 453
Baharband zamindars, 443n
Baillie, Mr. William, 214
Bajra, type of boats, 435
Bakiii-Buyiili,
a kind of
paddy, 442n
Bakergunje, 228, 295
Balai-bhoga, a kind of paddy,
442n.
Balasore stone dishes and
cups, 459.
Weavers at, 467
Bali, 16
Balrumgurrhy, 467
Balycotma, 187
Bambapore, Zamindar of,
238.
Bandannoes, 189
flowered, 191
Bandorse, betel at, 445
Banians, 214, 475, 485
wages of, 479
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Bankura, cotton production
in, 448.
Barabati, 448
B arasat, 444
Barbakabad, 452n
Barbaksing, see Barbucksing
Barber; pay of, 482
Barbucksing, 448
Bargis, see Marathas
Barkandazes, 325
Barker, Mr., 212n
Barley, prices of, 448, 463,
474
Barns, see Golas
Barwell, Mr., 213, 375
Basak, Gokul, 220
Bafadara, 455
Batavia, export of wheat to,
442.
Bateese Hazary, jungles at,
4·53.
Batson, Mr., 608
Bafta, 487
Bayani-i- Waqai, a note on,
521.
Bazar(s), 454
at N a tore, 454n
at 'Govindapur, 457
at
Dee
Calcutta,
458.
See also Markets
Bearer, pay of, 482
Becher, Mr. Richard, 133,
135, 214, 482.
Bedasonga, Durgaram, 106n
Bedroom equipments, 89 ff.
Beg, Carooly, 283, 288
his mediation on behal£ of the · English!
282-89.
Hukum, 282, 288
his mediation on behalf of
English,
282-89.
Begumbazar, 456
Bihar, 21
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process of opium production at, 44n.
Behula Sundar'i, 96
Beldar Sitabdi, see Bildar
Satubdy.
Bellamy, Mr. Humphrey,
241.
Mr. Thomas, 242
Benares, 26 ·
Bengaduva, 492
Bengal, 1, 26, 30, 37, 99,
100, 104.
change of Government
in, 145.
Secret
consultations
and evidences of
oppressions of gomastas in, 146.
Bengal, articles of trade,
2<56-58.
trade
with Asiatic
countries, 256-58
political changes in,
260.
inter-provincial trade
of, 265-66.
references ~n
contemporary literature
about the manufactures, industrws and
handicrafts of, 26770; 417 ff.
causes of decline of
inter-provincial trade
of, 270-71.
places of piecegoods
manufacture
in,
419-23.
import of cotton 'llliuto,
427-29.
cotton-growing tracts
of, 429.
manufacsubsidiary
tures of, 430.
gunpowder manufacture in, 433.

boat-making in, 434
ice manufacture in,
435.
causes of economic
decline, 437, 438,
439.
effect of Mo,ratha invasions on manufacturers of, 437.
agriculture of, Sec. III,
440.
agriculture in economic
life of, 440.
advantages in agriculture of, 440.
sugar manufacture in,
441n.
agricultural products
of, 441.
typos of paddy in,4J1n
sugar production centres in, 441n.
production of wheat in,
442.
export of wheat from,
442.
decline of wheat production, 442.
decline of wheat export,
442.
Rabi crops of, 448
Orme on exports from,
451.
exports from, 451,
452.
wheat exported from,
452.
rice exported from,
452.
wheat of, competing
with Cape of Good
Hope corn, 452.
forest products of, 452
markets in, Sec. IV, 454
prices of articles in,
Sec. IV, 454
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at Sunapara, 445
effects of Maratha inat Gaurnadi, 446
vasions on, 466, 467,
leaves, at Osunpur,
468, 469.
447.
miseries of people in,
at Ohundergunj, 447
469.
at Oassidya, 446n,
famines in, 4 73
447.
plan for workers' corporate bodies in, 4130. Betel-nut at Az1mpur, 446
village
communities Bhaduri, Ramnath, Naib of
Dinajpur, 325.
in, 492.
regulations for workers' Bhii!Javata, 81n, 84n, 85n,
86u, 87n.
bodies in, 422, 4131.
Bhiigavatigitii, 12
slavery in, 492 ff.
position of slaves in, Bhagawangola market, 455n,
4156.
495.
Abbysinian slaves in, Bhagyamanta Dhupi, 8
Bharatacandra, 3, 4, 10,
495.
14, 17, 25, 36, 44, 46,
Mug depredations in,
76n, 79n, 80, 80n, Sin,
499.
84n, 85n, 86n, 90n, 96,
slaves imported into,
500.
97n.
contemporary
literaon rabi crops, 448n
on commodities of daily,
ture of, 512 ff.
use, 454n.
history of,
Persian
sources, 515 ff.
on high prices, 468
list of English books
Works of, 468
on, 522 ff.
Grantqavali of, a note
list of Bengali books
on, 512.
on, 527 ff.
Bhatpada, 15
Bengali, 4, 5, 7, 15, 27
Bhafs, 54
Bengal: Past and Present, BhaHacarya, Gopal, 239
on miseries of slaves Bhattacarya, Manohar, 239
in European families, Bhattikavyam, 3
501.
Bhavananda Majumdar, 45,
Beni Bahadur, 103, 104,
79n.
104n.
Bhaval,li, Dvija, 2
Bentinck, 6
Rani, of Natore, 26,
Berhampore, construction of
31, 36, 62, 4Hl,
£~at, 486.
456.
'~rtification, Clive on,
Bhaviil,limal,lgala, 34, 85n,
~~'487.
87n.
Besarah, 19
of Ganganarayal,la, a
Betel, cultivation of, 442
note on, 514.
at Rangpur, 443
Bhaval,lipura, 35
at Oliyapur, 443
Bhenot, 463
at Ohaldibraya, 444
Bhugolavarl,lana, 13
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Bhursut, 36
Pargana, 455n
Bhwn,ai, a kind of cloth,
455.

Bodai, 492
Bogle, Mr., on the trade of
'ribet, 268n.
Bogra, 452n
Bolwry, Sayyid Jalal, his
Bhutan, timber from mounobstructions to the Comtains of, 453.
pany's business, 325.
Bicitra, 99n
Bolts, 46
Bihar, 24
Considerations
on
Bihar, saltpetre supplies of.
Indians Affairs, 258n.
433n.
remarks of, 305
Slavery in, 500
on salt monopoly plan
Bilati, see Foreign
of Select Committee,
Bilder Satubdy, 485
354.
Bill of Exchange, 199
on cowries, 454n
Billers, Mr., 508
Bombay, 204
Binetty island, paddy at,
medium of exchange
4415.
in, 464n.
Cotton at, 445
servants in, 475, 477
Boston, Mr., 331
Rennel on, 446n
Biramdatta, 285
Boubhata, G6
Birbhum,
iron manufac- Bourbon, expedition to, 501
tories in, 433.
Bowunganj, 450
Cotton at, 448
Brahmaputra, 443
Bisdom, Mr., 377
Braja Natba Barajena, 15
Bisbnupur, Raja of, his Brego, sergeant, letter of, to
exactions from the Bngthe Governor in Calcutta,
lish, 297.
312n.
Biswas, Mohon, 201
Brhatsurl1vali
of Rudhr1Narayan, 207
. mudhava Gho~a, a note
Raghunath, 207
on, 515.
Bride, instructions to the,
Blackford,
Mr.
James,
by parents, 64-5.
no hand in choice of
244.
, grooms, 70-71.
Blacksmiths, works of, described by Ives, Craufurd Bridegroom, dress. 57
home-coming, 64
and Stavorinus, 433.
Bniik-cui/ii, a kind of paddy, Brndiivanayamalwtr~, 10
Broad cloth, price o£, 609,
442n.
510, 511.
Bi'iak-8iili, a kind of paddy,
Brocade, price of, 1'510
442n.
Boats, construction of, in Brohier, plan of repf;tyment
of wages, 486.
Bengal, 434.
defects of, 487
building industry, 434
on the value of coins,
kind of, 434
487.
Stavorinus on, 434n
Bhu~:Q.a

INDEX

Broker, abolition of the office
o£, Hl7.
Brooke, Mr., Wadham, 191,
283, 284.
negotiations with the
Nawab
for payments, 284 ff.
Brown, Mr., 213
Buchanan Hamilton, 24
Bucknall, Mr. William, 226
Buffaloes, for cultivation,
448.
Buildings, ebony used for,
452.
Bullion, 192
Bulramgurry, 143, 435
Burdwan, 1
catuspathi in, 3, 36
cotton at, 448
markets in, 454
commodities at market of, 455.
at
foreign
articles
market of, 455.
kinds o£ cloth at market of, 455.
high prices in, 468
Buriganga river, 447
Bussundri, a sugar production centre, 441n.
Busted,
on
Abyssinian
slaves, 497.
Buxeries, 283
Buxeyconnah, 105n

c
Oajan leaves, 476
Oakran lands, 484, 484n
Cakravarti,
Raghavendra,
494.
Calcutta, 25, 31, 105, 105n,
186, 282, 299, 300, 324,
444.
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markets in. 466
farming of bazars in,
457-61.
farming corrupted, 461
scarcity of grain in, 471
prices fixed at, 472
wages in, 479, 480
rise of wages in, 480
meeting of Zamindars
at, 48L
proposed maintenance
of a Register of servants in, 483, 484.
Regulations for coolies
in, 488.
Regulations for ser·
vants in, 481.
slave market in, 498
Oamara-dhali, a kind of
paddy, 441n.
Campion, Mr. Henry, 294
Canals, in the Sundarbans,
401-05.
Oandana-8alz, a kind of paddy,
441n.
Ca:t;J.dikavya, 5, SOn
Candrakanta, 84n, 86n
references in, about
Bengal's trade, 268.
Cane (sugar) fibres, as byeproducts, 441n.
Cannant Nurry, 105n
Capas, see Cotton
Cape of Good Hope, corn
trade of, 462.
Cardamom, 452
Carnac, General, 237, 382
Major, 508.
Carpets, price of, 511
Carraccioli, on the employment of roundel boys,
475 n.
Cartier, Mr., 238, 385, 508
Ciisii?tras, 448
Cassia leaf, 452
Cassidya, 448
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Cassimbazar, 50, 127, 186,
187, 188, 282, 28"1, 299,
437, 456n.
factories, for supplies,
472.
recovery of advances
to coolies, 484.
Castes, of servants, 477
division of functions,
488.
Cattle, in Purneah, 434
Catuspathis, their form and
nature, 3.
Oazir-Gatoh, 444n
Ohabdars, 478
pay of, 482.
Chaitan Das. 105 n
Chaldibraya, cocoanuts at,
444.
betels at, 444
Chanderganj, 447
Chandernagorc, 485
Chandpur, cloths of, 234,
Henne! on, 446n, 446.
Chaudree Lilmoni, 100 n
Ohanl~s, 4fi0
price of, 472n, 473
Charles Bazar, 456
Ohat-ra-sali, a kind of paddy,
442n.
Chevalier, Mr., trades in
salt, 307.
Complaint
of
the
Nawab and Hastings
against,
308-309,
315.
Chilmaree, 307, 309, 443
"China-root," 452
explained, 452 n
Chinsurah, 47
Chintz, 213
Chittagong, 93, 9'4, 90, 236, 313
letter from the Chief
and Council of, describing the tyranny of
Naw~b's officers, 320.

Ohola, a kind of rabi crop,
448.
Chowdree, 490
Ohowkey, 203, 317
on company's trade,
296
at Rangasoula, 298
abolition of, 471
Christian missionaries, 24
Chronicle, East India, on
capture of men
far
slavery, 499.
Chundermun, 316
Chunnurah, Creek, 445
Chuprah, 213n, 374
Church, Portuguese, 446n
Charu Bysack, 105n
Cinnamon, price of, 470
Clerimbault, Mr. Nicholas,
232.
Clive, 30, 237
on Berhampore fortification, 487n.
Cloths, kinds of, 455
of Dacca, 455n
of Maldah, 455n
duties on, 457
Cloves, price of, 470
Coachman, 478
pay of, 482
Cochymeda, tobacco production i_n, 442.
ganj of, 442
Cocker, 6
Cocoanut, at Chaldibraya,
444.
at Jingergatcha, 444n
Oodaly, 448
Coffee, price of, 472
Coffre boy slaves, 497
Cogmaria, 250
Coins, 463
Coins, wages paid in, 484
fluctuating value of, 487
exchange value of, 487
copper, value of, 487

INDEX

Coir, 472, 472 n
Cokenill, price of, 472
Cole, Mr., 212
maladministration of,
370.
Celinda, 246
cultivation of cotton,
447.
manufacture of cloth,
447.
import of cotton to, 447
Collectors, abolition of the
tithe of, 471.
Colombo, position of slaves
compared to that of Bengal, 495n.
Comer, Eastern, 445 ; see
Mathabhanga.
Comere, see Mathabhanga
Comic ballads, 8
Commodities, at markets,
454,
of daily consumption,
454, 454u, 455.
at Burdwan market,
455.
foreign, at Burdwan
market, 455.
of luxury, 454, 455
duties levied on, 457
exported and imported,
459, 460.
types of, 461
prices of, 463, 464
scarcity of, 467, 468
rising prices of, 470
prices of, 472, 509, 610,
511.

prices fixed, 472, 473
Communications, land and
water, 387-416.
through river creeks,
396-400.
Dow on facilities of,
408-09.

postal, 413-16.
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Company (English), sorting
of the goods of the, 10809.
defects in sorting, 110-11
stricb control over its
merchants by the,
123-24.
quarrels of Sirajuddowla
and the, 142-43.
increased prestige of
the, 1415, 304.
accounts of, 188 ff.
exclusive trade in Asiaa
tic countries, 264
complaint to the Naib
Faujdar
by
the
vaktis of, 298.
retaliatory measures of
the people of the,
298-m).
asserts its
superior
rights, 299-301.
abuse of dastaks by
the servants of the,
301-03.
investments of the,
306, 502 ff.
increased illegal trade
and abuses by servants of, 310.
the Nawab's complaint
to the Governor of,
17-18.
Mir
Kasim's
order
about the trade of,
326.
regulation of imports
and exports and internal trade of the
Co. bv Mir Kasim and
Vansittart, 327-29.
advantages in the trade
of, 329-30.
conflicts
between
Nawab's
officers
and, 331-32.
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Dustucks of, 333
Factors of the Co. and
their oppression, 346-

Conucopola, 475
Contemporary literature, on
education, 3.
47.
Cooks, 478
establishments
of
pay of, 482
monopoly of . salt, Coolies, wages of, 479
betelnut and tobacco,
rewarded, 485, 485n
advance payments to,
354-59.
·quarrel of the Dutch
485.
and the English at
importation of, 485
method
of paying
Patna, 368-69.
wages, 485.
troubles of the English,
abuses of, 486
371-72.
at
Fort
William,
contract with Omichand for the pur486.
Regulations for, 488
chase of saltpetre,
evening musters of,
381-82.
488, 489.
obtains absolute con·
payments of, 489
trol over saltpetre
trade in Bihar, 385.
sheds for, 489
servants of the, responIves on, 490
scarcity of, 489, 490
sibility for economic
decline, 438.
often
unpaid,
by
zamindars, 489.
competition between
Copper, 459
different ones, 469.
price of, 472
remission of duties of.
coins, value of, 487
471.
proposed maintenance Coreegaum, 309
of a Register of Corn, markets of, 456
servants by, 483, Cossajura, 228
doreas, 228
484.
regulation
of,
for
goods, 118
Cotch, 460
servants, 481.
for coolies, 488
price of, 470
cooly shades construct- Cotton, 186
price of, 186
ed by,489.
list of expenditure,
bales o£, 187
import into Bengal,
497.
on cases of unlawful
427-428.
slavery, 480, 500,
industries, 436
decline of. 436
501.
influence of Maratha
See also East India
Company.
invasions on, 436·
Compidore, servants, 475
37.
functions and pay of, Cotton, cultivation of, 442
ltt Mahes:punda, 444
477.
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grown on sides of Arti
disagreement of the
river, 445
President and Hastings, 337-38.
cultivation in Dacca,
4415.
opinion of the Direcin J afarganj, 443
tors on the conduct
of the members of,
in Binetty island,
340-41.
446.
instructions to the
in Dacca district,
447.
Patna Factors, 345at Celinda and Chander46 .•
gunj, 447.
regulates internal trade
of Co.'s agents, 350import of, to Celinda,
447.
51.
allows its servants to
production of, in Birbhum, 448.
trade in salt on a
nominal duty, 352in Burdwan, 448
153.
in Bankura, 448
letter from Court of
price of, 472
Directors, 433.
Council at Calcutta, formuLetter from Cassimlate new terms of investbazar, 437.
ments, 121-22.
Letter to Court of Digives instruction to
rectors, 451.
the English Factors,
on Govindaram's guilt,
123.
462.
maintains strict control
on effects of Maratha
over the subordiinvasions, 466.
nate factories', 124on rise of prices, 466,
26.
467.
Council in Calcutta, changes
on remission of duties,
the method of invest467.
ment, 128-31.
remission of customs
despatches Lt. John
by, 471.
Harding to protect
methods adopted fur
English boats, 295.
relieving distress by,
remarks on the conduct
471.
of English traders
on recovery of advances
at Silhet, 313.
to coolies, 485.
members guided by
on copper coins, 487
self-interest,
33132.
plan for workers' cor·
porate bodies, 490.
denounces the agreement of the Nawab, Court of Directors, 196,
300.
332-33.
opinion on the new
its resolution on the
method of investabolition of duties,
ment, 131-.34.
337.
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orders the formation of
a supervising comD
mittee to regulate
and control factory Dacaia, a kind of cloth, 455
Dacca, 7, 80. 88n, 305, 446n,
servants, 133-35.
447, 4G2n.
its view of the action
troubles of the factors
of the Nawab
and
of, 14H-44.
Calcutta Council, 339
Deputy nawab of, 291l
instructions
to the
behaviour of the EngCouncil, 349-50.
lish factors at, 313.
rejects the monopoly
complaints of the facplan of Select Committee, 366-67.
tory at, 320.
position of, in manuon the saltpetre confacture of Muslims,
tract with Omichand,
423-27.
383.
economic decline of, 439
on gun manufacture,
433.
agricultural products,
445, 446.
Court of Zamindary, 481
cloths of, 4•55n
Court in, M., 144
competition
among
Oowdung, as manure, 44,9
different companies
Cowries, price of, 2fi0
at, 469.
as medium of exchange,
factory
calleq
for
460,
403,
463n,
further suplies, 472
464n.
rate of exchange of, Diidhyatalw Bhakti, 16
Dadni, 112, 113, 114, 116...
464n.
119, 123.
wages paid in, 472 484
money, 188
Craufurd, on blacksmiths,
contract, 294
etc., 433.
merchants, 300
on primary education, 5
Dafadars, 488
on Sati, 47, 51
on dress, 76n, 81, Sln, Dak, 414
runners, 41<1, 416
87n.
Orutchpurdars (servants), 478, Dalals, 112, 233, 234, 319
method of investment
pay of, 482.
through, 114, 115.
Oruttenden, on Govindaram
hindrance to the Co.'s
Mittra's guilt, 461, 462.
trade by dalals, 115.
Oua,83,90
of the factory o£ IshaCultivation, area
under,
nabad, 319.
440n.
imprisonment of the
Curoy Bissas, 105n
dalals o£ Shengunje,
Customs duties, remission of,
324.
471.
Dammer, 460
masters, 471
price of, 472, 472n
question of, 507
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· Dewani, 24, 104
Damra, 433
Dharmamailgala, 18, 188n
Daniidiirs, piece of, 189
Dh1'ieri-jhumkii, 86
Dancing girls, 94, 94n
Dhunya, 442n
Danff,is, 216
Dhw:;tura, 442n
Daroga, Shahbunder, 307
Diaram Bose, 805n
Diirvangi, 442n
Dinajpur, English Gomastas
Das, Chaithon. 105n
at, 325.
Das, liamcharan, 320
Dobbries, Mr., establishment
Dasmas(J, rupees, 196
of factorjes by, 347-48
Dastaks, 295, 507
oppressions of, 347-48
abuse of, 301-303
appointment o{ peons Dobhapara Bazar, 456
Documents
relating
to
to carry, 306.
slavery, 492, 493, 494.
efforts to check the
abuse of, 306-07. Doordaneh Begum, 37
317, 321, 323, 327-28. Dooreas, 227
condemnation of the Doosooties, price of, 191
abuse of, by Directors Dow, 29, 238
339-40.
on agriculture, 440
Co.'s servants to trade Hindoostan of. referred to,
440n.
with bona-fide ones,
349.
on area under cultivation, 440n.
Dastud, 486
Dates, price of, 472
Dowry, 71
Doycally, 446
Datta, Durgaram, 105n
Kishanchand, 231
Drabbe, Mr. 371
Lakshmikanta, 231
agrees to supply saltpetre
Loknatha, 7
to the English, 372,
373.
Daud-ali khan, 19
Daulat khan, lOOn
proposes to purchase
Davy, Sergeant Damy, 234
saltpetre from DeepDawson, Mr., 225, 292. 299
chand, 374.
Drake, 105n, 466, 486
Deepcband, 213, 370
purchase of saltpetre by Draviqa, scholars from, at
English and Dutch
Burdwan catuspa~hi, 3.
Dress, 75-91
from, 373-74.
Dellos, see Diiliils.
of the middle class, 75
Demav boy (servants), 475
of the rich, 75
Hindusthani, 71
functions and pay of, 477
ceremonial, 78-79
Deocha, see Dyoucha
dressing rooms, 79,
Darwan, 47'5
of scholars, 79
functions and pay of, 477
o£ women, 80 ff.
Devanandapura, 17
Devayiini Upiikhyiina, 7
Drugs, exported from Ben·
gal, 451n.
nevi Sir.hha, 37
Dry nurses, 478
Dewanganj, 443
1
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Dubash, 475
Dudhro-raja, a kind of paddy,
441n.
Dulob Lucky, 105n
Dulpatray, 298
Durga-bhoga, a kind of
paddy, 44ln.
Durlabhram, complaint of,
against
gomastas
in
Silhet, 316.
Dussehra (Dasaharil), 290
Dutch Bast India Company,
48, 49.
imports of, 77n
advantages of,
over
English, 262.
Competition with English, 262.
Supply of goods by
English Co.'s servants, 302.
Quarrel over saltpetre
trade, 368-69, 371.
Supply of saltpetre to
English, 372-73.
Directorate at Hugli,
agrees to buy saltpetre from Deepchand, 373-74.
Duties on market commodities, 457, 458.
rate of, on market commodities, 457,4158.
on exports, 457
at Sutanati market,
457.
Holwell on rates of,
457n.
on imported and exported commodities,
459.
kinds of, 458, 459
on sugar, wheat, wax
and tobacco, 460.
things and shops on
which levied, 461.

remission of, 465, 467,
471.
Hol well on remission
of, 4u,5n.
Hise of prices due to,
465, 466.
imposition of heavy,
469.
question of, 507
Dvija Bhavfmanda, 7
Dvija BhavaJ;J.i, 2, 84n
Dvija Vamsivadana, Manasamangala of, 434n.
Dyoucha, 433

E

Earrings, 86
East India Company, 103,
104, 106.
intervention aggravates
economic decline,439.
neglect of agriculture,
451.
takes interest in agriculture, 451.
exports
agricultural
products, 451.
method of farming, 461
records of, a note on,
522.
See also Company
Ebony, 452
Economic
decline,
of
Bengal, 438, 439.
a sequel to political
disorders, 439.
aggravated by E. I.
Co., 439.
of Dacca, Rennel on,
439.
life of Bengal, place of
agriculture in, 440.
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Education, ideas and institutions, 1-28.
depending on private
initiative and encouragement, 1-3.
stages in the educational career of a
Sanskrit scholar, 3-4.
primary, 15-7
widespread, 7-9
Sanskrit and Bengali
MSS. on, 9-13.
indirect cause o£, 13
important centres of,
14-16.
Prevalence of European
languages, 24-25.
Female
(education),
25-28.
Edward I ves, 24
Egypt, 259
Ekada8'ibrata, 52
Elambazar, 210
Elephant teeth, price of, 472
Ellis, Mr., describes the tyranny of the Nawab's
ofilcers, 319.
seizes officers of the
Nawab, 331-32.
English, 30, 100, lOOn, 102n,
103, 104, 104n.
trade of the, in the
Hugli river, 292.
Companies, competition with, 469.
Englishmen, in slave trade,
498.
Ensign, English, 195
Muir, 205
Europe, 188
iron from, 4 73
European, Companies, rivals
of the English in saltpetre
trade, 368-69.
languages, 24
powers, 99

Exchange, medium of, 463
value of coins, 487
Exports, of Bengal, 256
of agricultural products, Mil, 452.
articles of, 451n
Exports, Stavorinus on, 451n
Orme on, 451n
of Drugs, 451n
duties on, 457, 459,
460.

F
Factories, of the Dutch, 107
of the French, 107
of the English, 108
English, and their investments, 107-64.
history of the important ones, 186-255
at Cassimbazar, 186,
211.
at Patna, 211-26
at Dacca, 226-38
at Santipur, 238-39
at Jugdea, 239-49, 281
at Balasore, 249-55
at Bulrumgurry, 24955.
subordinate
English
ones, 332-33.
at Surul, 448
Fiil, 448
Famine, of 1751, 466
Faridpur, 444, 464
Farming, of Gunje, 467n
of Sutanati, 468n
of Calcutta Bazars,
468, 459.
methods of, corrupted,
461.
Govindaram
Mitra
and, 461, 462.
Farrukhsiyar, firman of, 224
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Fatechand, 188
Feake, Mr., 229
Female Education, 25-2o
a private concern, 28
Feringybazar, 447
Ferzuna, 95
Firman, of 1716-17, 223, 321
interpreted wrongly by
Council in Calcutta,
340.
opinion o£ the Court of
Directors on, 340-41.
true meaning and signi~
flcance, 341-42.
application o£, to the
Co.'s internal trade,
349.
extent of grants by,
507.
Fish, 458
Flannel, white, price of, 509,
510, 511.
shawls, price of, 511
Fleurin, M., intervention of,
in favour of English
factors at Dacca, 144-45.
Floods, 466
Flowers, used in hair-dressing, 83.
Foods, scarcity of, 468
in Calcutta, 471
supply of, to workers,
480.
Foreign, articles at Burdwan
market, 4·55.
merchants, 45:5, 466
competition amongst,
469.
Forest, product, 452, 453
at Sarkar Bazuha, 452
at Marang and Bateese
Hazary, 453.
Forster, Mr . .Tohn, 187
Fort, St. David, 200
St. George, 195
at Berhampore, 486

William, coolies at, 486
withdrawing of coolies
from, 487.
Frankincense, 473
Frankland, Mr., 135
William, 481
French, he1p the English
factors at Dacca, 144.
in Bengal, 191n
supply of goods under
English dastaks to,
302.
rivalry with English in
saltpetre trade, 37071.
French, competition with,
469, 292, 299.
Fresindi, sugar production
centre, 441n.
Frieze, price of, 510
Fruits, cultivation of, 441,
452
Fulta, 104n
Futwah, 456n
plunder o£ tho Marathas at, 372
G
Gadasi:rhha, 11
Gaji, 97
Gandha-malati, a kind of
paddy, 441n
Gangadasa, 10
Gangadasa-gita, 10
Gangadasa Sena, 7
Ganganaraya~a. 34, 84n
Bhavm;timangala of, a
note on, 514.
Gangarama, 107
Tagore, 104n
on the effects of Maratha invasions, 467.
Maharastrapura~a of, a
note on, 514.

INDEX

Ganges, 95, 446 n
cultivation on
the
sides of, 445.
Ganj, of Cocbymeda, 442
Giinja, 467
Gasthola Bazar, 457
Gaull, 473
Gauri-kiijal, a kind of paddy,
441 n
Gaurinadi, betels at, 446
Rennel on, 446n
Gaya, 90
Gaya-bati, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Gazipur, 323
Gems, 455
Gentoo, 470
Georgia, 259
George III, 24
German, 292
Ghiiguris, 81
Ghanarama, 88 n
Gharajiimiitiis, 67
Ghee, 456
price of, 464, 4 74
Ghosa, Ramaprasada, 231
Ghose,
Vadancandra,
2,
11.
Gulam Husain, a note on
Seir-ul-Mutakharin
of,
515, 516.
Ghulam Husain Salim, a
note on Ryaz-us-salati·n
of, 517.
Ginger, 460
Ginghams, 254
Girdii, 89
Glossary,
Wilson's, 126 n,
200n.
Goddard, Mr., 214
Godowns, 191
Golas, 485
Gold thread, 473
Gomastas (Co.'s), 105, 105 n,
]26, 127, 136, 141, 188,
30[), 310-13, 314-15.
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oppressions of the, 146
of Fatehchand, 188
imprisonment of the
English, 296.
frauds of the, 306
insolent behaviour of
the g.'s at Dacca,
312.13.
their practice of barjii,
and kichaunt, 314.
tyranny of Nawab's
officers over, 319.
killing of Mr. Gray's,
326.
increase of the oppressions of the Co.'s,
343.
Mir Jafar's ·efforts to
control the Engli~h,.
344-45.
unlawful proceedings
of the Co.'s, 346-47.
Khwaja Wajid's, 38081.
blame on, 438
responsibility for economic decline of the,
438.
control of English, 507
Gondalpaga, 15
Gones Bose, 105 n
Gopiila-bhoga, a kind of
paddy, 441 n.
Gopala Nyayi.iJankara, 14
Gopalpur. See Bandorse.
Goraghat, 441 n
Gordon, Mr., 217
Govindapur, hazar in, 457
Govindram, 105 n
Grain, markets of, 456
customs duty on, 456
scarcity of, 471.
Grain, cultivation of, 444
duties on, 460.
Grammar, 3
Grand Jury, on distress of
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Halsey, Mr., 188
Halud-gnuqii, a kind of
paddy, 441 n
Hamidulla, 93, 96
Hamilton,
Capt. Robert,
299.
Hampton, Mr. Charles, 240
Harakcband, 381
Haralwli, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Harding, Lt. John, 295
Harideva Tarkalankara, 26
Hariliiii, 5, 25, 84 n, 85 n,
86n.
of Jay ani'irayana, a note
on, 513.
Harirama Tarkasiddhanta,
14.
H ari8ankara, 441 n
Harivamsa, 8
Harry-wench, 478
Hastings,
Mr.
Warren,
against abuses in English
trade, 307.
complaint of, against
Chevalier, 309.
on
the conduct
of
Nawab's
officers,
H22 n.
H
settlement
with Mir
Kasim, 327-29.
Habbaspur, 445
upholds Mir Kasim's
action, 337-38, 508.
Habiganj, 446 n
Hadiqat-ul-Aqalim, on spices, Hati-nad, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
441 n.
a not,e on, 521
Hati·piinjar, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Hait Beg, 19
Hati Vidyalankar, 26, 27
Hair-dressing, 182
use of f1 owers in, 83
Hatkhola Bazar, 456
Haji, Ahq1ad, 38, 218
Hay, Mr., 508
Bediuddin, 21
Hazarimal, Babu, 471
Mustafa, 21, 77, 85 n
advance of money by,
472.
.
on ice manufacture,
4315.
Heath, Mr., 123, 251
Hajiganj, 444, 446
Jiigher Hindu EduG&tion,
JiajirU.h!lttee, 294;
q~4 •.

people due to scarcity
of food, 471.
Grant, Captain, 111:5 n, 238
Granthavali,
of Bharatacandra, a note on, 512.
of Ramaprasi'ida, a note
on, 512.
Grass-cutters, 478
pay of, 482
Gray, Mr. George, 311
Grooms, 478
Grose, Voyage to the Eas·t
Indies, 226 n, 368 n.
Gum Arabic, 473
Gumley, Mr. John, 226
Gunje, 457
duties levied at, 457
income from, 457 n
Gunpowder, mauufacture of,
433.
Gunnies, duties on, 460
Gurgoree, 445
Gu.rrahs, 119, 141, 180, 187
become rare, 437.
Gu.yii-thu.pi, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Guyon, Abbe de, 422 n, 427

INDEX

Hill, S. C., 107 n
Hind\, 15
Hin.dostan, of Dow, referred
i;i'"to, 440 n.
•'"lli:tJ.dJ,4Jiigher education, and
its stages, 3-4.
relations wi:t;l.:l Muhamma,gans, 92-~06.

ar!~o£!XJ1ti.':ino~.:tOO.n,
10~ 1 .,,.J.~4<~,oJ.QJ'i,:o

.

Hinduism,
assimilative
power of, 92.
Hindusthan, 20
Hir!i Malini, 45
H nici, a kind of paddy, 441 n
Hobson-Jobson, on China
root, 300 n, 452 n.
Holi, 94, 95
Holwell, 38, 133, 142, 226, 481
on the decline of manufactures, 437.
on market commodities, 447.
on rates of duties. 457
on income from Gunje,
457 n.
·
on farming, 46i
Govindaram
Mitra,
accused by, 4£\1.
on remission of duties,
435 n.
Honey, 460
Howitt, Mr., 485
Hugli, 18, 456
appearance of Acton
and Mills with warships in the, 292.
Hummurns, 227
Hurrikissen Tagore, 105 n
Hurtall, 472 n, 473
Huyghens, Mr., 213 n

I
Ibrahim Lodi, 106 n
Icchamati River, 447
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Ice, manufacture of, 435
Haji Mustafa on, 435
natural, at Rajmahal,
435.
India, gunpowder manufacture in, 433.
Indian servants, habits of,
478-79.
Indigo,
cultivation
at
Maldah, 448.
Ryaz-us-salatin
on,
448n.
Indore, 26
Industries, decline of Bengal,
438.
Ingeley, 473
Invasions, Maratha, 466
effects of, 466, 467
(See also Maratha
invasions.)
Investments, 502 ff
Impey, Sir Elija, 432
Imports of musk, gold and
woolens, 452.
duties on, 460, 469
remission of duties on,
471.
of coolies, 485
,Iran, distinguished men
from, 20-21.
Iron, manufactories of, 433
forges wrought
at
Doucha, 438.
minel:l wrought
at
Damra, 433.
at Kistanagar, 433
forges at Mysara, 433
ore, brought from
Mullarpur, 433.
duties on, 458
price of, 470, 473
Irrigation, system of, 449
Ishanabad, 319
Islam, influence of, on
Hindu society, 92.
Islamabad, 238
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Itsamuddin, 24
Sagarfnama-i- Wilyat,
a note on, 520.
Ives, Voyage, 433
on blacksmiths and
silversmiths, 433.
on aurangs, 434
on servants, 475
on employment of
roundel boys, 476 n.
on habits of Indian
servants, 478-79.
on tailors, 482
on coolies, 490

J"eminder, 490, 491, 492
(See also Zamindar.)
J essore, pepper cultivation
in, 444.
agricultural products of,
444.
cultivation of gram in,
444.
Rennel on, 444
tanks in, 444
Jeykill, Mr., 146
Jhinga-8ali, a kind of paddy,
442n.
Jingergatcha, cultivation in,
444.
J
Jivarama Vacaspati, 14
John N agore, 457
Jackson, Mr., 217
Johnson, Mr., 482 n
Jacobs, Lt., 370
Johnstone, Mr., 508
J afargunj, 30, 102
Joint family, position of
cotton and paddy at, 445
women in a Hindu, 30, 42.
JaganniUha-bhoga, a kind of Jouldary, 459, 460
paddy, 442 n.
Jowal, 448
J agat Seth, 30, 102
J ow-bazary, 458
Jalanghi, referred to in
income from, 459 n
Rennel, 435 n, 444.
J alara;hgi, a kind of paddy,
K
442n.
Kf1gram, 210
Kahan, 4n8
Jalpaiguri, 453
Jamadars, 478
Kalia, a kind of paddy, 441 n
pay of, 482
Ralidasa, 10
Jamai-li'iqu, a kind of paddy, Kaliganj, 466 n
paddy fields in, 443
442n.
Kiilikirtana, of Ramaprasada,
Jamalganj, 456
Jamdanies, 227
3.
Kalinda, a kind of paddy, 441 n
Jamil Dilaram, 96
Kalmi-latii, a kind of paddy,
Japan-wood, 473
441 n.
Jata-8al!, a kind of paddy,
K.alyan Singh, 103
442 n.
Khulasat-ut Tawiiril~h
Jayacandra, of Noakhali, 2
of, a note on, 517.
• J ayadurga Caudhura:t;ti, 37
Kamadeva Sarma, 10, 11
J aynagara, 15
Jayanaraya.qa, 4, 25, 84 n, Kamodagarimii, a kind of
paddy, 441 n.
85 n, 88 n.
Sen, H arilila of, a note Kanaka-cuqii, a kind of
paddy, 441 n.
on, 513.

INDEX

Kfiacipura, 17
Knaaull, 80
Kanika, Raja of, his detention of Co.'s goods and
merchants, 294.
Kiinsamiis, 4 78
pay of, 482
Kan~ha-malii, 87, 89
Kapota-Kanthika, a kind of
paddy, 441.
Karam Ali,
a note on
Muzzaffarnamah of, 616.
Kar]Javedha, 53
Kartika, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Kashmir, rice and wheat
exported to, 451.
musk, gold and woolens
exchanged from, 462.
scholars from, at
Kasi,
Burdwan Catuspati, 3.
KMi-phul, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Kaste, 448
Kasturi, 83
Ka~aki, a kind of paddy, 441 n
Kavibhli~?a:t;~.a, Ruparama, 26
Kaviraj, Ramjiban, 296 n
Kayakacchas, a kind of
paddy, 441 n.
Kayasthas, Kulinism among,
71-72.

Kazi Gulam Muzzaffer, 20
Kebalram, 275, 285
Keir, Mr., 363
Kelsall, Mr. Henry, 251
negotiations with the
Nawab for propitiating him by payment,
285-87.

on Maratha invasions,
438.
Kelekanu, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Kemp, Mr., 373
Khan, Asgar Ali, 322
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J asarat, 143
Meee Abdulram, 254
Mir SherAli, Faujdar
of Purneah, complaim to, regarding
obstruction of the
Co.'s gom.astas, 320.
Reza, Mr., 238
Nowazish Muhammad,
282.
Sayyid Ahmad, 276
Khayer-8ali, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Khidm.utgars, 478, 482
Khejur-thupi, a kind of
paddy, 441 n.
Khesari, a kind of Rabi crop,
448.
Khoskhan, type of boats,
434.
Khuliil}at-ut-Tawiirikh, 103 n,
104 n.
anote on, 517.
Khunii,80
Khwaja Abdul Karim, a note
on Bayan-i-liV aqai of, 521.
Kirticandra, of Burdwan, 26
Kiriteswari, 95
Kissmisses, price of, 473
Kniisiir'i.s, 455
Knoar-bhoga, 441 n
K1'i.oiir-ptm:z,im.li, 441 n
Koran, used by Hindus, 94,
96.
Kotwals, 462
Koyally, 458
income from, 459 n
Kri~J1Ja-8ali, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Kriyiiyogasiira, o£ Anantarama, 1, 8.
Krsnacandracarita, 106 n
Kr~~acandra, of Nadia, 2, 3,
4, 14, 52, 512.
Kri?Dadeva Vidyavagisa, 26
Kri?Qananda Vacaspati, 14
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Krsna Sirhha, 15
K~~roacandra, 36, 94
K?ema-gangajala, a kind of
paddy, 441 n.
K~itisauam~aval'icarita,
52,
75 n, 80 n, 89 n.
on Gahan lands, 484 n
Kulin, 26
Kulinism, 71
Kumar, see Mathabhanga
Kumarhatta, 15
Kumarasambhavam, 3
Kumkuma, 83
Kundala, 86
Kussenudah,
tbe
Co.'s
gonwsla, 210, 30G.
Kusuma~ali, a kind of paddy
441n.
Kyirut-conah, 95 n
Kyretchand, Raja, 18

L

price of, 473
Letter (s), of Court
of
Directors on saltpetre
supply, 433.
to Court on silk industries, 437, 437n, 4B8.
of Council in Calcutta
on agricultural products, 451.
of Court. on regulation
of weights, 462 n.
of Govindram Mitra
on rise of prices,
464 n.
of Council in Calcutta
on rise of prices, 466.
of Mr. Mcguire on
Balasore
weavers,
467.
to the Court of Directors, a note on, 522 .
.Leycester, Mr., 237
License, for trade and em·
ployment, 4fl1, 492.
Literature, contemporary, 3
on Maratha invasions,
467.
vernacular, 4-5
I.Jocalisation of agricultural
products, 442.
Logic, 4, 14
Long's Selections, referred
to, 464 n.
Lothwood, price of, 470
Luckipur, 247, 320, 446, 472
Luckya River, 447
Luckypur, 442, 446 n
Luricule, 446 n
Lushington, 323
Luxury, articles of, 90-91
in toilet, 90
in food, 90-m

Labour, Section V, 475-501
increase in demands
for, 4·80.
terms of employment,
481.
rates of wages, 482
unpaid, 489
plan for corporate bodies
of, 490.
regulations for corporate bodies, 491, 492.
Lac, 460
price of, 470
Lagnapatra, 54
Laksrp,i-priya, a kind of
paddy. 442 n.
Lakt;~mindra, 94
Lang, Captain, case of, 500
Langal, 442 n.
Lau-sali, a kind of paddy
442 n.
M
Laylamajnu, 33
Lead, 460
Mace, 470, 473
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Miili, pay of, 482
Madagascar, 24
Manasa, 94
Madhava Bha~a, 17, 77
Manasamangala,. 94
Madhi, 45
on ship- building, 434 n
Madhusildana Napita, 8
Mandala (same as Mundells)
Madras, 473
Mandalghap, 17
servants in, 475, 477
Man~:linB"ham, Mr. Charles,
M iiqua, 448
133, 135.
Magana Thakur, 93
on Govindarama Mitra's
Mahab hiigavatapu.l'iitJa, 12
guilt, 461, 462.
Mahiirl7;~tr~PY:Tii1Ja, on rabi
Mansirhha, 45
crops, 448 n.
on effects of Maratha Mansurganj, 95
Manufacture of gunpowder,
invasion, 450 n.
a note on, 514
433.
of iron, 433
Mahespunda, cotton and
of ice, 435
paddy at, 444.
influence of Maratha
Mahmed-arif, Maulavi, 19
invasions on, 436, 438.
Mahmud Sud dock, 105 n
causes of decline, 437,
Mahomed ellVIedoo Bed Ali,
438, 439.
21.
Manufactures, responsibility
Mahtabchand, banker, 229
of Co.'s gomastas and
Mai, 448
servants for the decline
Maidserva,nt, pay of, 482
of, 438.
Maimansingh, 452 n
of s'ugar, 441 n
Majbi Kayet, 7
Stavorinus on, 441 n
Majilapura, 15
process, 441 n
Majkura, 492, 493
of cloth, 447
Makhmala, 456
of coir rope, 472 n
Maktabs, 23
Manure, use of, 449
Mala, 87
M apleloft, 25
Malabat', pepper, 263
Marathas, 101, 102
Malacola, 435 n
invasions, 192, 293
Malay, Bengal's trade with,
obstruction to English
257.
trade, 372.
Malda, Oossaes, 249
invasions, influences on
English merchants and
manufactures, 4313·
gomastas at, 282.
38.
factory at, 128, 136,
influences on. silk
311.
manufactures, 437.
complaint of English
influences on cotton
merchants at, 294.
manufactures, 437.
aldah, indigo cultivation
effect on agriculture,
at, 448.
450.
ildai, a kind of cloth,
Mahiiriil}~rapurih,;ta on,
455.
450 n.
dive, 250
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increase of prices due
to ravages of, 465, 468.
effects of the invasions
of, 466, 467.
invaaiana, contemporary literature on,
467, 520.
Maratbi, 15
Market(s), in Bengal, 454
IUimaprasada on, 454
commodities in, 454
departments of, 455
at different places, 456,
456 n.
for grain, 450
Vijayarama on, 455,
455 n, 4t6.
ut Bowanganj, Jamalganj and other places, 456.
at Hajmahal, Kaliganj,
Futwah.
Oassimbazar, Nadla, Cutwah, 456 n.
for ghee, 4156
in Calcutta, 456, 457
duties levied at, 457, 458
at Sutanati, 457
farming of, 457, 458,
4·59, 460.
variety of commodities
sold and shops opened, 461.
regulation of, 462
regulation of weights
and measures, 462 n.
(See also Bazars.)
Marriage, laws and customs,
53-'f4.
party, 57
celebration of, 58
Women's rites in, 58-

second, 69
early marriage not always observed in
case
of
Kulin's
daughter, 73.
Marriott, Mr., 508
Martin, Colonel, his manufactory of guns at Lucknow, 432.
Masalchi, see Demar
Maskalai, 448
Masu-ri, 448
Matara, 448
Match-makers, 53
Mathabhanga, 444 n, 445 n
Mauritius, expedition
to,

501.
Miiyatimiracandrildi, 4
Mayor's court, 188
Mayurpankh'i, 434
Mcguire, Mr., 254 ;
on Balasore weavers, 467.
Measures and weights, regulation of, 462.
Mechanics, skill and workmanship of, 433.
Ives and Craufard on,
433.
Medicine, 22
Medium,
of
instruction,
Sanskrit, 3.
of exchange, 463
Meer Madan, 102
Maghna, 446n, 447
Meliinibharas, 65
Merchants, foreign, 455
competition
among
466, 469.
Midnapur, 102, 228
Miran, 310
Mi saul, 215
'1!if'l'·''-'"•"'im, see Mirkasim
61.
.~.J,~·!il"'·''t}Q,"~'11,1:~ w~ n, l
processions and fire-''
103 n, 104 n; 298.
works in, 63 f.
his general sanad
early ones general, QS-69
17157, 304

INDEX

his

igst!!ll.ation

as

N.awab MJ.d treaty
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Monopoly, evils of the Co.'s,
2&5, 309.
in salt, etc., establish- ·
ment of, 354-59.
arrangements of shares
in salt, etc., 359-60.
effects of the, 361-65
Moodys (grocers), 281
Moog, 448
Moors, 303
teas, 484

with Ep.glish, 343.
reversal of the policy of
Mir ;K.asim by, 343.
representations to the
Co. for trade regulations, 344-45~
Mir Kasim, 20, 98, 103, 104,
104 ;n.
·
fl,ccession and ciondition of trade, 310. J\..
·"ltil1.9~
on the grievances of
ughals, 22$
English traders, 325.
complaints of, against
letter to the President, ..' ·
the English, 278.
.
i''Mugt;~ 1 .... f'0§rY!lges of, !l>ffect .
326.
defeat and expulsion
agrwulture, 450.
from Bengal, 343.
and slave trade, 498
on dearness of grain,
carrying of peoples by,
472 n.
499.
Mir Mahmed, 19
practice
regarding
Mir Mahmed Alim, 19
slaves, 499.
Mir Md. Kassim Khan, 104n Muhammad Bazar, 433
Mir Rustam Ali, 19
Muhammad Ghori, 100 n
Mir Sher Ally, 311
Wafs., a note on
Mirzamoez mooseir Khan,
W aqai-i"Fath Banga19.
la of, 518.
viMuhall1!6\fl,da,:p.s... -relations
Mitra, Kasiram, 214
Ramdev, 105-06, 106 n
willi, 92-106, 95.
Shvam. 220
harmonious, 92-l19
Sookdev, 106n
.
bitter, m:uo6
S. R., 97 n
Mukherji, Hridiram, 239
a note on Types of Mullarpur, Purganah, 433
Early Bengali Prose, Mulmuls, 227
515. ·
•Mundells, 490
Mitra, Govindaram, 461
M urang, 454
.M urangi Wood, 453
accused, 461
on floods, 466
'Murshidabad, 20, 94, 95 n,
. 285, 300, 352, 456.
Mobaganj, 443
Mohanlal, 102
./
price of articles at, 463
Mondy Bazar, 457
464;
'
Monghyr, 20
.
Murs.hid. Ku.li~. 37.> ~Q, 100,
Mir Kasim and Vans1273, 438.
ttart meet at, 327.
Murtali, 210
manufacture of guns Mur.taza Hussayan, a note on
!).t, 431-32,
l:(gdiqat-ul-Aqalim of, 521.
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Musalchi, pay of, 482
Muscat, Coja, 316
Music, among women, 38-39
instruments, 39
Hindu, 98
Mustafa, Haji, on the ad van.tages of the English over
the native traders, 329-.
30.•:

on manufacturers of
guns in Bengal, 43132.
Mustapha Khan, HlO
Mustard seed, cultivation of,
444.
Mutchullcas, 227, 281, 320
Mutlubgunje, removal of the
J ugdea factory to, 246.
Muzaffar Ali Khan, 20
Muzaffarnamah, 94 n, 95 n
a note on, 5Hi.
Mysara, iron forges at, 433

1

N
Nttba Kissen, 104 n
Nadia, 2, 299, 456 n
Tols of, 3, 12, 14, 80
pepper cultivation in,
. 444.
Kr~?J}.acandra of, 512
Nainsooks, 227
Naifiadha, 7
Naiyayikas, 14
Nala-Damayanti, 8
Nala-Jaumha, 86
Nandanasalt, a kind of paddy,
442n.
Nannur. ·210
Napita, Madhusudana, 8
Narasi:rhha Vasu, 18
Narendranarayal}.a Raya, 36
Narsingb, 21.7
Nasjpur, 27

Nassyr, Maul:avi, J9
Nath, 85,.89

Natore, 26
Nattour, hazar in, 454 n
Nav.akrf;ll}.B, Raja of Sobba·
bazar, 18, 27, 104 .
Nawab, 468
Nawabganj, 446
Neamat Uttak, 231
Negrais, 480
coolies sent to, 484
Nellegreen Hill, 467
New Bazar, 456
Niagonga, 446 n
Nian Mullick, 105 n
'Nicholl, Lt., 395
Nidhu Babu, 24
~applii of, 515
Nilgiri, 467
Nilmony, 105 n
Nimai Sen. 206
Nissanka Rai, Ri'u;li, 27
Nityiinanda Vairilgi, songs
of, 515.
Noakbali, 2
Nuptial ties, sanetity of, 56
N>D,puras, 86
Nurses, pay of, 482
Nutm~g. price of, 470, 473

0
Oil, prices of, 464, 465, 474
Oliapour, 443 n
Ohnorra, ::!54
Olyapour, 443
Omichand, 212, 370, 371
contracts wit-h
the
English to ·deliver
saltpetre, 281•82.
proposes to take one
third of Co. 'a investments, 120,

iNDEX
saltpetr~, 368
Opium, eultiv~tion of, 444
process of production
of, 444n.
Oranges, 452
Orissa, a centre of education
and culture, 15-16, 27, 37.
Oriya, Vernacular literature,
15.
Orme, 101, 101 n; 103 n; 304
description of· oppression by the- English
Company's servants,
305, 417,18.
00° agriculture, .440
on rice, 440
on spices, 441
on sugar, 441
on: exports, .448 · n'
OriJas, Sf
Ornaments, use of, by men; 77
by women, 85 ff
on nose;86·
on earl'!, 86
on arms, 86
head. 86
feet, 86.87
fingetF and neck, 87-88
Ostend Company, 273
Osunpur, betel-leaves at, 447
OxAn, for cmltivation; 448
1

Pabna; 452n
Pabna, agricultural products
of, 445.
Padakalpataru, 98 U·
Paddy, cultivation in Bengal,
441.
t)'lpE's of paddy, 441 n:,
442 n.
fieldR in Ra:ngpur 442,
443;
. in PurneaH, 443

fields, 444
at Mahespunda, 444
at Nadia, 445
at Pabna; on Arti
Rivetsides,
at
Binetty
island,
445.
at Dacca, at Colinda,
447.
at Suri, 448
Padma; river, 437
PadmapurZi7Ja, 8;
Padmiivat, 93
Paira-rasa, a kind of paddy,
442 n.
Palanquin-boys, 475
functions and pays of;
477.
Palit., Rajaram, 106 n
Palwarii, a' type of boats, 465
Piincways,a type of boats, 435
Paradesi, a kind of paddy,
441 n.
Parmananda, 24!7Parwanah, 226,
of the N awab Allah·
vardi, to· Governor
Barwell, 278, 290.
of the N awab Allahvaooi,. in favour of
the English, 293.
of'Mir Kasim, to H.aja
Nobet Roy, 335 n.
Pasii, 86
Pasuli, 87
Pathans, 228
Patb,asiilii, in every village, 5
system of education in,
5-7.
Patna, 192 n, 323
chief of, 326
Council's instructions
to the factors of,
345-46, 352~
Centre of trade' ib cloth,
opiu!lil; and!salf4jef1.re .
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Saltpetre trade of the Phoenix, feathers, 77
Picars, 233, 325
English at, 368-85.
the Dutch send salt- Pipiijii-vanka, a kind of
paddy, 442 n.
petre from, 375.
order of abolition of Pirates, Mug, 450
Portuguese, 450
saltpetre factory at,
Pistacha nat, 473
378-79.
flower, 473
Patsa-bhoga, a kind of paddy,
442 n.
Plantain trees, 468
Pattie, Mr., 212
Plassey, battle of, and increased investment of
Paftu, a kind of cloth, 455
English Company, 145Pattullo, 418
on effects of pushing
46.
English victory at, 210
up of rents, 451.
commercial effects of,
Patulia, 12
260.
Payagrama, 26
trade abuses, 304-56,
·Pay, of servants, 475
438.
fixed, 482
Playdell, Mr. Charles Stafrates of, 482
ford, 143, 244.
Pearks, Mr., 226
Plough, 448
Pearls, 455
Pnaijora, 87
PeQ.o, 36
Pegu-wax, 473
Pnaca-nara, 87
Peons, 475
Pnuthi, Samsera Giijira, a
functions and pays of,
note on, 514.
Poddars, 281
477, 480.
Pepper, cultivation, in differ- Poetry, 27
ent places, 444.
Police Inspectors, see Kotprice of, 473
wal.
Perpets, 509, 510, 511
Polygamy, 72
Perry, Lieut., case of, 591
Ponjelli, market at, 456
. Persia, salt from, 473
Popular tales, 8
Persian, 7, 24
Portuguese Church at Lunknowledge of, a practicule, 446 n.
cal necessity, 19.
ravage of, agriculture
education, 16-24
affected, 450.
patrons of, 19
and slave trade, 498
centres of, 20
Pravanatha
Nyayapaftcastandard of, 21-24
nana, 14.
institutions and methods Premakala, 16
of, 21-24.
Prematarangini, 16 .
Persian Gulf, commerce of President, of Calcutta Counmerchants with, 261.
cil, 187.
Philippine islands, trade with
efforts at compromise
~Bengal, 257.
between Nawab and,
. . 327.,
PhilosophY., 4, 14! 15
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of Bombay,

Council,

202.
Prices, 455, 465

regulations of, 462
of commodities, 463
of rice, wheat, barley,
4133.

of oil, ghee, 464
at Murshidabad, 464
• rise of prices (wheat,
oil,
ghee,
rice),

pepper, 444
mustard seed, 444
Rennel on, 444
cattle, 544
opium, 444
ebony found in, 452
Putney, 129, 138, 200, 207
Puttan, 227
Q

464.

factors enhancing, 465
Bharatacandra referred to, for, 468.
gradual rising of, 470
standard, fixed, 472
of articles, 474, 509,
510, 511.
.
of slaves, 492, 493,
494, 499.

of Abyssinian

R

Rabi crops, cultivation of,
441.

slaves,

497.

Prithviraj, 100 n
Private initiative, in education, 1, 2.
Proeeedings, referred to, for
prices, 470.
for Brohier's plan,
486 n.

Prosody, 10
Pulses, in Purneah, 443
Pun, 468
Punarvia, 69
Punarak, 221
Purneah, 453,
the faujdar of, 320
his
reply
to the
English complaints,
321 n, 326.
agricultural products
of, 443, 444.
paddy and pulses in,
443.

wheat cultivation in,

M9!4M!!l

Quick silver, price of, 473

referred to in contemporary literature, 448.
Radha, 93
Radhamadhava Gho~a, a
note on Brhatsaravali of,
515.

Raghavendra Raja, 8
Raghuvamsam, 3
Ragoowitra, 105 n
Rai Durlabh, 102
Rai Sadhoram, 103, 104
Raisins, price of, 470, 473
Rajabary, 446, 446 n
Rajakisora Mukhopadhaya,

3.
Rajanagara, 26
Rajballabh,. e.xaction
of,
from the English and the
French, 295.
Rajmahal, 323
faujdar of, 323
natural ice at, 435
ice manufacture at,
435.
m~rJ,ret

at1 456 l1
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Rajnagore, 446 n
Ranga-soula, skirmish between the people and
Rajshahi, Zilladar of, 322,
452 n.
Co.'s troops at·, 298.
najvallabha, 26, 52, 88 n
Rangpur, products, 442
paddy fields in, 443
Rajivalocana, 106 n
Ra:maballabha VidyavagiSU., . .
opium cultivation, 4<14
14.
•'Ra¢ Bbava:Q.~ •.. 26,. 31, B5,
Ra:macandra Munsi, 17•, 18
52~456.
Raroadasa, 15, 16
Rani Nissanka Rai, 27
Rannie, David, on abuse of
Raroagati Sena, 4, 26
dastalis, 303.
Ra:magopala Sarvabhau:ma,
Rao Balaji, 370
14.
Rasavati, 16
Riimananda Vacaspati, 14
Rattan, 473
RaroaniirayaQ, 77 n, 102
Ray, Kaisoo, imprisonment
Ramanil:rt"tyaQa Gopa, 7
o£ Co.'s servants by, 322.
Ra~p.riidhi, 24
·/'' a note on songs of, Records of the E. I. Co., a
,,}''
515
note on, 522 .
. Ru:m~;~.pJ;~s\i.da Se,na•. 3,... 4, 17, Red lead, 473
25, 40, 45, 75 n, 76 n, Regulations, for coolies, 488
for servants, 481
79 n, 85 n, 86 n, 89 n,
for workers' corporate
go n, 455 n.
bodies, 491-92.
on markets, 454
on commodities, 454, Religious songs, 8
Remuneration for writing
455.
books, 2.
on
unpaid labour,
Renne], 211 n, 826 n, 387 n,
489 n.
390 'ti., . 391:; 393, 401,
a note on Granthavali
432.
of, i512.
on Birbhum'iron manuRa:marudra Vidy anidhi, 115
facture, 433.
Rama8ali, 442 n
Journals of, 433· n,
Ra:ma Simha·Rai, 79 n
435 D.
R.rtroaytu;1a, 2
on economic decline of
Raroe8vara, l, 4
Dacca, 439;.
Sivayana of, on kinds
on Purneab, 444
of paddy, 442 n.
on wheat cultivation,
on agricultural im444.
plements, 448;
on J essore,. 444
on cultivation
and
on eugar, 444 n
fieldworks, 449.
on Binetty island and
a note on. 513
otbel'! places, 446 n,
Ramnaut Colly, 249'
447.n.
Ramr.am. Singh, 102.
on cottonrproduction at
Ramaratana,, 12
Golinda1•.447 n.
Rarosantose, 105 n
on bazars1. 4!54 n
Ranga·mete; 442:n.
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on Nattour (Natore),
454n.
Rents, Mr. Pattullo on, 451
Revenue, from sale .of slaves,
499.
Ram Chand Pandit, 50
Hice, cultivation, referred to
by Orme, 440.
price of, referred to by
Orme, 441.
Rice, export of, 451
duties on, 457
prices of, 463, 470, 474
kinds of, 463
rise of prices, ,464, 465
remission of duties on,
465.
(See also Paddy.)
Rickard, on cowries, 464 n
Roads, network of roads
throughout Bengal, 38788.
intersecting of, 389-91
condition of, 392
postal, 893
Romals, ·189
price of, 189
Roundel boys
(servants),
475,476.
prohibition of employment o£, 476 n.
Rosewater, price of, 473
Ross, Mr., 237
Roy, Nobet, 319
Rubies, 455
Rumbold, Mr., 363
Rungpur, 37
Rupanariiyana, a kind of
paddy, 442 n.
Russel, Sir Francis, 186,
187.
Russagars, 227
Rutto Sircar, 105 n
Ryaz-us-salatin, on indigo,
cultivation, 448 n.
referred to, 452 n

on scarcity of food due
to Maratha ravages,
468.
a note on, 517

s
Sadananda, 96
Sadananda
Kavisuryabrahma, 15.
Sadhoram, 103
Sadhi, 45
Sadpur, 19
Safdar J ang,
at Patna, 2 I 1
Saffron, 454
Sagarfniimiih, 24
a note on, 520
Sahajiyii, 33, 97
Sahamat J ang, 94, 95 n
Salimullah,
a
note on
Tarikh-i-Bangala of, ;017.
Salt, pric.e of, 473
Saltpetre, 211, 311
trade in, 211
boats of the Company
laden with saltpetre
robbed by Nawab:s
officers, 323.
Saltpetre, centre of, ,at
Bihar, 368. ·
trade of the English at
. Patna, 368-86.
price of, 369-70
trouble over the delivery of, 376-77.
Deepchand engages in
private tra,de of,
377.
English co:ntra.ct with
Omichand for, 381-

82.
pressing demands from
England,
Bombay
and Madras, 383-84.
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English Co.
obtain
absolute control over,
385.
supply of, from Bihar,
433 D, 460.
Samasem Giijir Pnuthi, 7, 97,
97n.
on weights, 463 n
a note on, 514
Sanalota, river, 443
Sanat rupees, balta on, ,18
Sandal, 454
use of, 70
Sandalwood, 400
price of, 473
Sa:rikaradasa, 13, 84 n, 85 n,
86 n, 87 n, 493.
Sankara-jata,
a kind of
paddy, 442 n.
Sanldrtanas, 8
Sannyiisinzs, 27
Sanskrit, 15, 17, 24, 26, 27
learning,
important
centres of, 14, 15.
Santipur, cloth factory at,
238.
Sara, see Sela.
Sarada, 17
Siirasamgraha, }5
Sarfaraz Khan, 30, 98
Sii'ris, 189,
choppa, 189
Sarkar Bazuha, forest at,
452.
Silhat (Silhet), fruits at,
452.
Sarma, Anantarama, 8
Ratnavallabha, 494
Siitii-nara, 87
Sati, 46-52
attitude of the state
to it, 50-51.
forbidden, 51
Satyapira, 96, 96 n, 97
Saulat Jang, 94, 95 n
Saydabad, Chowkey at, 203

Sayyid Mahmed Ali,: 21
Sayyid Mir Mahmed Sedjad,
19.
Scarlet dussil, price of,
510.
Science, 21
Scott, Colonel, 100
Sru:af.ton, 22, 48, 51, 98 n,
99 n, 103 n.
the Co.'s Resident at
Murshidabad, 297,
305.
Seir-ul-mutahherin, 18, 19,
20, 21, 76 n, 85 n, 95 n,
98 n, 329.
a note on, 515, 510
Sela, 435 n
Select Committee of Bengal,
its description of the
situation in
Bengal,
348.
plan of the, on monopoly of trade, 354-60.
opinion of, on monopoly plan, 360-61.
relinquishes all inland
trade and monopoly,
367.
on manufactures of
Bengal, 417.
Sen, Dr. D. C., 7, 33, 92 n,
93, 96, 96 n.
a note on Typical Selections of, 5115.
Sen, J ayanaraya:Q.a, 88 n
Sen, Ramgati, 4
Sena, Gangadasa, 7
Serampore, 247, 445
, Servants, 475
'
classes of, 475, 478
duties of, 475
pays of, 4715
castes of, 476, 477
Ives on habits of, 478,
479.
wages fixed, 481
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terms of employment,
481.
rates of wages of, 482
register of, 483
wages after thirty years,
483 n.
wages in mofussil, 484
difference
between
slaves and, 496.
Seths, 101
Seth, J agat, 191
gives a Bill of Exchange, 375.
11ahatabchand,204
Ramkissan, 300
Ramkrishna, 205
Shah-adhem, 19
Shah Alam, 24
Shah-haider, 20
Shah Mahmed-amin, 19
Shah Mahmed-Hussain, 21
Shah Nadir, 259
Shahpara, 19
Shah~qhyzyr, 19
Shell workers, see Snakhiiris
Shems~eddin, 19
Shibganj, 456
Shipbuilding, description of,
in Manasiimangala, 434 n.
Shitab Ray, 103, 104 n
Shroffs, 191
Shyam Ba:~;ar, 456
Sicca, coins, 195
Sichterman, 48
Silhet, 313
(See also Sarkar Silhet.)
Silk, from Cassimbazar, 186
price of, 186
raw, 186
piece-goods, 187
white, 190
plunder of belonging
to the English by
Marathas, 293.
Silk, industries, 436
decline of, 436

Jl

influence of Maratha
invasions, 436, 437.
manufacture, causes of
,
decline, 437, 438.
Silver, 201
Silversmiths, work of, described by I ves, Craufurd
and Stavorinus, 433.
Singh, Makum, 224
Raja Ram, 143
Ray, 215
Turrut, 426
Singhia, 220
Birajud<lqw}il!, . 30, 94, 102,
102,JJ.. 104.
quarrels of, with the
English companies,
w~43.

protest of, against the
abuse of dastaks, 303.
Sirv-i, 96
·
Siva, 26
Sivayana, 1
of Ramesvara,on types
of paddy, 441 n, 442 n.
on agricultural implements, 448.
on cultivation and field
works, 449.
on draining of overflooded fields, 450.
a note on, 513
Slave(s), prices of, 492 ff
position of, 495 ff
difference
between
menials and, 496.
female, duties of, 496,
496 n.
treatment of, 496
duties of, 496
Abyssinian, 497
market, breeding for,
498.
trade in, 497, 498
Englishman in trade
of, 498.

!
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market

in Calcutta,

4~8.

sale of, as an item of
revenue, 499.
sale of, depicted, 499
importation of, 500 .
from Mauritius and
Bourbon expedition,
501.
condition of, in Euro·
pean families, 501.
misery of, in European
and
Anglo-Indian
families, 501.
Slavery, Sec. V, 492,-501
prevalence of, 492 ff
types of, 492, 493,
494:
instances of, 492 ff
causes of, 493 ff
voluntary i:md not
Jorced, 496
in Bihar, 500 ·
cases regarding, 500,
501
spread of, 501
Slippers, use of, 7f)
Sloop, Swallow, 232
Smith, Mr. John, 24B
Snithi, 86
Snakhii, 84
Snakhiiris, 455
Sobhabazar, 456
Sonapara, see Sunapara
Songs, of Ramanidhi, 515
' of Haru Thakur, 515
of Nityananda Vairagi,
515 ..
Soobaram Bysak, 105 n
Sookdeb Mullick, 105 n
Sorupganj, 456
Spices, Orme on, 441
6 adiqat-ul-Aqalim on~
; . 441n.
Spmning among women, 4344,.

Srihatta, 41J3
Srikrishna, banker, 202
Srutabodha, 10
Stages, in educational career
of a Sanskrit scholar, S-4.
Stavorinus, 49, 51, 75 n,
76 n, 78 n, 80 n, 88 n.
on salt monopoly, plan
of Select Committee,
364-&5, 368 n, 401.
on manufacture of
sugar, 430-31, 441 n.
voyage of, 434
on boats, 434 n, 435 n
Stavorinus. on export of
wheat, 442.
on process of opium
production, 444 n.
on exports, 451
on medium of exchange, 464 n.
on coir-rope manufacture, 472 n.
on famines, 473 n
on servants, 575
on caste functions, 478
Steel, 473
Subhankara, 6
Sudharam, 9
Sugar, Orme on, 441
Stavorinus on, 441 n
Abbe de Guyon on,
441 n. ·
production
centres,
441 n.
manufacturing process
of, 441 n.
from Cazir Gatch,
444 n.
Sugar, at Jingergatcha, 444 n
duties on, 460
Sugar candy, price of, 473
Sugarcane, cultivation of,
441.
production in Rungpur,
442.

INDEX

at Azimpu.r, 446
16
Sultansaddy, 447
Sumner, Mr. W. B., 307
Mr., 363, 362
Sunapara, 44 7
Sundara, 45, 454
Sunder Singh, Raja of
Ticary, 20 f.
Surat, 902
Suri, 433. 448
Surmat Durgaram, 106 n
Suroof
Singh
Pargana,
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Tasar, 80
Taxila, 100 n
Taylor, 126 n, 256 n
on the dressing and
packing of cloth,
113-14.
Tea, .473
TeWcherry, 263
Terrendams, 236
Theology, 21
'I'ibet, rice and wheat exported to, 451.
musk,
gold
and
448.
woolens exchanged
Surul, 448
from, 4;i2.
Sutanati, market, 457
Ticary, 90
income from, 458 n
Tilakchand, Raja of Burdmarket days at, 461
wan, 296, 485.
obstructs Co.'s busiSwarupsingh, see
Surrof
Singh.
ness, 296 n.
Syed-ahm-ullah, 20
Til-Sligari, 442 n
Syre, 300
Timber, 462, 462
Syria, 200
Tin, 473
Tirhut, scholars from, at
Burdwan Catuspa~i, 3.
Tirthamangala, of Vijaya·
T
rama, 75 n, 76 n, 79 n,
90n.
Tailors, I ves on, 482n
on ship-building, 434 n
wages of, 482
on markets, A54 n,
duties, 483
455n. 455, 456.
Taffaties, 159
a note on, 515
Tajpur, 17
Tithe, abolition of, 471
Takiya, 89
Tobacco, in Rangpur and
Tak§lasila, 1
Cochymeda, 442.
in Dewanganj, 443
Tanjeebs, <::28
at Azirnpur, 446
Tanks iu J essore, 444
duties on, 4f>7, 460
use and presence of,
449.
scarcity of, 468
Tantalea, 295
Toddy, 490
'l'antric, 33
Toilet of women,. 83
Tara or taira, 86
Tolbiikhana,
of Samasera
Tarasundari, 30
Gaji, 7.
Tari. see Toddy
Toneah, river, 212
Tarikh-i-Bangala, a note on, Tootenague, 459, 473,
517.
Tosa~hii:p,a, .79
Sulakl!at;~-i'i,
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Trade, houses of and other
and slavery, 493 n, 496.
agencies of French, 107.
a note on, 515
union of the dalals of Typical Selections from Old
Bengal, 115.
Bengali Literature, 434 n.
private, allowed to the
a note on, 515
Co.'s servants, 126.
with Kashmir and
Tibet, 258.
·
u
of the British Company
in Bengal, 272.
Ulipur, see Oliapur
obstruction
to the University, 1
English Co.'s, 273.
Upendra Bhafija, 15, Hi
in salt, betelnut, etc., Urdu, 17
duty-free; decision of Utkala, scholars from, at
Council, 333.
Bur.dwan Catuf?pathi, 3.
the Nawab's right to
make regulations for,
y
view of Hastings and
the Nawab, 337-38.
regulation of internal Vadancandra Gbosa, 9, 11,
12, 13.
.
trade, by Mir Jafar,
V ai1·aginis, 27
344-45.
inland, in salt, betelnut Vai~1;1-ava:, 97, 99
and tobacco, stopped Vaif?J)avadfisa, \:JB n
Vakil, 215
by Directors, 34\:l.
export and import, made Vanat, a kind of cloth, 4515
duty-free by Firman Vfmesvara, 14
Vansaveria, 15, 10
of, 1716 A.D., 349.
Vansittart, Mr., 237, 322 n
monopoly of, 354-o9
Trade, Committee of, 358,
narrative of, 326, 327
359, 360.
meets the Nawab to
settle matters, 327.
its abolition, 366
in saltpetre, of the
attacked by members
English at Patna,
of his Council for
concluding
368-86.
agreerelations of the Dutch
ment with Nawab,
332-33.
and the English over
Nawab gives his reasaltpetre, 377-80.
falling of, 466
sons for the general
Traffic in slaves, 498
abolition of all duties
to, 338-39.
Tribune, 98 n
Trilahari, 87
views of
Directors
Triveni, 15
about political conTurmeric, 459
duct of, and his
'l'ypes of Early Bengali
Council, 340-41.
Pro•e referred to on slaves · V (l.r~jiitrii, 7§
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vas arag hara, 62
V asumati, referred to on
slavery, 494 n.
Vedanta, 4
Vedas, g6
Vedic Prosody, 4
Vegetable, cultivation of, 441
Velvets, price of, 509. 1'510,
511.
Verelst, Mr., 238, 353
on women in India, 29,
31, 33.
view of, 257 n
on oppressions of the
English
gomastas
and agents, 310-11,
321 n.
on monopoly plan of
Select
Committee
in salt, betelnut and
tobacco, 361-64.
on unpaid labour, 489 n
Vermilion, 473
Vernacular education, 5-9
details of, 5-7
no exact curriculum, 5
channels of enlightenment of masses; 8.
widespread, 7-9
literature, study of, 4-5
places of encouragement to study of
Sanskrit and Vernacular, 14.
in Oriya, 15-16
translations
of the
Puranas, 12.
works ~ritten by men
in lower social strata,
7-9.
Vesara, 86
Vidagdha-Ointama~J,i, 15
Vidagdha-Madhava, 16
Vidya, 25, 40, 415, 77
Vidyasundara, 17, 40, 45,
76 n, 84 n, 455, 755 n.

Vijayarama, 75 n, 76 n, 79n,
gon.
Titthamangala of, on
boats, 434 n.
on markets, 454 n,
455,
455 n, 456,
456 n.
Senavisarada, Tirthamangala of, a note
on, 513.
Vikrampur, a centre of Vernacular literature, 4, 52.
Village Communities, 492
Viresvara Nyayapaficanana,
14.
V!rsirhha, 77
Visarada, a noble man, ·2
Visnukumari, Maharani, 36
Vo"yage, by Ives, 433 ·
Voyage, by Stavorinus, 434

w
Wages, of coolies, 47g
of banians, 479
rise of, 480
causes of the rise of,
480.
fixed, 480, 481
standard, fixed, 482
of different classes employed, 482.
rates of, 482
changed, 483 n
in mofussils, 484
method of payment of,
484.
abuses of, 485, 486
Brohier's plan of the
payment of, 486.
defects · of the plan
of, 487.
Wake, Mr , 202
Walbeck, Mr., 377
WJtqai-i-Fath, a note on~ 518
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Waqai-i-Mahabat Jung, see
obnoxious customs, 44Waqai-i-Fath.
46.
Ward, 26
depenqance on husW arren Hastings, 18
bands, 33 35.
W asherman, 70
dress, toilet articles
pay of, 482
and ornaments of,
Watts, Mr., 206, 413, 508
80-89.
Wax, 460
income from spinning
Pegu, 473
and weaving, ~3-44.
W Jl,zid, Khwaja, 380
in pregnancy, 42
Weavers, at Balasore, 467
mimic world in childeffect of Maratha inhood, 41-42.
vasions on, 467.
music among, 38-40
Weaving, among women,
occupations in leisure,
43-44.
43 f.
weights and measures, rogu·
part in political and adlati.on of, 4G2, 4o2 n.
ministrative affairs,
standard, 4(32
36-38.
Samasera
Gi.ijira
position of, 29-52
PiLuthi on, 4(33 n.
position in a Hindu
Wheat, cultivation of, 441
joint family, 40-42.
production of, in Benquarrelsome habit, 46
gal, 442.
references by contemoxport of, 442, 451
porary
European
Stavorinus on, 442
writers, 29-32.
cause of decline in pro·
reforms, 52
duction of, 442.
sati, 4G-52
decline of export of,
strength of conjugal
442.
fidelity, 30-33.
in Rangpur, 442, 444
were women transferin Purneah, 443, 444
red with little cere·
Bengal wheat qoJU~e~· 1
mony, 29-33.
ting with ;Cape of
women's rites in adhiGood Ho_pe corn,
vasa, 55 f.
... '·'·I
in marriage, 58-61
452.
'
duties on, 460
. wood, John, 269 n, 300
prices of, 463, 474
,Worker's Bodies, 490
White lead, 473
.
l ,:
regulations for, 490
Widow remarriage, 52":. · • ·Worship-of gods, in marriage,
Wife, classes of, 40
61.
William Wagan, 228
Wymn, Mr. Huge, 250
Women, after-dinner gossip,
43.
bat.hing of, 43
Y
Women, cooking by, 43
customs among, 42-48
Y 3:m~raja, 13
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Yamasang'ita, 13
Yasovanta, Raja, 1
Yasovanta Raya, 27
Yll.?l'h, ~ 'k.1.>::!.1! Qt -.:ilh1.
448.

flr..Q."\)...,

z
Zainuddin, 38
Zair-hossein Khan, 19
Zamindar(s), 294, 462, 463
their obstruction of
English trade, 29497.
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of Fultah, stops boats
with English dastaks,
295.
Q.t M_~l...d.a. >md SlJ.'Wl.W.'l.khi, their ill-treatment of Company's
gomastas, 297, 297 n.
Company's retaliatory
measures on the,
298-99.
of Tajpur, 311
of Baharbund, 443 n
fixing of prices by,
465,465 n.
meeting of, 481
unpaid labour and, 489
Zamindary, court of, 481

